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HISTORY OF SCOTLAND

1. THE EARLIEST DWELLERS IN SCOTLAND

How did there come to be a country called Scotland

and a people called the Scottish people ? When
we look at a map of Scotland, we see that it is

made up of the mainland and a great number of

islands lying near it. The mainland stretches from

the Pentland Firth in the north to the Cheviot

Hills and the Solway Firth in the south. But why
does Scotland end at the Cheviot Hills, and how is

it that the Hebrides, or Western Islands, and the

Orkney and Shetland Islands belong to it? Why
are the mainland and all the islands called by
the one name of Scotland? Then there are two
different languages spoken in Scotland. The High-
landers speak Gaelic, the Lowlanders speak English,
and yet both Highlanders and Lowlanders are known
as Scotsmen. How did they come to be called by
this one name though they speak different languages,
and differ from each other in many other ways?
It is to answer these questions that this book has
been written, and we have to go a long way back
to answer them.



2 THE EARLIEST DWELLERS IN SCOTLAND

The land we now call Scotland was not always

Stone Hammers.

known by that name, and the people who lived in it

were not always called Scots. There was, indeed, a

Arrow-heads of Flint.

time when neither the land nor its people had a

name to themselves. For Scotland, like all other
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countries, was once inhabited by people who were

not civilised, but were merely savages or barbarians.

As these people did not write books, how do we know
that they once lived in Scotland ?

One day, in the year 1894, some workmen
were quarrying stones in the side of a cliff oppo-

Bone Harpoons found in Caves.

site the Bay of Oban, in Argyleshire. On dig-

ging into the cliff, they came to a cave twenty-five
feet long and more than sixteen feet wide, and
in the cave they found things which showed
that men must once have lived in it. There

A
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were heads of hammers made of stone, and many
tools and implements made of horn, such as har-

poons, chisels, borers, and pins. The skulls of

human beings were also found, and the bones of

animals which had been killed and eaten by the

cave-dwellers, who must, therefore, have been clever

hunters and fishers. At what time these men
lived nobody can say, but

it must have been more than

a thousand years before the

birth of Christ.

, And not only in Argyle-
shire but in other parts of the

country, things have been

found that must have been

made by men's hands in

those far-off times. For in-

stance, on the Carse of Stir-

ling, quite near to the town
of that name, there was found

the skeleton of a whale, and
on its skull was the head

of an axe made of a deer's

horn, which must have been

used by some one when the
whale was cast ashore. And, indeed, near the
same place the skeletons of no fewer than twelve
other whales have been found, which shows that in

those times the sea must have come much farther

in than it does now. In the Carse of Stirling, also,
there have been found great heaps of shells

oyster-shells, mussel-shells, and others with fire-

places beside them. This proves that the people

Polished Axe of Greenish

Quartz, from Berwickshire.
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who once lived there fed on shellfish, which they
roasted in the fire. Then in different parts of the

country, in deep bogs and in the beds of rivers,

canoes have been dug up, which were made by

hollowing out trees with

fire. We learn from this

that the men to whom
they belonged were able

to sail on lakes and

rivers, and even some
distance on the sea.

Now, when we look

at the things that have

been found in different

parts of the country,
we see that those early
dwellers in Scotland did

not stand still, but be-

came more and more
civilised in their ways
of living. We know
this from the tools and
ornaments they made,
which were very differ-

ent at different times.

In the farthest back

times they made their

tools and other things of stone or bone or horn,
and often they fashioned them so skilfully that we
cannot understand how they were made.
The time when men made tools of stone is called

the Stone Age ; but a day came when a great step
forward was taken. They learned to make bronze,

Bronze Swords.
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which is got from the melting and mixing of copper
and tin, and is much harder than either of these

metals. Of course, they did not stop all at once

using stone, but they began to use bronze more and

more, and became very skilful in making things with

it. A great many articles of bronze have been found

in ditches and peat -bogs and other places. For

instance, bronze daggers have been dug up, and

Shield of beaten Bronze.

razors, spear-heads, sickles for cutting corn, shields,

and even trumpets. Ornaments, too, such as

bracelets, necklaces, finger-rings, ear-rings, and crowns,
show that the people of the Bronze Age, as it is

called, were not always thinking of fighting, but

also took pleasure in looking at beautiful things.
It is very interesting also to know that the men of

the Bronze Age understood the use of gold, for a

great many gold ornaments have been found which
were made by their hands.
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Then another step forward was taken
;
iron began

to be used instead of bronze, though, of course,

bronze was only given up by degrees. The use

of iron instead of bronze made a great change in

the way of making weapons, tools, and ornaments,
as these had now to be hammered out instead of

being cast in moulds. Many articles belonging to

the Iron Age have been found in different parts

of Scotland. For example, out of a loch in Kirk-

cudbrightshire there was once taken a large pot of

bronze, in which were found tools and implements

Combs made of Bone.

such as axe-heads, hammers, saws, and nails, all

made of iron. In the Bronze Age we saw that

ornaments were made of gold, but in the Iron Age
silver ornaments were much more used. The chief

thing to be remembered about the Iron Age is, how-

ever, that it was the time just before books began to

be written. And, indeed, in the Iron Age, in some

countries, men knew the alphabet and began to write,

though whether this was the case in Scotland we
cannot tell.

Before we have done speaking of the Prehistoric

Times, as they are called, there is one other thing that

must not be forgotten, and that is, the way in which
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the people buried their dead. It is curious that

the tombs where the dead were buried have lasted

longer than the houses they inhabited when they

were living. In different parts of the country there

are still to be seen great circles of tall unhewn stones,

though sometimes most of the stones have fallen.

Inside these circles there are great heaps of stones,

called cairns, and when the stones are removed it is

Jet Necklace found in Ross-shire.

found that people have been buried there. Now,
it is interesting to know that these tombs were

differently made at different periods, and this enables

us to tell whether those who were buried in them

lived during the Stone Age or the Bronze Age or

the Iron Age.
In the tombs of the later Stone Age there are

usually chambers where the dead were bur led, whereas

in the tombs of the early Bronze Age only a few such

chambers are found, and none in those of the Iron
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Age. Sometimes the bodies were buried whole, as

bones found in the tombs show, but usually they
were burned. In the tombs of the Bronze Age
beautiful urns made of clay are found, in which the

ashes of the dead had been put. It is strange to dis-

cover that in the graves are also found the heads of

arrows, of spears, and of axes, and ornaments such as

beads, necklaces, and ear-rings. Some of these

ornaments are very precious too. What could these

people have meant by putting such things in tombs,
that could be of no use to the dead? Was it

because they expected the dead some day to rise

Section of Chambered Cairn, Argyleshire.

from the grave, and use their weapons and ornaments,

just as they had done before they died ? Or was it

only to show how much they honoured and loved

those who had passed away ? To these questions we
cannot be sure that we have the right answer.

What has been told in this chapter is learned from

the different things that have been found above the

ground and below it, all over the country. But after

this we have books also to tell us what we should like

to know; and so the new time is called the Historic

Age, to mark it off from the Prehistoric Times of

which we have been speaking.
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2. THE COMING OF THE ROMANS JULIUS
AGRICOLA. A.D. 80 TO A.D. 86

The first book written about Scotland was not by
a writer who was born in that country, but by a

Roman, called Tacitus. The name of his book is The

Life of Julius Agricola, and it is written in Latin.

Agricola was the father-in-law of Tacitus, and was a

great Roman general. He was the first man who

tried to conquer the country lying to the north of the

Cheviot Hills and the Solway Firth.

But how did Agricola come to lead his soldiers to

a land so far distant from his own? It happened
in this way. Rome was at first only a small

village, but it grew to be a great town, and then its

people began to conquer the country lying near it.

Soon they conquered the whole of Italy, and in course

of time all the lands round the Mediterranean Sea.

Then the famous Roman general, Julius Caesar,

one of the greatest men who ever lived, conquered

France, or Gaul, as it was then named, and it was this

conquest of Gaul that in the end brought the Romans
to Scotland. The people in what we now call Eng-
land, but which the Romans named South Britain,

gave help to the people of Gaul in fighting the

Romans, and so the Romans found it necessary to

conquer them also. Then having subdued South

Britain, they were forced to lead their armies into

North Britain, as the North Britons often made war
on the South Britons. Thus we see how Agrieola
had come all the way from Italy, and led his soldiers

into Scotland.
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It was in the year A.D. 80, more than eighteen

hundred years ago, that Agricola, at the head of

his army, entered North Britain to subdue it, as

South Britain by this time had already been con-

quered. In some ways his task was difficult, and in

other ways it was made easy for him. His great

Roman Iron Helmet with Face Mask.

difficulty was the want of good roads along which he

could lead his army from one place to another. Almost

the whole country was then taken up with forests,

and deep bogs, or great stretches of water. There

were only patches of ground here and there on which

crops were grown. Often, therefore, when the army
was toiling through these difficult places the enemy
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would suddenly appear and fall upon the soldiers,

when they were perhaps tired out with a long day's

march.

But, on the other hand, the North Britons were

not nearly a match for the Romans at fighting. In

the first place, the Romans were far better armed.

Most of them, though not all, wore metal helmets on

their heads, and had armour on their breasts and

thighs. In their left hands they carried large shields,

and in their right hands they had short, strong

swords with sharp points, with which they pierced the

bodies of their enemies.

The Britons also had weapons made of iron or

bronze, but their shields were too small to defend

them. Their swords too had not sharp points

like those of the Romans, and were too long to

be easily used when they fought close together.

Then the Romans were all trained soldiers, and

had been taught to obey their officers, and to

fight exactly as they were told. But what made

Agricola's task easiest was that the Britons did

not all unite and make one great army under one

general. The reason of this was that the Britons

were not really one nation, but were divided into a

great many tribes, each having a chief of its own.

These tribes were often at war with each other, so

that instead of having to fight all the Britons at once,

Agricola fought with one tribe after another, and so

was able to gain easier victories.

We do not know exactly into what parts of North

Britain Agricola first led his army, though it may
be found out some day. It is pretty certain, how-

ever, that he came in by the east and not by the
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west side of the country, and we know quite well

how he set about trying to subdue it. What he

did was to conquer one tribe after another, and then

build forts, in which he put soldiers to defend them.

In this way, after two

years' fighting, he con-

quered all the tribes to

the south of the Firths

of Forth and Clyde, and

compelled them to obey
him.

But the most difficult

part of the country still

remained to be con-

quered the country of

the Highland hills,

which was inhabited by
a people called the Cale-

donians. These were tall

men with red hair, and

were the bravest fighters

of all the Britons. Be-

fore trying to conquer
the Caledonians, how-

ever, Agricola made a

long row of forts from

the Firth of Forth to the

Firth of Clyde, to prevent them from coming down
into the Lowlands, which he had already subdued.

At last, in the fourth year after he had come to North

Britain, he led his army into Caledonia, but as he

marched into the wild country, some of his officers

became so frightened that they advised him to return.

Roman Foot-Soldier with Standard.
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And they had good reason to be frightened. One

night the Caledonians fell upon one of Agricola's

camps, killed the sentinels, and would have gained

the victory, had not Agricola sent soldiers from

another camp and driven them off. The Caledonians,

however, were not cast down by their defeat, and went

on fighting as be-

fore, till the coming
ofwintercompelled

Agricola to march

back to the Low-

lands.

But Agricola
was determined to

conquer the Cale-

donians, and next

summer he again
led his army into

their country. The

Caledonians knew

that he would re-

turn, and they pre-

pared to defend

themselves and
their homes. Many of the tribes joined together and

put themselves under a leader, called Calgacus,* the

first hero in Scottish history who has a name. The
women and children were sent away into safe places,

and every man who could fight, old or young, took

up arms to defend his country. At length, the two

armies came in sight of each other at a place called

*
Calgdcus and Graupius are now accepted as more probable

forms than Gdlgacus and Grampius.

Roman Horse-Soldier.
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Mons Graupius, though where that place was we shall

probably never find out.

Then was fought the first battle on Scottish

ground of which the story has come down to us.

The way the Caledonians fought was to throw

their darts from a distance, and then rush in and

try to break the ranks of the enemy. But, as

we have seen, they did not fight well close at hand,

because their shields were too small, and their

swords had not sharp points like those of the

Romans. Agricola knew this, and what he did was

to pick some of his best men and make them get
into close grips with the Caledonians, who, though

they fought as bravely as men can fight, at last gave

way and fled into the neighbouring forests. This

was the last great battle that Agricola fought in

North Britain, for he was now called back to Rome,
from which he never returned.

3. THE ROMANS IN NORTH BRITAIN
THEIR DEPARTURE. A.D. 86 TO A.D. 412

When Agricola left North Britain, he thought he

had completely subdued the part of it south of the

Firths of Forth and Clyde, but he was greatly mis-

taken. As we saw, he had made a row of forts to

keep the Caledonians from coming down into the

Lowlands, but, as soon as he was gone, they broke

through the forts just as if they had not been there.

Then, about forty years after Agricola had left,

there came another great Roman to Britain, an
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emperor this time, and not merely a general. This

was the Emperor Hadrian, whose chief delight was to

travel through all the lands over which he ruled.

But when Hadrian came into North Britain, he saw

that Agricola's row of forts was useless. He therefore

returned south, and built a wall of turf between the

river Tyne and the Solway Firth, so that it looked as

if he had left the whole of North Britain to itself. But

this did not make things any better, as the North

Britons broke through Hadrian's wall and made war

on the South Britons, who were now living peacefully
under the government of the Romans.
But it shows how determined the Romans were to

conquer the North Britons that, about twenty years
after Hadrian had left, another Roman army was

sent into their country. The Roman emperor then

reigning was called Antoninus, and was one of the

best and greatest men who ever ruled any people.

Antoninus, however, did not come himself, but sent
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one of his generals, called Lollius Urbicus. We
know hardly anything of what Urbicus did in the

way of fighting, but he must have conquered all

the tribes south of the Firths of Forth and Clyde,

just as Agricola had done. We know this, because

he built a wall in the same place as Agricola's row

of forts, that is, between the Firths of Forth and

Clyde.
Now this wall is a very wonderful piece of work,

and shows that the Romans had quite made up their

minds to keep a hold of North Britain. To this day

many parts of it are still standing, and in going
from Edinburgh to Glasgow by the railway you can

see a piece of it at Greenhill Station. It begins at

Carriden, on the Firth of Forth, and ends at Old

Kilpatrick, on the river Clyde, and is more than

thirty miles long. It is made in this way.

First of all, there is a foundation of stone, and on

this foundation sods of turf are neatly laid. It is

about twelve feet high, and about fourteen feet thick

at the bottom. Besides the wall there was a deep
ditch on the north side of it, so that if the Cale-

donians tried to get into the Lowland country they
would first have to leap into the ditch and then climb

the wall. On the south side of it there was a broad

road along which the soldiers could march from one

part of the wall to another, and at every two miles

there was a fort from which watch could be kept for

the enemy night and day.

This wonderful piece of work is called the Wall of

Antoninus, because it was by his order that it was

made. The country people, however, had another

name for it
; they called it Grahame's or Grime's
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Dyke, which means the Devil's Dyke, and they gave
it this name because they thought that it could hardly
have been made by the hands of men.

Strange to say, not even this great wall kept the

brave Caledonians out of the Lowlands
; and, besides

the Caledonians, another tribe, called the Maeatae,

began to give the Romans trouble. Indeed, things
became so bad in North Britain, that at last another

Roman Emperor thought that he must come himself

and try to subdue the country completely. This was

the Emperor Severus, who was his own general and

had already fought in a great many wars. So in the

year A.D. 208, more than a hundred years after

Agricola had first come to North Britain, Severus led

a great army into the country of the Caledonians.

He was not in a very fit state to undertake such an

expedition. He was now an old man, and so ill

with the gout that he could neither walk nor ride,

but had to be carried on a litter.

This time the Caledonians did not do as they had

done when Agricola came against them. They did

not come out and fight Severus in a great battle.

What they did was to follow his army wherever

it went, and, whenever they got the chance, to fall

upon it suddenly and to slay any soldiers who had

fallen behind. But Severus was a very cautious

general, and, before leading his army forward, he

cut down the forests that stood in his way, and made

bridges across the rivers, so that his soldiers should

have good roads to march along. So he went on

farther and farther till, it is said, he reached the

Moray Firth, which was much farther north than any
Roman had yet gone. Then Severus thought he had
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gone far enough, and led his army back to the

Lowlands, always followed by the Caledonians, who
seem never to have left him alone.

And what was the result of this long and

dangerous journey? It is said, though it is difficult

to believe it, that from first to last fifty thousand of

his soldiers were killed
;
and after all he had not

thoroughly subdued his enemies, the Caledonians.

Indeed, Severus had hardly got back to South

Britain, when they and the other tribe, called the

Maeatae, began to give as much trouble as ever, and,

as this great general died at York three years after he

had left North Britain, all his labour had been in vain.

It should be said that Severus did one other thing
which shows how anxious the Romans were to keep
hold of Britain. He caused a wall to be built at the

same place as Hadrian's, that is, between the river

Tyne and the Solway Firth. This wall was made of

stone, and parts of it can still be seen. If, as people
now usually think, this wall was really made by
Severus, it would look as if he had given up North

Britain and thought only of keeping South Britain

safe.

We see how hard the Romans had found it to

conquer North Britain, and even to keep hold of the

parts of it which they did subdue. No doubt the

chief reasons for this were the bravery of its people,

and the difficulty of getting from one part of the

country to another, on account of the mountains and

forests, and bogs and waters, with which it was

covered. But there was another reason still : the

Romans had to carry on so many wars in other

countries that they could not spare a sufficient

B
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number of soldiers to conquer North Britain once

for all.

And, indeed, there came a time when they found

it difficult to keep hold even of South Britain,

for a number of enemies began to attack it all at

once. The Scots from Ireland came in their ships

and invaded the west coast; a people in North

Britain, called the Picts, attacked it from the north
;

and the Saxons from Germany, who were one day
to conquer the whole of South Britain, plundered the

east coast. And at last a time came when the

Romans had no soldiers to spare, for the city of

Rome itself was attacked by a barbarian tribe,

and plundered by its leader, Alaric, in the year

410; and two years afterwards the Roman legions

left both North and South Britain for ever, and the

native inhabitants were left to live by themselves.

The Romans had been coming and going to

North Britain for more than three hundred years
as long a time as from now back to the reign of

Mary, Queen of Scots. What is there to show
that they were so long a time in our country?
When the Romans completely conquered any land,

as they did South Britain and Gaul, this was what

happened. The native people of the country learned

to speak the Latin language, to wear Roman clothes,

and in every way to become just like Romans. The

conquerors also taught them to build Roman houses,

and towns grew up containing temples for the

worship of the gods, courts of justice, and even

theatres and schools. This was what took place in

South Britain and Gaul, but it was not the case in

North Britain. All that the Romans were able to do
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in North Britain was to defend their forts, and keep
them from being taken by the enemy, so that when

they left the country it was almost as if they had

never been there.

But even if we did not read about it in books,

there are still things to be seen in Scotland which

tell us how long a time the Romans were there and

how hard they tried to conquer it. There is that

great Wall of Antoninus, parts of which we can still

see
;
and there are roads in different parts of the

country which are still called Roman Roads, and are

used even to the present day. Here and there, also,

both north and south of the river Forth, there are the

remains of the forts which they made, and in which,

when they are dug up, many things are found which

the Romans used when they lived in them. But, as

we have heard so much of these forts, let us see what

they were like, and let us take one which has been

dug up, and which we know best from a book that

has been written about it.

This fort is called the Bar Hill Fort, because it

stands on one of what are called the Bar Hills.

These hills are about a mile to the north-west of Croy
Station, which you pass on the railway between

Glasgow and Edinburgh. Of course, when the

Romans made a fort, they had to see that it was in

a right place. There must be water near it
;

it must
be easily got at from the other forts

;
and it must be

on a spot which it would be easy to defend against
the enemy. Suppose we had paid a visit to the Bar
Hill Fort when the Romans were there, what should

we have seen ?

First we should have come to a high wall or ram-
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part made of turf, and about twelve feet thick. The

wall was built in the form of a square, and had a

gate on each side. At the four corners of the wall

and at each side of the gates there was a wooden

tower, and in all these towers there were catapults, or

machines for throwing large stones at the enemy. If

we had entered by one of the gates, we should have

seen that on three sides there were two deep ditches,

while on the fourth side there was only one ditch,

because it was thought that on that side only one was

needed. We now see what a strong place a Roman
fort was, and how difficult it must have been for the

enemy to break into it.

And now let us see what it was like inside. First

of all, we should have seen that a Roman fort was a

large place, for this Bar Hill Fort took up nearly three

acres
;

that is to say, it was as big as a fair-sized

field. Looking round us, we should have seen that

the fort inside looked like a little town. A number
of streets ran through it so that the soldiers could

pass from one part of it to another, and there were a

great many buildings, which served for different uses.

In the middle was what was called the Praetorium,

which was made of stone and had a roof of red tiles,

and which was the headquarters of the regiment.
Then there were the barracks made of wood, with

thatched roofs, where the soldiers lived
;
and there

were workshops, baths, a storehouse, and places into

which the refuse of the fort was put.

Now it was only soldiers who were allowed to live

in the fort; what then was done with their wives

and children, for many of the Roman soldiers had
wives and children? It must be remembered that
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the Romans lived a great number of years in these

forts, and that they were really their homes. Out-

side the fort a little village was built, in which

the wives and children lived, as well as old

\

Woman's Boot (Roman), found near Melrose.

soldiers who were no longer able to fight, and

traders who sold the things that were needed both

in the village and in the fort Of course, if the

enemy ever came against them, then the people in

Man's Slioe (Roman), found near Melrose.

the village could be taken into the fort, where they
would be safer.

As we should expect, when the Bar Hill Fort was

dug up, a great many things were found which the
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Romans had used when they lived in it Pots and

tubs made of clay were discovered, pieces of glass

that had been used for bottles and windows,
a chariot wheel and other wheels, boots and shoes,

barrels, children's playthings, and, what is most

interesting of all, stones with Latin inscriptions

on them. It will be seen, therefore, that the Romans
lived in their forts just as they did at home, and

that they had everything around them that they
needed.

There is one thing more which must not be for-

gotten before this chapter is finished. Just about the

time the Romans left, there was living in the land

one whose name and work are remembered to

this day. This was St Ninian, who, as far as we

know, was the first to preach the Christian religion

in Scotland. Ninian was born on the shores of the

Solway Firth about the year A.D. 350, and, as his

father was a Christian, he was baptized when he was

a child. When he grew up he went to Rome to be

better taught, for Rome was now a Christian and not

a pagan city, and on his return he made his home
near the town of Whithorn, in Wigtownshire. The
rest of his life Ninian spent in preaching the gospel
to the people who lived to the south of the river

Forth, and at his own home he built a church which

was called Candida Casa, the Latin for White House,
because it was built of light-coloured stone and not of

wood. Ninian was the first man who laboured in

Scotland in the cause of religion of whom we know

anything, and his name will never be forgotten. In

different parts of the country there are wells, called

St Ninian's Wells, to which sick people were taken,
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because it was thought that Ninian had blessed the

water
;
and at the present day there are still many

churches which be,ar his name.

4. THE BEGINNINGS OF SCOTLAND.
449-844

After the Romans left North Britain, it is a long
time nearly a hundred and fifty years before we
hear of it again, and the reason is that there are no

books to tell us what was happening in the country.

When we next read about it in books, however, we
find that a great change had taken place. When

Agricola came to North Britain, there were as many
as seventeen tribes in the land, each with a chief of

its own, who had nothing to do with each other except
when they went to war among themselves. Now, how-

ever, instead of seventeen tribes we find only four great

kingdoms, each governed by its own king. This was

a great step forward, as it showed that the whole of

North Britain might one day become one kingdom
with one king to rule over it. We have now to see

who those four peoples were, as it is from them that

there came to be a country called Scotland, and it is

from them that most Scotsmen of the present day are

descended.

The largest of the four kingdoms was one which

took in all -the country from the river Forth to the

Pentland Firth, and was inhabited by a people
known as Picts, to whom the Romans gave this name
because they painted their bodies when they went to

war the Latin word pictus meaning painted. We
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cannot tell where these Picts came from or even

what language they spoke. They were divided

Map showing Four Peoples.

into the northern and southern Picts, but one king
ruled over them both

;
and we shall presently hear of
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a Pictish king who did a thing which has made his

name to be remembered. This Pictish kingdom
lasted for several hundred years, but we shall see that

it came to an end in a strange way, and that of all

the four peoples of whom we are speaking, the Picts

are the only people whose name went out of use, and

is now only read of in books.

The name of the second people we cannot forget,

because it is from them that Scotland got its name,
and it is owing to them that there came to be a

country called Scotland, and a nation known as the

Scottish nation. The "
Scots

" was the name of the

second people, and fortunately we happen to know
more about them than about the Picts. First of all, we
know that they came from the country which we now
call Ireland, but which then and for long afterwards

was called, not Ireland, but Scotia or Scotland, so that

Irishmen were Scotsmen before ourselves. Then we
know what language they spoke ;

it was the same as

the Highlanders now speak, though, of course, it has

changed a great deal during the hundreds of years
since the ancient Scots spoke it. We know also the

name they gave to the part of North Britain in which

they settled
;

it was called Dalriada, after the part of

Ireland from which they came, and was what we
now call Argyleshire and the islands near it. And,

lastly, we know that the Scots were not pagans like

the other three peoples, but Christians, for in Ireland,

from which they came, Christianity was known before

it was known in North Britain. Dalriada was the

smallest of all the kingdoms, yet it was from it

that the first kings came who ruled over the whole

of Scotland.
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The name of the third people can easily be

remembered, because it is a name which is still given
to both Scotsmen and Englishmen. They were called

Britons, and the part of the country they inhabited

was chiefly the valley of the river Clyde. When
the Romans first came to our island, these Britons

were the chief inhabitants whom they found there,

and this was why they named the island Britannia, or

Britain. In course of time, however, the Britons had

been driven into the west, both in South and North

Britain, so that now they were not so strong and

numerous as they had once been. They belonged to

the same race as the Scots, that is, they were Celts
;

but the language they spoke was not like that of the

Highlanders, but like that of the people of Wales,
who are also Celts. The place where their king lived

was called Alcluyd, which was afterwards named

Dunbarton, or the "
fortress of the Britons," and their

country was known as Strathclyde, because it lay chiefly

in the valley of the river Clyde. The Britons must

not have been so brave in war as the other three

peoples ;
at least, they were usually beaten when

they fought, which they often had to do, with the

fourth people who have now to be mentioned.

These last people were called Angles, and their

name, also, cannot be forgotten, as Angles is just

English, and England is simply Angle-land. The

Angles came from the banks of the river Elbe, in

Germany, and settled along the east coast of Britain

under different leaders. It is only with one of these

leaders, however, that we have to do. His name
was Ida, and in the year 547 he became king of a

kingdom which was called Bernicia, or the "
country
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of the braes," which reached from the river Tees in

England to the Firth of Forth in Scotland. These

Angles were a very warlike people, and were con-

stantly trying to conquer all their neighbours, and

especially the Britons of Strathclyde, whom they
hated and never left in peace. At one time, indeed, it

seemed as if the Angles and not the Scots were to

give the first kings to the whole of North Britain, and

if that had happened, there would not have been a

country named Scotland and a nation called Scotsmen,
but only England and Englishmen. As for the

language the Angles spoke, their name tells us that

it was the same as we speak to-day, though many
words have been changed and added since they spoke
it. We have, therefore, this strange thing that

Scotsmen get their name from the Scots, who spoke

Gaelic, and their language gets its name from the

Angles, who came from the banks of the Elbe. How
this happened, we shall see before long.

5. ST COLUMBA, ST MUNGO AND ST
CUTHBERT

How did these four peoples, the Picts, the Scots, the

Britons, and the Angles, come to be one nation, and

how did the whole country come to be called Scot-

land ? This is what we have now to try to understand.

In the times of which we are speaking, men went

to war with each other much more readily than we
do now. Kings were always quarrelling with one

another as to where their lands began and ended, and
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there was only one way of settling the quarrel, and

that was by fighting. Now, as there were four kings

in North Britain, each was afraid that his neighbour
would become too strong and try to conquer all the

others, and so sometimes two and even three kings

would unite and make war on a third or fourth king
of whom they were afraid. The result was that the

four kings were almost constantly at war among them-

selves, until at last one became stronger than all the

others, and made himself ruler over the whole country.

But there were other things besides fighting that

helped to make the four kingdoms into one, and one

thing that helped a great deal was that in course

of time all the people of North Britain, as we must

still call Scotland, came to be of one religion namely,

Christianity. As long as one people was pagan and

another Christian, they looked on each other as

enemies, and could never live together under one

ruler. It was not only the fighting kings, therefore,

but the peaceful missionaries who preached the

gospel, that helped to make the country that came
to be called Scotland. We do not know the names
of all the missionaries who helped in this work, but

there is one who did more than all the rest, and whose
name will be remembered as long as Scotland lasts

St Columba.

The first thing we have to remember about

Columba is that he was not born in North Britain,

but in Ireland, or Scotia, as it was then called. He
is said to have belonged to the royal family; but,

whether this is true or not, he was at least a great
man in his own country, and was known as a great

preacher who had set up many churches and monas-
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teries for the teaching of Christianity. It was in the

year 563, when he was forty-two years old, that

Columba landed, along with twelve companions, on

the little island of lona, which was to be his home
for the rest of his life. We know what this home
was like, because a life of Columba was written by
one who lived there after him, and who had spoken
to those who knew Columba himself. First of all,

there was a little church, made of wood and clay,

and not of stone like that of St Ninian. Then quite

near it were the houses, or rather huts, also made of

wood and clay, in which the brethren lived that of

Columba being at a little distance from the rest.

Round them all was a high wall made of turf, which

would both shelter them from storms and keep
them apart from other people who might be living

on the island. Those who dwelt in the monastery, as

it was called, were divided into three classes, who had

each different duties to perform. One class con-

ducted the religious services of the community,
another class was in training to become ministers

of the gospel, and the third and largest class did all

the work that had to be done with the hands.

After Columba had been two years in lona, he

undertook a long journey, and it is with this journey
we have chiefly to do in a history of Scotland.

Along with some of his brethren from the monastery,
he went to the king of the Picts, whose name was

Brude, to try to persuade him and his people to

give up being pagans and to become Christians. As

King Brude lived near where the town of Inverness

now stands, they would be able to sail almost the

whole way, first through the sea and then through
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the lochs that are now joined by the Caledonian

canal.

At first, it seemed as if Columba was not to

succeed in his errand, for when he arrived at

Brude's palace, which would be only a building of

wood with a great wall round it, he found the gates

closed against him. Then, we are told, a wonderful

thing happened ;
Columba made the sign of the

Cross, and the gates opened of themselves. Brude

was so astonished at this that he listened to what

Columba had to say, and the result was that he

agreed to become a Christian, and, as the people then

did just what their kings did, his subjects became

Christians also. This is the story that is told of

how the Picts were converted
;
but no doubt there

must have been other reasons why Brude and his

people changed their religion, and the chief reason

was perhaps that Columba was a man whose words

and whose appearance made people think that he

was sent by God. At all events, the Picts soon

became a Christian nation, and Columba and others of

his brethren travelled often through their country,

preaching and building churches wherever they
went. Now that both the Picts and the Scots of

Dalriada were Christians, they both considered lona

the chief place of their religion, just as the Jews
did Jerusalem. lona, indeed, came to be looked on

as a holy spot, and for a long time to come, Scottish

and even Norwegian kings, when they died, were

brought to be buried there.

At the same time as Columba, there lived in North

Britain another great missionary, of whom, however,
we do not know so much that can be true. His name
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was Kentigern, which is said to mean " chief lord,"

but he is better known by his other name, Mungo,

which is thought to mean " dearest friend," or " dear

and lovable." Many wonderful things are told of St

Mungo which we cannot believe, but it is true that he

spent a great part of his life in preaching the gospel

to the Britons of Strathclyde. As lona was the chief

home of Columba, so Glasgow was the principal centre

Tombs of the Kings, lona.
[Photo ~by Valentine.

of Mungo, and to this day Glasgow is often styled
"
the

city of St Mungo," and its cathedral is called "the

Cathedral of St Mungo."
Of all the peoples in North Britain only the Angles

of Bernicia were now pagans ;
but about forty years

after Columba's death, a missionary, named Aidan,
was sent from lona to preach the Christian religion

to them also. It was another missionary, however, who
did most to spread the gospel in Bernicia, or Lothian,
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for by this name Bernicia now begins to be called,

and his name became better known even than the

names of St Columba and St Mungo. This was St

Cuthbert, who is called the "
Apostle of Lothian,"

because he did more than any one else to make
the people of that country Christians.

We do not know where Cuthbert was born, but the

story is told that one night, when he was watching his

sheep (for he began by being a shepherd) among the

Lammermoor Hills, he saw a company of angels come
down from heaven, and then return carrying with

them the soul of Aidan, the missionary who had first

preached to the Angles. We cannot, of course,

believe all the stories that are told of the devoted

men who gave their lives to teaching Christianity in

those far-off times. We cannot believe, for example,
that St Ninian made a bed of leeks grow up in a

few hours, or that St Columba raised a man from

the dead, or made a stone swim. So we cannot

believe that St Cuthbert really saw the soul of Aidan

and the angels bearing it up to heaven. But we do

know that he went up and down the country of

Lothian, sometimes on horseback and sometimes on

foot, trying to persuade the people to give up their

pagan worship and become Christians. And so

successful were his labours that, when he died, it

was believed long afterwards that miracles took place
at his tomb. A piece of cloth, which he is said to

have used in the services of the Church, was made
into a flag or standard, and it was thought that the

army which had it was sure to win the victory.

More than eight hundred years after his death, "the

Scots believed that the English won the battle of
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Flodden, because they had the standard of St

Cuthbert To this day, many churches are named
after this saint

; as, for instance, the church of St

Cuthbert in Edinburgh.
Before we finish this chapter, there is one thing

more that has to be mentioned, and it is very im-

portant. At the time of which we are speaking, there

were two Christian Churches in the West of Europe.
There was the Irish Church, of which we have

heard so much, and to which St Columba and St

Aidan belonged ;
and there was the Roman Church, of

which the Pope, or bishop of Rome, was the head.

The Irish Church was different in some things from

the Church of Rome. It had nothing to do with the

Pope, and its missionaries went on their preaching

journeys without being commanded by him. The
two Churches also had different opinions on two

things which do not seem very important to us, but

which they thought very important. The clergy of

the Irish Church shaved their heads in one way, and

the Roman clergy in another
;
and there was also a

quarrel between them as to the exact date of Easter,

that is, the day when Christ rose from the dead.

Now the question came to be, which of the two

Churches was to have the upper hand in Britain and

Ireland. The Roman Church was far stronger than

the Irish, because many countries on the Continent,

such as Italy, France, and Germany, belonged to it,

as well as a large part of England. What happened,

therefore, was that the Roman Church gained the

victory ;
and not long after the death of St Cuthbert

the Irish Church came to an end in North Britain, and

even in lona, and the Roman Church took its place.

C
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We cannot help being sorry that the Irish

Church, which had done so much good and to which

such men as Columba and Aidan had belonged,

thus came to an end
; but, on the whole, it was well

for Scotland that it did. By becoming a part of the

Roman Church, Scotland came into touch with the

other Christian countries, and it learned from them

a great deal which it could not have learned had it

remained a part of the Irish Church. How much
it learned we shall see further on, and why it is

important to remember that the Roman Church

took the place of the Irish Church.

6. THE FOUR KINGDOMS UNITED

KENNETH MACALPIN (844-860). MALCOLM II. (1005-1034)

The Picts, the Scots, the Angles, and the Britons

were now all of one religion, so that it was made
easier for one king to become ruler over the whole

of North Britain. At first, it looked as if the king of

the Angles was to be this ruler. For a long time

the kings of the Angles were the strongest, and

compelled all the other kings to obey them
;
but at

last a king of the Picts, called Brude, determined

no longer to submit to the Angles, and collected a

great army to fight them. The king of the Angles
at that time was Ecgfrith, and he also raised an

army and marched all the way from Lothian to a

place then known as Nectan's Mere, but now called

Dunnichen, in Forfarshire. There was fought, in the

year 685, one of the most important battles in the
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whole history of Scotland. Ecgfrith was defeated,

and he himself and almost all his army were slain.

After this battle the Angles grew weaker and weaker,

and now there was no danger that their king would

become ruler over the whole country. The reason

why this battle is so important is that, if Ecgfrith

had won the victory, it is likely that there never

would have been a country called Scotland and a

nation called the Scottish nation
;
for if the Angles

had become the masters, the whole country would

have been named Angle-land or England, and its

people would have been Angles or English.

At last, in the year 844, an event happened which

we cannot explain, because there are no books to

tell us about it. A king of the Scots of Dalriada,

named Kenneth MacAlpin, that is, Kenneth, son of

Alpin, became king of the Picts as well as king of

the Scots. There was now only one king to the

north of the river Forth and the Firth of Clyde,
and soon we hear no more of the Picts and Pictland,

but only of Scots and Scotia. So now there were

only three kings in North Britain instead of four,

and the question was, which of the three that were

left would prove to be the strongest.

As Kenneth MacAlpin now ruled over two

peoples instead of one, he was more powerful than

either the king of the Britons or the king of the

Angles. We are not surprised, therefore, that

Kenneth set his mind on conquering the Angles and

winning their land. No fewer than six times did he

lead an army into Lothian to subdue it
;
and we are

told that he burned Dunbar and Melrose, which

shows that there were places then that had these
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names. But Kenneth was never able to conquer
the Angles completely, and, when he died, he was still

only king of Scotia. The kings who came after him,

however, were as keen as he was to become rulers of

Lothian, and for nearly two hundred years one king
after another tried to subdue it.

The king of Scotia who at last succeeded in

conquering Lothian, was Malcolm II., who reigned
from the year 1005 to the year 1034. It was in the

year 1018, a date not to be forgotten, that Malcolm

collected an army of his Scots
;
an army so large,

we are told, that it could not be counted. Leading it

across the river Forth, he marched through the

whole of Lothian till he came to a place called

Carham, on the banks of the Tweed, where Lothian

ended. At this time the Angles, whom Malcolm

had come to conquer, ruled over all the country from

the river Tees to the river Forth. When the

Angles heard that Malcolm was coming against
them with his great host, they were filled with

terror. A short while before he came, a comet had

appeared in the sky and shone for thirty days.

Now, in those times and for long afterwards, when
a comet was seen, men believed that something
dreadful was going to happen, and when the Angles
were told that Malcolm was coming against them,

they thought this was what the comet meant. And
their fears proved to be right, for in the battle that

was fought the Angles were defeated, and almost

every full-grown man who lived between the Tees

and the Tweed was killed
;
so that there was hardly

a man left to defend their country.
A story is told of a bishop who lived at the time,
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which shows what a terrible blow their defeat at

Carham was to the Angles.
" Wretched me !

" he is

said to have exclaimed,
" who have served as a bishop

in these times. Have I lived to such old age to see

this overwhelming disaster? The land will never again
be what it was. O St Cuthbert ! if I have ever done

what pleased thee, may the remainder of my life be

short." And the poor bishop's prayer was answered,

for, a few days later, he took ill with a mortal disease

and died.

The battle of Carham is not so well known as the

battle of Bannockburn, of which everybody has heard
;

but in many ways it is the more important of the two,

from what happened after it. The Angles were no

longer able to stand against King Malcolm, as they
had lost almost all their fighting men in the battle,

and the result was that Malcolm became ruler of

Lothian as well as of Scotia. But what this meant

was that Scotland was not to end at the river Forth,

but at the river Tweed. Now, if the Angles had

gained the victory at Carham, Lothian would have

remained part of England, which would then have

reached to the river Forth, and Scotland would only
have had the Highlands to the north of that river.

But still another fortunate event happened during
the reign of Malcolm. In the very year (1018) in

which he won the battle of Carham, the king of the

Britons of Strathclyde, or Cumbria, as it was now

called, died, and left no heir to succeed him. But there

had been several marriages between the families of the

kings of the Scots and the kings of the Britons, and
thus it happened that the nearest heir to the throne

of Cumbria was King Malcolm, or, at least, his grand-
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son Duncan. And so, at last, after so many
hundred years, one king became master of the whole

of North Britain from the Tweed to the Pentland

Firth. For some time to come, however, the name

of Scotia was given only to the land north of the

Forth
;
but afterwards, as we know, the name came to

be applied to the whole country which is now called

Scotland.

7. THE HOMES OF THE NORTH BRITONS

We have seen how North Britain came to be one

country ruled by one king ;
let us now see what kind

of homes the North Britons lived in after the

Romans left, till the time of Malcolm II. We know

very little of these homes from books, but, as parts of

them are still standing, we know pretty well how they
were made.

These houses are not all of the same kind, which

shows that the people of North Britain did not all

live in the same way. For instance, there is a kind

ofhouse which is mostly found in the country where the

Britons of Strathclyde lived. These houses are called

Lake-Dwellings, because they are built not on land

but in lakes, at a little distance from the shore. This

is how these Lake- Dwellings, or Crannogs, as they are

named in Scotland, were made. If there happened to

be an island or several islands in the lake, the houses

were built on these, and were, of course, almost all

made of wood. If there did not happen to be an

island, then an island was made by sinking stones

and logs of wood to the bottom till they rose above
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the surface of the water. Then, that the people who
lived in the dwellings might be able to get to the

shore, canoes were kept, or a causeway was made
which could be destroyed when it was necessary. In

the year 1863, when Loch Dowalton, in Wigtownshire,
was drained, nine of these islands were discovered

which had been made by men's hands, and in them

'

Lake-Dwelling (restored).

were found a number of things that had been used

by those who had lived there. There was a hearth-

stone, and also the bones of oxen, pigs, and sheep
which had been the food of the Lake-Dwellers.

There were also found an iron axe, the heads of

hammers, beads of glass and amber, a bit of a leather

shoe, and a sauce-pan of bronze, which must have

been made by Roman hands, as it had the owner's

name stamped on it in Latin. And near the islands
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were several canoes, each made of a single tree, by

hollowing it out

Why did these people make their houses in lakes

and not on the dry land, where it would have been so

much easier to build them ? It was to be safe from

their enemies, who would not be able to take them by

surprise, and who would have to use canoes to reach

the islands, and canoes cannot be made in a moment.

We do not know when these Lake-Dwellings were

first made, but from the articles made of iron found

in them we know that their inhabitants must have

belonged to the Iron Age. People must also have

dwelt in them after the Romans left North Britain,

because, as we have seen, things made by the Romans
are found in them. What we now think, though we
cannot be quite sure, is that the Britons of Strathclyde
lived in the Lake-Dwellings to be as safe as possible

from their enemies, the Angles, who were constantly

making war on them.

A very different kind of home from the Lake-

Dwellings is one that is chiefly found to the north of

the river Forth, though a few are also found to the

south of it These houses are called Brochs or

Pictish Towers (because the Picts were supposed to

have lived in them), and are high, round castles,

with very thick walls. It is very likely, indeed, that

those who made these Brochs only used them when

they were attacked by their enemies, and that they
had other houses in which they usually dwelt. In

the Orkney and Shetland Islands, and in the counties

of Caithness, Sutherland, and Ross, there are the ruins

of more than three hundred of them. They were

chiefly built near the banks of rivers, lochs, and the
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shores of the sea, which means that the people who
dwelt in them lived chiefly on the fish they caught.
In a little island among the Shetlands, called Mousa,
there is one of these Brochs, of which so much is left

standing that we can see how they were made.

Broch of Mousa, Shetland.
[Photo by Valentine.

Though the top is broken off, it is forty feet high,
that is, higher than a two-storey house. It is built of

stones laid on each other, but without lime to hold

them together, and the walls are about sixteen feet

thick. There is only one door, and when you go inside
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you find a staircase which leads up to six floors or

galleries ;
and when the building was whole there

must have been still more. In such a place a great

number of people could live together, and it would

have been hard indeed, at a time when there were

no cannons, for an enemy to break into it. From
the things that have been found in the Brochs, we can

see that the people who lived in them belonged to

the Iron Age, like those who lived in the Lake-

Dwellings. They must have known how to grow

corn, and how to spin and weave
; they had lamps

and utensils for cooking ; they had ornaments such

as beads and' bracelets; and altogether they must

have been able to live very comfortably, when they
were not troubled by their enemies.

There is still another kind of dwelling in which the

North Britons must have lived after the Romans left

the country. These are what are called Earth-houses,

or Picts' houses, because the Picts were supposed to

have lived in them. Sometimes in ploughing fields,

the plough has come against a flat stone, which

looked as if it had been placed there by the hands of

men, and when the ground was dug up one of these

Earth-houses was found. A narrow hole leads into

a winding passage, which grows wider and wider till

you come to a chamber, with the walls and the floor

and the roof all flagged with flat stones. Sometimes

there are two or three chambers, and sometimes there

are as many as forty houses together, so that there

must have been quite a village made up of them. On
the surface of the ground near them, there have also

been found the remains of what have been dwelling-
houses and folds for cattle, and it is thought that the
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people may have lived in the underground dwellings

in winter and in those above ground in the summer.

Just as in the case of the Lake-Dwellings and the

Brochs, things have been found in the Earth-houses

which show that people lived in them after the time

of the Romans, and that they knew the use of iron,

and grew corn, and reared sheep and cattle.

These, then, were the homes in which our fore*

fathers lived for a long time after the Romans left

the country, and the way these houses were built shows

that the people who dwelt in them were not mere

savages. But we know also that they could not only
build strong and comfortable houses, but that they
could make beautiful things which any workman ofthe

present day would be proud of. For example, there

have been found such things as shields, sword-sheaths,

mirrors, bracelets, and other ornaments, usually made
of bronze, but sometimes of silver or gold, and all

beautifully decorated with figures, and some of them

painted red, yellow, blue, and green. Such things as

these were made while the people were still pagan ;

but when they became Christian they began to fashion

new things, such as bells, crosses, and ornaments, for

the churches, with such wonderful patterns on them,

that the most skilful artist now could not make them

better.

But there was another kind of art, quite as

wonderful, which must not be forgotten. In Ireland,

those who lived in the monasteries were very fond of

writing books and painting pictures in them, and this

they could do more beautifully than the monks of any
other country. When the Irish missionaries came to

North Britain, therefore, they brought this art with
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Illustration from Book of Deer.
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them
;
and we are told that, when St Columba was in

lona, he spent a great deal of his time in copying

religious books. Only one book of this kind has

come down to us, but who wrote it we cannot tell.

It is called the Book of Deer, from the village

of Deer, in Aberdeenshire, where one of Columba's

monasteries was set up, and it is supposed to have

been written in the ninth century, that is, the century
in which Kenneth MacAlpin lived. Besides other

things, it contains the Gospel of St John and portions
of the other three Gospels, beautifully written in

Latin, and with pictures or illuminations, as they are

called, in different colours.

8. THE ENEMIES OF THE KINGS OF
SCOTLAND

We have now finished the first part of the history of

the Scottish people, which tells how there came to be

a kingdom of Scotland ruled over by one king. The

question now was Would this kingdom hold together,

and would all the people agree to live under one

ruler? We shall see that very often it seemed as if

the kingdom would break up, and that there would

again be several kings instead of one. The reason of

this was that the king of Scotland had so many
enemies to fight against, that it was very difficult for

him to overcome them all. First he had diffi-

culties within his own kingdom, and, if we think

for a moment, we can easily understand how this

was. The people over whom he ruled spoke different
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languages ;
those to the north of the Forth spoke

Gaelic, those in Strathclyde or Cumbria spoke a

language like the Welsh, though not quite the same,

and those in Lothian spoke English. Then these

different peoples had long been enemies, and had

often fought against each other. In those days, also,

men did not go from one part of the country to

another as they do now, but remained all their lives

where they were born
;
so that there could be no

mixing of the different peoples by marrying or

making friends with each other.

How could a Scot from the north of the Forth go
and make his home in Lothian, when the people living

there could not speak his language? Indeed, it was

just the people of Scotia and the people of Lothian

who came to hate each other most bitterly, and we shall

soon see why this was so, and how it was that this

hatred between them made it so difficult for one king
to rule over them both.

But the kings of Scotland had still another

danger to fight against within their own kingdom.
There was a part of the country called Moray, much

larger than the present county of Moray, in which

there lived a family who claimed that the crown of

Scotland belonged to them and not to the family
that possessed it. For fully two hundred years the

descendants of this family kept trying to win the

crown for themselves. Almost every time a new

king came to the throne, they rose in rebellion, and

very often there were more rebellions than one in the

course ofa single reign. These " morrnaers
"
of Moray,

or earls of Moray, as they came to be called, were,

therefore, a thorn in the side of the kings of Scotland,
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as they could never be sure when a new rebellion

would break out

Besides these enemies within their kingdom, the

kings of Scotland had two enemies without, against

whom they had often to fightthe Northmen and

the English.

The Northmen were people who came from

Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, and their chief

business was to sail to places where they could find

anything to plunder, and then land from their ships

and carry off everything on which they could lay
their hands. They were the boldest sailors in the

world, and so fond of fighting that they would some-

times fight among themselves for amusement. The

ships in which they sailed were called galleys, and

were shaped like dragons, with a dragon's head for

the bow and its tail for the stern. To make their

ships go as fast as possible they had twenty and even

thirty oars on each side, and they had also a square
sail with stripes of red, white, and blue. At first when
the Northmen began to come, they only landed for a

short time till they had got all they wanted, and then

sailed away, carrying with them not only property,

but men and women and children, whom they
sold as slaves. They were so little afraid of long

voyages, that they sailed along the coasts of France

and Spain, and even into the Mediterranean Sea,

landing to burn and plunder wherever they found a

convenient place. It was in summer, when the sea

is quietest, that they went on their expeditions, and

then the people who lived on the coasts never knew
when they might come

;
and so great was the

fear of them, that in the churches there was a
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prayer said in these words :

" God save us from the

Northmen."

Before the period we have now come to, these

terrible vikings, as they were called, had already paid

Viking Ship.

several visits to Scotland. Among other places, they
had landed at lona

; and, as they were heathens and
cared nothing for the sacred things of Christians, they
carried off everything they thought of any value,
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destroying the rest, and killing many of the monks. But

a time came when the Northmen were not content

with merely landing and sailing away with booty.

They now tried to conquer lands and to settle in

them
;
and so, about the year 890, long before Scotland

had become one kingdom, a king of Norway, called

Harold the Fair-haired, came with a great fleet and

conquered the Orkneys and the Shetlands and the

Western Isles. Not long afterwards, the Northmen

got possession of Caithness and Sutherland, so that

the whole of Scotland did not belong to its king. It

will now be seen what dangerous enemies the North-

men were to the kings of Scotland, who could never

be the real masters of their kingdom till they got rid

of them.

The other enemy of the kings of Scots was even

more to be feared than the Northmen. This enemy
was England. Just like North Britain, South Britain

had for a long time been broken up into a number
of kingdoms, but now South Britain also was ruled

over by one king. Now, therefore, there were two

great kingdoms in the whole of Britain, one to the

north of the river Tweed, and the other to the south

of it Would they agree to live peacefully side

by side with the Tweed between them ? We know
that they did not live peacefully together. On the

contrary, they went on quarrelling and righting with

each other for more than five hundred years, till at

last, in the year 1603, James VI. of Scotland became

king over both countries.

And why was it that they could not agree to be

friends ? The truth is that both countries were equally
to blame. The kings of the Scots thought that the

D
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three northern counties of England Northumberland,

Durham, and Cumberland belonged to them, and we
shall see that one Scottish king after another tried to

conquer them, and sometimes succeeded. On the

other hand, the kings of England claimed that Lothian

and even the whole of Scotland belonged to them, and

that the kings of Scots were their vassals, that is, that

they were bound to obey them.

We see, therefore, why the two countries came to be

constantly at war with each other
;
but as Scotland was

much the smaller of the two, and its kings had so

many enemies in their own kingdom, there was a great

danger that the country of the Scots would be the one

that would be conquered in the end. For hundreds of

years, indeed, Scotland had to fight in order to be a

free country, and in doing so she had to spend so much

money and blood that it kept her people poor, though
it also made them brave, and hardy, and stubborn.

In this second part of our history, then, we have

to see how the kings of Scots held their kingdom

together, now fighting one enemy and now another,

and all the time trying to make their subjects in

Highlands and Lowlands more and more obedient

to their commands.

9. LOTHIAN AGAINST SCOTIA

Kings .-DUNCAN (1034-1040). MACBETH (1040-1057).

MALCOLM III. (CANMORE) (1057-1093)

Duncan and Macbeth, the two kings who came after

Malcolm 1 1., would hardly be remembered if Shake-
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speare had not written about them in his play

called Macbeth. The story told in the play is this.

Once when Macbeth and his friend Banquo were going
across a moor near Forres, in the county of Elgin,

they met three witches, who told Macbeth that

he would one day become king of Scotland. Macbeth

could not get this out of his mind
;
and to win the

crown, he murdered King Duncan in his bed. Then

Macbeth was king for a short while, when Malcolm,
Duncan's son, came against him with an army made

up of Scots and English, and defeated and slew him
;

and so got his father's crown. Shakespeare got this

story from a Scottish writer, but we know that it

is not all true.

What really happened was this. Duncan was quite

young when he came to the throne, and not an old man
as Shakespeare makes him, and he was not a strong

king like his grandfather, Malcolm II. Now, it has

just been mentioned that there was a family in Moray
that claimed the right to the crown, and Macbeth was

the head of this family. So Macbeth rose in rebellion

against Duncan, and a battle was fought near Elgin,

in which Duncan was defeated and killed. Macbeth

in this way became king of Scotland, though not of

the whole of it, like Malcolm II.

Macbeth reigned for seventeen years, and seems to

have made a good king. At least, we know that he

was very generous to the Church, as he gave lands to

it, and even went on a pilgrimage to Rome, which

other kings did in those times, and distributed money
among the poor. At last, however, as Shakespeare
tells us, Duncan's son Malcolm came against him with

an army of Scots and English, and defeated and slew
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him, at a place called Lumphanan, in Aberdeenshire.

The chief thing to be remembered about the reigns

of Duncan and Macbeth is that the family of Moray
were such dangerous enemies to the kings of Scots

;

and many of Duncan's successors were to find this as

well as himself.

Malcolm III., called Canmore, which means Big-

head, is the first king whom we can really be said to

know, and his reign is one of the most important in

the history of Scotland. A new state of things began

during his reign which, in the end, was to make it

quite a different country from what it had been,

and it is easy to understand how this happened.

During the time that Macbeth reigned, Malcolm, of

course, could not live in Scotland, as his life would

not have been safe. For fifteen years he lived in Eng-

land, and learned to speak English, and to like the

English people and their ways. Besides, it was with

the help of the English that he had gained his throne,

so that he was bound to be grateful to Edward the

Confessor, the king of England at whose court he

had lived. The result of all this was that Malcolm

liked the people of Lothian, who spoke English,

better than the people of the north, who spoke Gaelic,

and he paid more attention to Lothian than to Scotia,

though Scotia was the home of his ancestors. Thus
there came to be jealousy and hatred between the

two peoples, and we shall see that, during Malcolm's

reign and long after, this was the cause of great
trouble in the kingdom.

Malcolm seems, like most kings of that time, to

have liked fighting better than anything else;" at

least, whenever we hear of him, he is usually at war
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with some enemy. In the very beginning of his

reign the men of Moray as usual rose against him,

but he soon put them down, and only at one other

time did they give him any trouble. But the chief

enemy against whom he fought was the people of the

north of England, for, as has already been said, the

kings of Scots believed that the north part of England

belonged to their kingdom. No fewer than five times

did he lead an army into that part of England to try

to conquer it, but he never succeeded. But though he

did not conquer it, the people who lived there would

not be likely to forget his visits. In those days,

when kings made war, what they did was to burn

houses and even churches, to slay or carry off all

the cattle and sheep, and to kill almost every human

being who came in their way; and this was what

Malcolm did all the five times that he led his

army into England. In one of these invasions it

was said that " old men and women were slaughtered
like swine for the banquet," and that so many people
were carried off as slaves that there was not a

house in Scotland in which one of them was not to

be found.

But Malcolm did not have it all his own way, and

the people of Lothian had to suffer for his love of

war. At the beginning of Malcolm's reign, it was
still the old English kings who ruled in England:
first Edward the Confessor, and then Harold. But in

the year 1066, when Malcolm had reigned nine years,
William the Norman conquered England, and he was
not a person to be trifled with. Six years after

William became king of England, he came against
Scotland with both an army and a fleet, and marched
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through Lothian, where, however,
" he found nothing

to reward his pains."

Then, as Malcolm had not an army strong enough
to fight him, he crossed the river Forth and came too

Abernethy, which was one of Malcolm's chief towns;

and there the two kings met and made a treaty, in

which Malcolm agreed to be William's "
man," that is,

to submit to him as his king. But it was the Con-

queror's son, William Rufus, from whom Malcolm had

to suffer most; for Rufus not only invaded Scotland

but conquered Cumberland, which, as part of Strath-

clyde, belonged to the kings of Scotland. So, after all

his fighting, Malcolm gained nothing in the end, since

he did not win Northumberland and Durham, and

lost Cumberland. This was the beginning of the wars

between the kings of England and the kings of

Scotland, which were to go on for so many hundred

years, and in which now one king was to win and

now another.

But we have still to mention the most important
event that happened in the reign of Malcolm. When
William the Norman conquered England, the heir of

the old kings, called Edgar the Atheling, had to flee

from the country. When Malcolm had to flee from

Macbeth, he had found a home at the court of

Edward the Confessor, and so now the Atheling
came to find a home in Scotland, and brought with

him his mother and two sisters, one of whom was
called Margaret. Not very long afterwards, Malcolm
married Margaret, and this marriage brought about

a great change in Scotland. In the first place,
all the descendants of Malcolm who became kings
of Scots were half English in blood. And not only
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were they half English in blood, but they were

English in their ways, and liked English laws and

customs better than the old Scottish ones. Since

this was the case, these new kings came to think

Lothian, where the people spoke English, more im-

portant than the country to the north, where Gaelic

was spoken. We can easily understand, therefore,

how the people of the north came to dislike their

half-English kings, for after all it was they who had

given a king to Scotland and who had conquered

Lothian, and they thought that they and not the

English-speaking people of Lothian should be most

liked and favoured by their kings.

And now, let us see how Margaret herself tried to

change things in the country to which she had come
as a stranger. We know a good deal more about

her than about her husband Malcolm, as a book was

written about her by one who knew her. One thing
this book tells us is that Malcolm was so fond of her

that he used to kiss the books which she read, but which

he was not able to read himself. This being the case,

she had a great influence over him, and got her own

way in most things. First, then, Margaret made

great changes in the king's court. Up to this time

the king's servants had only been common people,
but now persons of high rank became his attendants,

just as was now the case in the courts of other kings,
where great nobles looked after the king's clothes,

his food, his wines, his horses, his game in the forests,

and other things.

Margaret also made the people about the court

dress more grandly than they had done before, "so

that, we are told, the whole place shone with the gay
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clothes that were worn. Before she came, only
common dishes had been used at the king's table, but

now they were made of gold and silver
; or, at least,

the writer tells us, if they were not really of gold and

silver, they were gilt to look like them. In this way,

then, Margaret made the court of King Malcolm just

like the courts of the kings of England and France,

and of other countries. And not only at the court,

but among the people she made great changes. She

made the merchants who traded with foreign countries

bring home clothes of bright colours and also orna-

ments, so that, as the people were now dressed, they
looked "

like a new kind of creatures."

It was in the Church, however, that Margaret made
the greatest changes. She, of course, belonged to the

Church of Rome, as did all the kings and queens of

the West of Europe ;
but few of them were so pious

and devoted as she was. At certain times of the year,

she and Malcolm every morning washed the feet of

six beggars ;
then nine little orphans were brought,

to whom she gave food with-her own hand
;
and after-

wards, along with the king, she did the same thing to

three hundred beggars. But what Margaret wished

above all was that the clergy of Scotland should all

do as the Church of Rome commanded. Now, all

the clergy of Scotland, as we have seen, did belong
to the Church of Rome, but those to the north of

the Forth believed many things of which that

Church did not approve. So, to make them do
and believe what she thought right, she got Malcolm
to bring them together that she might show them
where they were wrong. As she could not speak
Gaelic, Malcolm had to explain what she said, and we
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are told that they agreed to make the changes which

she wished
;
and indeed, if they had not, Malcolm,

we are also told, would have compelled them to do so.

In making all these changes, both in the court and

in the Church, Margaret did not please the Scots

of the north, who thought that she was trying to do

away with their laws and customs and bring in

Photo try Wilson.

Malcolm Canmore's Window, Dunfermline Abbey.

English ones, and we shall see how they showed their

dislike of her when she and Malcolm died. Among
the English-speaking people of Lothian, however,
she was loved and almost worshipped, and down to

the Reformation, when Scotland became a Protestant

country, if a great victory was gained, it used to be

said that it was owing to the prayers of St Margaret.
We have now only to tell what was the end of

Malcolm and his queen, for the end came to both
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almost at the same time. In the year 1091, Malcolm

made up his mind to invade England for the fifth

time. Margaret was then lying very ill in the Castle

of Edinburgh, and she prayed him not to go, but

Malcolm would not listen to her. He marched

with his army till he came to the banks of the river

Alne, in Northumberland. Here, when he was not

expecting them, the English came upon him and

completely defeated his army, Malcolm himself and

his eldest son being slain in the battle. Malcolm's

body was taken in a cart to Tynemouth, a place near

at hand, and there it lay for twenty years, when it

was brought to Dunfermline Abbey, which had been

built by him and his wife. On the fourth day after

the battle, his son Edgar, who had escaped, came to

his mother's bedside with the terrible news, and

immediately afterwards she died.

10. SCOTLAND AGAIN DIVIDED

DONALD BAKE . . . 1093-1094

DUNCAN II. .... 1094-1094

DONALD BANE AND EDMUND . 1094-1097

EDGAR. . . . . 1097-1107

ALEXANDER I. . . . 1107-1124

The sons of Margaret were still with the dead body
of their mother, when the Castle of Edinburgh, in

which it lay, was suddenly surrounded by a number
of armed men. Their leader was a brother of

Malcolm, called Donald Bane, who had come to try

to take his nephews prisoners, that he might himself
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become king. Though Donald was Malcolm's

brother, he had not liked his English ways, but wished

the Scots of the North to be the chief people in the

kingdom, so that the Scots were glad to help him to

win the crown. He did not succeed, however, in

catching his prey. A thick mist came on, and in the

darkness Margaret's sons, carrying her dead body,

escaped from the castle by a back gate, and got safely

to Dunfermline, where they buried her in the Abbey.
But it shows how displeased the people of the North

were with the changes that had been made by
Malcolm and Margaret, that their sons dared not

for fear of their lives remain in Scotland, but had to

flee to England for safety.

So Donald Bane now became king, but he did not

reign long. Malcolm Canmore had a son called

Duncan, who was not the son of Margaret, however,

but of Malcolm's first wife
;
and this Duncan thought

he had a better right to the throne than Donald.

Now Duncan had been given to William the Con-

queror by Malcolm as a pledge that he would keep
the treaty which had been made between them at

Abernethy. Duncan, therefore, lived at the English

court, and became quite like a Norman. This

being the case, William Rufus became his friend,

and let him have an army of English and Normans
to go to fight against Donald Bane and win the

crown of Scotland for himself.

And Duncan did succeed in beating Donald and

did become king, but he, also, reigned only for a short

time
; indeed, only for six months. No fewer than

three enemies rose against him, one of whom was

Donald Bane himself, and the second was another son
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of Malcolm and Margaret, who was called Edmund,
and was said to be the only bad son of his mother.

A great battle was fought at a place called Mon-

dynes, in Kincardineshire, in which Duncan was

defeated and slain
;
and to this day a large stone is

still standing which is said to mark the spot where he

fell. So now Edmund and Donald Bane divided the

kingdom between them, and reigned for three years.

None of these kings that have been mentioned

Donald Bane, Duncan, and Edmund would be worth

remembering, but when so many of them reigned in

such a short time it shows in what an unsettled state

Scotland still was, and how easily it might have been

broken up, had a strong king not arisen to hold it

together. Such a king was not to come now, but he

was to come soon.

William Rufus did not like the way things were

going in Scotland
;
what he wanted was a king of

Scotland who would be his friend and also his

"man," and we have seen what that meant. But

neither Edmund nor Donald Bane was friendly

to the English, as it was owing to the people of

Scotia that they had been made kings. What
Rufus did, therefore, was this : he gave an army to

Edgar, the son of Margaret who had brought her the

news of his father's death. As Edgar marched north

with his army, it is said that St Cuthbert, the great

missionary of Lothian, appeared to him in the night
and said,

" Fear not, my son, for God has been

pleased to give thee the kingdom." And Edgar
did gain a complete victory over Donald Bane and

Edmund, and took them both captive, and kept
them in prison for the rest of their lives.
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Edgar reigned for nine years over both Scotia and

Lothian, but he was not quite a free king. If it had

not been for William Rufus he would never have

won the crown, so that he had to take care that he

did not offend him. Edgar was not fond of fighting

as his father Malcolm had been
; but, on the contrary,

was so fond of living at peace with everybody, that he

was called Edgar the Peaceable. One thing that

happened during his reign shows that he would not

go to war if he could help it.

We have seen how the king of Norway, Harold the

Fair-haired, conquered all the Western Islands and set

a Norwegian ruler over them. But in the days of

King Edgar the people of these islands rose in

rebellion against the Norwegians, and slew both

them and their chief. The king of Norway at

this time was Magnus Barefoot, and when he heard

of what the islanders had done, he determined that

he would teach them a lesson. So with a great
fleet of ships and an army aboard them, he first

sailed to the Orkneys, and set his son to rule over

them. Then he went to the Western Islands, and,

as the islanders were not strong enough to fight

him, he burned all their houses, killed every person
who had not retired to a place of safety, and carried

off as much plunder as he could.

But Harold did not stop at the Western Islands
;

he sailed on to the Isle of Man and the Isle of Angle-

sea, and conquered them also. And then, on his way
home, he sent a message to Edgar to tell him that the

Western Islands belonged to Norway, and not to

Scotland. If Edgar had been like his father Malcolm,
he would rather have gone to war with Magnus than
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have agreed to this, as the kings of Scotland always
claimed that the islands belonged to them, though the

Norwegians had conquered them. But Edgar did

not wish to fight, and the two kings made a treaty

by which Magnus did a very clever trick. The

bargain was that Magnus was to have all the islands

to the west, between which and the mainland a ship

could sail. And what did Magnus do? He went

aboard a ship and had it dragged over the land from

East Loch Tarbert to West Loch Tarbert, and so by
the bargain got possession of the peninsula of

Cantyre as well as of all the Western Islands ! In

this way these islands were completely lost to the

kingdom of Scotland, and more than a hundred

years were to pass before another king of Scots won
them back.

Before Edgar died, he is said to have made an

arrangement which shows that he must have thought
that one king could not rule over the whole of

Scotland. His next eldest brother, named Alex-

ander, was to reign over the land to the north of

the Forth, with the title of king ;
and his youngest

brother, David, was to be set over Strathclyde and

Lothian, but to be under Alexander, and not to be

called king. And this was what actually happened,
for Alexander I., who succeeded Edgar as king,

gave most of his attention to the country that was
still called Scotia, while David ruled almost like a king
in Strathclyde and the part of Cumbria to the north

of the Solway. It was lucky for Scotland that this

arrangement did not last long, as then there would

have been no Scotland such as there is at the present

day. For this is what would have taken place. The
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English would have conquered Lothian, and so

England's northern boundary would have been, not

the river Tweed as it is now, but the river Forth. And

very likely the English would have conquered Scotia

also in course of time, and then the whole of the land

from the English Channel to the Pentland Firth

would have been called England, and there would

have been no Scotland at all. It was a lucky day
for Scotland, therefore, when, at the death of

Alexander I., there arose a king who was strong

enough and wise enough to rule the whole country
and to hold it firmly together. The great king who
did this was David I., the brother of Alexander, and

the youngest son of Malcolm Canmore and Margaret,
and it is of his long and happy reign we have now to

read.

11. A GREAT KING

DAVID I. (1124-1153)

The reign of David I. is one of the most important
in the whole history of Scotland. Indeed, there is

only one other reign that is so important, and that is

the reign of Queen Mary. What makes Mary's reign

so important is that it was then that Scotland became

a Protestant country, and this made such a great

change that its people became like another nation.

In David's reign Scotland did not change its

religion ;
on the contrary, owing to what David did,

it became more Catholic than ever. But what makes

David's reign remembered is that he did two great
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things. First, he in the end overcame all his enemies

both within and without, and so made himself a real

king over the whole of his kingdom. And the second

thing he did was to make Scotland what it continued

to be till the time of the Reformation. Let us first

see, then, how David conquered all his enemies and

made himself a real king.

The first thing to be remembe|g|^^Hiut him is

that he had lived a long time in England before he

became king, for when he was still a boy he had been

taken there to escape from his uncle, Donald Bane.

So, living at the court of the Norman king of

England, he became more a Norman than a Scot.

He learned to speak French like the Normans, he

made friends among the Norman nobles, and he

came to like the way the Norman kings governed
and to wish to be a king such as they were. And
still another thing is to be remembered about David :

he married an English wife, called Matilda, who was

the daughter of an earl of Northumberland, and we
shall soon see what this marriage meant. As for

David's character, those who wrote about him at

the time could not find words strong enough to praise

him. They called him, for instance,
" the comforter

of the sorrowing, the father of the fatherless, and the

friend of the widow," and " the best of all his kin."

David had his faults like other people, but it is best

that men should be remembered for their good

qualities and not for their bad ones.

David had not been long king when, as usual, the

family of Moray rose against him, and so strong were

they that it took him five years to conquer them.

Indeed, he was not able to put them down with the

E
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help of his own subjects, and he had to seek assist-

ance outside of his own kingdom. And where did he

find this assistance ? Among the Norman lords with

whom he had made friends before he became king.

A lord in Yorkshire, who owned a great deal of land,

gathered a number of other lords and came to Carlisle,

from which they meant to go to the help of David. But

they did not need to come. When the men of Moray
heard that these mail-clad warriors were marching

against them, they sent to David to say that they
were willing to submit to him, and they gave up their

leader Malcolm as a prisoner. Then, to make sure that

the Moray men would not trouble him any more, he

took their lands from many of them and gave them to

Normans, who would be on his side if ever war

should arise again. All through his reign David

continued to give lands to Normans. No doubt this

was because they were such good fighters, and would

always be ready to help him if the people of Scotia

and other parts of the country should rebel against
him.

The other great enemy of David was England, and
for nearly five years he was almost constantly at war

with that country. The cause of this war was that

David, like his father Malcolm, thought that the

counties of Northumberland and Durham belonged
to Scotland and not to England. And David had a

stronger reason for thinking this than his father had,
because his wife Matilda was the daughter of the

earl to whom these counties had once belonged, and
so they should by right belong to her. Now, it

happened that, during David's reign, England was in

such a state that she was not so able to defend herself
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as in the days of William the Conqueror and William

Rufus. The reason was this. Before Henry I., the

last king of England, died, he had said that he wished

his daughter Maud or Matilda to succeed him. But,

as soon as Henry was dead, Stephen, Earl of Blois,

got himself made king, though he had sworn to Henry
that he would not. The result was that some of the

English took the side of Maud and some took the

side of Stephen, and there was war between them for

many years. This being the state of things in

England, therefore, David had a better chance if he

went to war with that country.

And David found a good excuse for invading

England, because Maud was his niece, and he could

say that he wished to put her on the throne, which was

hers by right. So with this excuse he twice led an

army into England against Stephen, and the second

time he had to fight one of the greatest battles

the Scots ever fought. The army which David led

was perhaps the largest that had ever been seen in

Scotland. There were men in it from Galloway, from

Lothian, from Scotia, and even from the Western

Islands and the Orkneys. So terrible indeed did

David's host appear, that a writer who lived at the

time says that "he came as if he meant to conquer
the whole of England." Through the counties of

Northumberland and Durham he marched, carrying
all before him, but when he entered Yorkshire he was

brought to a stop.

The Archbishop of York, a very old man, said

that it was a disgrace that they should allow their

country to be conquered without striking a blow in

its defence, and he put such a spirit into the barons
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and the people of Yorkshire that an army was col-

lected to fight the Scottish king. In the midst of

their army they placed the mast of a ship, and put on

the top of it a cross and the banners ofthree saints, and

a consecrated wafer which was supposed to be the body
of Christ. It was from this that the battle got its

name of the " Battle of the Standard," by which it is

better known than by the place where it was fought,

which is called Northallerton. Then, to make the

army fight more bravely, the archbishop gave it his

blessing, and presented it also with the banner of St

Peter, the patron saint of York, so that everyone

might know that he was fighting for his religion as

well as for his home.

David made a great mistake in the way he arranged
his army before the battle. The men from Galloway
claimed that they had the right to fight in the front

ranks, but, as they had no armour to protect them, they
were not a match for the mail-clad Norman knights.

David knew this quite well, but he let the Galloway
men have their way, and they began the fighting.

They fought for two hours as bravely as men could

fight, but, when their last chief had been killed, they

began to yield. What did most damage to the Scots

was the arrows of the English bowmen those arrows

which in many a battle afterwards the Scots were to

know to their cost. Then, while it was still uncertain

which side was to win, an Englishman held aloft a

bloody head, and the Scots, thinking it was the head

of their king, began to lose heart and to flee from

the field. Another unlucky thing also happened to

the Scots. Prince Henry, David's son, beaf the

English against whom he fought, but he pursued
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them so far that he did not return in time to help the

rest of the Scottish army. So the end was that the

Scots were completely defeated, and 12,000 of them

were left dead on the field of battle.

But, though David had been thus so completely

defeated, he did not leave England, but only went as

far north as Carlisle with the rest of his army.

Indeed, King Stephen had so much to do in fighting

against the friends of Maud, that he was glad to make
a treaty with David which would keep him out of

England. And by this treaty (i 139) David got nearly
all he wanted. He did not get both the counties

of Durham and Northumberland, but he got the

second, and a good deal of land in other parts of

England besides. This was the end of David's wars

with England, so that both over the men of Moray
and over the English he had been victorious.

But the greatest trial of David's life came to him

when he was near his end. His only son and heir,

Prince Henry, died, and was mourned not only by
his father but by all who knew him, as he promised
to be one of the best kings that Scotland ever

had. The year after his death David himself

took ill at Carlisle, where he was then staying, and he

passed away so quietly that his attendants did not

notice his end. He died, we are told by one who was

then living, "at daybreak, when the sun with his

rays of light was dispelling the darkness," and he was

found "with his two hands joined together on his

breast, and raised to heaven."
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12. THE FEUDAL SYSTEM

We have seen in the last chapter how David over-

came all his enemies and made Scotland one kingdom

again, as it had been under Malcolm Canmore, and

we have now to see what changes he made in the

country. These changes had begun to be made in

the time of Malcolm, but it was David who carried

them out completely. What he really did was just to

make Scotland like other countries, such as England,

France, and Germany. And it is to be remembered

that until the time of the Reformation, and even

longer, Scotland remained very much the same as he

left it.

The first thing of which every nation has to think

is to make itself safe against its enemies, for, if the

people of any country do not feel themselves safe,

they cannot live in comfort or make any progress.

At the present day we have what is called a standing

army, which is kept up by the taxes paid by the

people. But in the times of which we are speaking
there were no standing armies. How, then, did a

country make itself safe against any enemy who

might wish to conquer it? It was in this way.
When a king was strong enough, he was the master

of all the land in his kingdom, and what he did was to

give larger or smaller parts of it to those whom he could

trust, or who had done him any service. Now, those

to whom he gave the land did not pay rent for it, but

they took an oath that they would serve him and be

faithful to him. And their great service was to assist

him when he went to war with any of his enemies.
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When the king went to war, therefore, he sent word

to all his vassals, as they were called, who were bound

to come with all their men, fully armed and with all

the food they needed, and attend their lord the king

for thirty or forty days, though after that time he

could not compel them to stay with him. In this

way, then, the king could at any time collect an

army; that is, if the vassals were willing to obey

him, which was not always the case either in Scotland

or other countries.

The chief people in the country, then, were the

king and the vassals who held great portions of land

from him, and who were called the greater barons or

lords, with the title of earl. But these great vassals had

also vassals under them, to whom they gave land, and

who had to do for them what they themselves did for

the king that is, to assist them when they went to

war. Then under these sub-vassals there were two

other classes. There was the class called free

tenants, who rented land from some greater or

smaller baron and paid him a rent either in money,

or, what was the usual way, with what was produced
on the land grain, or cattle, or sheep, or poultry, or

other things. Lowest of all was the class called serfs,

who were just slaves, who could be bought and sold

like cattle, and who were not allowed to leave the land

on which they were born nor to marry without their

lord's permission.

Now, we see that the important thing for David

and kings like him was that the great nobles or

barons should be faithful to him, for, if two or three

were to join together and rise against him, they

might be stronger than the king himself. The men
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to whom David chiefly gave lands were Normans

from England, because he could depend upon them,

and because they were the best soldiers of the time.

For example, he

gave the land of

Annandale to an

ancestor ofRobert

Bruce,and he gave
Renfrewshire to

an ancestor of the

Stewarts, who
afterwards came

to be the kings of

Scotland. And
how did David get

the lands to give

them? We saw

how he did in the

case of the land of

Moray. The men

dwelling there had

rebelled against

him, so he took

their lands from

many ofthem and

gave them to

Normans who
had done him v . ~

Knight on boot.

some service.

And in other parts of the country he did the same

thing, so that most of the land came to belong to

Normans who had come from England.
And he not only gave the Normans most of the
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land, but he also gave them the chief offices about

the court. It was only the very greatest nobles

who got these offices, which it was considered a

great honour to hold. The chief of these great

officials were : the Constable, who commanded the

army when the king was not present ;
the Chamber-

lain, who looked after the king's accounts
;
the Senes-

chal, who managed the royal household
;
the Marshal,

who commanded the horse soldiers in the army ;
and

the Chancellor, who was the king's chief adviser, and

who kept the great seal with which the king sealed all

his important letters.

Now, we have seen how the king could raise an

army when he needed it, and the next question is,

Where did he find the money to pay all the expenses
of keeping up his court? At the present day the

royal family is kept up by money which the country
has to pay in taxes, but this was not the way in

which courts were kept up in the time of King
David, and long afterwards. When the people were

taxed then at least in Scotland it was not to pay
the king's own expenses, but for some other purpose,
such as to pay a ransom for him if he were taken

prisoner.

First of all, the king had lands of his own, from

which he got grain and cattle and sheep and poultry
to feed his household. Then from the towns
which were called Royal Burghs he received an
annual sum of money, because they were built on
his land, and because he gave them certain privi-

leges of trade which the other towns did not

possess. On all the goods sent to foreign countries,

also, the merchants had to pay a tax, and this came
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to a considerable sum every year. The great barons,

too, besides serving him in war, had to pay money to

him on certain occasions. If he was taken prisoner,

they had to help to pay his ransom, and when his

son was made a knight or when his daughter got

married, they had also to pay certain sums according
to the extent of their lands. Also, at any time, the

king, if he chose, could go with all his servants, and

live in their castles
; though, of course, he could not

do this for long, as otherwise he would have eaten

them up. Lastly, when fines were taken from

criminals who were tried in the king's courts, these

fines went into the king's pockets. In all these ways,

then, the kings could get the means of keeping
themselves and their households, though most of

them spent more money than they could afford.

What has been just described is called the Feudal

System, and it was this state of things that now
existed in Scotland and other countries, and which

.continued to exist for many hundred years.

13. HOW PEOPLE LIVED UNDER THE
FEUDAL SYSTEM

We have seen that under the Feudal System there

were three classes of people, the greater and lesser

barons, the free tenants, and the serfs in the country ;

and now let us see how these different classes lived

leaving out the towns, of which something will be

said in another place. First, let us take the

barons, as they were the most important class.
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When the vassal received land from the king, he

went into his presence, fell on his knees, and put his

hands in those of the king, who then kissed him on

the mouth. At the same time he took an oath that

he would be the king's faithful vassal all his life.

Let us now follow him to the lands which he has

got from the king. If there was not a castle already

on the lands, he would at once set about building one.

At first these castles had been built of wood, but by

King David's time, they were usually built of stone.

The chief thing thought of in building them was that

they should be so strong that they could not easily

be taken by an enemy. They were, therefore, built

in some place which made it difficult for an enemy
to attack them such as a hill, or the middle of a

lake or even of a bog. The walls were made so thick

that, except with cannons, which did not exist in

those days, they could not be broken down. For

windows, which at this time had no glass, they had

small holes from which stones could be thrown and

arrows shot. Round the castle there was a high,

thick wall, and outside the wall there was a deep
and broad moat or ditch, over which was the draw-

bridge, which could be raised or let down, so as to

keep people out or let them in. Near the castle

there was a hamlet, where the people lived who
worked the ground from which the lord got food for

himself and his household.

In this castle, then, the baron lived with his family
and his retainers, that is, the armed men who were

kept by him, and who were ready either to defend

the castle or ride out with him against any enemy.
At time of meals, everybody, both the lord and his
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family and the retainers, sat down at one table in the

great hall of the castle
;
those of higher rank sitting

at the upper end, and those of lower rank at the

other.

And how did the great lord spend his time?

First, he had business to attend to. When the king
needed him in war or required ^iis; advice, he had to

put himself at the head of his^relainers and march to

wherever the king happened to be. Every baron,

also, had a court on his land i.i which criminals were

tried, and he had the right of "pit and gallows";
which means, that he could hang men and drown

women when they were found guilty of crimes that

deserved death. Usually, however, the baron had an

officer, called a bailie, who tried the persons who
were brought before the court.

The great lord, therefore, had not much business to

look after, and so he had to fill up his time with

amusements. His chief amusement was hunting, and

in those days hunting was much more exciting than

it is now, as there were wolves and wild boars to be

killed, and not merely foxes, and hares, and rabbits.

In addition to hunting there was hawking, in which the

ladies also took part the sport being to see a falcon

fly above a heron and then swoop down and kill it.

But there could not be hunting and hawking at all

times of the year, and so the baron must often have

found it difficult to know how to fill in the day. A
writer who lived in those times gives this list of the

amusements of a feudal baron : hunting, fishing, fenc-

ing, jousting, chess-playing, bear-baiting, receiving

guests, talking with ladies, holding his court, keeping
himself warm, and watching the snow fall.
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But the great amusement of those times was the

tournament or tourney. As righting was the chief

thing about which the barons thought, to be brave

Knight on Horseback.

and skilful fighters was their great ambition. So
their very play was a kind of war, and sometimes the

play was very much in earnest. A king or some

great baron would send out heralds through the
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country, and even into other countries, to say that on

a. certain day he would hold a tournament. Then as

many knights as wished to show off their skill and

courage would come to the place appointed. Some-
times the tourneys lasted several days, when many
champions came, and it must have been a gay sight

all the time it lasted. The fighting took place in

what were called the lists a long, broad piece of

level ground, enclosed by barriers, to prevent people
from getting inside. All around were the tents and

pavilions of the great persons who had come to see

the sight, and of the champions who were to take part
in the tourney. On the tents and on trees were hung
the standards and the shields of the combatants, so

that everybody might know who they were.

For the chiefpeople, ofwhom many were ladies, there

were raised seats from which the lists could easily be

seen. At the one end of the lists were the challengers,

and at the other end those who were to fight them.

All the champions were armed just as in time of war
;

they were covered from head to foot in mail
;
in their

left hands they carried their shields, and in their right

long lances, and a sword or a battle-axe hung at their

sides. Usually the fighting took place on horseback.

With their lances at rest, they galloped at full speed

against each other, and each tried to unseat his oppo-
nent If the one unhorsed got to his feet, his enemy
leapt from his horse, and then they fought with their

swords or battle-axes. Usually both the lances and

swordswere blunted, so thatthere might not be so much

danger; but if the champions happened to be enemies,

they fought with sharp swords and lances, just as in

war, and in that case they were often wounded or
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slain. When the tourney was over, a lady, who had

been chosen as " the lady of the tournament," gave
the prize to the champion who had shown himself the

bravest and most skilful fighter, and at night there

was a great feast, to which the combatants and the

chief people were invited.

The times of which we are speakmg are called
" the

days of chivalry." To understand what this means,
let us look at the way in which the son of a lord was

brought up and educated. When he was a boy of

ten or twelve, he was first sent to be a page to some

great lady, so that he might learn how to be courteous,

that is, to learn the manners of courts. Then he was

put under some lord, whom he had to attend at table,

carving his food and doing him other such services.

When he grew older he became a squire ;
that is, he

looked after the weapons of his master, and followed

him to the wars and defended him in the time of

battle. But his great ambition was to become a

knight, and to gain this honour he had to show that

he was brave and true, and skilful in using his

weapons. Being made a knight was a very solemn

thing, and the candidate, as he was called, had to go"

through a kind of religious service. He had to fast

and to bathe, which meant that he was to be pure in

mind as well as clean in body ;
he had to confess his

sins to a priest, and watch all night in a church.

When all this had been done, a sword was bound to

his side and gold spurs put on his feet. Then he

knelt down before the person who was to make him
a knight, who gave him a blow on the cheek or on

the shoulder, and said,
" Be thou a good and faithful

knight." And, last of all, the new knight took an
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oath that he would defend the weak and helpless, and

never do anything that was mean or dishonourable.

This, then, is what was meant by chivalry skill and

bravery in war
; gentleness towards the weak, especi-

ally women ;
and hatred of what was not fair and just.

The free tenants lived a very different life from

that of the barons. They are called free, because they
were not slaves like the serfs, but could remove when

they pleased from the lands of one lord to- those of

another. As was said, they rented a piece of ground
from some lord, and paid him with sheep or cattle,

or poultry or grain, or other things that the land pro-

duced. At certain times of the year, also, as, for

instance, at seed-time and harvest, he and the men he

employed had to work on the lord's own farm. Then
he had to have all his corn ground at his lord's mill,

and had to give him a certain quantity of it for having
it ground. When the lord went to war, the tenant

had to go with him, and provide his own weapons and

his food. The free tenant, therefore, was not so free

after all, and it must have been hard work for him to

provide for himself and his family. But the lot of

the serf was far worse. He and his family were all

slaves, and could be sold at any time. Not only the

lords but even the clergy had slaves. Very often the

serfs tried to run away, but there were laws that

ordered them to be sent back to their masters wher-

ever they were found.

We have seen that every baron had a court,

where persons accused of any crime were tried and

punished. But the ways of trying whether persons
were guilty or not were very different from ours.

One way was this : if you wished to prove yourself
F
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innocent, you got a number of persons living in the

neighbourhood to take an oath that you were not

guilty, and if they did so, you were then allowed to go
free. This way of trying accused persons was called

compurgation. But there were other ways that were

more curious. To prove that you were innocent, you

plunged your naked hand and arm into boiling water
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Combat between Knights on Foot.

or took hold ofred-hot iron, and, if the skin were healed

within a certain time, you were supposed not to have

committed the crime with which you were charged.
This was known as trial by ordeal. But the sjrangest

way of all was this : if anyone accused you of a crime,

you could challenge him to fight a duel, and if you

conquered, you were thought to be innocent, hut if

you were beaten, you were judged guilty. This
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seems a strange way of deciding whether a person
was guilty or not, but it did not seem strange to the

people of those times, as they believed that God
would never allow an innocent person to be punished.
In course of time, however, men found that innocent

persons were sometimes punished instead of the

guilty, and even in the time of David they had begun
to think that trial by compurgation, or by the ordeal

of fire or by combat, was not the right way to find out

whether a crime had been committed or not.

14. WHAT DAVID DID FOR THE CHURCH

What David did for the Church is better re-

membered than what he did in bringing in the

Feudal System, and for a very good reason. In

many parts of the country we can still see the ruins

of the great monasteries which he built as homes for

the clergy. Here is a list of those monasteries, the

ruins of which are still to be seen after nearly seven

hundred years Kelso, Dryburgh (where Sir Walter

Scott is buried), Melrose, Newbattle, Dundrennan,

Kynloss, Cambuskenneth, Holyrood, and Jedburgh.
Those who live near where the ruins of any of these

monasteries are will see what splendid buildings they
must have been when they were newly built.

Now what David did for the Church was even

more important for Scotland than his bringing in

the Feudal System. Let us see how this was the

case. We know already that, even before the time

of Malcolm Canmore and Margaret, the Church of
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Rome had become the Church of the whole of

Scotland. We have seen, also, that Margaret did

all she could to make the Scottish clergy do and

believe exactly what the Church of Rome com-

manded, and that she and Malcolm together had

built the Abbey of Dunfermline, where both of them

were buried. And Margaret's sons were as eager
about the Church as she was. Both Edgar and

Alexander gave rich gifts to it, and they took a

great interest in the clergy. But it was David, the

last of her sons who reigned, that was the kindest

friend of all to the Church. He gave it so much

money and land, indeed, that James I., who lived

three hundred years after him, called him a "sore

saint to the crown "
;
which means that David wras so

pious that he made the kings of Scotland poor by

giving away so much to the Church.

In the Church of Rome, just as is the case to-day,

there were two kinds of clergy. There were the

regular clergy, who lived in the monasteries, and there

were the secular clergy, who went about the world just

as Protestant ministers do. We have seen what a

feudal castle was like, and now let us look at a

monastery, and see how those living in it spent their

time.

The first thing we should have come to in approach-

ing it was a high and strong wall, just like that

round a castle, for in those days and long afterwards

not even religious buildings were safe in time of war.

If we had entered by one of the gateways through the

wall, we should have gone into the outer courtyard,
where there were buildings we should hardly have

expected to find there. There were workshops for
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tradesmen, a granary for storing grain, and store-

houses where all kinds of tools and implements were

kept. Then we should have come to another wall,

though not so strong as the outer one, and, passing

A Monk.

through its gateway, we should have entered what

were called the cloisters, where only the monks were

allowed to walk. On one side of the cloisters were

the rooms where the monks lived. There was the

refectory where they took their meals, the kitchen, -the

cells where they slept, the infirmary for the sick, and
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the scriptorium or library where they read and wrote

books. But the most important building of all was

the church, which had beautiful carving all over it

both inside and outside, with painted windows, and

contained many precious things given by people for

the good of their souls.

And how did those who lived in the monasteries

spend their time ? Their first duty, of course, was to

perform the religious services for which the monastery
had been built, and every day the monks took turns in

going through these services, which lasted from early

morning till late at night. But besides these brethren

who attended to the religious set vices there were the

lay brethren, who had to do the work of the monastery.
The inmates required to be fed and clothed, so some
of the lay brethren had to serve as cooks and tailors.

Constant repairs too were necessary in such a large

building, which made it needful that many had to

become good workmen. Near the monastery there

was a large garden, where some of the monks grew

vegetables and fruits.

The monasteries had also farms close by, on which

crops were grown and sheep and cattle reared, to

supply the brethren with food and clothing. The
farm-work was done by the serfs, for, as we have seen,

the Church also had serfs, who were looked after by

lay brothers from the monastery. And besides this

farm there were other farms, which were rented out to

tenants who paid for them with part of the crops they

grew, and the cattle and sheep and poultry which they
reared. Then in different parts of the country, the

monastery had a great deal of land which was given
to it by the king or the nobles. On this land the
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monks reared great numbers of sheep, and sent their

wool to foreign countries in exchange for things

which could not be got at home. If there was coal

on the land, they worked the coal
;
and if the lands

were near the sea, they made salt from the water and

sent it also to foreign countries.

It will be seen, therefore, that monasteries were

busy places, and we can understand how they did much

good to the country in many ways. The monks
were the best gardeners, the best farmers, the best

road-makers, the best bridge-makers ;
and their lands

were better tilled than the lands of the barons.

The great good they did was to cultivate land

which had been a wilderness before, and they
showed the people how this was done. All the larger

monasteries had what were called guest-houses, or

apartments where travellers received food and

lodging for the night. There were also shelters for

beggars and the poor, who were always sure of getting
refreshment at the monasteries

; though this had the

bad result that it encouraged people to beg, and in

Scotland, just as in other countries, there came to

be so many beggars that they were the terror of all

the country.

We have now seen how the' regular clergy lived

and spent their lives, but what about the secular

clergy? Their way of living was very different.

The heads of the monasteries were called abbots or

priors, but the chief men of the secular clergy were

the bishops, which means overseers. Before King
David's time there were only four bishops, but David

added five more. The bishops lived in the chief

towns, such as St Andrews, Glasgow, and Dunkeld,
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and they had charge of parts of the country which

were called their dioceses. What they had to do

A Monk in his Study.

was to see that there was a sufficient number of

churches in their dioceses, and that the clergy

connected with these churches did their duty properly.
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In this way, then, the country came to be covered

with churches where the people could be taught the

Christian religion. And it should be said that

in connection both with the churches and with the

monasteries there were schools where children were

taught to read and to sing, though in those days it

was mostly those who wished to be monks or priests

who attended these schools.

And how were the churches and the clergy kept up ?

It was in this way. Rich people gave money or land

to have the churches built and to pay for the expenses
connected with them, and the people who attended

the churches were expected to pay a tithe, that is, a

tenth part, of their incomes, besides little sums at

funerals and baptisms, and also for offerings to

the altar. Usually, however, as there was very little

money in the country at that time, the people paid
in such things as formed the chief part of their own

property.

From this account of what David did for the

Church, it will be seen that it was even more

important than what he did in bringing in the

Feudal System. In the first place, the Church helped
to make all the people of Scotland feel that they

belonged to one nation, as they all believed in the

same religion. Then the Church taught that peace
and quietness were better than war, a lesson which

was very much needed in those times when, as we
have seen, fighting was the chief delight of the

feudal barons and all those connected with them.

The Church also looked after the poor, and, as the

clergy were almost the only persons who were

educated, they were the teachers as well as the
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preachers. Some of the clergy, indeed, did not act

up to what the Church taught, and were quite as

quarrelsome as the barons
;
but the best of them tried

to do as much good as they could, and for this we

should be grateful to them.

15. THE ENGLISH COUNTIES LOST, AND
ARGYLE CONQUERED

MALCOLM IV. (THE MAIDEN) . (1153-1165).

WILLIAM THE LION . . . (1165-1214).

ALEXANDER II. . . . (1214-1249).

The reigns of the kings who came immediately after

David were not so important as his, and there is not

much to be said about them. A few events happened

during these reigns, however, which have to be kept
in mind, as otherwise we should not understand

some things that took place afterwards. We have seen

how King David made Scotland one kingdom again,

and compelled the people in all parts of the country
to obey him ;

so that when he fought the Battle of the

Standard he had men under him from north and

south, and east and west. But the people of Scotland

were not yet content to live under one king, and we
are now to see that many of them tried again and

again to set up other kings, so that often it seemed

as if the kingdom were going to break up once more
and become what it had been after the death of

Malcolm Canmore. In this chapter we shall speak of

no fewer than three reigns only noticing what is

important in each of them, for in this book it is with
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Scotland and its people more than with kings that

we have to do.

The first king to reign after David was Malcolm IV.,

his grandson, for, as we have seen, Prince Henry,
Malcolm's father, who would have been king, died

before he came to the throne. Malcolm was only

twelve years old when he began to reign, and though
he lived till he was twenty-four years old, he always
looked so young that he was called Malcolm the

Maiden. Now, Malcolm being such a young king,

his enemies at once tried to take advantage of him.

First of all, the men of Moray rose in rebellion

against him, just as they had done against the kings

who had reigned before him. But with the help of

his Norman nobles Malcolm was too strong for them,

and he not only defeated them, but took their leader

prisoner, and kept him in Roxburgh Castle for the

rest of his life. But Malcolm had trouble with others

besides the men of Moray.
For instance, once when Malcolm was staying in

the town of Perth no fewer than six earls, at the head

of an army, surrounded the town and tried to get

him into their hands. Luckily, however, some of

the clergy made peace between the king and the earls,

who agreed to break up their army. But no sooner

was this danger past than a rebellion broke out in

another part of the country, and this time in Galloway.
The men of Galloway, it must be remembered, did not

speak English like the men of Lothian, but Celtic, and

they continued to speak that language for nearly six

hundred years after this time. They had also laws

of their own, and they hated the Norman barons to

whom David had given lands in their country. So
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they now rose in rebellion against Malcolm, and he

had to lead an army no fewer than three times

against them before they were subdued. It will now
be seen that, in spite of all that David had done, it

was still very difficult for one king to rule over the

whole of Scotland.

But Malcolm's greatest enemy was the king of

England, and he was not so successful against him

as against his enemies at home. We saw that, in the

reign of David, parts of the northern counties of

England were in his hands, but this of course could

not be pleasant for an English king. And it happened
that at this time a king was reigning in England who
was very well able to look after himself. This king
was Henry II., a very clever ruler, but who was not

too particular how he got what he wanted. Henry had

taken an oath to David that he would not try to

gain back the Northern Counties
;
but when he saw

Scotland ruled by a boy like Malcolm, he thought
this was a good opportunity for breaking his word.

He therefore told Malcolm that if he did not give
back the counties, he must be his enemy.
What could Malcolm do ? He had so many enemies

at home that he could not go to war with England,

and, besides, certain of his own advisers told him that

to give the counties back was the wisest step he could

take. So, rather than go to war, he let Henry have

the counties, and Scotland never got them back

again. This is the most important event of Malcolm's

reign, and it was a very important one both for

England and Scotland. For, had these counties con-

tinued to belong to Scotland, she might have become
a stronger country than England, and, in that case,
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the history of Englishmen and Scotsmen would have

been different Only one thing more may be said

about Malcolm. Like his grandfather David, he was

very generous to the Church. So much was this the

case, that a certain St God rich, who lived at that time,

said that Malcolm and Thomas Becket were more

pleasing to God than any other men between the Alps
arid the North though we may wonder how the saint

came to know this.

The next king who reigned was Malcolm's brother,

who is known as William the Lion. He got the

name of " the Lion "
in this way. In the times of

the crusades thousands of warriors went from all the

countries in the West of Europe to the Holy Land, to

recover the sepulchre where Christ was buried. But,

as they were clothed in mail from head to foot, they
could not recognise each other. So they put emblems

on their shields and standards by which they might be

known. Some took animals as their emblems or arms,

as they came to be called, some took plants, and some

shells, and almost any kind of object that would serve

to distinguish the shield. The King of France had

lilies as his arms, the King of England three lions or

leopards, and William a lion, and thus he got the

name of William the Lion. And this emblem suited

him, for during his reign of forty-nine years, the

longest in Scottish history, he was almost constantly

fighting with one enemy or another.

There is only one event, however, in William's long

reign that deserves to be particularly remembered,
and it is not a very pleasant one for Scotsmen to

think of. William, being a warlike king, determined

to try to recover the English counties which his
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brother Malcolm had lost And it so happened that

he found an excuse for invading England for this

purpose. The eldest son of Henry II. had rebelled

against his own father, and William agreed to help

him on condition that he received these counties and

other lands in England besides.

At the head of a great army, therefore, William

crossed the Border in the year 1174, and began to

Alnwick Castle.
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besiege the town of Alnwick. But the barons of York-

shire determined to stop him, and they marched north

with the intention of giving him battle. There

happened to be a thick fog as they drew near to

Alnwick, so William did not see them approaching,

but, just as they reached the town, the fog cleared off

and there they saw William and a little band ofknights

amusing themselves in tilting under the walls. The

greater part of William's army had been scattered
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through the country, so that he had very few men with

him. But, though his enemies were so much more

numerous, William did not think of fleeing.
" Now it

will be seen who is a true knight," he cried, and rushed

to the fight. His horse immediately fell mortally

wounded, and, before he could get free from the

saddle, he was taken. Many of his followers, seeing

their king a captive, gave themselves up also.

The King of Scotland was a prisoner, and the

prisoner of a king who would not let him easily off.

With his feet tied under the body of the horse on

which he rode, William was led into the presence
of Henry, who was overjoyed to see his enemy in

this plight. To make sure that he would not escape,

Henry took him across the English Channel to

Normandy, and put him in chains in the castle of

Falaise. Then, a month or two afterwards, Henry
agreed to let him go free on one condition, but it was

a hard one : William was to acknowledge Henry as

the lord of all Scotland, and to reign only as a vassal

king.

Thus, at length, Henry had succeeded in doing
what so many English kings before him had tried to

do : he had made Scotland a part of England. For

fifteen years Scotland was in this position ;
but at

last Henry died, and a new king came to the

throne, namely, Richard Cceur-de-Lion. From the

moment that Richard became king he had set his

heart on one thing, and that was to go on a crusade

to the Holy Land. Now, to carry out this wish, he

required a large sum of money, so he proposed to

William that he would let him be a free king again if

he would pay ten thousand marks. In this way, then,
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Scotland once more became an independent kingdom,

just as it had been before the treaty of Falaise.

There is only one thing more that need be said

about the reign of William. Nearly throughout
the whole of it there were rebellions in different

parts of the country. We know very little of

these rebellions, but the end of them all was that

William got the upper hand, so that when he died in

the year 1214, he left Scotland to his successor as a

united kingdom.
The king who succeeded William was his son,

Alexander II., and to Alexander's reign also belongs
one event which should be remembered. This event,

however, was not a disgraceful one like the treaty of

Falaise, but, on the contrary, it helped to make the

Scottish kings stronger than they had been before.

The country called Argyle had always belonged to

the kings of Scots ; indeed, as we saw long ago, it

.was from Dalriada, the old name for Argyle, that the

Scots first came. But though the people of Argyle
were the subjects of the kings of Scots, they had

never been very obedient to them, and had often

fought on the side of their enemies. But Argyle lay

so far out of the way and was so difficult to reach

with an army, that no king of Scots had as yet suc-

ceeded in completely conquering them, and this was

what Alexander determined to do.

In the year 1221, therefore, Alexander collected an

army, composed of men from Galloway and Lothian
;

and, as the easiest way of reaching Argyle, he pre-

pared a fleet to sail from the Firth of Clyde. But it

was late in the autumn before he was ready to start,

and he had not sailed far when a great storm arose

G
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which nearly wrecked his fleet, and he had to return to

the port of Glasgow without having reached Argyle.
But Alexander was determined to subdue Argyle, and

next year, as soon as the winter was over, he marched

his army into that country. As the different lords and

chiefs did not unite against him, he had not much

difficulty in conquering them, and soon he was master

of the whole district. And now he did exactly what

King David had done in the case of Moray. He let

those who had been friendly to him keep their lands,

but from those who had been his enemies he took their

lands and gave them to followers of his own whom
he could trust. In this way, then, the people of

another part of Scotland were brought to obey the

king as they had never done before.

There were rebellions in Alexander's reign just as

in the reigns of his predecessors, but Alexander was

so strong a king that he had not much difficulty in

putting them down. Here is a story which shows

what wild and savage things could be done at this

time, and which shows that the bishops were not

always good friends with the people. There was a

bishop of Caithness, called Adam, who was so greedy
that he made those who lived in his diocese pay
double of what they ought to have paid to support
the Church. The people grumbled at this, and at

last, on a Sunday in the year 1222, three hundred of

them made their way into his house. The Earl of

Caithness lived close by, and some of the bishop's

servants ran to him and told him in what danger the

bishop was
;
but all that the earl said was,

"
If the

bishop is afraid, let him come to me." The bishop
had good reason to be afraid, for the angry crowd
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seized him, beat him, stripped him, and then carried

him to his kitchen fire and roasted him alive.

When this news was brought to Alexander, he was

just about to start for England, but he put off his

journey, collected an army, and at once marched to

Caithness. As there was no army to fight against him,

he soon got the chief criminals into his hands, and put
them to death with such fearful cruelties as might well

have frightened other persons from roasting bishops.

As for the Earl of Caithness, Alexander took a great

part of his lands from him
; and, as this same earl was

burned some years afterwards in his own house,

people said that this was his punishment for not

having saved the bishop.

A short time before his death, Alexander was try-

ing to carry out a great enterprise which he had long

thought of. This plan was nothing less than to try

to win back the Hebrides from the king of Norway.
It wjll be remembered that in the year 1102, during
the reign of King Edgar, Magnus Barefoot, the king
of Norway, had conquered these islands, which had

been lost to Scotland ever since. But it was very

important for Scotland that the Hebrides should not

belong to another king, as they were a convenient

place for all her enemies to take shelter in.

Alexander first tried to persuade Hakon, who was

then king of Norway, that the islands really belonged
to Scotland and not to Norway ; but, of course, Hakon
would not listen to this. Then Alexander offered

to buy them, but Hakon told him that "he was not in

want of money." But Alexander was determined to

have the islands, so he collected a fleet, and sailed to

conquer them. On the voyage, however, he became
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very ill, and, when he reached the bay of Oban, he

had to be put ashore on the island of Kerrera, where

he died
;
and the people of the neighbourhood said

that his death was a punishment for doing an unjust

action in trying to conquer the islands from the king

of Norway. But we shall see that the king who
came after Alexander did conquer the islands, and

the people of Scotland, at least, did not think that

this was wrong.

16. CONQUEST OF THE HEBRIDES

ALEXANDER III. (1249-1286)

Alexander III., the son of Alexander II., was only

eight years old when he became king, and an old

Scottish writer has told us exactly how he was

crowned. The ceremony took place at Scone, which

had long been the most important place to the north

of the Forth. In the presence of a great number of

the nobles and the clergy, the young king was led to the

cross, which stood in the graveyard of the church, and

there he was placed on the throne
;
and this throne

has a strange history. It was called Lia Fail, which

means in Gaelic the Stone of Destiny, because it was

thought that no one could reign in Scotland except
he had sat on it when he was crowned, and that so

long as this stone was in Scotland the Scots would

possess the land. It was believed that it was the

stone which had been Jacob's pillow when he saw

the angels at Bethel, and that it was brought to

Scotland by Scota, daughter of Pharaoh, king of
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Egypt, from whom Scotland was supposed to have

got its name.

This wonderful stone was afterwards carried off by
Edward I., and it is now in Westminster Abbey, and

to this day our kings sit upon it when they are

crowned. Alexander, then, sat down on this stone,

which was covered

with silken cloth

woven with gold,

and after the bishop
of St Andrews had

consecrated him,
all the great nobles

who were present
strewed their gar-

ments under his

feet, as was done

when Christ en-

tered Jerusalem.
This should have

ended the cere-

mony, but sud-

denly a Highland
bard rushed for-

ward, fell on his

knees before the

king, and told him in Gaelic the names of all his

ancestors back to Scota, the daughter of Pharaoh !

As Alexander was only eight years old, regents
had to be appointed to govern the country till he

grew to be a man. But the question was Who were

to be the regents ? The great nobles could not agree

among themselves, and now one party of them got

Coronation Chair, with the Stone of

Destiny beneath the Seat.
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the upper hand and now another, and so it was that,

till Alexander came to the age of twenty-one and

was able to rule himself, the country was never at

rest. When Alexander did begin to rule, however,
he soon showed that he was one of the best kings
who ever reigned in Scotland. During his reign

there were none of those rebellions of which we have

heard so often, and there was so little war of any kind

that he was called
" the peaceable king." But there

was one enemy who came against him who might have

done much harm to Scotland, and the story of how
this enemy was beaten and what happened afterwards

is one of the best known in the history of Scotland.

We have seen how Alexander II. had died just as

he was about to try to retake the Western Islands

from Norway. Now from the time that Alexander

III. began to rule for himself, he made up his mind
that he would accomplish what his father had failed to

do. Just as his father had done, he began by trying to

make a bargain with Hakon, for it was still the same
Hakon who was king of Norway ;

but Hakon would

not hear of any bargain. Then one of Alexander's

nobles, the Earl of Ross, began to make war on the

chiefs of the islands, who sent to Hakon to ask for

his assistance. Hakon determined that he would

come to their help, and teach such a lesson to the

King of Scots as he would not soon forget. By and

by the news came that Hakon was preparing a fleet

which was to be larger than any fleet that had ever

sailed from Norway. When this news came, not

only the people of Scotland but the people of England
also were frightened, for the days of the terrible

vikings were not yet forgotten.
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In the month of July 1263, Hakon set sail from

Norway on his voyage to punish the King of

Scots. He had more than a hundred vessels, and

aboard them were the men who were to do the

fighting, if Alexander was not too frightened to fight.

Hakon's own galley was made of solid oak, with a

gilded dragon at the bow and the stern, and in it

were the bravest warriors of Norway. He first

sailed to the Orkneys, where the fleet anchored for a

short time, and, while it was there, a thing happened
which made the Norwegians fear that the expedition
would not have a good end. At full mid-day the

sun was suddenly darkened, and nothing of it was

seen but a narrow rim. Astronomers tell us that

on the 5th of August 1263 there was an eclipse of

the sun, and it was this eclipse of the sun that

terrified the Norwegians. But Hakon continued his

voyage, and sailed down through the Western

Islands, many chiefs joining him with their ships on

the way, and at last he came to anchor in the bay of

Lamlash, in the island of Arran.

King Alexander had not been idle all this time.

He had not a fleet large enough to fight Hakon on

the sea, but he did what he could to prevent his

kingdom from being invaded. He fortified the

castles near the sea, he sent out ships to watch the

Norwegians, and he collected an army which he

brought to Ayr, as it was near Ayr that he expected
Hakon to land. Alexander, however, had a plan in his

mind which he now tried to carry out. It was now
well on in the month of September, and at that time

of the year, as we know, great storms usually arise.

But if one of these storms should come on, it would
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do more damage to Hakon's fleet than any amount

of fighting. So what Alexander did was to keep
Hakon waiting as long as he could before there

should be any righting. He pretended that he

wished to make a treaty, and sent some barefooted

friars to Hakon with this message, and the friars kept

coming and going between the two kings. In this

way day after day passed, and at last the very thing

happened which Alexander had wished.

On the ist of October a terrible storm arose, which

lasted for two days. So violent was this tempest,

indeed, that the Norwegians believed that it had been

raised by Scottish witches
;
but the Scots thought

that it was St Margaret who had caused it, to save

them from the Norwegians. The result was that

many of Hakon's ships foundered at sea, or were

wrecked on the shore near the town of Largs, in

Ayrshire. Then the people of the neighbourhood
fell upon the shipwrecked Norwegians, and carried

off such things as had been saved from the wrecks.

Next morning Hakon brought help to those who
had been wrecked, but by this time a small army of

Scots, ofwhom about 1500 were horsemen in armour,
had come to the spot. A battle then took place,

and, though the Norwegians fought as bravely as

they always fought, they were driven back to the boats

which had been sent to take them off. Among the

Scottish knights who pursued them was one called

Sir Piers Curie, who was arrayed in beautifully

gilded armour, and wore a belt embroidered with

jewels. The Norwegians, when they were driven to

the shore, had formed into a circle to defend themselves

better against their enemies, and as Sir Piers rode
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round the circle, a Norwegian captain suddenly

stepped out and with one stroke of his sword cut off

his thigh. Sir Piers dropped dead from his saddle,

and the Norwegian stooped down and stripped him

of his shining belt. Then the fighting began again,

and at last most of the Norwegians got into the boats

and were rowed to the fleet. But Hakon had no

longer the heart to go on with the war. Besides the

great number of his ships that had been lost, many
of those that were left were so damaged as to be of

little use, and his men were no longer so ready to

fight after all their misfortunes. So Hakon sailed

back for Norway by the same way he had come.

But Hakon was never to reach Norway. He stopped
on the way, at Kirkwall, in the Orkneys, and there he

took ill and died. "At midnight (on the I5th of

December)," says the old Norwegian writer who tells

the story of Hakon's expedition, "at midnight,

Almighty God called King Hakon out of this

mortal life."

After the defeat and death of Hakon, Alexander

had little difficulty in subduing the Western

Islands, and three years afterwards he made a

bargain with Hakon's successor, King Eric, by which

Eric agreed to give the islands to Scotland. The

bargain was that the Scots should pay 4000 marks
at once, and 100 marks every succeeding year for all

time coming. So at last the Hebrides had become a

part of Scotland, and they were never again taken from

her. But a long time had still to pass before the

Orkney and Shetland Islands also came to form part

t>f

the kingdom of Scotland.

The last years of Alexander's reign were made sad
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and gloomy both for him and for his people. All his

children, one after another, died before him. His

daughter, Margaret, who had married Eric, king of

Norway, left an infant

daughter as the only
heir to succeed to the

throne. If this infant

died, nobody could

say who should reign,

and it was very likely

that war would arise

between the different

persons who might
wish to wear the

crown. During the

winter of the years

1285 and 1 286, people
had a feeling that

something dreadful

was going to happen
to the country. At
Christmas there was

thunder and light-

ning, which is very

unusual, and meteors

often blazed in the

sky, and in those

days this was thought
to mean that some great calamity was about to

befall.

And a great calamity did happen. On .the iQth

of March 1286, Alexander held a council in the

castle of Edinburgh. It was late before the council

[Photo by Valentine.

Alexander III.'s Monument, near

Kinghorn.
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broke up, and the day was stormy, but Alexander

had made up his mind to return that night to

Kinghorn, in Fife, where his queen was staying.

So he mounted his horse, and, along with his

attendants, he rode to Queensferry. By the time

they had crossed the ferry, the night was so dark

that the riders could not see each other. As they
rode on, their guides lost the way, and they
had to let their horses find it for themselves. At
last they came near Kinghorn, when suddenly the

king's attendants were startled by a noise. On

riding up, they found that the king's horse had

stumbled over a cliff, and at the bottom of the cliff

lay the lifeless body of Alexander.

The day of Alexander's death was one of the

saddest that has ever come to Scotland, for, as we
shall see, it was followed by troubles and misfortunes

which would not have happened if he had lived and

left a son like himself. And for many a day to come
the people looked back to the time of "good King
Alexander," when there was peace and love in the

land, and when there was " abundance of ale and

bread, of wine and wassail cake, and of sports and
mirth."

17. AN OLD SCOTTISH TOWN

Between the days of St Columba and the days of

Alexander 1 1 1., seven hundred years had come and

gone, and great changes had taken place in Scotland

during that time. In the days of Columba there

were four kings, who had nothing to do with each
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other, except when they went to war, which was

very often. Four hundred years passed, and then

one king, Malcolm II., became ruler over the whole

country. But, though there was now only one king,

it was a long time before he could make all his

subjects obey him, and we have seen that during all

the kings' reigns from that of Malcolm Canmore to

that of Alexander III., there were constant rebellions

which they often found it very difficult to put down.

Alexander III., indeed, was the first king who was

not troubled by rebellions, and who really made
himself obeyed by all his subjects. Scotland, there-

fore, was never happier or more prosperous than it

was during his reign. Now, it was in the towns

that this happiness and prosperity was seen most,

and so it is time that we should know what a town

was like in those days, and how their inhabitants

lived and went about their business. We have

already read how the barons, and the clergy, and

the free tenants, and the serfs lived in the country ;

but the life of the town people was very different

from theirs.

In the first place, how did there come to be towns?

There were two things that caused people to

come together, and in course of time to make up
a town. The first was that by living together they
made themselves safer against their enemies, and the

second was that by living together they could supply
each other's wants better, as some people could follow

one trade and some another. Now, it is curious that

just about the same time during the reign of Malcolm

Canmore towns began to appear all over the West
of Europe. In Scotland, too, at that time towns
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must have been beginning, for we saw that Margaret

got Scottish merchants to bring things home from

foreign countries. The places where towns were

built were usually near the castles of kings or barons,

or near some monastery or great church, where

the inhabitants could defend themselves from their

enemies. Generally, also, they were built near the sea,

or beside some river that flowed into the sea, so

that trade might be carried on with foreign countries.

Now, in Scotland there came to be three kinds of

towns or burghs Royal Burghs, Burghs of Regality,

and Burghs of Barony. The Royal Burghs were so

called because they were built on the land of the

king, to whom they had to pay rent, and who in

return gave them certain privileges which the other

burghs did not have. For instance, they were

allowed to trade through the whole country and

also with foreign countries, which the other burghs
were not allowed to do. The Burghs of Regality
and the Burghs of Barony had not the king over

them, but some baron or abbot or bishop, and so

they were not so important as the king's burghs. It

is a Royal Burgh, therefore, we must look at, if we
wish to know what the best kind of town was like in

the times of Alexander, and, indeed, in times long
after those of Alexander.

Suppose, then, that we were paying a visit to one of

these Royal Burghs. Before we came to it we should

have known that we were approaching a town, for at

some distance from it we would have seen cattle and

sheep browsing on the town common, the pasture-land
that belonged to the town. For every morning the

town-herd blew his horn to let his beasts know that it
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was time to go to pasture, and they knew the sound

at once. Going still nearer the town, we come to the

town acres. These were little fields round the town,

and in the times when there were few people in the

towns, each of the inhabitants had a field of his own.

And now we come to the burgh itself, but we should

not have got into it so easily as into a town nowadays.
All round it there was a deep ditch, and on the other

side of the ditch a great stockade or paling, which it

would be difficult to get over.

The only way of entering the town, indeed, was

through one of the gates which opened into it. But at

each of the gates there was a keeper, to whom you
had to explain who you were and what brought you
there, before he allowed you to enter. If he was not

satisfied, he would have you taken to the magistrate,

who might order you to be put in the town prison,

which was usually only a deep hole in the ground.
The reason why all this care was taken with strangers,

and why there was a ditch and a stockade round the

town, was, of course, because the inhabitants were

always in fear lest some enemy should get into the

town and plunder it. At a later time than the reign
of Alexander, a stone dyke was made round the town

instead of a stockade
;
but in Scotland there were

never great walls with towers such as there were on

the Continent.

If it was the early morningwhen we entered the town,
we might perhaps have seen a man going through the

street beating a drum or playing some other musical

instrument. This was to waken the town folk and
let them know that it was time to begin the day's

labours, for in those days there were neither watches
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nor clocks. And we must remember that a town in

those days was a very small place, and more like what

we nowadays call a village than a town. The first thing

that would have struck us as we looked around would

have been that the town was a very dirty place.

There would be great midden-heaps everywhere, for

these were only removed on the Sunday mornings,
and not always then.

The streets, of course, were not paved, and there

were great ruts in them and often deep holes, so

that you were in danger of breaking your neck if

you did not pick your steps carefully. Then every-

where we should have seen pigsties built beside the

houses and in the open street, and pigs running
about just as dogs do now, but only far more of them.

These pigs were a great nuisance in the town, as

they often got among people's feet, and caused

serious accidents, especially in the case of children

and old folk. A law was made that no pig was to

go about the streets except it were led by a rope,

but this law was not obeyed, and the pigs continued

to run about just as they pleased.

If we took a walk through the town, we might
find that it was made up of one main street, called

the Hiegait or High Street, with a great number of

wynds or closes on both sides of it. In the time of

Alexander III. most of the houses were built of

wood, so that there was always great danger of fire.

People were forbidden to carry lights not properly

covered, from one house to another; and it was
ordered that there should be ladders kept to reach

the tops of the houses should a fire break out. Even
in the main street the houses were not built in an

H
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even line as they must be built now, but many of

them jutted into the street and almost blocked the

way. As for the shops, they were not at all like

what we now call shops, but wooden erections called

booths, which jutted into the street, so that the

passers-by could see everything in them that was

for sale.

The largest building in the town was the parish

church, in which many other things went on besides

religious services. For instance, the magistrates
used to meet in the church to do the business of the

town, and traders and merchants to make their bar-

gains. Round the church was the churchyard, which

must have been a very disreputable place. Swine,

goats, cattle, sheep, and horses browsed among the

graves, and very often the refuse of the town was

thrown into it. In the middle of the town was the

town cross, which had at first been placed there to show

that they were Christian people who dwelt round it.

In course of time, however, the cross was put to many
uses. It was from the cross that the town-crier

proclaimed the laws of the burgh and of the kingdom.
If anyone broke the laws of the town, he was made
to stand at the cross with a paper crown on his head

so that everybody who passed might see him. And,
as often as not, the wool merchants and the cloth

makers used the cross for drying their wool and

cloth upon.
This was what the town was like during the day,

but what was it like at night ? We should not have

seen, because it was almost in total darkness. The

magistrates constantly made laws commanding the

booth-keepers to keep lights in their booths, but the
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laws were hardly ever obeyed. If any person went

out at night, he had to carry what was called a bowet

or lantern, and if he did not, he was put in the

netherhole, or prison of the town. What did the

people do when there was so little light either in

the streets or in their houses ? Most of them went

to bed when it became dark, and remained there till

the sun rose, when they could see to begin their daily

work. And, indeed, there was a law that forbade

Great Seal of Alexander III.

tradesmen to do work at night, because they could

not then see to do it well.

This is not a very pleasant picture of an old

Scottish town, but the towns in other countries were

lot much better. In those days people had not the

ime notions about neatness and cleanliness that we
lave

;
but we shall see that the inhabitants of those

towns, which we should think were wretched places to

Iwell in, lived busy and industrious lives, were good
:raftsmen and traders and merchants, and had com-
forts and pleasures and amusements of their own.
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18. THE DWELLERS IN THE TOWNS

We have just seen what an old Scottish town was

like, and now let us see how the town people lived

and went about their daily business. And it is to be

remembered that long after the time of Alexander

III. they lived almost exactly in the same way. The
dwellers in the towns were divided into two classes,

called freemen and unfreemen. The freemen were

also called burgesses, and they were the only persons
who had all the privileges which the king gave to his

Royal Burghs. Before a man could become a burgess
he had to pay a sum of money, and he had to possess

armour and weapons so that he should be ready to

fight the enemies of the king if he were called upon.
He had also to take his turn in watching and guard-

ing the burgh, and this went on always, as the town

was never sure when it might be attacked by some

enemy.

Altogether, the duties of the burgess were so heavy
that he often wished he had never become one.

Still, he was much better off than the unfreemen,
who had a very hard time of it, and who did not at

all like the burgesses, with whom they were con-

stantly quarrelling. An unfreeman could not keep a

shop or booth, he could not follow any trade, he could

not be an artisan or craftsman. And what must

have been very disagreeable, on market-days in the

town he had to stand on the opposite side of the

street from the freeman, to show that he was an un-

freeman. So it will be seen that the unfreemen were

what the Bible calls
a hewers of wood and drawers
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of water," that is, they had to do all the hardest work

in the town and got very little for it. Of course, the

unfreemen were not slaves, and they could leave the

town when they pleased, but they would have been

no better off wherever they went.

But the freemen or burgesses were also divided

into two classes, who did not live very happily

together. The one class was made up of the

merchants and the other of the craftsmen. The
merchants were the great people of the town, and

they wished to have all the power in their own hands.

To keep themselves apart from the craftsmen they
had a guild or society, to which nobody but a

merchant could belong. Indeed, if any merchant

took up a craft, he had to leave the guild and was

looked down upon by all the other merchants. Now,
there were a great many craftsmen of different kinds

in the towns, and they did not like the merchants to

have it all their own way and to carry their heads so

high. But, as the craftsmen were a very important
class of people, something more should be mentioned

of them.

As was just said, there were many different kinds

of craftsmen. There were smiths, armourers,

shoemakers, butchers, potters, saddlers, glovers,

bonnet-makers, dyers, masons, tailors, and others.

Each craft had a different dress, which nobody else

was allowed to wear. If a poor unfreeman put on
the dress of any craft, he was treated like the jackdaw
who appeared among the peacocks in peacock's
feathers. Each craft lived in a separate part of the

town, and so to-day we have streets called Candle-

maker Row and Potterrow, which means that candle-
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makers and potters lived in that part of the town.

Every craft had a flag of its own, and a patron-saint

to whom they gave offerings and for whom they kept
an altar in the church. To see that the members of

the craft did their work properly, an officer, called

a deacon, was chosen, who could punish anyone who
broke the rules of the craft.

To get into a craft you had to become an appren-
tice to a master, and bind yourself to serve him for

a number of years. The apprentice lived in the

house of his master, who gave him food and clothes,

and could flog him if he misbehaved. When
the boys of Paris became apprentices, they made
a bargain that their master's wife should not be

allowed to beat them. When the apprentice
had finished his time of service, he was shut up
in a room by himself, and had to make a boot

or a saddle or a coat of mail, according to his

trade, which had to be examined by the deacon of

the trade. If the article were well made, then the

apprentice became a journeyman, but, if it were not

well made, he had to serve for some time longer.

With all these craftsmen at work in different parts of

it, the town must have been a busy place, and, indeed,

rather a lively one, as every now and then there

were quarrels between the craftsmen and the

merchants as to which of them should have the

power in managing the business of the town.

And how was the business of the town managed ?

In a very different way from what is the case now.

Every year a town council was chosen, and_at first

only merchants could be councillors, but in course of

time craftsmen also were chosen. The councillors
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did many things which seem very strange to us

nowadays. For instance, they fixed the prices of

everything that was sold in the town, so that a shoe-

maker, or a glover, or a butcher could not charge
what he liked for his goods. And they not only fixed

the prices of things, but they had to see that all the

things that were sold were good. To make sure that

this was the case, officials were appointed to look after

the tradespeople and the craftsmen. There were ale-

tasters who went into the breweries and tasted the ale

before it was sold, to make sure that it was good ;
and

so with bread and flesh, and boots and gloves, and

everything that was made and sold in the town.

Then the councillors had to see that no one broke

the laws of the town. The unfreemen frequently

gave them a great deal of trouble by selling

or making things which they were not allowed

to do.

The great events in the life of the town were the

markets that were held every week and the fairs that

were held every year, and the councillors had to look

after these also. On the morning of the market-day,
the people in the country round about brought into

the town whatever they had to sell, but before they

got in they had to pay a tax at the gates. Then
their goods were taken to the town cross, where the

officials examined them and fixed the prices at which

they were to be sold. Before the market began, a

bell was rung, and all the sellers had to be in their

right places. But what seems curious to us is that

the unfreemen were not allowed to buy before the

freemen had got what they wanted.

It was the fair, however, that made. the greatest stir
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in the town, for then traders and merchants came in

crowds from long distances, and brought things which

were not to be had in the town itself. The magistrates
had then a busy time of it, as they had to see that
" the peace of the fair

" was kept. To try and punish
those who broke the peace of the fair, a court was

held which had a curious name. It was called the

"Court of the Piepoudres," or the "Court of the

Dusty-feet," the dusty-feet being the traders who
had come from a distance to sell their wares.

Another business of the magistrates was to look

after the beggars and sick people, of whom there

were always a great number. In every town there

was a class of people of whom we know nothing

nowadays, but who are still known in Eastern coun-

tries. These were the lepers, ofwhom there were then

very many in every country,owing to the dirty habits of

the people. As the disease ofleprosy was then thought
to be very infectious, the lepers were not allowed to

live in the town, and a hospital had to be built some

distance off, where they might be shut up. Edin-

burgh, for instance, had a hospital at Liberton, which

just means Lepertown. The lepers were only allowed

to come into the town on certain days and to stand

at certain places, where they received alms from the

passers-by, and the rule was that bad butcher-meat,
which other people could not eat, was given to them.

Of course they were not allowed into the church, but

sometimes a hole was made in the wall through which

they could see the altar, and the priest going through
the service.

From this account of an old Scottish town and its

inhabitants we may think that it could not have been
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very pleasant to live in those days. Perhaps, however,

people lived just as happily then as now. At all

events, they had far more holidays than we have, for

besides the Sundays there were as many as fifty

Saints' Days, on which they were not allowed to do

any work. On these idle days there were all

sorts of amusements, of which something will have

to be said farther on. Then in Alexander III.'s

reign, at least, the most of the people had plenty to

eat and drink. The poorer people drank ale, and ate

oatmeal and pease porridge, and we have seen that

the magistrates of the burghs took care that both the

ale and the bread should be good. As for the richer

people, they could even afford to buy luxuries that

were brought from other countries, for among the

things sold in the town booths were pepper, ginger,

almonds, rice, figs, raisins, and wines. But we have

now come to a time in the history of Scotland when

the people had other things to think of than amuse-

ments, for they had to fight for the independence of

their country.

19. SCOTLAND WITHOUT A KING.
1286-1292

When Alexander III. died, the heir to the throne

was his grand-daughter Margaret, who was only
about three years old. She is called the " Maid of

Norway," because she was born in Norway, and was

the daughter of Eric, king of that country, who had

married Margaret, the daughter of Alexander. The
first thing that had to be done on the death of
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Alexander was to choose guardians to govern the

country till she grew up, and so six guardians were

chosen, three to rule to the north of the river Forth
?

and three to the south of it. This was not a good

arrangement, as so many guardians were sure to

quarrel among themselves. It was the only thing

that could be done, however, as they would not

agree to have one guardian over the whole country.

Now, what everybody must have been wondering
was if the Maid of Norway should die, who would

then be the right person to be king? There was

one person who was already thinking that he was

the right person, and that was Robert Bruce, lord

of Annandale, the grandfather of the great king,

Robert Bruce, who won the battle of Bannockburn.

There were two reasons why Bruce thought that he

should be king. He was the son of the second

daughter of David, the brother of William the Lion,

and, besides, Alexander II., before Alexander III. was

born, had wished him to be king. But, as the

other great lords in the country did not wish him
to be king, he tried to gain the crown for himself.

He got all his friends round him at his castle of

Turnberry, in Ayrshire, and collected an army and

made war for nearly two years. But he did not

succeed in his end, for the people believed that the

Maid of Norway, the grand-daughter of "
good king

Alexander," was their rightful queen.
And what did King Eric think of what was

going on in Scotland ? He knew that it would be

a proud day for Norway when his daughter grew up
to be a woman, for she would be queen not only
of Norway, but also of Scotland and of those
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Western Islands which had been taken from King
Hakon. But what if some Scottish baron should

make himself king of Scotland before she grew up ?

This was what Eric was afraid of, and he now took

a step to make sure that it would not happen.
He sent a message to Edward I., king of England,
to ask him to do something to prevent anyone else

from getting the Scottish crown except the lawful

heir, the Maid of Norway. Now, he could not have

asked anyone who would be more ready to help
him than Edward, who had a plan of his own about

Scotland. This plan was, in some way or other, to

make Scotland a part of England, so that there

should be one king over both countries. Edward was

glad, therefore, to receive Eric's message, as it gave
him a chance of interfering in the affairs of Scotland.

What Edward did was to ask the six guardians to

send some persons to England, who might meet

Eric's messengers and come to an agreement about

the young queen. So the guardians sent four

commissioners to Salisbury, in England, where

they met Edward and the commissioners of Eric.

The arrangement that was come to was this.

Margaret was only to be sent to Scotland if there

was peace in the country, and she was not to be

allowed to marry without the consent of her father,

and without the approval of Edward.

And now we see what was in Edward's mind.

The year after the meeting at Salisbury, he let it be

known that he wanted Margaret to marry his own
son Edward. Now, if this marriage had taken place,

it would have brought about all that King Edward

wished, for when his son grew up he would have
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been king both of England and Scotland, and so the

two countries would have been peacefully joined

together. However, both the guardians and King
Eric were quite willing that the marriage should

take place, and in the year 1290 a treaty of marriage
was made at Brigham, a place in South Berwickshire,

on the borders of the two countries. Now the Scots

were quite aware that there was a great risk that the

marriage might end in Scotland becoming a part of

England, and they took care that the treaty should

prevent this from happening. But all these plans
came to nothing ;

the marriage never took place, and

the danger to Scotland was to arise in another way.
Not long after the marriage had been all arranged,

Margaret sailed from Norway to come to Scotland,

but she was never to see the country of which she

was the queen. On the way the ship stopped at

the Orkney Islands, and there she died. But her

father wished to make sure that the story of her death

was true, so he had her body taken home to Norway,
when he saw for himself that it was indeed the body of

his own child. And it was well that this was done, for

a year after the death of King Eric, a woman from

Germany came to Norway and said that she was

Margaret, Queen of Scots. But people knew that

the real Margaret was dead, and both the woman
and her husband were put to death.

All Scotland was in sorrow for the death of the

child-queen, because no one knew what would happen
next. A king must now be chosen, and who was

he to be? No fewer than thirteen persons -came

forward, each claiming that he was the rightful heir.

And who was to decide the matter ? There was no
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one in Scotland who had the right to say who should

be king, and the great barons in the country were so

divided among themselves that they would never have

agreed to choose one. As the only way out of the

difficulty, the Scottish barons and clergy decided that

Edward I. should be asked to settle who was to be

their king. Edward consented to be the judge, but he

made a hard bargain beforehand. All the claimants,

that is, those who claimed to be the lawful heirs to

the Scottish throne, had to admit that Edward was

lord of Scotland, and had a right to say who should

be king under him
;
and as a guarantee that they

would keep their word, all the castles of Scotland

were put into Edward's hands.

In the hall of the castle of Berwick, on the i/th

of November 1292, Edward at last settled who was

to be king. Of the thirteen claimants only eight

were present, and of these eight only three had really

good claims, so that it was between these three that

Edward had to decide. One of these three we already
know Robert Bruce, who was the son of the second

daughter of David, Earl of Huntingdon, the brother

of William the Lion. The other two were John

Balliol, grandson of the eldest daughter of David, Earl

of Huntingdon, and John Hastings, grandson of the

third daughter of the same earl. What Edward
decided was that, as Balliol was descended from the

eldest daughter of the Earl of Huntingdon, he had the

best right to the Scottish crown, and so John Balliol

became king of Scotland. But he was not a free

king, for the day after the "
award," as it was called,

he had to do homage to the king of England as his

lord and master.
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20. A USELESS KING

JOHN BALLIOL (1292-1296)

The Scots did not think much of the king whom
Edward had given them. They called him the

"Toom Tabard" toom being the Scotch word for

empty, and a tabard a coat worn by heralds, so

that what the nickname meant was that Balliol

was called king, but was not really one. And the

reign of Balliol, which lasted only four years, showed

that the Scots were right. He was never really his

own master
; first, because many of the nobles would

not obey him
;
and secondly, because Edward would

never leave him in peace. For what Edward wished

Balliol never to forget was that he, Edward, was his

lord and master. When any Scotsman could not get

what he wanted from Balliol, he went to Edward
with his complaint, and Edward took his side. At
last there came a time when Balliol and his friends

could bear this no longer.

In the year 1294 Edward wanted to go to war with

France, but he had great difficulty in getting money
and soldiers, as his subjects in England had been

taxed so much already that they did not wish to pay

any more. So once again he called Balliol to London
and told him that he must raise both money and

soldiers, in Scotland, and then come with his chief

barons and go with him to France.

Now the Scots never liked paying taxes even to

their own kings. Instead of doing what Edward told

him, therefore, Balliol held a Council at Scone to ask
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its advice, and the Council advised him to take a step

which really meant that he was to go to war with

Edward. First of all, every Englishman who was then

in Scotland was to be sent out of the country, so that

it should be governed by none but Scotsmen. Then
next year (1295) Balliol, with the advice of his Council,

did something still bolder. He made a treaty with

France, which was Edward's enemy, and by this

treaty it was arranged that France and Scotland

should help each other against England, which was

the enemy of both of them. Now this treaty is very

important in the history of Scotland, because it was

the beginning of what is called the Franco-Scottish

Alliance, of which we hear so much in these days.
From this time till the reign of Queen Mary the

French and the Scots often made treaties with each

other, and, when they did so, it was always to make
themselves stronger against England, which was

anxious to conquer both France and Scotland.

The year after the French treaty, the Scots made
Edward still more angry than he already was. Just
as in the old days of Malcolm Canmore and David,

they invaded Northumberland and Cumberland and

plundered the inhabitants. But Edward was not a

king to be trifled with, and he determined that he

would make Balliol repent of what he had done.

With a great army, therefore, he came against

Berwick-on-Tweed, which was then a Scottish town,
and one of the richest either in Scotland or in England.
But Berwick had a wall round it and a strong castle,

and its inhabitants thought they could prevent Edward
from taking their town. So when he summoned them

to surrender, they refused, and the fighting began.
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The English had both a fleet and an army, but the

people of Berwick burned three of their ships and com-

pelled the others to keep at a distance. If Edward
was to conquer the town, therefore, he. would have to

break through the wall. In those days, generals fought
in the armies which they commanded, and Edward,
to encourage his men, led them on. Mounted on his

horse, which was called Bayard, he was the first to

leap the wall. Then his soldiers broke in after him,

and a terrible slaughter began. Men and women,
old and young, were put to death, and so many were

slain that it is said that for two days the blood ran

like a river down the streets of the town.

But the taking of Berwick was only the beginning
of what Edward intended to do against Scotland.

He had come to punish Balliol and to take his

kingdom from him. While he was still at Berwick,
he got news that the castle of Dunbar, which had

been in possession of the English, had been betrayed
into the hands of the Scots. On hearing this, he at

once sent the Earl of Surrey with an army to retake it,

and a battle was fought at Dunbar in which the

Scots were completely beaten, and no fewer than

three earls taken, besides four barons and many
knights.

This was not a good beginning for John Balliol
;

but, if all the nobles of Scotland had gathered
round him, he might still have beaten Edward, for

when a whole country rises against an enemy it is

very difficult to conquer. But this was exactly what
the Scottish nobles did not do, and many of them
even took sides with Edward against their own king ;

and among those who did so was Robert Bruce, the
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son of the claimant Bruce, and the father of the

great Robert Bruce. Why, we ask, did these

Scottish nobles fight against their own king ? The
reason was that many of them had lands both in

England and in Scotland, and, if Edward should be

victorious, they would lose their lands in both

countries. And we shall see that this was very
unfortunate for Scotland in the time coming, for the

Scottish nobles were so divided in their minds, that

now they fought on one side and now on the other.

As there was no great Scottish army to fight him,

Edward had not much trouble in subduing the

country. He led his army to Edinburgh, and, though
the Castle was a very strong place, he took it after

only ten days' siege. Then he went on to Stirling,

where there was nobody to fight against him
;
and at

last he came to Perth, where he made a great feast

and there were great rejoicings. But by this time

the unhappy Balliol saw that it was useless to try to

resist any longer, and he sent a very penitent message
to Edward to tell him that he was willing to submit

and make peace.

When a vassal submitted to his lord whom
he had offended, he had to go through a very

humbling ceremony, and this Balliol had now to do.

In the churchyard of Stracathro, in Kincardineshire,
he appeared before the Bishop of Durham, for

Edward himself would not condescend to come.

He was dressed only in his shirt and drawers

for so an offending vassal had to come into the

presence of his lord and in his hand he held a

white wand, which he gave to the bishop as a sign
that he surrendered the kingdom of Scotland to the

I
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English king. And so John Balliol's reign came to

this disgraceful end, for Edward at once sent him a

prisoner to England. After three years Balliol was

allowed to go to France, and on his journey thither

a curious event happened. In those days, just as

now, people's luggage was examined when they
went from one country to another, and among
Balliol's luggage were found the royal crown and seal

of Scotland, a number of gold and silver cups, and a

Great Seal of John Balliol.

sum of money. When this was told to Edward, he

ordered that the seal should be brought to himself;

that the crown should be offered at the shrine of St

Thomas Becket, the martyr, at Canterbury ;
and that

Balliol should be allowed to keep the cups, and also

the money, to pay his travelling expenses.
As there was now no king in Scotland to fight

against him, it was easy for Edward to subdue the

whole country. To make certain, however, that there

should be no rebellion against him, he led his army
to Elgin, and then back to Berwick. It is said that
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Robert Bruce, of whom we have just heard, asked

Edward to make him king, as he was the next heir

after Balliol. But Edward turned sharply upon him

and said,
" Do you think I have nothing to do but

conquer kingdoms for you ?
"

To show that Scotland was no longer to be a

kingdom, Edward ordered that the Stone of

Destiny, on which the kings of Scots had been

crowned, should be taken to England ; and, besides

the Stone, the Holy Rood or Cross of St Margaret,
and all the documents or papers that might show
that Scotland had once been an independent king-

dom. Last of all, Edward made those who had land

in Scotland sign their names, or have them signed, in

a list, to show that they recognised him as their

king, and, if their names were not entered in the list,

their land was to be taken from them. This list of

names is called the "
Ragman's Roll," and, as the

names have been printed in a book, we can still

read them. There are about two thousand names

altogether, and they are the names of the chief

families who then lived in Scotland. Among them

is one name which was to become one of the most

famous in the history of Scotland the name of

Robert Bruce, soon to be the deliverer of his

country.

Scotland being now completely subdued, as

Edward thought, he had to arrange how it should be

governed. As he could not be sure that the Scottish

nobles would be faithful to him, he determined that

Englishmen should govern it. So the Earl of

Surrey, who had gained the battle of Dunbar,
was appointed Guardian of the whole kingdom ;
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Hugh de Cressingham, a churchman, was made

Treasurer, and had to look after the money ;
and

William Ormsby was made Justiciary, and had to

see that all who broke the laws were tried and

punished. So we are now to think of Scotland as

completely in the hands of the English. It was

Englishmen who raised the taxes
;
it was Englishmen

who tried those who broke the law. All the chief

castles had English soldiers in them, and these

soldiers were kept by the money and the goods of

Scotsmen. If food for men or horses were wanted,
it was taken from the Scots, who were sometimes

paid and sometimes not We can imagine, therefore,

how angry all Scotsmen must have been to see

Englishmen everywhere, behaving as if they were

lords and masters. But Edward was greatly mis-

taken when he thought that he had completely
subdued Scotland, for he had not long been home in

England, when Scotland's most famous hero arose to

fight for his country.

21. WILLIAM WALLACE. 1296-1305

The hero who arose was William Wallace, whose

name will be remembered as long as Scotland lasts.

And this hero was not a king or a great baron, but

a simple gentleman with very little land of his own,
if indeed he had any at all. He was the son of Sir

Malcolm Wallace, who owned lands at Elderslie, near

the town of Paisley, in Renfrewshire. When a great
man dies nowadays, a book is written about him which
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tells the story of his life from the day of his birth to the

day of his death. But this was not the case in the

times when Wallace lived, so that we do not know

nearly so much of him as we should like to know.

However, Wallace was not forgotten by his country-

men after his death, and parents used to tell their

children all the stories they had heard about him.

Nearly two hundred years after he was dead, a poet
called Blind Harry used to go about the country

telling these stories to all who would listen to them,

and they were afterwards put into a book called
" The Life of that Noble Champion of Scotland, Sir

William Wallace, Knight." The stories told by Blind

Harry are not all quite true, but even when they
are not true, they show how much Wallace was

thought of by his countrymen.
When we read of great men we always like to

know what they looked like, and Blind Harry tells us

how Wallace looked. He was very tall and strong ;

and in those days, when generals fought along with

their men, it was necessary that they should be strong
as well as brave. He had piercing eyes, fair hair,

and there was the mark of a wound on the left side

of his chin
;
and he always looked serious, and even

sad.

As there were Englishmen everywhere in the

country, Wallace could not avoid meeting them, and

stories are told which show that he more than once

had quarrels with them. For instance, he was one

day coming home from fishing near Ayr, when he

met some Englishmen who wanted to take all the

fish he had caught, from the boy who was carrying
them. Wallace said he would let them have some of
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the fish, but the Englishmen insisted on having them

all, and at last they came to blows. The only

weapon Wallace had was his fishing-rod, but he

struck down one of the Englishmen with the butt-

end of it, and, getting hold of his sword, he put the

others to flight, and so saved his fish.

Another story told by Blind Harry explains how
Wallace came at last to rise against the English.

One day, in the town of Lanark, where Wallace was

living with his wife, he and his friend, the good Sir

John Graham, were walking through the streets,

followed by their attendants. They were all gaily

dressed in green, and an Englishman began to mock
at their finery. A crowd of English gathered round

them, and one of them touched Wallace's sword,

which was then thought a great insult. Out flashed the

sword, and the Englishman was killed on the spot.

Then more English soldiers came, with the governor
of the garrison at their head. Wallace and his

friends fought on till they reached his house, when his

wife opened the door, and they all escaped through the

house into a wood not far off. Then, as Blind Harry
tells the story, the governor, whose name was Hazelrig,

did a horrible thing. He burned Wallace's house and

killed his wife. Wallace was told what had happened,
and that very night he collected a band of men, and

made his way into Hazelrig's house and slew him in

his bedroom. Then a great fight took place in the

streets, and the end of it was that Wallace and his

men became masters of the town.

Blind Harry tells another terrible story which he

must have heard from people in the country, but we

may hope that it is not all true. The story is that
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the English governor of Ayr invited a number of

Scottish nobles and gentry to meet him in a great

building called the Barns of Ayr. From the beams

that held up the roof he hung ropes with nooses at

their lower ends, and, as the people who came were

let in two by two, they were all hanged one after

another. Wallace also had been invited, but luckily

he came late, and a woman met him and told him

what was being done. He determined to take a terrible

revenge. He got the woman to mark with chalk all

the doors of the houses in Ayr where Englishmen lived.

In the middle of the night, his men came into the town

and tied all the handles with ropes, and after this was

done they set fire to the houses, which were made
of wood. Not an Englishman escaped, for those who

got out of the houses were killed by Wallace's men,
who were waiting for them outside. And this is the

frightful tale which was known in the country as the
" Barns of Ayr."
But if Wallace had only done deeds like these, he

would not have been remembered as he is to-day.

What really made him a great man was that from the

very first he tried to free his country, and that he,

though only a simple gentleman, succeeded in doing
this for a time. For we must remember that he

was not a king or a great noble, who could gather an

army round him when he so desired. How, then, did

he succeed in doing what he did? It was in this

way. First of all, he got a number of brave men
round him, who hated the English as much as he did.

Then, wherever there was a castle or a small town, in

which there were not too many English for his small

band to fight with, he tried to drive the English out of
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it. In this way, he took castles and towns all over

the country. And, then, other brave Scotsmen,

seeing what he had done, tried to do the same thing,
and so within a year after King Edward had left

Scotland, it looked as if the English might soon be

driven altogether out of the country.
At last, Wallace collected such a great army that

he was able to besiege Dundee, which was held by

Old Bridge of Forth.
[Photo by Valentine.

(The ancient stone bridge, where the battle was fought, crossed the river

higher up. No trace of it is now in existence.)

the English, and was one of the largest towns in

Scotland. And now the Earl of Surrey, the English

Guardian, and Cressingham, the Treasurer, thought it

was time that Wallace should be stopped, or the

English would soon have to leave Scotland. So
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they led a great army to Stirling, which was still in

the hands of the English. When Wallace heard of

this, he at once brought his army from Dundee to

the banks of the river Forth, on the opposite side

from Stirling. The way that Wallace placed his

army showed that he was a great general. If the

English attacked him, they would have to cross the

river first, and, if he were beaten, he could escape
north into the Highlands. On the other hand, the

way the English behaved showed that they had no

great general among them. Before fighting, however,
the English general sent two friars to Wallace to

ask him to submit. But the answer of Wallace was :

" Go back and tell your masters that we did not come
here to ask for peace, but to fight for our freedom.

Let them come on, and they will find us ready to

fight them."

Now the only way the English could cross the

river was by a stone bridge on which only two men
could walk abreast. The Earl of Surrey was told

that there was a ford not far off through which his

men could wade across, and he would have liked to

do this
;
but the Treasurer Cressingham, who was a

churchman and knew nothing of war, said that they
were wasting both time and money, and that they
should attack the Scots at once.

So two by two the English began to cross the

bridge, a brave knight, Sir Marmaduke Twenge,

leading the way, Wallace waited till a consider-

able number of them had crossed, and then he bade

his spearmen rush in upon them and seize the

end of the bridge, so that the English army was

cut into two portions. The English knight, Sir
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Marmaduke, charged against the Scots, but his

men soon turned their backs. Then some one

told him that he might save his life by swimming
his horse across the river.

"
I will not drown myself

to please any man," he answered, and he cut his

way back to the bridge and got to the other side

in safety.

Only very few of the English who had crossed the

bridge escaped, most of them being slain or drowned.

Among those who were killed was Cressingham,
and the Scots hated him so much for his pride and

cruelty, that they took the skin off his body and

kept pieces of it a thing which was sometimes

done in those days in other countries besides

Scotland.

The day of the victory of Stirling Bridge, as it is

called, was the proudest day in Wallace's life. The
Earl of Surrey was so completely beaten in the battle,

that he and his army fled to England, and left a great
deal of booty, which fell into the hands of Wallace

and his men. Then, as there was no longer an

English army in the land, Wallace was soon able

to drive the English out of all the towns and castles,

so that Scotland was once more made a free country.
A short time after the battle of Stirling Bridge, also,

Wallace did a thing which shows that he thought of

other things besides fighting. He caused a letter to

be written to the cities of Liibeck and Hamburg, in

Germany, to tell them that Scotland was now a free

country, and that it was ready to trade with them

just as it had done in the days before it had been

conquered by King Edward.

Wallace was now so strong, indeed, that he deter-
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mined that he would pay Edward back for all the

harm he had done to Scotland. At this time there

was a great famine in Scotland, so that many of the

people could hardly get food to eat. So, with as large

an army as he could collect, Wallace invaded North-

umberland and Cumberland, as so many kings of

Scots had done before him. The English writers who
tell the story of this invasion say that Wallace and

his army did many cruel things. They not only
burned villages and carried off plunder, but put many
innocent people to death. But, even if all these

stories were true, it was just what the English had

done in Scotland, and, indeed, it was the way in

which all wars were carried on in those days.

And what was the great King Edward doing
while all this was going on in Scotland ? He was in

Flanders righting against the French, but the moment
he heard the news, he sent orders for a great army
to be collected in England. No sooner did he get

home, than he put himself at the head of his troops
and marched into Scotland. That he might have

plenty of provisions for his soldiers, he ordered a fleet

of ships to come with him and keep close into the

shore. But the fleet was kept back for a long time,

so that the army began to suffer for want of food.

Now, when Wallace knew that the English were

coming, he did what was usually done when the

English invaded Scotland. He ordered all the people
to hide themselves in out-of-the-way places and to

take all their goods and provisions with them. So
as Edward marched further and further into the

country, he and his men began to be in great straits.

And what made things worse was that the Welsh
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and English soldiers in his army quarrelled and even

fought with each other.

All this time, too, Edward did not know where

Wallace and his army were, so that it looked as

if he would have to march back to England with-

out having seen the enemy. At Jast, when he had

got as far as Kirkliston, two Scottish nobles sent a

boy to tell him that he would find Wallace and

his army at Falkirk.. Edward was delighted that

he was to find his enemy at last, and marched to

Linlithgow, on the way to Falkirk. During the

night, when he was encamped at Linlithgow, he was

injured by a kick from his horse, but the next morning
he was as ready to fight as if nothing had happened.
It was on the 22nd of July, in the year 1298, that

Edward at last saw before him the enemy whom he

had sought so long.

After Wallace had returned from his invasion of

England, he had been chosen Guardian of Scotland
;

but though he was Guardian, most of the nobles did

not obey him, and either took the side of Edward or

did not fight at all. The result of this was that

he could collect but a small army, and had only
one man against three Englishmen. When Edward
came in sight of Wallace's army, this was how
he found it arranged. There were four separate
bodies of men arranged in circles, which were then

called schiltrons. These men were armed with long

spears, and when they fought, the front rank knelt

down on one knee so that the rank behind could

point its spears over the shoulders of those who. were

kneeling. When all the spears were thrust out, the

circle looked like a wood of spears, and was very
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difficult for an enemy to break through. Between

these schiltrons were placed archers, mostly men
from the forests of Selkirk and Ettrick, who were

armed with bows and short swords
;

and behind

the schiltrons were the horse-soldiers, of whom, how-

ever, Wallace had not nearly so many as the English.

Before the fight began Wallace said to his men,
"

I have brought you to the ring ;
now show how

you can hop." And most of them, but not all,

hopped, that is, fought as bravely as men can fight

Those who did not fight well were the horse-soldiers,

for when they were attacked by the English they
fled almost without striking a blow, and it was

believed that this was because there were traitors

among them. The English horse-soldiers with their

lances couched then rode against the Scottish bow-

men who were on foot and had only their short

swords to fight with, which were not of much use

against horse and man clothed in mail. But they did

not flee like the horse-soldiers
; they fought where

they stood till almost every one of them was slain
;

and, when the battle was over, the English admired

their tall and strong bodies as they lay dead on the

field.

But though both the Scottish bowmen and cavalry
were defeated, the spearmen in the schiltrons still

stood firm. Again and again the English knights
rode against them and tried to break the ring, but

it was like riding against a rock. But what the

mounted knights could not do, the English archers

did. From a safe distance they poured their arrows

among the Scots, who could do nothing against them,
and so many of them were slain that a gap was at
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last made, and then the English knights were able

to rush in. Fortunately, just behind the Scots was

a forest called the Tor Wood, and Wallace was able

to save part of his army by retreating to it.

After the battle of Falkirk we know very little of

what Wallace did. He gave up being Guardian, as

he had no longer an army at his back. But we do

know that to the end he went on fighting against

the English, and that he would never give in to

say that Edward was king of Scotland. Edward

knew that Wallace was his greatest enemy, and he

determined to get him into his hands. A large sum
of money was offered to any one who would bring
him alive or dead, and at last the day came when
he was taken. We do not know exactly how it

happened, but the story is that a servant of Sir

John Menteith told his master where Wallace was

living, and that Sir John sent men to seize him.

Now a prisoner, Wallace was at once carried off to

London, and, of course, he could expect no mercy
from Edward. He was condemned as a traitor,

though he could not be called a traitor as he had

never called Edward his king, and he was condemned
to die a traitor's death, which was the most shameful

of all deaths. For the punishment of a traitor was,

to be hanged and then beheaded, and his body dis-

embowelled and quartered. And this was the death

that Wallace died. His head was placed on a pole
on London Bridge, where the heads of English
traitors were put, and the other parts of his body
were sent to Newcastle, Berwick, Stirling, and Perth,

so that as many people as possible might see what

had been his end, and be terrified from following his
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example. But his example has never been forgotten

by his fellow-countrymen, and, though it is now more

than seven hundred years since his death, they still

remember and honour him as the greatest hero of

their nation.

22. THE ADVENTURES OF BRUCE. 1306-1313

Now that Wallace was dead, it looked as if

Edward would have it all his own way in Scotland.

The whole country was conquered ; English soldiers

were in all the chief castles and towns, and it was

Englishmen who managed everything. But Edward
was soon to find that Scotland would never submit to

be governed by an English king. Before Wallace

had been a year dead, another hero arose who was to

be more successful than Wallace in freeing his

country. This hero was not a simple gentleman like

Wallace, but a great noble, who claimed that the

crown of Scotland was his by right. We have heard

his name already ;
it was Robert Bruce, the grandson

of that Robert Bruce who had tried to get himself

made king after the death of Alexander III. At this

time Bruce was only a little more than thirty years
of age, and was one of the strongest and bravest men
in all Scotland, and he was to show that he was not

only brave and strong, but was also a wise man and
a skilful general. As he was both Earl of Carrick

tand Lord of Annandale, he owned a great deal of

: land and had a great many followers, though when
ic began to fight against the English, his lands were,
;f course, taken from him.

K
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Now, there was another great Scottish noble who
also claimed a right to the throne, and this was Sir

[Photo by Valentine.

Statue of Bruce, at Stirling, looking towards Bannockburn.

John Comyn, whom people called the " Red Comyn."
Bruce and Comyn were not good friends. One day,
when there was a great meeting at Peebles, the two
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had a fierce quarrel, and Comyn took Bruce by the

throat, and they had to be separated by those who

were standing by. However, as they both wished

Scotland to be free from the English, they made a

bargain with each other. Bruce said to Comyn, "If

you will help me to get the crown, I will give you

my lands
; or, if you like, I will help you to get

the crown, if you give me your lands." Then

Comyn said that he would take Bruce's lands and

help him to become king. Comyn, however, did not

keep his word, but told King Edward of the bargain
that he and Bruce had made. Some time afterwards,

Bruce and Comyn met in a church in Dumfries, and

Bruce accused Comyn of breaking his promise. Then
a quarrel arose between them, and Bruce stabbed

Comyn with his dagger. Outside the church there

were two of Bruce's friends, called Lindesay and Kirk-

patrick, and when Bruce ran out, and told them that he

was afraid he had killed Comyn, Kirkpatrick said,
"

I

mak sikkar," that is,
"

I will make sure." The two

friends, rushing into the church, killed the wounded
man outright.

Whether this story is all true we cannot tell, but

at any rate Bruce had killed Comyn, and killed him
in a church which was thought to make the crime

much worse. It was indeed a bad beginning for

Bruce to have made in his attempt to win the crown.

Not only was Edward enraged against him, but the

Pope was so angry because the crime had been com-

mitted in a church, that he excommunicated Bruce,

|
which was a terrible thing to happen to any one in

those days, as it meant that every man's hand was

against him, as it was against Ishmael in the Bible.
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However, Bruce could not turn back now, and he

was determined to do his best to win the kingdom
which, he thought, was his by right. So in less than

two months he had himself crowned at Scone, which,

as we know, was the place where all the kings of Scots

had been crowned. But the coronation was a poor

spectacle compared with that of Alexander III. The
Stone of Destiny, on which previous Scottish kings
had sat, had been carried off by Edward, and we know
that the crown had been taken away by John Balliol.

Instead of the real crown, therefore, Bruce had to be

content with a coronet which was got to supply its

place. The right person to put the crown on his

head was
rthe Earl of Fife, but he was a friend of

Edward, and so his sister, the Countess of Buchan,
had to take his place. And of all the great people of

Scotland, only four bishops and four earls were

present to see the most famous of all the kings of

Scots raised to the throne.

Bruce was now king, but he was only a king in

name, for his kingdom was in the hands of the

English, and almost all the great Scottish nobles were

his enemies. If he was ever to be a real king,

therefore, he must first win his kingdom, and that

could only be done by hard fighting. But at first he

was not lucky in the battles he fought. One day
he and his little army were in the Wood of

Methven, near Perth. As they were not expect-

ing an enemy, some of his men were busy cook-

ing, and others were scattered over the country.

Suddenly a cry arose that the English were, upon

them, and the Scots had no time to form their ranks.

However, those of them who were brought together
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fought as long as they could. Three times the king
was dismounted from his horse, and once he was

nearly taken. At last the Scots were compelled to

retreat, leaving some of their chief men prisoners in

the hands of the English. But the question was

where were they to retreat to, since almost every
town and castle was in the hands of their enemies.

For a month or two they wandered up and down
the highlands of Perthshire, sleeping in the open air,

and living on the game they killed and the fish they

caught. Then another misfortune happened. Bruce

had led his men into a narrow glen between Perth-

shire and Argyleshire. Now this part of the country

belonged to the Lord of Lorn, who was a relative of

the Red Comyn whom Bruce had slain. When he

heard that Bruce was in his country, therefore, he

determined that he would have his revenge, so he came

upon the king when he was in the narrow glen, where

there was no room for his knights to ride, and com-

pletely defeated him.

For the second time Bruce had been defeated,

and now he was worse off than ever. There was

hardly a place in Scotland where he would be safe,

and Edward had offered a sum of money to any one

who would either kill him or take him prisoner.

There was nothing for it, therefore, but to leave

Scotland for a time, so he and a few of his friends

went to the island of Rathlin, on the coast of Ireland,

where they remained all the winter. This was not a

very cheerful beginning for one who had hoped to

win a kingdom. And still worse things happened
than these two defeats : his wife and child and his two

i sisters were taken prisoners, as were also three of his
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brothers all the three being put to death by
Edward's orders.

But Bruce was not the man to lose heart because

there were dangers and difficulties in his way, and as

soon as the spring of the next year came, he deter-

mined to make another trial to win his kingdom.
In the month of February 1307, just about a year
after he had been crowned, some of his men took the

castle of Brodick, in the island of Arran, from the

English, and to this castle Bruce now came. Oppo-
site to Arran, and not far off, is the coast of Ayrshire,
and on this coast is Turnberry Castle, which belonged
to Bruce, but which was then in the hands of the

English. As Bruce had friends near the castle, he

thought that this would be a good place where he

might land with his men.

So this arrangement was made. A countryman
who lived near the castle was to kindle a fire when
he thought it would be safe for Bruce and his men to

land. The fire was kindled, and Bruce sailed in the
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middle of the night to the place. But, when he

reached the shore, the countryman met him and told

him that it was not he who had kindled it. Then
Bruce was for sailing back again, but his brother

Edward, who was always for fighting, said,
"

I will not

go back
;

I will either free Scotland or die." So Bruce

determined to remain. He had too few men to be

Ruins of Turnberry Castle.

[Photo i>y Valentine.

able to take his castle from the English, but near the

castle a number of English were living, so he at once

fell upon them and defeated them, and got all the

horses and silver-plate which belonged to the English

commander, who held the castle.

And now Bruce had begun the work which was to

end in his becoming a real king of Scotland, and not

a king in name only. Many a year, however, had to

pass before that happened, and he was to fight many
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battles and to have many wonderful adventures.

Just as Blind Harry has told the story of Wallace,
so another poet, named Barbour, has told the story
of Bruce in a poem called "The Brus" which,

however, is truer than the story of Harry. There

are two men of whom Barbour tells a great deal

in his poem as well as of Bruce, and these men
are Bruce's nephew, Sir Thomas Randolph, and

the good Sir James Douglas. Next to Bruce himself,

Douglas was the greatest hero among the Scots. He
was very strong and brave, and because he had a very
dark complexion he was called the " Black Douglas."
He was gentle among his friends, but like a lion in

battle; and he was always in good spirits, and kept
his followers cheerful even when everything was

going against them. By and by he became such a

terror to the English, that mothers used to repeat this

rhyme to their children :

" Hush thee, hush thee, do not fret thee,

The Black Douglas will not get thee !

"

Here is the story of one bold deed done by

Douglas. Not long after Bruce landed at Turnberry,

Douglas thought he would like to punish the English
who held his father's castle in Douglasdale, in Lanark-

shire. So one night he went in disguise to the house

of a faithful servant, called Thomas Dickson, who
lived near the castle. He told Dickson what he had

come for, and some other faithful men were also told,

and it was arranged what was to be done. On the

holiday called Palm Sunday, all the English sojdiers

came to church, and Douglas and his men were also

there. In the middle of the service, Douglas dropped
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his cloak and drew his sword, and shouted,
" A

Douglas ! A Douglas !

" This was the signal that had

been agreed upon, and at once the Scots fell upon the

English, who were taken by surprise and were all

slain
; though, unfortunately, as Douglas had given the

signal too soon, the faithful Dickson was also killed.

Then the Scots went to the castle, where there were

only the porter and the cook, who had prepared a

good dinner for the English soldiers when they
should return. Of course, the Scots ate the dinner,

and when they had eaten their fill, they ran all the

wine out of the barrels, and made a great heap of all

the provisions in the castle, and set fire to it. The

Scots, who were fond of giving nicknames, called this

the "
Douglas Larder." And now let us return to

Bruce.

As the English were almost everywhere, and

Bruce had not an army to fight them, he had to

keep out of the way for a time lest he should be

taken prisoner. It was in his own part of the

country, called Carrick, in the south of Ayrshire,
and in Galloway that he now went about with his

followers, hiding in woods and caves, and wherever

he could find a safe place. Aymer de Valence, Earl

of Pembroke, the same English general who had

defeated him at Methven Wood, came with an army
in search of him, and the men of Galloway, who
hated Bruce because he had killed the Red Comyn,
helped him in his search. Many were the narrow

escapes Bruce had from being taken or slain, and
the poet Barbour has told of some of them.

Here, for example, is one of Bruce's adventures.

A near kinsman of his own took money from the
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English, and promised to bring Bruce dead or alive.

So one day the traitor and his two grown-up sons

came upon Bruce when he had only a boy with him

to carry his bow and arrows. Bruce told the boy to

stand at a distance, so that if he were slain, he might
run and tell Douglas, who would avenge him. Then
the three men came on, but Bruce, who had his bow
in his hand, shot the father in the eye before he got
near him. The two sons then rushed upon him, and

one of them struck at Bruce with his battle-axe, but

he missed his blow and stumbled, and in a moment
a slash from Bruce's great sword stretched him lifeless

on the ground. There was only one foe left now, and

there were few men who were a match for Bruce in

single combat. It was with a spear that the last son

attacked him, but with one stroke of his sword Bruce

cut off the head of the spear, and, before his enemy
had time to draw his sword, he was a dead man.

Another story told by Barbour is this. A chief

of the men of Galloway, called M'Dougal, who was also

related to the Red Comyn, determined to take or slay

Bruce because he had killed the Comyn. It was told

to Bruce that on a certain night M'Dougal and his

Galloway men were coming against him, and, as he

had not a sufficient number of followers to fight them in

the open field, he took his men to the bank of a swift

and deep river, which the enemy would have to cross

before they could reach him. Then, as it was night,

he sent his companions to sleep a little distance off,

and he himself with only two followers sat down by
the bank to watch. After a time he heard the_deep

bay of a dog ;
it was the bloodhound which was lead-

ing the enemy on his track.
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Now, at the part of the river where Bruce was,

there was a ford or shallow place, but it was so narrow

that only one man could cross at a time, and the bank

behind the king was very steep. So, as his armour

would protect him from arrows, he thought that with

his spear he would be able to kill each enemy who
tried to cross and climb the bank, and that there was

no need to call his men to help him. One behind the

other the enemy's horsemen began to cross the ford.

When the first one reached the bank where Bruce

stood, Bruce with one thrust of his spear killed the

rider and with a second thrust killed the horse. As
there was deep water both above and below the narrow

ford, the horsemen who came after the one who was

slain had no room to move forward, and they all got
mixed up and could not use their weapons. Right and

left Bruce thrust with his spear, and without receiving
a wound he slew several of his foes, while others were

carried away by the river and drowned. Then the

Galloway men thought they had had enough of fight-

ing, and drew back; and so a single man had beaten

a whole troop.

These stories show that Bruce wras a brave and

skilful knight, but he had to be more than a brave

knight to gain his kingdom ;
he had to be a great

general as well, and a great general he showed

himself to be. About two months after he had

landed at Turnberry, he was at Loudon Hill, in

Ayrshire, at the head of a small army which he had

collected, when his old enemy, Aymer de Valence,
came against him. The English had more men than

the Scots; but Bruce, just as he afterwards did at

Bannockburn, chose his ground so skilfully, that he
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was able to beat off the enemy's horsemen and win

the battle. This was the first victory he had gained,

and the people of Scotland began to see that he

might some day deliver their country from the

English.

And not long after the battle of Loudon Hill, an

event happened which was luckier for Bruce than

his victory. Edward, the great king of England,
died. When Edward heard that Bruce had once

more risen against him, he was furious with rage,

and led a great army against him, but he died at a

place called Burgh-on-the-Sands, just on the borders

of England and Scotland. It is said, though we
cannot be sure that the story is true, that before his

death he ordered the bones to be taken from his

body and carried at the head of his army. Whether
the story is true or not, we know that he could not

help hating the Scots, who had given him so much

trouble, and whom he had never been able to conquer

completely. He called himself the.
" Hammer of the

Scots," and he had indeed hammered them hard, but

his son was to find that he had not hammered them

enough. Now this son was not a man like his father,

but was one of the weakest and most foolish kings that

ever ruled over England. Bruce knew what kind of

a man he was, and he once said that he was more
afraid of the bones of Edward I. than of the living

Edward II.

The death of the great Edward made Bruce's work
far easier, as Edward 1 1. had no sooner become king
than he began to quarrel with his own subjects, and

had no time to think of Scotland. And Bruce did

not remain idle. He gained one victory after
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another over the English, and drove them out of the

towns and castles which they still held.

The way in which Edinburgh Castle was taken will

show how determined Bruce's followers were to free

their country. The leader this time was not Douglas,

but Bruce's nephew, Sir Thomas Randolph, who

Edinburgh Castle.
(Photo by Valentine.

after Douglas was the boldest knight among the

Scots. A gentleman, called Francis, came to

Randolph and told him that he could show him a

way of climbing into the castle. So one dark night

Randolph came with thirty men to the bottom of the

castle rock, each of them having a ladder. They then

began to climb the rock, Francis going first. When

;
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they had climbed a good way up, one of the English
sentinels suddenly called out,

" Aha ! I see you well,"

and threw a stone over the wall, which luckily went

over the heads of the climbers. They thought, of

course, that they had been found out, but they lay

quite still, and no more stones were thrown, for

the sentinel had only been jesting with his comrades.

So after a while Randolph and his men began to

climb again, till they came to the castle wall. Then
each man put his ladder to the wall, and got safely

over it. But the English were either asleep, or those

who were awake had not their weapons, so that

Randolph and his men had an easy victory, and the

chief castle in Scotland was won.

At the end of seven years after Bruce had landed

at Turnberry, almost every place in Scotland was

taken from the English except Stirling Castle, and

that castle was now besieged by Bruce's brother

Edward. It was Edward, as we saw, who persuaded
Bruce not to sail away when he was cheated by the

kindling of the beacon, and now he did as bold a

thing. He made a bargain with the English com-

mander of the castle, whose name was Sir Philip

Mowbray, that the Scots should get the castle, if

within a year King Edward did not send an army to

fight for it. When Bruce heard of this bargain, he was

not pleased, as he could not raise nearly such a large

army as the English. But his brother's answer was,
" Let the King of England bring all the men he has

;

we will fight them and more." " Be it so," was Bruce's

answer,
" we will abide the battle like men." -

It was a

rash bargain that Edward Bruce had made, but it was to

end in the most famous day in the history of Scotland.
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23. THE BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN. 1314

The King of England was to come and fight for

Stirling Castle not later than Midsummer Day ;
that

is, the 24th of June. And he kept his word, for,

the very day before, he and his army came to the

place where Bruce was waiting for them. As Stirling

Castle was the place for which the two armies were

to fight, Bruce had chosen his ground not far from

the castle, so that the English would have to fight

him before they could reach it. So, on the long
summer evening of the 23rd of June, Bruce and his

men saw the English host draw near them. And
a splendid sight it must have been. Edward's army
was the largest that a king of England had ever led.

It was said that he had one hundred thousand

men, of whom forty thousand were horsemen. It

was, indeed, what the Bible calls an army, terrible

with banners
;
and many of Bruce's men, as they

saw it come on, must have wondered if they could

ever hope to win the victory over such a mighty
host.

Though Scotland was now a united country, Bruce

could not, of course, raise such a great army as

Edward, since England had far more inhabitants

than Scotland. Indeed, though Bruce did his best

to raise a strong army, he had only about half the

number of men who followed Edward, so that in the

battle that was to be fought, there would be two

Englishmen against every Scotsman. However, the

Scots had this great advantage, that their king was a

great general while the King of England was not.
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And before the battle, Bruce showed how skilful he

was by the way he arranged his men.

The place where he arranged them was on the

banks of the little stream called the Bannock Burn,
and about three miles to the south of Stirling Castle.

On one side of his army was the stream which the

English would have to cross before they could make
their attack, and in other places there were bogs
which lay between the two armies. And where there

was firm ground between them, Bruce took care that

it should not be easy for the English to ride over.

He dug pits, and then covered

them with turf so that they should

not be seen, and all over the ground
he put steel spikes, called calthrops,

which would lame the English

horses, and break the ranks of the

cavalry when they charged. In

this way, therefore, the English

knights were prevented from riding

all at once upon the Scots, as they would have done

had the ground between the two armies been per-

fectly smooth and open.
Bruce divided his army into four parts, the largest

part being made up of the footmen with long spears.

He had only a very few horse-soldiers, but we shall

see what a good use he made of them. He had also

some archers, though not nearly so many nor so

skilful as the English, for the Scots never cared for

archery, and always liked best to fight with their

spears and axes. When the English came up, it was
too late to fight that day, and so both armies lay in

sight of each other waiting for the morrow's battle.

Calthrop from Ban-

nockburn.
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But in the evening two things happened which must

have put heart into the Scots for the coming fight.

An English lord, named Clifford, rode at the head of

three hundred horsemen in the direction of Stirling

Castle, to carry assistance to it. Now Bruce had

told Randolph that this should be prevented, and

when he saw Clifford riding to Stirling, he turned to

Randolph and said,
"
Randolph, a rose has fallen

from your chaplet," meaning that he had failed in his

duty. But Randolph at once put himself at the head

of a troop of foot-soldiers, armed with spears, and

caught Clifford on the way. At first it seemed as if

Randolph were to be beaten, and Douglas asked leave

of Bruce to go to his assistance. Bruce refused his

permission ;
but Douglas could not bear to see his

friend defeated and perhaps slain, and in spite of

Bruce's refusal he rode off at the head of his men to

give help. Before he reached the place of fighting,

however, the English were seen to flee, and then he

ordered his men to return, so that Randolph might
have all the honour of the victory.

This was one event that was lucky for the Scots,

and the other was this. During the evening, Bruce

was riding in front of his army on a pony, and

had only a battle-axe in his hand. An English

knight, named Sir Henry de Bohun, knew him by the

gold coronet he wore on his helmet, and thought that,

if he could slay him, he would both put an end to the

war and win great glory for himself. So, on his great

war-horse, and with his lance couched, he rode full

speed upon Bruce. Just as he drew near, however,
Bruce made his pony turn aside, and avoided the

thrust of the lance. Then in an instant he rose in

L
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his stirrups to his full height, and with one blow of

his battle-axe on De Bohun's helmet felled him to

the ground. The Scottish leaders who were near

Bruce blamed him for risking his life when so much

Bruce and De Bohun.

depended upon him, but he only said,
"

I have broken

my good battle-axe."

As soon as the sun rose next morning, the two

armies prepared for battle. Before it began, the

Scots went down on their knees to pray, and when

King Edward saw this, he said to an English
lord near him,

"
See, they are kneeling to ask for

pardon." "Yes," was the answer, "they are asking

pardon, but from God, and not from us. Yon men
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Bruce directing the Fight at Bannockburn,
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will conquer or die." Then the fight began, the

English knights riding against the Scottish spear-

men, who were all on foot; and this was the

fiercest part of the battle. At the very beginning the

English archers bent their bows and sent theirD
arrows among the Scots as thick as snowflakes.

Had this gone on long, the same thing would have

happened as had taken place at Falkirk, when

Wallace's spearmen were shot down by the English

arrows, and the battle was lost.

But Bruce had thought of this beforehand : at his

command the Scottish mounted men rode against

the English archers, who

were, of course, all on

foot. Their bows were

of no use in a close

fight, and soon they were

either slain or put to

flight. For hours the

battle went on, but, as

we know, the English were not on ground where

they could fight their best. Their horses had not

room to move about, so that they got mixed up

among each other. Then the boggy ground and the

steel spikes prevented the horsemen from riding

quickly, and when a horse-soldier is brought to a

standstill in a crowd, a soldier on foot armed with

a spear is more than a match for him, as he can

kill the horse, and slay the rider before the latter can

free himself from his stirrups. And this was what

happened to thousands of the English horsemen.

When their horses were slain, they were either

trampled to death or pierced by a Scottish spear.

Battle-Axe found at Bannockburn.
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And so the battle raged, till a thing happened
that decided which side was to win. From a hill near

at hand, afterwards called the Gillies' Hill, what looked

like another Scottish army was seen to descend. It

was only the servants or gillies who attended on

Bruce's camp, and a number of men who lived in the

neighbourhood, but, as they came in a body and with

banners flying, the English thought they were really

another army, and then they lost heart and began to

give way. When the Scottish spearmen saw this, they

fought all the harder, and soon the enemy was fleeing

in all directions. When King Edward saw that the

battle was lost, he at first rode to Stirling Castle,

thinking that he would be safe there
;
but Sir Philip

Mowbray, the commander of the Castle, told him
that by the bargain he had made with Edward
Bruce he would have to surrender it the next day.
So there was nothing for it but that the beaten king
should try to reach his own kingdom if he could.
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And a narrow escape he had, for Douglas rode after

him as far as Dunbar, a distance of sixty miles, when
Edward got into a boat and sailed to Berwick, where

he was safe.

This was the greatest victory that the Scots ever

gained, and the English thought it was such a

disgrace to themselves that they said it was a

punishment for their sins. So much booty fell into

the hands of the Scots, that it made Scotland a

richer country. Precious garments, jewels, and plate,

which Edward and his knights had brought with

them, were all taken
;
and many of the chief men of

the English were made prisoners, and had to pay great

sums of money to be allowed to go home. But the

chief thing to be remembered about the battle of

Bannockburn is that it made Scotland again a free

country, and that it made Scotsmen feel more than

ever they had done before, that they were one people
and one nation.

24. THE LAST DAYS OF BRUCE. 1314-1329

The English were now completely driven out of

Scotland, but there was still one thing more to be

done
;
the King of England must be compelled to

admit that the King of Scots was as free a king as

himself, and this was what Bruce spent the rest of his

life in trying to bring about. At first he tried by

peaceful means to get Edward II. to admit that Scot-

land was a free kingdom, but Edward would net agree
to this, and so there was nothing for it but to go on with

the war against England which had already lasted so
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long. But things were very different now from what

they had been in the days of Edward I.
;

it was now
the Scots who made war on England, and not the

English who made war on Scotland.

Bruce wished to teach Edward that he could

do a great deal of harm to England if Edward
would not have him for a friend. The first thing
that Bruce did against England after the battle

of Bannockburn was, not to invade England but to

invade Ireland. Ireland belonged to England, but

the Irish people did not like the English, and were

always rebelling against them. So when the Irish

heard how the Scots had defeated the English at

Bannockburn, they sent a message to Edward Bruce

to say that if he would come and drive the English
out of Ireland they would make him their king. Now,
as it would be a great loss to the English if they were

driven out of Ireland, Bruce allowed his brother to

collect a Scottish army and to go to Ireland and try

to win the crown. A short time afterwards, Bruce

himself went with more men to Ireland to help his

brother
;
and a story is told of him while he was there

which should not be forgotten, as it shows that he

was a true knight, and had a tender heart

One morning the English came upon him and his

men, and he was just about to retreat, as the enemy
was too strong for him to fight them, when a loud

scream was heard. It was a poor woman who was ill,

and who was afraid that she would fall into the hands of

the enemy if she were left behind. When Bruce was
told this, he said that he would never leave a defence-

less woman to perish, and, instead of retreating, as he

had intended, he ordered his men to remain and
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face the enemy. But when the English commander
saw the Scots ready to fight him, he thought that

Bruce must have received assistance, as he was too

good a general to fight if he did not hope to win
;
and

so no battle took place. In the end, Edward Bruce

was made king of Ireland
;
but he was king for little

more than two years, as he was killed in battle with

the English. However, this invasion of Ireland by
the Scots showed Edward what

dangerous enemies the Scots could

be, and this was exactly what

Bruce had wished to teach him.

But it was by invasions of Eng-
land that Bruce did most harm to

that country. No fewer than six

times did a Scottish army cross

the Border and carry off booty.

Twice they defeated the English
in battle, but their greatest success

was taking Berwick - on - Tweed,
which Edward I. had won from

Scotland when he made war on

John Balliol. Let us see what

the Scots did when they made
these invasions, or raids, as they were called. In

the year 1327, two years before Bruce died, one of

the greatest of these raids took place, and a French

writer who lived not very long after has told the story

of it By this time Edward II. was no longer king,

as his subjects had put him in prison, where he was

afterwards murdered, and he had been succeeded by
his son, Edward III., who was a boy of about fifteen

years old.

Hilt of Bruce's Sword.
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The leaders of this raid were Bruce's two most

skilful leaders Sir Thomas Randolph, now Earl of

Moray, and Sir James Douglas. Before leading their

army into England, they sent a message to the young

king Edward to tell him that they were coming to

fight him. So Edward collected a great army, and

marched north to fight the Scots as soon as he should

meet them. But the Scots had not nearly such a

large army as Edward, and they took their own way
of fighting. Most of the men in the Scottish army
rode on small ponies, which were very hardy and

active, and could go a long distance without being
tired out Now, when an English army came against

the Scots, it brought with it a great quantity of

baggage and provisions, which prevented it from

moving quickly from one place to another. But the

Scots had hardly any baggage, and as for provisions,

that was a very simple affair with them. Each man
carried a bag of oatmeal, and a girdle on which to

cook it into cakes, and with his cakes and a drink of

water he had all that he needed. When the Scots

were in England, however, they had better fare, for

they killed the English cattle and roasted them on

the fire in their own skins. An army like this, there-

fore, could move quickly from one place to another,

while the English could only march slowly after it.

Instead of fighting the English in an open battle,

then, the Scots went up and down the counties of

Northumberland and Durham, burning the villages

and carrying off such things as they thought were of

any value. Sometimes Edward was within a few

miles of them, but whenever he tried to get nearer

them they slipped away. At last he thought he had
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caught them. The Scots were south of the river

Tyne, and Edward placed his army at a ford which

they would have to cross to get back to their own

country. For eight days Edward lay there, and very
uncomfortable days they were. It rained constantly,

and his men had to cut down branches from the trees

to shelter themselves; the damp wood would1 not

burn, so that they could not kindle fires
; provisions

began to run short, and the horses had to eat the

leaves of the trees. Still no Scots appeared, and at

last, as his men began to mutiny, Edward had to

leave the ford and march on again in search of the

enemy. Four days afterwards, an English squire,

called Thomas Rokeby, rode into his camp and told

him that he could take him to. where the Scots were.

Edward was so delighted with the news that he

made Rokeby a knight, and at once gave orders that

his army should march against the Scots.

Edward found the Scots on the top of a hill on

the banks of the river Wear, which he would have to

cross before he could reach them. As the river was

deep, and full of great stones, it would have been

dangerous for him to cross, so he sent a message to

Douglas and Randolph to ask them to come and fight

on a fair field. But Douglas and Randolph were far

too skilful leaders to do such a thing, and they sent

back word that Edward might come and fight them

where they were. And now the English were as

badly off as they had been at the ford. They had

to sleep among the rocks and stones
; they had no

fuel to make fires, and they had no forage for their

horses
;
and all the time the Scots were safe on the

hill with plenty to eat and plenty of firewood. On
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the fourth morning the Scots were not to be seen
;

they had moved to another hill, four miles off, where

they were safer than before, as they had the river

in front and a wood and a marsh behind them.

So once more the English had to trudge after them
;

and now they thought that the Scots could not escape,

and that they would be starved and compelled to

surrender. But the very night the English arrived

before the camp of the Scots, Douglas with 500
horsemen came suddenly upon them when most of

them were asleep, and made his way into King
Edward's tent, and would have taken him prisoner,

if his attendants had not defended him and given
him time to escape.

At last, after some days, the Scots did begin to be

in want of provisions, and thought it was time for

them to be going home. So one morning when the

English awoke, no Scots were to be seen. In the

middle of the night they had covered the marsh

behind them with the branches of trees, and got

safely across, and by the time the English found they
had gone, they were five miles on the way back to

Scotland. Of course, it was useless for Edward to

pursue them, as he could never have overtaken them.;

and so, after being nearly three months in England,
the Scots got home to their own country with as

much booty as they could carry.

At last the event happened which Bruce had been

fighting for since the battle of Bannockburn. The

English king and his councillors came to see that

it was best for themselves that they should be

friends with the Scots, and they agreed to make a

treaty. So, in the year 1328, a treaty was made at
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Northampton which gave Bruce all that he wanted,
as King Edward agreed to recognise Scotland

as a free kingdom, and Bruce as free a king as

himself. And to make the bargain surer, Bruce's

son, David, who was to succeed him on the throne,

was married to Johanna, King Edward's sister, and

so the two countries, which had been so long at war

with each other, were at last at peace.

Dunfermline Abbey.

Bruce lived only a year after the treaty of

Northampton, but it is pleasant to think that he

did live to see that treaty made, as it was the

reward of all his labours. He died at Cardross, in

Dunbartonshire, where he had lived for some time
;

but he was buried in the Abbey Church -of Dun-

fermline, where a marble monument brought from

Paris was put over his grave. In course of time the
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roof of the church fell in, and the monument was so

broken and covered with stones that nobody could

tell where it stood. But in the year 1821, nearly a

hundred years ago, when workmen were repairing

the church, they found pieces of the monument, and on

digging underneath, they came upon the skeleton of

Bruce. Many people, high and low, came to look upon
all that remained of the most famous king who had

ever reigned in Scotland, one whose name will never

be forgotten as long as there is a Scottish nation.

Just before he died, Bruce asked for a thing to be

done which turned out not to be for the good of

Scotland. In those days, kings and nobles thought
it a right thing to end their days by fighting against

the Saracens, who were Mohammedans and enemies

ofthe Christian religion. Bruce would have liked to do

this, but during his last years he was so busy at home
that he could not carry out his wish. So, before he

died, he desired that his heart should be taken out of

his body, and that Sir James Douglas should carry
it with him, and go to fight against the Saracens.

And Douglas obeyed his king's wish. He enclosed

the Bruce's heart in a silver casket, and hung
it round his neck, and with a band of Scottish

men he went to fight against the Saracens in Spain.*
But Douglas did not, of course, know how the

Saracens fought, and in a great battle against them,
in which they were put to flight, he followed them
too far and he and his men were surrounded. Then

taking the silver casket from his neck, he flung it

I

* A contemporary Papal Bull informs us that Douglas did

not intend to go to Palestine, as has been for so long popularly

believed, but only to fight against the Saracens in Spain.
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before him, saying,
" Pass first in fight, as thou wert

wont to do
; Douglas will follow thee or die." So

saying, he rushed upon the enemy, and fell pierced
with many wounds. But, after the battle, the silver

[Phototiby Valentine.

Melrose Abbey, in which Bruce's heart was deposited.

casket was found under his body, as if his last

thought had been that it should be safe, and it was

brought home to Scotland and buried in the Abbey
of Melrose. Douglas's body was also brought home
and buried in his own church, near the castle of his
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fathers
;
but a day was soon coming to Scotland when

his strong arm was to be sadly missed.

The reign of Bruce had been chiefly taken up with

fighting, as the one great thing he had to do was to

free Scotland from the English. And even when he

was not actually fighting, he was always thinking

how after his death Scotland could be made safe

against all her enemies. There was one thing on

which he had set his mind, and that was that

Scotland should have a fleet to fight at sea as well

as trained soldiers to fight on land. Now in those

days it was very necessary that a country should

have a fleet, and for this reason. A great many
pirates, belonging to every country, were constantly

sailing the seas, and what they did was to seize and

rob every vessel they met, and to take the passengers

prisoners and not give them up till they paid a large

sum of money. If a Scottish ship sailed to any

foreign seaport, there was great risk that it would

be taken by pirates on the voyage, and all its goods

robbed, and its crew and passengers made prisoners.

It was to fight these pirates, therefore, as well as

the ships of other nations, that Bruce wished that

Scotland should have a fleet, so he took a great

interest in the building of ships, and had a number
of large galleys made by different people, especially

by those in the Western Islands, who were, of course,

most at home on the sea.

But it was even more important that the Scots

should be trained fighters on land than that they
should have a fleet at sea. Bruce knew quite well

that, though Scotland and England were now at

peace, the time might come when they would again
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King Robert the Bruce granting a Charter to the Citizens of Edinburgh.
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be at war, and that it was necessary that every Scots-

man should know how to fight and use his weapons.
To make sure of this, therefore, he passed several

laws, of which these are some. Once every year,

there was to be what was called a wapinchaw, that

is, a weapon-showing, which was just like what we
call a review. All the grown-up men, from the age
of sixteen to sixty, were to come to an appointed

place near where they lived, and bring their weapons
with them, and show that they knew how to use

them. Other two laws were, that every man who had

property worth 10 must have a suit of armour, and

that every man who had money enough to buy a

cow must have a spear and a bow and twenty-four
arrows. These laws, however, were not always

obeyed, and in spite of the law about bows and

arrows, the Scots never became such good archers

as the yeomen of England, as they were to know to

their cost in many a battle that was yet to be fought.

And now we have come to the end of the War of

Independence, as it is called, which had lasted for

more than thirty years. What good and evil had

this long war done to Scotland ? It had certainly

done much evil. Thousands of Scotsmen had been

slain in the many battles that had been fought ;

towns and villages and the estates of the nobles and

gentry had been burnt and plundered ;
traders and

craftsmen and the labourers in the fields had often

been kept from their work
;
and so at the end of the

war Scotland was far poorer than it had been in the

peaceful days of Alexander III. Still the long war
had done one good and very important thing,

and it was this. In their fight to free their country
M
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from the English, the Scots had been taught to feel,

as they had never done before, that they were one

people. No Scottish man, or boy, or woman could

ever forget the deeds of Wallace and Bruce, and

Seal and Coins of Robeil the Bruce.

Douglas and Randolph, and when the stories of these

deeds were told by the fireside, as they were for many
a long day afterwards, father and son felt that they
had a country to fight for, and that it was their duty
to defend it against all its enemies.

25. TWO KINGS IN SCOTLAND

DAVID II. (1329-1371)

It was a great misfortune for Scotland that time

after time, when a king died, there was only a child

to succeed him. And this happened when Bruce
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died, for his son, David II., was only five years old

when he became king. However, Bruce had taken

care that the country should be well governed till his

son grew up, and had appointed his old friend,

Randolph, Earl of Moray, to be Guardian of Scotland,

as the man whom he could trust best to rule the

country wisely. But, as we shall see, Scotland was

not to have Randolph long as its wise ruler.

Though David became king on his father's death,

in the year 1329, about a year and a half passed
before he was crowned

;
and something took place at

his coronation which had never taken place before.

David was the first king of Scots to be anointed.

Now, in those days a king was not thought to be a

real king unless he had been anointed, and the

English used to say that the kings of Scots were not

kings at all, as none of them had been anointed like

their own kings. But Bruce, who seems to have

thought of everything, had thought of this also, and

he asked the Pope that his son might be anointed

when he became king. The Pope agreed to Bruce's

request, and he sent the holy oil to Scotland, though
the Scots had to pay 12,000 gold florins for it.

When a king was anointed, this was what was done.

The chief bishop in the land, who in Scotland was

the Bishop of St Andrews, brought the vessel contain-

ing the oil which the Pope had blessed, and sprinkled
it on nine parts of the king's body on his head, his

breast, his shoulders, his arm-pits, under his elbows,
and on the palms of his hands. After he had been

sprinkled with the holy oil, the king was supposed
to become the " Lord's Anointed," like the kings of

whom we read in the Bible. But we shall see that
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David, in spite of his anointing, turned out to be

a very poor king and a very unworthy son of his

father, and that his reign was to be a very unhappy
one for Scotland.

Only a few months after David had been crowned,

Edward III. of England thought that, since there

was only a child reigning in Scotland, this was a

good opportunity for trying to make himself master

of that country, as his grandfather, Edward I., had

tried to do, and he set about it very cleverly. Edward

Balliol, the son of poor John Balliol, wished to

become king of Scots, and King Edward agreed
to assist him, if, when he became king, he would be

his vassal. So the bargain was made, and Balliol

invaded Scotland at the head of an army. But an

unfortunate thing happened for the Scots : Randolph,
the Guardian, died at Musselburgh, just when he had

collected an army to fight Balliol when he should

come. Then another Guardian had to be chosen, and

the man who was chosen, Donald, Earl of Mar, soon

showed that he was not fit to fill Randolph's place.

Only a week and three days after he was made

Guardian, he allowed his army to be surprised by
Balliol and completely beaten, at Dupplin Moor, near

Perth, he himself being among those who were slain.

What happened next was that Balliol had himself

crowned king at Scone
;
so that there were now two

kings in Scotland, and all the labours of Bruce seemed

to have been useless. However, Balliol had not long
been king, when one night, while he and his army
were at Annan, he was surprised by the Scots, and

he had to flee half-dressed across the Border to

Carlisle.
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The next year, Balliol again came against Scotland

with an army of Englishmen and some Scottish

barons who wished him to be king. The first thing
he tried to do was to take the town of Berwick, which

Bruce had won back to Scotland. The Guardian of

Scotland was now Sir Archibald Douglas, the fourth

Guardian since David's reign began, and, of course,

he wished to prevent Balliol from taking Berwick.

So, having collected an army, he marched into

Northumberland, thinking that Balliol would leave

Berwick and follow him. But Balliol did not leave

Berwick, and there was nothing for it but that

Douglas should fight if the town was to be saved.

Douglas, therefore, led his army to Halidon Hill,

which is quite near Berwick, and Balliol and Edward

III., who was now with him, were there to meet him.

And now happened one of the greatest defeats

that the Scots ever suffered from the English, and all

owing to their not having a good leader. The Scots

were on one hill and the English on another, and

between the two armies was a marsh, which would

have to be crossed before the battle could be fought.

Before the battle began, a Scotsman with a huge
black dog challenged any Englishman to fight, and

an English knight did accept the challenge, and slew

both him and his dog. Then the Scots did what a

leader like Bruce or Douglas would never have

permitted them to do. They left the hill and began
to wade through the marsh to attack the enemy, and,
while they were floundering through it, they were

exposed to the English arrows, which slew hun-

Ireds of them and almost blinded those who
still struggled on. Then they had to climb the hill
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on which the English army was posted, and now the

English men-at-arms fell upon them and, of course,

had an easy victory. The Guardian himself was

slain, and several earls, as well as a great number of

knights and common soldiers.

After the battle of Halidon Hill, there was hardly
a great man left to fight for King David, and

Scotland was now just where it had been when Bruce

began his wars against the English. Balliol and

Edward III. divided Scotland between them, Edward

getting Lothian and Balliol the rest of the kingdom.
So as David's supporters were afraid that he might
be taken prisoner, they sent him and his queen,

Johanna, to France, where they knew he would be

safe.

But it was soon seen that the examples of Bruce

and Wallace were not forgotten. Sir Andrew

Moray of Bothwell was chosen Guardian for King
David, and he showed that he was a brave and

skilful leader. For six years he went on fighting

against the English, just as Wallace and Bruce had

done. And during these years a very fortunate

thing happened for Scotland. Edward III. wished

to be king of a greater kingdom than Scotland,

namely, France. So, in the year 1337, Edward
declared war against France, and began between

these two countries the war which is called the
" Hundred Years' War," because there was hardly

peace between them for a whole century.

Now this was very lucky for Scotland, as not only

Edward, but several kings of England who came after

him, led armies against France, and so had not so

many men to fight against Scotland. And this was
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what took place now, for since Edward needed all the

soldiers he had to make war on the King of France,

Balliol was left to fight for himself. Soon he was

driven out of Scotland
; and, as the country was now

safe, David and his queen were brought home from

France, where they had been for seven years.

As David was now about eighteen years old, there

was no longer need of a Guardian, and he began to

rule for himself. And a foolish and weak ruler he

proved to be. There are only two things he did

which are worth remembering, and both of them

show that he was a very different man from his

father. In the year 1346, five years after he came

home, he led a great army into England. Of course,

his father had often sent armies into England, but it

was the way David behaved that showed how little fit

he was to be a ruler and a general.

The English and Scottish armies met at Neville's

Cross, close to the town of Durham. Just before the

battle, one of David's most skilful soldiers, Sir John de

Grahame, came to him and asked that he might have a

number of horse-soldiers to attack the English archers,

as Bruce had arranged at Bannockburn. David would

not listen to him, and it turned out exactly as

Grahame expected. When the battle began, the

English archers from a safe distance shot their

deadly arrows among the Scots, whose ranks very
soon got confused. But the truth is that, if David
had been a prudent general, he would not have fought
at all, as his army was posted on ground where
there was no room for them to fight their best.

And what was the result? The Scots were com-

pletely defeated, and David himself was taken
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prisoner, though he fought bravely, and knocked

out two of the knight's teeth who took him.

For eleven years David was a prisoner in the

hands of the English, and, when King Edward did

at last let him return home, it was only after

a very hard bargain. The Scots were to pay

100,000 marks for the ransom of their king, which

was a very large sum for a poor country like Scot-

land in those days. Of course, they were not

able to raise it all at once, and it was agreed that they
should pay 10,000 marks every year till the whole

debt was discharged, which would take ten years.

And who paid the money? Everybody who had

any money to spare. The clergy, the nobles, the

merchants in the towns, and the farmers in the country,

all had to contribute towards a tax which was to go into

King Edward's pocket, and all owing to their king's

folly. It was very hard to have to go on paying this

tax year after year, and indeed it was not settled

in ten years, or even in David's lifetime, and in the

next reign the tax was still raised for a dead king's

ransom
;
and the end of it was that the whole ransom

was never paid !

And when the Scots did get their king home, did

he prove himself worth the money ? We can safely

say that he did not. He did not make the country

happy and prosperous, for he seemed always to be

thinking of his own pleasures rather than of the

welfare of his people. For instance, he was con-

stantly paying visits to the English court, as he had

come to like the English during his long imprison-
ment. His subjects did not approve of this, and,

besides, these visits cost a great deal of money
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which would have been better spent in helping to

pay his ransom. Then there were several rebellions

of his nobles against him, which kept the country in

an unsettled state, and which would not have taken

place had he been a king like his father.

But the worst thing to be told against David is this.

He made a treaty with Edward III., by which, if

he died without leaving a male heir to the throne,

Edward was to succeed him as king of Scotland !

But when David asked his Parliament to agree to

this, it told him that it would never consent to such a

bargain, and that he was never to mention it again.

And this David was the son of the king who had

spent the best years of his life and the best blood of

his subjects to free Scotland from the rule of an

English king. When David died in 1371, therefore,

there could be no such lamentations as there had

been at the death of his father.

There were two calamities that happened during
David's reign which were remembered long after-

wards, and talked about at Scottish firesides. One was

the coming of the Great Plague or Pestilence, in the

years 1349 and 1350. This plague was one of the

greatest calamities that ever came upon the human
race. It is said to have begun in China, and it

gradually spread westwards till it reached all the

countries of Europe. It was one of the most

horrible diseases of which man can die. The body
became covered with boils and black spots, and
so it was called the "Black Death." Almost
all who were seized with this terrible plague died

after only two days' illness. It raged through
town and country, and in some places hardly any
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one was left alive. The dead could not be buried in

the usual way, and great pits were dug, into which

the bodies were thrown all together.

It was in the year 1348 that the plague came to

England, but it was so long in coming to Scotland

that the Scots thought that they were saved from

it, and they called it the "
foul death of the English."

But it did come to them at last, and as many died

of it in Scotland as in other countries. When one

of their armies was at Selkirk, it broke out, and it is

said that 5000 men perished. Then those who went

home carried the infection with them, and before the

pestilence ceased a third of the people of Scotland

had perished.
The other event of David's reign that was long

remembered was what was called " The Burnt Candle-

mas." Candlemas Day is the 2nd of February, and

is so called because on that day people used to go to

church in a procession, carrying candles, and " The
Burnt Candlemas" happened in the year 1356. Just

about that time Edward Balliol gave up all thoughts
of ever being king of Scotland, and went to the King
of England, who was then at Berwick with a great

army, to tell him this. But Edward III. was as

determined as ever to be master of Scotland, so he

made Balliol give him the Scottish crown and a sod

of earth, which meant that the whole land of Scotland

was to belong to him. Then Edward sent out

commands to all the chief men in Scotland that they
should come and acknowledge him as their king.

David had not yet returned from England; and the

chief man in the country was the Earl of Douglas,
who managed things very cleverly. He pretended
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that he and the other chief men in the country would

do what Edward commanded them
;
but what he

wanted was really time to prepare for the invasion

which Edward had threatened. Now, it is said that

when Bruce was dying, he gave a piece of advice

which came to be called "Good King Robert's

Testament." The advice was this. When the

English invaded Scotland, the Scots were never to

fight them in open battle, but to get out of the way
and take all needful goods and provisions with them,

and destroy what they could not carry.

Douglas accordingly laid the country waste with

fire, and when Edward began to march through Scot-

land, not a single person was to be seen, and neither

food for his men nor forage for his horses was any-
where to be found. He had ordered a fleet to come
with provisions, but day after day passed and no fleet

appeared. Then the bread his army had brought

began to fail, and for fifteen days his men had nothing
to drink but water, and the English soldiers were

always in the habit of drinking ale.

However, he still marched on till he came to

Haddington, where he destroyed a church which

was so beautiful that it was called the "
Lamp of

the Lothians." Then he marched to Edinburgh,

but, when he got there, he saw that, if every man in

his army was not to perish, he must return to

England as fast as he could. But, on his march

home, the Scots were constantly on the watch for

him. Out of the woods and from corners among the

hills, they would suddenly fall upon his weary soldiers,

slay many of them, and then disappear. Once, in a

wood near Melrose, Edward himself was nearly taken
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prisoner, but at last he and his army reached the

Border and arrived at Carlisle. And this is what the

Scots for many a day afterwards called
" The Burnt

Candlemas," as all the burning took place about the

time of that festival.

During the reign of David there had been as much

fighting as during the times of Wallace and Bruce,

and we can hardly help asking whether the people in

other countries did not live more peacefully. And
the answer is that they did not. England, as we
have seen, was as often at war as Scotland, and it

was the same in Germany, France, Spain, and Italy,

where the inhabitants were constantly fighting either

with themselves or with the people of some other

country. We are not to be surprised, therefore, if the

history of Scotland in those times is so much taken up
with wars and battles. In course oftime the kings and

peoples of all countries came to see that peace was

better than war, but, so long as the feudal system

remained, and every man had to fight when he was

told, there could be little peace in any land.

26. FRENCH VISITORS BATTLE OF
OTTERBURN

ROBERT II. (1370-1390)

As David II. left no child to succeed him on the

throne, his nephew, Robert the Steward, as the

nearest heir, was made king after him, and he was
the first king of the House of Stewart, which was to

reign in Scotland for more than three hundred years.

The real name of Robert was Fitzalan, and one of
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his ancestors had come to Scotland in the reign of

David I. Now David gave this Fitzalan a great

deal of land in Scotland, and also made him High
Steward, so that he and his descendants became

great Scottish nobles. Robert, who now became

king, was the seventh person in his family who had

held the office of Steward, and so it was that he and

his descendants came to be called Stewart, which was

the old Scots spelling of Steward. And how he came

to be nephew of David II. was that he was the son of

Marjory Bruce, daughter of the great Bruce by his

first wife, David being the son of Bruce's second

wife.

Robert II. was not a great king, but everybody

spoke well of him, and a writer who lived at the time

says that no man could have a tenderer heart than he

had. Another writer who saw him says that he was
a tall, good-natured looking man, and that his eyes
were so bloodshot that they looked as if

"
they were

lined with scarlet
"

;
and so his subjects, who gave

nicknames to most of their kings, called him "
King

Blearie." But this was not the kind of king who was
needed in those fighting times, and, indeed, during
the whole of his reign, it was not Robert but nobles

like the Earl of Douglas who took the lead in

everything.

One of the first things to be done after Robert

became king, was the making of a new treaty with

France, by which the two countries bound themselves

to defend each other against England. And this

treaty was very necessary, as the kings of England
always hoped that some day they would be able to

conquer both Scotland and France. All through
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Robert's reign there were constant wars on the

Borders between the English and the Scots, and now
one side was victorious and now the other. At last

the King of France thought that he ought to send

help to his allies, the Scots, and, in the year 1384,

there came to Scotland a band of 2000 Frenchmen,
who brought with them 1 500 suits of armour and a

large sum of money.
The story of their stay in Scotland is told by a

French writer who lived at that time, and whose

book Sir Walter Scott used to delight in when he was

a boy, and, indeed, when he grew to be a man. In

this book the writer tells of all the fights and adventures

of the knights of all countries, and he tells his stories

so well that, as we read them, we almost feel as if

we were living at the time he wrote. Now this

author, whose name was Froissart, had been in

Scotland himself during the reign of David II., and

he tells us some interesting things about the country.

When he travelled he rode on horseback, with

a portmanteau on his saddle and a greyhound

following him. He went as far north as "wild

Scotland," as he calls the Highlands, and stayed for

some time at Stirling. He does not say anything
about Stirling, but he says that Edinburgh in those

days had only about 400 houses
;
so that it would

have only between one and two thousand inhabitants,

and therefore was merely a village and not a town.

He also says that the country people did not mind

much when the English burned their houses, as they
could build them again in a few days with five or six

poles, with branches of trees to cover them. He
mentions another thing which seems very curious to
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us nowadays : the Scots had no iron to shoe horses,

and no leather to make harness or saddles or bridles,

and they had to get all these things sent across the

sea from Flanders.

We should have expected that the Scots would be

delighted when they heard that the French had

come to help them against the English, but it was

quite the contrary.
" What brought them here ?

"

they said
;

" can we not fight the English without

their help? We don't understand their language,

and they don't understand ours. They will eat us

all up, and do more harm to us than the English
themselves. Let them be told that we don't want

them, and let them go back to their own country."

And, when the French did come, they were no better

pleased than the Scots. They expected to find as

fine houses and soft beds as in France, and these

things, of course, they did not find in Scotland. So

they began to grumble at their leader, who was Sir

John de Vienne, and a great man in France. " What
has brought us here ?

"
they said.

" Our fathers and

mothers told us we should find hard beds and poor

lodgings in Scotland, and they were right."

So the French and the Scots, who had made so

many treaties with each other, did not get on well

together. But what angered the French most was
the way the Scots fought against the English. They
had expected that there would be great battles, in

which they would win honour and glory as brave and

skilful soldiers. But we know that this was not the

Scottish way of fighting. What the Scots did

now was this. The Earl of Douglas and other

Scottish leaders collected an army, and, along with
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the French, invaded England, plundering everywhere
as usual. Then a great English army under the

King of England, Richard II. (for Edward III. was

dead), came against them.

And now the French expected there would be a

great battle. But the Scottish leaders knew quite

well that their army was not nearly so strong as that

of the English, and instead of righting they retreated

to their own country, and, following Bruce's advice,

ordered the inhabitants to get out of the way and

remove all food for horses and men. So when
Richard led his army into Scotland, he found nothing
but a wilderness, though he did a great deal of

mischief by burning the abbeys of Melrose and Dry-

burgh, and even the town of Edinburgh. The French

were, of course, amazed that the Scots allowed their

country to be treated in this way without trying to

defend it But the Scottish leaders showed them

that they knew what they were doing. As soon as

Richard had led his army back to England, a Scottish

army entered Cumberland, and, as there was no one

to oppose them, they came home with as much plunder
as every man could carry. And so in the end the

French saw that the Scottish way of fighting the

English was the best after all.

When the war was over, the French wished to be

gone from Scotland as soon as possible, but they
discovered that this was not so easy to be done. In

France the nobles had the right to ride through
the crops of their farmers just as they pleased, and

they thought that they could do the same in Scotland,

but they found they were mistaken. When their

servants went out to take such provisions as they
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Wanted, just as they did at home, the farmers and

their men fell upon them and beat them, and slew

more than a hundred of them altogether. So when

Sir John de Vienne told the Scottish leaders that

he wished to take his men home, he was informed

that they would not be allowed to go till all the

damage they had done was paid for. At last Sir

John said he would pay for the damage himself, and

then he and his knights v/ere permitted to go. But

they went away with a very bad opinion of the Scots,

and even wished that the King of France would make

peace with England, and come with an army and

utterly destroy Scotland and its people. French

soldiers came more than once to Scotland after this,

but it was always found that they and the Scots

could not agree, and that they were best friends

when they remained at a distance from each other.

Froissart tells us of another event that happened

during the reign of Robert II. which must not be

forgotten. Of course it was a battle, as it is almost

only of battles that Froissart writes
;
but of this

particular battle he says that he knew of none in

which both sides fought more bravely. This great

fight, which took place between the Scots and the

English, came about in this way. The Earl of Fife

and the Earl of Douglas, the two chief nobles in

Scotland, determined to lead a great army into

England in revenge for the invasion of Richard, of

which we have just read. When they came to the

Border, they divided their army, and arranged that

the Earl of Fife with the greater part of it should

enter England by the west side, and Douglas with

the other part should enter by the east. So Douglas
N
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with his men invaded Northumberland, burning and

plundering wherever he went. In a fight that took

place, Douglas captured the pennon of Lord Percy,

the son of the Earl of Northumberland, who was of

such a fiery temper that he got the name of Hotspur.

Douglas told Percy that he would carry the pennon
home and fix it on his castle of Dalkeith. "That

you will not," said Percy.
" You will have to come

and take it, then," answered Douglas.
Then Douglas marched towards Scotland, but, as

he wished to give Percy a chance of getting back

his pennon, he stopped at Otterburn, about twenty
miles from the Border. Night had come on the

second day he was there, when the cry arose in the

camp of the Scots that the English were at hand.

As had been arranged beforehand, the Scots left

their camp and moved to a place close by, where they
had better ground for fighting.

It was a beautiful moonlight evening in autumn,
so that the two armies could easily see each other.

At once the battle was joined, and as it was a

hand-to-hand fight with swords and axes, the two

enemies were so mixed up that the English archers

could not shoot for fear of slaying their own men.

The English were nearly three to one, and they

began to press the Scots backwards, when Douglas
with his two-handed axe hewed his way among the

enemy and cheered his men on.

At last he fell pierced by three lances. His

cousin, Sir John Sinclair, knelt over him and

asked how he was. "Ill," said Douglas, "but few

of my ancestors have died in their beds. Raise my
banner, call my war-cry, and let neither friend
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nor foe know that I am fallen." His banner was

raised, and the cry,
" A Douglas ! A Douglas !

"
rang

over the field, and the Scots won the day. Percy
and many other English knights were taken prisoner,

and the dead Douglas was carried home and buried

in the Abbey of Melrose, and over his tomb was

hung the banner that had won the fight This

is the famous battle of Otterburn, or Chevy Chase,

as it is called in an English ballad which makes the

English win the day.

All this time we have heard nothing of King
Robert, and the reason is that he was an old man,
and weak both in body and mind. He tried his

best to make peace with England and keep the

nobles quiet at home, but it was of no use, as the

Scots had to defend their country against the English,

and therefore had to be constantly fighting. As
for the nobles, we shall see that it was very difficult

to make them live at peace with one another. In the

last year of his reign Robert became so feeble that

his third son, the Earl of Fife, was made Guardian

of the kingdom, and of this Earl of Fife we shall

hear more presently.

27. THE WOLF OF BADENOCH THE CLAN
FIGHT AT PERTH

ROBERT III. (1390-1406)

The king that succeeded Robert II. was his eldest

son, John, who took the name of Robert III. The
reason why his name was changed was that John
was thought to be an unlucky name for a king, as
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several kings of that name had been very unfortunate,

such as John Balliol
; John, King of France

;
and

John, King of Bohemia. Robert III. was quite old

when he came to the throne
; and, like his father, he

was gentle, and fond of peace. If he had lived in

peaceful times he would have made a good king, but

it was a king like Bruce that was needed in Scotland

in those days a king who could make himself feared

as well as loved.

There were two things that had to be done for

Scotland, if there was to be a country called Scotland,

and a people called the Scottish people. The first

thing was, that England must not be allowed to

conquer the country, for the English kings never

gave up the hope that some day they would be able

to do this. For instance, during the reign of Robert

III., Henry IV. led a great army into Scotland and

besieged the castle of Edinburgh. This was the last

time that a king of England came himself at the

head of an army against Scotland, but many a time

afterwards the English kings sent armies against the

Scots though they did not lead them themselves.

The other thing the kings of Scots had to try to

do was to prevent their great nobles from becoming
so powerful as almost to be like kings themselves.

In other countries besides Scotland, the nobles had

so much land and had so many fighting men to

follow them that they were quite as rich and powerful
as the kings, and often rebelled against them

;
and we

shall see that this happened more than once in

Scotland, though not in Robert's reign. Then the

nobles not only sometimes rebelled against the king,

but they often fought and quarrelled with each other ;
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and this, of course, kept the country in a very
unsettled state. In the first year of Robert's reign

we have an example of the kind of thing that could

be done when there was not a king strong enough
to prevent it.

In the district of Badenoch, in Inverness-shire, there

then lived a person who was known as the " Wolf of
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Loch-an-eilan Castle of the Wolf of Badenoch.

Badenoch," and he well deserved the name. His

home was a strong castle, built on a little island in

Loch-an-eilan, with mountains all around
;
and the

ruins of his castle are still to be seen. The Wolf
did many savage deeds, but we need only mention

one. Not far off from the Wolf's castle were the
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lands belonging to the Bishop of Moray, and the

Wolf, quite wrongfully, robbed the bishop of some
of these lands. The bishop then excommunicated

him, which, as we saw in the case of Bruce when he

slew the Red Comyn, was considered a dreadful

thing in those days. The Wolf soon showed how
little he cared for the excommunication.

He collected a band of caterans, that is, Highland

robbers, and marched to the bishop's cathedral at

Elgin, which was one of the most beautiful build-

ings in all Scotland. Then he led his men into the

cathedral, who seized all the cups and vestments of the

clergy, and afterwards set fire to the sacred building.

The bishop complained to King Robert of what the

Wolf had done
;
but it shows how little power the

king had, that he could not punish him as he

deserved, for all the punishment the Wolf had to

suffer was to stand at the door and at the altar of a

church at Perth, to show that he was sorry for what

he had done. And who was this Wolf of Badenoch ?

He was the king's own brother, Alexander, Earl of

Buchan. Such a story as this shows that a strong

king, and not one like Robert, was needed to rule

Scotland, if it was ever to become a peaceful country.

There was one part of their kingdom which the

kings of Scots found it very difficult to keep in order,

and that was the Highlands. And we can easily see

the reason of this. First of all, the mountains and

woods, and rivers and lochs, with which the High-
lands are taken up, made it almost impossible for

the king to reach those who broke the law. Then
the people who lived in the Highland country
were all divided into clans, each with a chief of its
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own, which were constantly quarrelling and fighting

with each other. In such a country towns could not

grow up as they did in the Lowlands, and there was,

of course, very little ground on which crops could be

grown.
The result was that the Highlanders lived a very

different kind of life from the Lowlanders. Instead

of growing crops, they reared cattle on the hillsides,

which they killed and ate, and they got their food

also by hunting and fishing. But, as they had

plenty of time to spare, and food was often scarce with

them, we are not surprised that they often took to

robbing their neighbours, and especially the Low-
landers who lived near them. Very often when the

corn was cut and standing in the fields, a band of

them would descend from the hills at night and

plunder as much of it as they could carry. Just as

often it would be cattle they would drive off; and,

indeed, the Lowland farmers who lived near the

Highlands never knew when some of the caterans,

as they were called, would pay them one of these

visits. And so difficult was it to put a stop to these

creaghs, as the Highlanders called them, that they
went on for more than three hundred years after the

times of which we are speaking.
In the reign of Robert III. a strange thing

happened between two of the Highland clans. We
are not quite sure what clans these were, but they
are usually called the Clan Chattan and the Clan

Kay. Whoever they were, they had a fierce quarrel
with each other, and it was agreed that thirty men
from each clan should meet and fight out their

quarrel. So it was arranged that on a certain day
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the sixty champions should come to the North Inch

of Perth, on the banks of the river Tay, armed with

bows, swords, knives, and axes. When the day
arrived, thousands of people came to see the fight,

King Robert himself being among those present.

Just before the battle began, it was found that a

man was missing from the side of the Clan Chattan
;

but his place was taken by a smith in Perth, called

Henry Gow, or Hal o' the Wynd, who must have

been very fond of fighting. Then the battle began,
and so furiously did both sides fight that all the men
pf the Clan Kay were slain, and only eleven of the

Clan Chattan survived, though all of them were badly
wounded. And this was the way in which a

quarrel was settled in those times, and the king
and his advisers could not help themselves, as they
had not the power to punish those who had broken

the law.

During the whole of Robert III.'s reign he had

only the name of king. When he came to the throne,

indeed, his brother Robert, Earl of Fife, remained

Guardian of the kingdom just as if there was no king
to rule. The Earl of Fife was a different person
from his brother Robert. He was quite a match for

any of the nobles, and knew how to manage them

so that he should be the chief man in the country.

He was also liked by the people, as he took care not

to raise taxes which the Scots never liked to pay.

For about eight years he remained Guardian, and

then some of the nobles thought that Robert's eldest

son and heir, David, Earl of Carrick, should be made
Guardian instead of him, as he was to be the next

king. So in the year 1399, the Earl of Carrick,
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then just twenty-one years old, became Guardian in

the name of his father. Just a little before this

change took place, the Earl of Fife was made Duke
of Albany, and the Earl of Carrick was made Duke
of Rothesay, and these are the first dukes that were

made in Scotland.

Now, the Duke of Albany, who was very ambitious,

did not like losing the office of Guardian which he

had held so long, and he and the Duke of Rothesay
became bitter enemies. Unfortunately the young
duke began to behave in such a way as to show that

he was not fit to rule the country. He lived with

bad companions, and he and they did things which

made people say that it was a disgrace and a mis-

fortune that he should be Guardian of the kingdom.
So the office was taken from him, with the consent of

his own father, and given back to Albany. A short

time afterwards an event happened of which we do

not know the whole story, and perhaps never will

know.

Albany and Rothesay were now worse enemies

than ever. One day Rothesay and a few of his

attendants were riding to St Andrews, intending to

take possession of the castle of that town. On the

way, however, Rothesay was made prisoner by

Albany and taken to Falkland Castle, and there a

short time afterwards he died. Now, as Albany and

Rothesay were known to be enemies, the story went

about that the young prince had been starved to

death by his uncle. Whether this was true or not we
cannot tell, and it is quite possible that the prince,

who had lived a wild life, may have died a natural

death. If Albany was not guilty, it wag certainly
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unfortunate that his nephew died while he was his

prisoner, as everybody knew that they had long been

enemies, and that Albany must be glad that the

prince was now out of the way.
Before King Robert died, another great misfortune

happened to him. After the death of the Duke of

Rothesay, he had only one son left, a boy called James,
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to succeed him on the throne. Now, when James was

twelve years old, his father determined to send him

to France, perhaps because he thought he would be

safer there than at home. But to get to France the

sea had to be crossed, and we know that in those

days a voyage by sea was very dangerous, both from

the storms that might arise and from the pirates who
were everywhere. However, every care was taken that

the young prince should arrive safely in France, and
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his ship sailed from North Berwick. It had only got

the length of Flamborough Head, in Yorkshire, how-

ever, when an English merchant vessel took it prisoner,

and the prince was sent to London, to Henry IV.,

the English king, who put him in the Tower, and not

for eighteen years was he allowed to return to his

native country. When the news was told to his poor
old father, it broke his heart, and only a few weeks

afterwards he died, no doubt thinking that his lost

son would never sit on the throne of his fathers.

28. BURNING OF JAMES RESBY-BATTLE OF
HARLAW REGENCY OF THE DUKES
OF ALBANY. 1406-1424

On the death of Robert III., his son James was

declared king though he was a prisoner in England,
but as some one was needed to rule the country,

his uncle Robert, Duke of Albany, was made
Governor of the kingdom. The Scottish writers

who lived then say that he made a good ruler, and

was popular both with the people and with the

nobles. He pleased the people because he did not

impose taxes, as he was very rich himself and did

not need money. He knew, also, as we have heard,

how to manage the nobles and to make them his

friends. For instance, a short time after he became

Governor, he got Archibald, Earl of Douglas, brought
home from England, where he had been a prisoner,

and ever afterwards Douglas was his friend
; and
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Douglas, it is to be remembered, was after Albany
himself the greatest man in Scotland.

There were no great battles fought with the

English during the rule of Albany, though, of course,

there was as usual a good deal of fighting on the

Borders. Once Albany led a great army to invade

England, but he did not carry out his plan, and his

great army did so little, that the Scots gave his

expedition the name of the " Foul Raid," by which

they meant that it was rather disgraceful that with

such a great host he had not gained some victories

over the English. This is another example of how
the Scots found nicknames for things and persons

they did not like.

There were three events that happened while

Albany was Governor, each of which is important in

its own way. The first of these events was some-

thing quite new in Scotland. About this time, in

many countries, people were beginning to ask

whether all that the Church of Rome taught was

true. For instance, John Wycliffe in England now

began to teach doctrines of which that Church did

not approve, and he had many followers in England,
who came to be called Lollards, though all of them

did not believe exactly what Wycliffe taught.

Now, one of these Lollards, named James Resby,
came to Scotland and began to preach his doctrines in

different parts of the country, and many people, we
are told, listened to him gladly. Among the things he

taught was that the Pope was not what the Church

believed him to be, and that no one should be Pope
who did not lead a holy life. But both in England
and Scotland laws had been passed which ordered that
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anyone who taught such doctrines as these should

be put to death. So Resby had not preached very

long before he was made a prisoner, and tried for

heresy, that is, for teaching false doctrines, and

burned at Perth in the year 1407. He was the

first person in Scotland to be put to death for his

religion. His teaching was not forgotten after his

death, and in some parts of the country there must

have been many persons who continued to believe

what he had preached to them.

The second event was a battle, and it is one of the

best-known battles in the history of Scotland. It

was not fought between Scots and English, however,
but between Highlanders and Lowlanders

;
and Sir

Walter Scott thought that it decided which of the

two were to have the chief power in Scotland. The
battle came about in this way. The Lord of the

Isles, that is, of the Western Islands or Hebrides,

whose name was Donald, was very anxious to get
the earldom of Ross, which he said belonged to his

wife. Now the Duke of Albany would not allow

this, for two reasons. First, if Donald had got the

earldom, it would have made him too powerful ;

and, secondly, Albany thought that his own son,

John, Earl of Buchan, had a better right to the

earldom than the Lord of the Isles. Albany, there-

fore, gave the earldom to his son. But the Lord of

the Isles was determined that he would have it, and

so he collected an army of islanders and then came to

the mainland, where he was joined by many Highland
chiefs at the head of their clans.

Having now got this great army, Donald led it

against the town of Aberdeen, promising that, if the
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town were taken, his followers would get a great
deal of plunder. Luckily there was a man in

Aberdeenshire who knew far more about fighting than

Donald, and was a more skilful leader. And who was

this leader ? He was the son of the terrible Wolf of

Badenoch, of whom we have just read, and was

now the Earl of Mar, which is a district in Aberdeen-

shire. This Earl of Mar got an army together, partly
of gentlemen with their followers, and partly of

townsmen from Aberdeen, for in those days, as we
have seen, every townsman had weapons and was

ready to serve as a soldier.

The two armies met at a place called Harlaw, not

very far from Aberdeen, and then began one of the

bloodiest battles ever fought on Scottish ground.
The Highlanders had ten times as many men as the

Lowlanders, but many of Mar's men were clad in

armour while the Highlanders were not. Mar, like

a skilful leader, put his steel-clad men in the front

rank, where the fighting would be fiercest. Then
the Highlanders and the Islesmen came on as they

usually did with frightful yells, but Mar's steel-clad

men stood firm with their spears thrust out and their

battle-axes raised. The way the Highlanders fought
was to stab the horses of the knights with their dirks,

and then they had the riders at their mercy. But

though they could not break the ranks of the

Lowlanders, they had so many more men that they
were able to surround them. And so the battle

went on through the whole day, till night came an<

put an end to it.

Mar and his men that were left and very few

of them were left remained on the field, anc
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when the next morning came, the Lord of the

Isles and his army were not to be seen. So

many were slain in the fight that it was called
" Red Harlaw," and the battle was remembered for

many a day. Ballads were written about it, and

long afterwards, and as far away as Haddingtonshire,
the boys at school used to play at the battle of Harlaw,
one side being the Highlanders and the other the

Lowlanders.

The third great event that happened during

Albany's rule shows that there were persons in

Scotland who were thinking of other things besides

wars and battles. In the year 1413 the university

of St Andrews, the oldest university in Scotland,

made a beginning. We have seen that there were

schools at the cathedrals and abbeys and also in

some of the towns, where both boys and girls could

be taught. But, if the scholars wished to follow up
their studies after they left school, there was no

place in Scotland to which they could go to be

taught. So what these scholars did was to go to

the universities in France, and especially to the uni-

versity of Paris, which was the most famous in all

Europe.

During the reign of Bruce, in the year 1326, a

college had been set up in Paris by the Bishop of

Moray, in which Scottish scholars might live and be

taught; but now it was thought that the time had

come for Scotland to have a university of its own.

So the Bishop of St Andrews, whose name was Henry
Wardlaw, asked permission of the Pope to set up a

university in that town, for in those days a university
could not be started without the Pope's consent
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The Pope gave his consent, and the day that the

messenger arrived was kept as a grand holiday in

St Andrews. After the religious services were over,

the bells of the town were rung, all the musicians

played on their instruments, and at night bonfires

were kindled in the streets, and dancing and feasting

followed. The poet Milton says that "peace hath

her victories no less renowned than war," and the

beginning of the university of St Andrews was one

of the victories of peace.

All this time the young King of Scots was a

prisoner in England, and along with him as a

prisoner was Albany's own son, Murdoch. In the

year 1416, however, Murdoch was set free, being

exchanged for the Earl of Northumberland, who had

been taken prisoner by the Scots. Four years after-

wards the Duke of Albany died, after having ruled

Scotland for nearly fifty years, and his son Murdoch

became Governor after him. But Murdoch was not

a man like his father, and was quite unfit to govern
the country. Many of the nobles rebelled against

him, and his own sons gave him more trouble than

anyone else. At last, the English agreed that they
would allow King James to return home if the Scots

would pay a ransom for him. They did not call it

a ransom, however, but a bill for their expenses in

keeping and educating him. And a pretty big bill

it was, for it amounted to ^40,000, which in those

days was a much larger sum than it is at present.

This was the third ransom the Scots had to pay
for a king, as William the Lion, David II., and

James had all been taken prisoners by the English.
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29. THE KING AGAINST THE NOBLES

JAMES I. (1406-1437)

James I. is one of the best known of all our kings.

His long imprisonment in England would itself

make him remembered
;
but during his reign events

happened which help to fix it in our minds. Even if

James had not been a king, people would have-

thought him a remarkable man. He was very strong

in body, and was one of the best wrestlers, runners,

archers, and riders in Scotland
; and, as we know,

this was a great advantage to a king in those

days. And he was not only good at all kinds of

sports, but he was also both clever and learned. He
played on several musical instruments

;
he was skilful

in drawing and painting; and he liked making things

with his own hands such as workmen make. He was

also a poet, and he wrote a poem which we can still

read at the present day. It is called the "
King's

Quair," that is the "
King's Book," and in it he tells

how he fell in love with the English lady whom he

married and brought to Scotland with him Lady
Joan Beaufort, daughter of the Earl of Somerset.

In his poem he calls her a " milk-white dove," but

she was one day to show that she was not quite so

jentle as a dove. This, then, was the kind of king
fho was now to rule Scotland, and a hard task was

-fore him.

As we have just seen, the country had become

very unruly and unsettled under Albany's son, Duke
Murdoch. Now James had made up his mind that,

O
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James I. watching Lady Joan Beaufort fiom his Prison Window.
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when he became king, all his subjects, high and low,

would have to obey him. Soon after he came back

to Scotland, he said one day,
"
If God grants me life,

I will make the key keep the castle, and the bracken-

bush the cow," meaning that he would make every-

body safe under the law. But, if this were to come to

pass, there was one thing that would have to be done,

and that was to teach the nobles that, if they broke

the law, they would suffer for it. And, indeed, the

whole of James's reign was taken up with trying to

teach the nobles this lesson.

To teach the nobles their lesson, he began with the

family of the Duke of Albany. Of course, James
could not love that family, as they had kept his father

and grandfather from ruling ;
and he probably

thought the Duke of Albany had really starved his

brother David to death, and had even been the cause

of himself being taken prisoner by the English. He

may also have feared that Duke Murdoch and his

brothers might one day try to get the chief power
in the country, just as their father had done. One of

the first things he did, therefore, was to put Duke
Murdoch's eldest son in prison, and soon afterwards

he did the same thing with the Earl of Lennox, the

father of Murdoch's wife.

Next year, James took a still bolder step ;
he im-

prisoned Duke Murdoch himself, his wife, and

another son. Now, while they were in prison,

another son of Murdoch did a thing which must

have made James angrier than ever with the whole

family of Albany. This third son collected a band
of men, attacked the town of Dunbarton, and set it

on fire after slaying thirty-two persons, among whom
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was the Keeper of Dunbarton Castle. And now

James determined that Murdoch and his family

would trouble him no longer. He caused Murdoch

and his two sons, who were prisoners, and the Earl

of Lennox to be brought to trial, though what they
were tried for we cannot tell. Of course, as James
wished it, they were all condemned to death. So in

the year 1425, the year after James had returned, all

the four were executed on the Heading Hill at

Stirling Castle. No king of Scotland had ever done

a deed like this before, and it must have shown the

nobles that James was not a ruler to be trifled

with.

The family of Albany being now sufficiently

punished, James next set his mind to make the

Highlanders and Islanders obey him, and this was

the hardest task of all. The first thing he did was

to summon a Parliament to meet him at Inverness,

and to order the chiefs of the Highlands and Islands

to come to it. A great number of them did come, and

among them Alexander, the Lord of the Isles, who
was the son of Donald of Harlaw. But when they

came, they found they had been led into a trap, for

James at once ordered that forty of them, including
the Lord of the Isles, should be made prisoners.

Some of the most dangerous of them were put to

death, but Alexander and most of the others were

allowed to go free after a short imprisonment. This

was not fair play on James's part, as the chiefs had

not expected that they would be made prisoners

when they came to attend the Parliament. And,

besides, it was not a wise thing to do, because after

this the chiefs and nobles could not trust him.
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Of course, the Lord of the Isles was very angry at

the way in which James had treated himself and his

friends, and two years afterwards he raised a great

host and burned the town of Inverness to the ground,
in revenge for what had happened there. Then

James marched against him with an army, and they
came in sight of each other in the district of Loch-

aber, in Inverness-shire, But before the battle began,

many of Alexander's men deserted him because they
were afraid to fight against the king, and so James
gained an easy victory.

After the battle, Alexander did a thing which made

James very angry. He sent a message to James

offering to make peace, just as if he had been a

king himself, but James told him that he must come
and submit himself to his mercy. And a short time

afterwards Alexander had to do this in a very humble

manner. One day, when James and his nobles were

worshipping in Holyrood Church, a wild figure,

clothed only in his shirt and drawers, was seen to

enter. It was Alexander, the great Lord of the Isles,

who had come to ask James's pardon. Going up to

James, he fell on his knees before him and held out

his naked sword with the point in his own hand, to

show that James might slay him if he pleased. James
lid not order him to be put to death, however, but

sent him to prison, though he afterwards set him free

and restored his lands to him.

It will now be seen what kind of work James had
to do "to make the key keep the castle, and the

bracken-bush the cow." And here are two stories

which show how sternly he could act when he thought
it necessary. Once a great noble struck another
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noble in the face in James's presence. James at

once ordered him to be seized, and commanded him

to lay his hand on the table. Then he told the noble

who had received the blow to draw his sword and cut

off the hand that had struck him.

The punishment was cruel, but another story

shows what cruel things could be done in those times.

A Highland robber had stolen her two cows from a

poor woman, who accused him of the theft, and said

she would not take off her shoes before she had told

the king. Then the ruffian caused her shoes to be

taken off, and two horse shoes to be nailed on her

feet. In spite of this she did go to the king and told

her story, and showed the wounds which the nails

had made. James at once ordered that the man
should be caught, and soon afterwards he was

caught ;
and this was his punishment. He was

dressed in a linen shirt, and on the shirt was

painted a picture showing what he had done to the

woman. Then after he had been taken through the

streets in this dress, he was dragged at a horse's tail

to the gallows, and there hanged.
These stories show that James was determined

that the law should be obeyed in every part of his

kingdom. But he was also anxious that the clergy
should do their duty in works of charity and in

teaching the people. This, however, they were not

doing as they ought to have done, and James wrote a

letter to the heads of the monasteries, to warn them
what would happen if they did not do their duty
more carefully ;

in this letter he said that, though the

monasteries were very rich, they did not help the

poor so much as they ought, and that the people were
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beginning to lose respect for the monks. He also

said that, if they went on as they were doing, the

people would rise against them and take their riches

from them, as indeed they afterwards did at the Refor-

mation. However, he told the abbots that, if they and

the monks would mend their lives, he would defend

them against all their enemies.

And James showed in different ways that he was

really a friend of the Church. For instance, he built

a beautiful monastery at Perth, which must have

cost a great deal of labour and money, and which

was afterwards completely destroyed at the time of the

Reformation. He also showed that he hated heretics,

or those who taught doctrines contrary to the doctrines

of the Church. We have seen how, in the times of the

Duke of Albany, James Resby was burned as a

heretic, and now in the reign of James there came

another teacher to Scotland, who was also found to

be a heretic. His name was Paul Craw or Crawar,

and he came all the way from Bohemia, where the

doctrines of Wycliffe were believed by many people.

Crawar was a very skilful doctor, and he went about

healing the sick, but he also taught the doctrines he

had learned in Bohemia, which were very different

from what the Church taught. When the chiefs of

the Scottish clergy heard of this, they were both

frightened and angry, and they caused Crawar to

be imprisoned and tried. As he did not deny what

he had taught, he was condemned to be burned, like

Resby before him
;
and it was with James's consent

that this was done. So there were already signs

that a day might come when the Church of Rome
would be put an end to in Scotland, as was after-
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wards to happen, though not for more than a

hundred years.

And now we come to the sad ending of the poet-

king's reign. He had made many enemies in trying
to make the laws obeyed, and he had not always
acted wisely and justly. He had wrongfully taken

the lands of several nobles, so that no noble could

be sure that his lands also might not be taken

from him. But there was one man whom he had

made his chief enemy, and a very dangerous enemy
he was. This was Sir Robert Graham, whom James
had put in prison in the very first year of his reign.

Afterwards, also, James had unjustly taken the lands

of a nephew of Graham's, and then Graham vowed

that he would have his revenge. And a day came

when he had the chance of taking it.

In the year 1436, James wished to spend his

Christmas at Perth, so with his attendants he set

out from Holyrood for that town. When he came to

the Water of Leith, just outside Edinburgh, a High-
land woman met him and told him that, if he crossed

the Firth of Forth, he would never return. However,
he went on, and came to the Blackfriars' monastery
in Perth, where he was to stay. Now Graham had

heard of his coming, and made his plans to slay

him. James's chamberlain, Sir Robert Stewart, whose

duty it was to look after the house in which the

king stayed, was a friend of Graham, and made

everything ready for him and his band to get into

the house at night. He laid planks across the moat

or deep ditch that surrounded the monastery, and he

spoilt the locks of all the doors, so that they could

not be locked.
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James and his courtiers and ladies had spent a

merry evening, when about midnight a noise was

heard and the light of torches was seen outside.

Fearing that it might be enemies in search of him,

James seized a pair of tongs, tore up a plank in the

floor, and leapt into a vault which was below the

room. There were only ladies with him when the

noise was heard, and one of them, called Catherine

Douglas, is said to have barred the door of the room

with her arm. Presently Graham came at the head

of his band, and burst the door open, breaking the

lady's arm. No king was to be found, and the

conspirators were so angry at missing him that they
insulted the queen, and one of them even struck her.

Then they searched all the house, but still they could

not find the king. At last they came back to the

room where they had expected to find him, and now
one of them saw the place where the plank had been

torn up. When James had let himself down into the

vault, he had expected to find a hole in the wall by
which he could escape outside, but only a day or two

before the hole had been built up, because in playing
tennis the balls went into it

As there was no means of escape, James must

fight for his life
;
and bravely he fought for it. First

one murderer leapt down, but, though James had no

weapons, he threw him to the ground ;
and a second

he also overcame. Then his great enemy, Sir

Robert Graham, descended with his drawn sword.

Wounded and weary with his struggles, James

begged for mercy.
" You had no mercy on others,"

was the answer, "and you will have no mercy
from me," and he thrust his sword into the king's
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body, and his two comrades finished the bloody
deed.

The murderers did not long escape punishment.
The queen, the " milk-white dove," as James had

called her, never rested till the chief of them were

taken. And frightful were the tortures they had to

suffer, so that even the people of that time were

horrified. Graham was nailed naked to a tree and

then dragged through the streets
;
his body was torn

with pincers, his son was tortured and beheaded

before him, and at length he himself was put to

death, declaring to the last that he had done a just

deed in slaying a tyrant. Such was the end of the

reign of James I., one of the best of Scottish kings,

though we cannot say that he always acted wisely
and justly.

30. HOW SCOTLAND WAS GOVERNED

From the story of James's reign it looks as if a king
of Scotland could do very much as he pleased in his

kingdom. James had put to death many of his

greatest nobles, and taken their lands from others.

He placed the chiefs of the Highlands and Islands in

prison, and kept them there without having them
tried. Did he do all this without consulting any-

body, and just because he wished it ? When a king
can do just as he pleases, he is called an absolute

ruler. But a king of Scots was not a ruler of this

kind, and he had to obey laws just as his subjects had.

Let us see how it was that a Scottish king could not

have everything his own way in his kingdom.
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First, he had a Council to advise him in governing
the country. It was quite necessary that he should

have such a Council, for how could one man know
what had to be done for the good of all his subjects?

Of course, it was only the chief men in the

land, the great nobles and the bishops and abbots,

who were taken into this Council, and of these only
a few of the greatest and wisest. This Council came

to be called the king's Secret or Privy Council,

because everything that was talked of in it was

supposed to be a great secret. When anything

important was to be done, the king asked his Council

to meet him, and then the whole business was gone

through, and it was decided what was the wisest thing
to be done. Sometimes it happened that the Council

was not of the same opinion as the king, and what

did he do then ? He might take his own way, but

this was a dangerous thing to do, as the men in the

Council had great power in the country, and, if they
all joined together, it was made very difficult for the

king to have his way carried out. What really

happened was this. If the king was very determined,
as James I. was, then he made the Council do as he

wished; but, if he were a weak king, like Robert II.

or Robert III., it was the Council that made him do

as it wished. So it will be seen that the King of

Scots was not free to do as he pleased, so long as

his Council would not let him have everything he

wanted.

But there was another Council besides the Secret

Council with which the king had to do before he

could have his own way. This was the National .

Council, and it got this name for two reasons. First, it
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was not only the great nobles and clergy who sat in

it, but men of other classes in the nation, namely, the

smaller lords or barons, and the country gentlemen,
and the burgesses of the towns. And the second

reason why it was called the National Council was that

everything that went on in it was done in public and

not in private, as was the case with the Secret Council.

But the national assembly is better known by the

other name by which it came to be called namely,
the Parliament.

The first national assembly which called itself a

Parliament, was the one which John Balliol held at

Scone in the year 1292. The first real Scottish

Parliament that ever met, however, was one that

Robert Bruce held in Cambuskenneth Abbey, near

Stirling, in the year 1326. And why do we call it a

real Parliament ? Because it was the first Parliament,

as far as we know, in which burgesses from the

towns were present. And why did Bruce have the

burgesses to sit in the National Council ? Because

he wanted money, and the towns had to pay some of

it, and he thought it right that, as the burgesses had

to do this, they ought to be in the Council as well as

the clergy and the nobles, who also had to pay. So
from this time onwards the burgesses too had the

right to sit in Parliament, though they did not always
;do so.

Now, all the great barons and all the high clergy
lad the right to sit in the Parliament, and could

>me to its meetings when they chose. But there

/ere not so very many of them, and they did not all

pome. But suppose that all the smaller barons and

11 the burgesses had come to where the Parliament
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met, there would have been no chamber big enough
to hold them all. So, of course, another arrangement
had to be made, and in James I.'s reign this was what

was agreed upon. In each shire or county, the smaller

barons chose two " wise men," as they were called, and

instead of all going to the Parliament, they sent these

wise men to speak for them. And the smaller barons

were very glad of this arrangement, as in those days
it cost a great deal of time and money to go from one

part of the country to another. The same thing was

done by the burgesses. Instead of all going to the

Parliament, the burgesses of the royal burghs chose

a few from among themselves and sent them in their

place. But, although these arrangements were made,
it was not till long afterwards that they were really

carried out.

The Scottish Parliament was in many ways very
different from the English Parliament. For one

thing, in the Scottish Parliament all the different

classes the great barons, the clergy, the smaller

barons, and the burgesses sat in one room
;
and in

the English Parliament the lords and the commons
had each a room to themselves, just as they have at

the present day. When the Scottish Parliament met,

this was what happened. All those who were present

agreed as to what laws were to be passed, and then a

number of men were chosen, who were called a

committee, who had to see that the laws were written

out and made known to the people so that they

might be obeyed. And how were they made known
in those days when there were no newspapers and

when printing was not invented ? It was in this

way. The town-crier in every town stood at the
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town cross and read the laws aloud, so that no one

might be able to say that he had not heard of them.

And one interesting thing should not be forgotten.

In James I.'s reign, the laws began to be written in

the Scottish language, whereas before they had always
been written in Latin.

But the important thing is How did the Parliament

and the king get on together ? Which of the two was

the stronger ? Was it the king or the Parliament that

had the greater power in the country ? The answer

is that it was just the same with the Parliament as

with the Secret Council. If the king was liked by
the people and was very determined, then he could

make the Parliament do very much as he liked. On
the other hand, if the king was not liked and was a

weak ruler, then the Parliament was the stronger of

the two. For instance, David II., as we have seen,

was a weak king, and so in his reign the Parliament

had a great deal of power. James I., however, must

have got on very well with his Parliaments, as during
his reign, which lasted thirteen years, he held no

fewer than thirteen Parliaments, which shows that

they must have been willing to do what he wished,
as otherwise he would not have called them. How-

ever, even James did not have all his own way with

his Parliaments. Once, for example, Sir Robert

Graham, who afterwards slew him, stood up and told

him to his face that he was a bad king and a tyrant,

and he even dared to ask those who were present to

make the king a prisoner.

We now see why a king of Scots could not have

things all his own way. He had to take care that he

lid not offend his Secret Council, and he could not pass
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any laws without the consent of his Parliament But

what he had most of all to fear was that his nobles

would rise against him, for they were so powerful

that, if a few of them joined together, he would be in

great danger of losing his crown. And we shall see

that this happened more than once to the kings that

came after James I.

31. ABOUT THE PEOPLE AND THE COUNTRY

Having seen how Scotland was governed, let us

now look at the people and the country. In James I.'s

reign there came a foreigner to Scotland, who wrote

about what he saw there. This time, however, the

visitor was not a Frenchman, but an Italian. His

name was ^Eneas Sylvius, and he afterwards became

Pope, so that he was a very important person. On
his voyage to Scotland his ship was nearly wrecked,

and during the storm he vowed a vow that from

wherever he landed he would walk barefooted to the

nearest church to give thanks to God for having saved

him from drowning. When he landed, he found that

the nearest church was at Whitekirk, six miles from

North Berwick. So, as it was winter at the time, he

had to trudge these six miles with bare feet on the

frozen ground, and the result was that he caught such a

cold that he had rheumatism for the rest of his life.

Now this adventure could not have put him in a

very good humour with Scotland, and so, perhaps,

what he says about it is rather ill-natured.

Here are some of the things which he tells us.
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He went to see King James, whom he describes as

a robust-looking man, but very fat. As for the

palaces in which the King of Scots lived, he says

that they were not so well furnished as the houses

of rich merchants in Germany. What he thought very

strange was that the towns had no walls round them,

which all the towns on the Continent had. He also

thought it odd that the houses in the towns were

built of stone without lime. The houses in the

country, he says, were built of turf, and the poorer
ones had the hide of an ox hung up instead of a

door. The common people were very poor, but at

the same time they ate more meat and fish than was

good for them
; though bread was so scarce that it

was looked on as a dainty. One thing astonished

him very much, and that was that the people burned

stones instead of wood. Of course, the stone was

coal, which ^Eneas seems never to have seen in other

countries. At the church doors he noticed many
beggars, who went away with glad faces when these

stones were put into their hands.

These are some of the things that JEneas tells us

about Scotland, but we must remember that he came
from Italy, which was a rich and beautiful country,

so that he could not help thinking that Scotland

was a poor place compared with it, as indeed it was.

But we know a good deal more about Scotland in

the reign of James I. than JEneas Sylvius tells us,

and this we learn from the laws James passed.
For example, we know that there must then have

|

been a great many wolves in the country, though
j .Eneas says there were none. Every baron in the

\ ^kingdom was commanded to kill all the wolves'

P
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whelps he could find, and to give twopence to any-
one who brought a whelp's head to him. Four times

every year, also, the baron was to have a great wolf

hunt
;
and all his farmers with their servants were to

join him in the hunt, and, if they did not, they had to

give a sheep to the baron as a fine. This proves
that there must have been many wolves in the land,

or such a law would not have been passed.

There must also have been great numbers of crows

in Scotland in those days, as a very curious law

shows us. Every landlord was commanded to kill

the young crows every year, as, when they grew up,

they did so much damage to the crops. If the

landlord did not obey this law, then the tree in which

the crows had built their nests was to be taken from

him by the king. If the landlord liked, however, he

could fell the tree and pay a fine of five shillings.

Such a law as this could never be passed nowadays,
but in those days it was thought to be quite right

that such laws should be made.

There were laws about buying and selling which

seem very strange to us. No one was allowed

to send a horse to any foreign country unless it

were more than three years old. No one could buy
cloth or any other goods from an Englishman who
came to Scotland, and no Englishman was allowed

to sell anything in Scotland unless he got special per-

mission. Another law declared that no one was to

send any gold or silver out of the country. What was

the meaning of those laws which seem so odd to us ?

It was that people then thought that the country would

soon be ruined if the people bought things made in

other countries, and that, if money went out of the
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country, it would never come back again. For a

longtime afterwards people in other countries besides

Scotland believed this, and the result was that trade

could not grow nor the people become rich.

However, even in those days, there must have been

well-to-do people in Scotland, as another law shows

us. By this law it was commanded that no one

except a lord or a knight was to wear silk or furs,

or to have pearls or any kind of trimming on his

clothes. In the towns no persons except the

magistrates and their wives were to wear furs. The
farmers also were told that they were not to wear

coloured clothes, but plain ones made at home. Now
when such laws were made, it means that many
people must have had money to spare, and that they

spent it on fine clothes, and dressed themselves

above their station. For in those days it was

thought right that all classes of the people should

each have a dress of its own, so that it might be

known at once whether a man was a lord or a knight,

or a magistrate, or a craftsman, or a farmer.

There was one thing about which the kings and the

Parliament were very anxious, and about which many
laws were made, and that was that every Scotsman

should be trained to fight. So the law was that every
man from the age of sixteen to sixty should possess

weapons according to his rank. To make sure that

every one had these weapons, there were to be four

meetings, or wapinschaws, each year, to which all the

men in town and country were to come, and, if they
did not hive the right weapons, they were to be fined.

What should we think nowadays if a boy or a

man were fined fourpence every time he played at
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football ? Yet such a law was really passed by James
and his Parliament, and for the following reason. It

was the English archers, as we know, that had gained

so many victories over the Scots, and so it was very

necessary that the Scots should try to become as good
archers as the English. Laws were therefore passed

which forbade playing at football, as being of no use,

and which ordered that near every parish church

there should be a target and a shooting-ground. On

every holiday (and, as we have seen, there were about

sixty holidays in the year), every male person, from

twelve years old, was to shoot at least three arrows

at the mark
;
and if he did not, he was to give a

sheep as a fine. In spite of these laws, however, the

Scots never became good archers, and they always

preferred to fight with lances and axes.

There was a class of people who gave a great deal

of trouble in Scotland and in other countries at this

time, and, indeed, for a long while afterwards. These

were the beggars, who in those days did not go about

alone but in great bands, so that they were a terror

to everybody. It was not safe to travel about the

country by yourself, for if you met one of these gangs

they would take everything you had, and perhaps ill-

use you besides. Some of the beggars were quite

well off, and actually rode on horseback
;
so that the

old rhyme is really true :

"
Hark, hark, the dogs do bark

;

The beggars are coming to town
;

Some in rags and some on nags,

And one in a velvet gown."
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they would get plenty to eat, and compel the owner

of the house to give them a night's lodging. There

were great numbers of them in all the towns, and,

when the king and his courtiers travelled, they would

often be surrounded by beggars crying for alms.

In almost every reign laws were passed to put
down these troublesome and dangerous beggars, but

these laws never seemed to do any good. Every

person between the ages of fourteen and seventy was

forbidden to beg, and, if he were caught doing so, his

cheek was to be burned

with a red-hot iron, and he

was then to be banished

from the country. Before

any one was allowed to

beg he had to get a

licence, and to wear a

badge on his clothes to

show that he was a lawful

beggar. And even stricter
i A , it Besrsrar's Badge.
laws than these were

passed, but they were never really carried out, and

so the number of beggars went on increasing rather

than getting fewer.

Another law passed in James's reign shows how
different the country was then from what it is now.

Every agricultural labourer, if he was not rich enough
to buy an ox to plough (for in those days it was oxen

that drew the plough and not horses), had to dig up a

)iece of ground seven feet long and six feet broad

>n every working day. And why was such a law

lade? It was because a great deal of land which

light have been used for growing crops was not
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cultivated, but was left to itself, and so was of no use

to the people who lived on it. So by such a law as

this, more ground came to be cultivated, and more

food was got for the people.

From all these laws we see how differently people
then lived from the way in which we do now. But

there is one thing that must not be forgotten about

these laws : they were very seldom carried out.

And it was the same in other countries besides

Scotland
;
and the reason is, that the persons who

should have enforced them and punished those who
broke them, either had not the power to do so or

had other things to attend to. However, even when
the laws were not obeyed, they at least showed what

was the right thing to be done
;
and no doubt many

people did obey them.

32. AN UNRULY KINGDOM

JAMES II. (1437-1460)

James II. was only six years old when his father

was murdered
;
so that a long time must pass before

he would be able to rule the country himself. And
who was to rule it till then ? There was no uncle

like the Duke of Albany to act as king till James

grew up, and there was no other man in the country

strong enough to make all Scotsmen in Highlands
and Lowlands obey him. There was, of course,

the king's mother
;
but a woman could not- govern

such a country as Scotland was in those days. As

there was neither a grown-up king, nor any one
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to take his place, there was no peace in the land

for many years to come
;
and the barons, great

and small, did very much as they pleased, making
war on each other and even against the king's

authority.

It was at Perth that James I. had been slain, and

the queen was so afraid to remain there, that soon

afterwards she went with her son to Edinburgh
Castle, where she thought she would be safe from

her enemies. Then, as the young king could not be

crowned at Scone, which was the usual place, he was

crowned in the chapel of Holyrood ;
and Archibald,

Earl of Douglas, was made his lieutenant, that is, he

was to take the king's place till he grew up. But

this Earl of Douglas was not a man like his ancestor,

the Good Sir James, and was of very little use in

enforcing the laws.

When the queen came to Edinburgh Castle with

her son, she thought that they would be quite safe

there, but she was mistaken. The governor of the

castle was Sir William Crichton, who had been a

great friend of James I., but who now showed that he

thought more of his own interest than of the interest

of James's son. What he really wished was to be

the first man in the kingdom ;
and now that he had

the young king in his power he determined to keep

him, as whoever had the king in his hands would have

the chief authority. So he let the queen know that

she and her son were his prisoners, and would have to

do as he pleased. But the queen was a very clever

woman, and she managed to escape to Stirling Castle

along with James. There is a story told of how she

contrived to escape, but we are not sure that it is
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true. According to this story, she asked Crichton

for leave to go on a pilgrimage to a certain church

to pray for her son, and she also asked leave to take

two boxes with her for her luggage. Crichton gave
her permission ;

and what she did was to put her

Stirling Castle.
[Photo by Valentine.

in one box and James in the other, and so

escaped.

However, when the queen went to Stirling Castle,

she found she had only gone into another lion's den.

The governor of that castle was Sir Alexander

Livingstone, and he was just as anxious as Crichton

to be the chief man in the kingdom. So before long
the queen was again told that she was a prisoner, and

:hat she and the king must do as Livingstone bade

iem. Of course, Crichton was very angry at all
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this, but for a time he and Livingstone pretended to

be friends, and divided the power between them.

Crichton was not satisfied with this, however, and he

determined to get the king into his hands once more,
and he managed this very cleverly.

Crichton was told that James was in the habit of

hunting in the Park at Stirling every morning ;
so one

day, having learned that Livingstone was away at

Perth, he rode at the head of a band of his men to

Stirling. It was dark when he arrived there, and he

hid himself and his band among the bushes in the

Park and waited till the morning. When the

morning came, sure enough James appeared with

his attendants to hunt, and they were immediately
surrounded by Crichton and his men. Crichton

pretended that he had only come to free him from

his enemies
; but, of course, James had to ride back

with him to Edinburgh whether he would or not.

Livingstone and Crichton still pretended to be

friends, and they had one enemy whom they both

wished to get rid of. This enemy was another Earl

of Douglas, for the earl who had been made king's

lieutenant had died. The new earl, whose name was

William, was only eighteen years old
;
but he had

already shown himself so bold and haughty, that he

had made himself feared both by Crichton and by

Livingstone. They therefore determined to get him

into their power, and this was the plan they adopted.

They invited him and his only brother and another

relative to Edinburgh Castle, and at first pretended

to be very friendly with him.

One day at dinner, however, Livingstone and

Crichton suddenly began to accuse Douglas of
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being a traitor to his king. There is a story,

though we are not sure that it is true, that a bull's

head had been set on the table, which meant in

Scotland that some one present was to be put to

death. At any rate, all the three Douglas, his

brother, and the other relative were seized and

bound and shut up in the castle. The young king,

who had become very fond of Douglas, is said to

have tried to prevent his being seized, but no atten-

tion was paid to him. Then all the three were tried

for treason, but the trial was a mere pretence, and

they were found guilty and were beheaded in the

back court of the castle. To this cruel deed the

people gave a nickname
; they called it the " Black

Dinner," and these rhymes were made about it :

"
Edinburgh Castle, toune and towre,
God grant thou sink for sin !

And that even for the black dinoir

Earl Douglas gat therein."

Livingstone and Crichton had got rid of one

Douglas, but another soon arose who was to be one

of the greatest of all his family. This was not the

next earl, however, who was called James the Gross

or the Fat, but the one who came after him, whose

name was William. What this earl did was to make
friends with Livingstone against Crichton, and then

both together they carried on war against him. The

country was now in a worse state than ever, and in

many parts of the kingdom there was constant

plundering and fighting. One story will be sufficient

to show what things were done at this time when
there was no one strong enough to rule the kingdom.
There was one man in the country who was very
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anxious that all Scotsmen should live at peace with

each other. This was James Kennedy, Bishop of St

Andrews, and a nephew of James I., whose beautiful

tomb is still to be seen in the College Church of St

Andrews. Now Kennedy was afraid that Douglas
would soon become so powerful in the country that

he would really be its king. So he made friends with

Crichton, and these two set themselves up against

Douglas and Livingstone. But, as we shall see, this

for a time only made matters worse.

One of Douglas's friends was the Earl of Crawford,

who was one of the most powerful nobles to the

north of the river Forth, and who showed that he

feared neither God nor man. Now, as Crawford was

the friend of Douglas, he was bound to be the enemy
of Bishop Kennedy. So along with Livingstone he

led an army into the bishop's diocese, burned many
farms and villages, and carried away many persons as

captives. The bishop, being a churchman, could not

pay Crawford back by doing the same thing to his

lands, but there was one thing a churchman could do,

and that Kennedy now did. He pronounced the curse

of the Church upon the earl, which meant that in

this world and the next he would be under the

wrath of God. Everyone was forbidden to speak to

him or give him food or lodging, and whoever did so

would also come under the curse. The earl paid no

heed to the bishop, and he went on living just as

he had always done. But just a year afterwards,

Crawford was killed in a fight that took place at

Arbroath, and then people said that this was the

result of his plundering and burning in the bishop's

lands, and also of the bishop's curse.
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33. THE KING AND THE DOUGLASES

JAMES II. (1437-1460)

When such things were done in the land, it was

full time that there should be a king who would

compel the greatest nobles to live in peace and obey
the law. And at last James grew old enough to

govern the kingdom himself. When the Earl of

Crawford was slain, James was about sixteen years

of age, and three years afterwards he married Mary
of Gueldres, in Holland. From this time he began
to show what kind of king he was.

James was not so clever and learned as his father,

but he knew better how to manage the nobles,

though, as we shall see, he had a great fight with one

of them. When he led his armies to war, he made
the soldiers very fond of him by his way of talking

with them, and by his living just like themselves.

There is one thing told of him which shows how bold

and free he was. In those times kings and other great

people never tasted food or drink until it had been

tasted by some one else, to make sure that it had not

been poisoned. But James took whatever was offered

to him by any of his soldiers without asking anyone to

taste it before him. Of course, he had a nickname,
like most Scottish kings ;

as he had a red birth-mark

on his face, his subjects called him the "
Fiery Face."

One of the first things James did when he began to

rule for himself showed his subjects that they had

now a king who was not to be trifled with. As we
have just seen, the Livingstones had joined with the

Earl of Crawford in laying waste Bishop Kennedy's
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lands. Quite suddenly, James caused all the chief

persons of the Livingstone family to be thrown into

prison, and soon afterwards to be brought to trial.

All their lands were taken from them, the father was

kept in prison, and two of his sons were put to death.

Thus at one stroke James had got rid of some of his

enemies
;
but he had still the greatest enemy of all

to deal with, and he was not to be got rid of so

easily as the Livingstones.

This enemy was that same Earl of Douglas ofwhom

Bishop Kennedy was afraid that he would become
more powerful than a subject should be in any

kingdom. The reason why Douglas had so much

power was that he owned so many lands, and had so

many followers when he chose to go to war. He
owned both Galloway and Annandale, so that he was

master of a great part of the south of Scotland. Two
of his brothers were also earls, and they, of course,

joined with him against his enemies. Then he had

made friends with other nobles in different parts of

the country, who had promised to stand by him if the

king should make war on him, and, as we shall see, it

was this that James feared most of all.

And not only were the Douglases very powerful,

they were also liked and admired by the people.

The reason of this was that in those fighting times

they were the bravest in war. They had led armies

against the English oftener than had the kings of Scots

themselves, and had gained more victories over them.

Just about this time, for example, a brother of the

Earl of Douglas defeated the English at Gretna, on

the Borders, and took three of their leaders prisoners.

For all these reasons, then, the Douglases were so
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powerful that it was a common saying in the country
that no one dared touch a Douglas or a Douglas's man.

James and Douglas knew quite well that they must

fight it out to settle which was the stronger, and so

both began to make ready for war. Douglas made a

league with the Earl of Ross and the new Earl of

Crawford, called Earl Beardie on account of his long

beard, and also the Tiger Earl, because he was so

fierce and cruel
;
and he began to raise his own men,

to be prepared if the king should come against him.

Hardly any of his men dared refuse to obey him,

though they knew it was against the law. One of

them, however, was bold enough to disobey him, and

here is the story of what happened.
Maclellan (for that was the name of this bold person)

was at once imprisoned by Douglas's command.
When James heard of this he was both angry and

sorry, as Maclellan was a great favourite of his. So
he wrote a letter to Douglas, ordering him to set his

prisoner free
; and, to make sure that Douglas would

get the letter, he gave it to Sir Patrick Gray, who
was Maclellan's uncle. When Douglas saw Gray
arrive, he knew at once on what errand he had

come, and he gave orders that Maclellan should be

beheaded. However, he received Gray as if he were

glad to see him. "
I was just going to begin

dinner," he said,
" so let us dine together, and open

the king's letter afterwards."

When dinner was over, Douglas opened the letter,

nd after he had read it, he said,
" The king has sent

e a nice letter, but I am sorry I cannot obey his

:ommands." Then he led Gray out to the castle

reen, and there was the head of Maclellan lying
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beside the block where he had been executed.
" There is your nephew," said Douglas,

" but unfortu-

nately without his head
; however, you can do with

his body what you please." Gray did not dare to

say a word, as he knew that Douglas could have him

put to death in a moment So he quietly mounted

his horse, but, when he had got safely across the

drawbridge, he turned round and shook his mailed

hand at Douglas, and told him that he was a traitor

and a disgrace to knighthood, and that he would

make him repent some day of what he had done to

Maclellan. Douglas at once ordered his men to

pursue him, and they followed him almost to the

gates of Edinburgh, but, as Gray was mounted on a

swift horse, he escaped his pursuers.

Gray had not to wait long before he had his

revenge on Douglas for his nephew's death. Before

James went to war with Douglas he tried to come

to an agreement with him. He invited Douglas to

visit him at the castle of Stirling, and sent him a

safe-conduct, that is, a letter in which he promised
that Douglas would be safe as long as he was with

him. So Douglas came to the castle, and James
received him just as if he had been his friend. After

supper next day, however, James took Douglas aside

and asked him to break his bond with the Earls of

Ross and Crawford. Douglas answered that he

would not break the bond. " False traitor," James

exclaimed,
"

if you will not break it, this will," and

he stabbed him in the neck with a knife. Then Sir

Patrick Gray, who was standing by, felled the

wounded man to the ground with his axe, and others

who were near even stabbed his dead body.
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The murder of Douglas was a foolish as well as a

wicked action, as James was soon to learn. The

murdered earl was succeeded by his younger

brother, James, who was to prove himself quite as

dangerous as any of his family. Little more than a

month after the death of his brother, the new earl

rode into Stirling at the head of 600 men, though
the king and his lords were then in the castle, which

showed how little he cared for the royal authority.

The safe-conduct which James had given to the dead

earl was dragged at a horse's tail to mark how
shameful it was for James to have broken his word.

Then the town was plundered and burned before

James's very eyes, and he had no power to prevent
it Douglas also

"
put the king to the horn," which

was the greatest insult that could have been done to

him. In Scotland, when any one refused to obey
the law, an official went to the town cross of the place
where he lived and blew three blasts on a horn,

which meant that the person was now an outlaw,

that is, that he was no longer protected by the law.

So, when Douglas put James to the horn, it meant
that he did not consider him his king, and that all

his subjects were free to make war on him whenever

they pleased.

The question now came tc be Was the king or

Douglas to have the upper hand in the country?
The quarrel between them went on for more than

three years. Now they tried to live at peace, and
now they were at war. Douglas even sought help
from the English against his own king ;

but the

English were then fighting against each other, and

I

could not do much to assist him. At last the army
Q
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of the king defeated the three brothers of Douglas at

a place called Arkinholm, which no longer exists, but

which was where the town of Langholm now stands.

One of the brothers was killed in the battle, the second

was taken prisoner and executed, and the third

brother had to flee to England, where the earl

Ruins of Roxburgh Castle.

himself then was. Not long afterwards, the Parlia-

ment passed an Act which put an end to the power
of the Douglases. Their lands were taken from

them, some of them being kept by the king and

others given to his friends. As for Douglas- and his

two brothers who were still living, they were declared

to be traitors, so that, if ever they were taken



prisoners, they would at once be put to death. This

was the end of the Black Douglases, and a

melancholy end it was for a family which had the

Good Sir James for one of its ancestors.

James 1 1. reigned for five years longer, but he had no

more trouble with his nobles. Who among them,

indeed, would have dared to rise against him when
he had overcome the greatest of them all? But

James made himself liked by his nobles, as he

showed himself a kind as well as a strong king. He
was able, therefore, to prevent them from fighting

against each other
; but, on the other hand, he was also

able to lead them against Scotland's old enemies, the

English. There were two places that belonged to

Scotland which the English still held Berwick-on-

Tweed and the castle of Roxburgh and James
wished to gain back both of them.

In the year 1460, therefore, James led an army
to besiege Roxburgh Castle. To break down its

walls he had brought cannons with him, and this is

the first time we hear of cannons being used in

Scotland, though they had been used for some time

in other countries. James was very proud of his

cannons and took a great interest in them, though,
of course, they were not to be compared with those

that are made nowadays. They were not made
all of one piece, but of iron bars with iron hoops
round them, the hoops being fixed with wedges
of oak.

On a Sunday morning, James was watching one

of these cannons being fired, when it burst, and one

piece of it killed James, and another piece killed the

Earl of Angus, who was standing beside him. To
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this day the place is shown in the grounds of Floors

Castle, near Kelso, where the king fell. As James was

a very popular king, there was great sorrow at his

death, but the chief men in his army were determined

that his wishes should be carried out, and they went on

with the siege of the castle. They did succeed in

taking it, and its walls were so completely destroyed
that only a few ruins now show the place where

it stood.

From the story of the reigns of James II. and of

other Scottish kings in those times, we are apt to

think that Scotland must have been a much worse

country to live in than any other. Battles and

murders are the chief events we read of. But the

truth is that things were not much better in other

countries. France was a richer and more civilised

kingdom than Scotland, but here are a few things

that took place in France about the time of which

we are speaking. Many French nobles invited the

King of England to come with an army to France to

fight against their own king, and this, we have seen,

was just what the Earl of Douglas did. Two French

princes stabbed their enemies, just as James II.

stabbed Douglas. A certain French duke had his

own brother murdered, and a certain count starved

his son to death in a dungeon. Another noble

murdered his own wife, and still another stole little

children and put them to a slow death for his own

pleasure. In France, also, the common people were

not so well off as in Scotland. They had not so much
food to eat, and they were far more cruelly-treated

by the nobles.

We see, therefore, that as bad as things may have
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James III. presented to the nobles by his mother at the Siege of
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been in Scotland, they were even worse in a great

country like France. If a poor Scottish farmer had

had the choice, he would certainly have preferred

to live in his own country rather than in one where

the nobles trampled down his crops whenever and

wherever they pleased.

34. SCOTLAND AND THE LORD OF THE
ISLES

JAMES III. (1460-1488)

Once more Scotland had a boy as its king, for

James III. was only ten years old when his father

was killed at Kelso. But the curious thing is that

the country was better off while James remained a

boy than when he came to rule for himself. At first

the chief power was in the hands of Bishop Kennedy,
of whom we have already read, and who did his

best to rule the country for its good. In the first

years of James's reign, however, Scotland passed

through a great danger, from which Kennedy and

his friends saved it. This danger was that the

country would be divided into two, of which the

Lowlands would be one part, and the Highlands and

the Western Islands the other. The great danger
arose in this way.
At this time the Wars of the Roses were going

on in England, one side fighting for the House

of Lancaster and the other for the House of York.

Now Bishop Kennedy and his friends did all they
could to support the side of the Lancastrians, and
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when the Lancastrian king, Henry VI., was driven

from the throne, he came to Scotland to escape from

his enemies. But when the Yorkist Edward IV.

became king, he wished to pay Scotland back for the

help it had given to the House of Lancaster, and

there were two men who were very willing to assist

him to do this. The one was the Earl of Douglas,
who had been driven out of Scotland by James II.,

and who had never given up trying to get back

the lands which James had taken from him. The
other person who was ready to help Edward

against Scotland was John, Lord of the Isles and

Earl of Ross. This Lord of the Isles had been quite

friendly with James II., but, like all the Lords of the

Isles, he wished to be an independent king and not

to be under the King of Scots, and this was the

reason why he was willing to assist Edward against
the Scots.

It was the traitor Earl of Douglas who carried out

Edward's plan. He took a message from Edward
to the Lord of the Isles, the result of which was
that a treaty was agreed upon by all the three,

which, if it had been carried out, would have put an

end to Scotland as an independent kingdom. By
this treaty all Scotland to the north of the Forth was
to be given to the Lord of the Isles and to a kinsman
of his, called Donald Balloch, and Douglas was to get
back all the lands that had been taken from him by
James II. As for King Edward, he was to be the

lord of all Scotland, and both Douglas and the Lord
of the Isles were to be his vassals.

Of course, this treaty could not be carried out

without making war on Scotland, and the arrange-
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ment was that the Lord of the Isles should raise a

rebellion in the North, while Douglas should invade

the South with an English army. So a few months

after the treaty was made, John of the Isles took the

title of king, and began to behave just as if he had

been one. His son, called Angus Og, led a band of

his men against the town of Inverness, and made
himself master of it. Then he proclaimed his father

king, and ordered all the people of the Northern

Counties to pay their taxes to him, and not to the

King of Scots.

Luckily for Scotland, however, it was not till the

next year that Douglas was able to do his part, and,

as he was defeated by a Scottish army, Edward's

plan for making himself king of Scotland did not

succeed. But John of the Isles still continued to be

a dangerous enemy of Scotland. He behaved just

as if he were a king, and paid no attention to any
.orders that were sent to him. Some years afterwards,

however, he was at last taught that the King of Scots

was too strong for him. No fewer than four earls

with their followers were sent against him, and he

was compelled to ask for the king's mercy. His life

was spared, and he was allowed to remain Lord of

the Isles, but the earldom of Ross was taken from

him, and became part of the lands of the king. But

we shall see that even after this the Lords of the

Isles still continued to give trouble to the kings of

Scots.

It was chiefly owing to Bishop Kennedy that

Scotland had been saved from its great danger. But

Kennedy was now an old man, and he died in the

year 1465 that is, five years after the beginning of
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James III.'s reign. All the people were sorry at his

death, as there was no one so wise as he to fill his

place. He had been very rich, but he had made a

good use of his riches. He gave many gifts to the

churches, but what he is best remembered for is the

College of St Salvator, which he built for the

University of St Andrews, and which exists till

the present day. Another thing he did was to have

a ship made, which is said to have been the largest

that had ever been built. A few years after his

death this ship was wrecked on the coast of

Northumberland, and many of those on board were

drowned.

It was not long before the wise bishop was sorely

missed. Only a few months after his death three men
made a bargain with each other which was to do much
mischief in the country. These three persons were

Gilbert, Lord Kennedy, a brother of Bishop Kennedy,
Robert, Lord Fleming, and Sir Alexander Boyd.
The bargain they made with each other was that

Kennedy and Boyd were to have possession of the

king, and that Fleming was in some way to be made a

rich man. Now, as these three barons had many
powerful friends, they were quite able to carry out

the plans they had laid, and they were not long in

doing so.

A few months after their bargain had been made,
there was a great meeting at Linlithgow, at which

the king and his chief officers were present. Then

Boyd and Fleming got up a hunting-party, and

during the hunt they seized the king and bore him
off to Edinburgh Castle against his will. Now that

the conspirators had the king in their power, they
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took care to enrich themselves. They pretended,

however, to act according to the laws. They held a

Parliament in Edinburgh Castle, and Lord Boyd,
the head of the Boyd family, fell at the king's feet,

clasped his knees, and asked him if he had been

brought to Edinburgh against his will. What could

the poor king say but that he had come of his own
free will ?

And now for a time the Boyds and their friends

had it all their own way in the country. Lord Boyd
was made guardian of the king and his two brothers,

and all the royal fortresses were put into his hands.

A great many lands were given to his family, and

the Boyds became almost as powerful as the

Douglases had been. But it was Lord Boyd's
eldest son, Thomas, who became their greatest man.

This Thomas was one of the cleverest men then

living in Scotland
;
he was one of the best knights

of the time, and he knew how to make himself

pleasant to everybody. It is no wonder, therefore,

that he became so great a person in the country.

He was first made Earl of Arran, and then he was

married to the king's sister, the Princess Mary. But

the pride of the Boyds was soon to have a fall. They
had, of course, made many enemies, who were angry
at seeing them with so much wealth and power in

their hands. And now we have to tell how the

Boyds fell as quickly as they had risen.

King James was now about eighteen years old,

and his councillors began to think that it was

time that he should be married. They did- find a

queen for him, and a queen that brought a handsome

gift to Scotland. It will be remembered that, when
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Alexander III. conquered the Western Islands from

King Hakon of Norway, it was agreed that Scotland

should pay a sum of money every year for them.

But since the time of James I. the money had not

been paid, and now Christian, King of Norway, who
was also King of Denmark and Sweden, began to

grumble and to say that the money must be paid or

the islands given back. How did James's councillors

get out of the difficulty ? They sent Thomas Boyd,
Earl of Arran, to Christian to propose that his

daughter Margaret, who was only twelve years of

age, should marry the King of Scots. Christian

was delighted with the proposal, and, as he had not

money to pay his daughter's dowry, he gave the

Orkney and Shetland Islands instead
;
and so at

last all the islands round the Scottish coasts had

come to be a part of the kingdom of Scotland.

But what has all this to do with the family of the

Boyds? We have just seen that Thomas Boyd,
Earl of Arran, had been sent to Denmark to propose
the marriage between James and Margaret. But he

was also sent there a second time to bring the bride

to Scotland. Now, while he was away in Denmark,
the enemies of the Boyds (and there were many of

them) laid a plot to have him taken prisoner 'when

he returned, and then to have him and others of his

family put to death. However, Arran's wife, the

Princess Mary, heard of the plot, and, when his ship
arrived at Leith, she went secretly aboard and warned

him of his danger, and both sailed to Denmark,
where he was safe from his enemies. But there

were two of the Boyds still in their hands Arran's

father, Lord Boyd, and his uncle, Sir Alexander
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Boyd. Both were charged with being traitors to

the king, and were condemned to death
;
but only

Alexander was executed, as Lord Boyd escaped to

England. As all their lands were taken from the

Boyds, their greatness had lasted only for about three

years. This was another lesson to the nobles that

in the end the king would prove too strong for any of

them. Yet we are now to see that the nobles never

defied the king's power so much as they did during
the remainder of James's reign.

35. THE NOBLES AGAINST THE KING

JAMES III. (1460-1488)

James III. was now old enough to rule for himself,

but he was not the kind of king that Scotland needed

in those times. He liked peace better than war, and

was fonder of music in churches than of the sound of

the trumpet in battle. He did not like the nobles,

whose chief delight was fighting, and the persons
he chose to be his friends were men of humble

rank who were clever in doing things which he

admired.

The man he honoured most was one Cochrane, an

architect, whom he afterwards made Earl of Mar
;
and

among his other favourites were Roger, a musician
;

Hommyle, the king's tailor
;
and Leonard, a smith.

The nobles, of course, thought it a disgrace that a

king should make friends with persons of such low

rank
;
and there can be no doubt that James was

foolish in spending so much time with these men
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instead of trying to make friends with the nobles, and

to manage them as his father James II. had done.

From the time that James began to reign for himself,

indeed, there was never peace between him and his

nobles, and this meant that there could be no peace

in the country.

James's first great quarrel was with his own

brothers, the Duke of Albany and the Earl of Mar.

Craigmillar Castle.

We do not know how the quarrel began, but James
must have had some reason to be afraid of them.

People at the time believed that an astrologer had

predicted that in Scotland a lion should be killed by
its own whelps, and James thought this meant that

he would be slain by his near relatives. At all

events, for some reason or other, James imprisoned
the Earl of Mar in Craigmillar Castle, and the Duke
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of Albany in the castle of Edinburgh. Unfortunately,
Mar died while he was a prisoner, and people said

that he had been put to death by James, which was

probably not true. As for the Duke of Albany, he

escaped from his prison by killing his jailers, and

letting himself down the castle rock with a rope which

his friends had secretly sent to him (1479).

But James's greatest quarrel was with his nobles,

who said that he was letting his kingdom go to ruin.

They accused him of two things which they said were

doing a great deal of harm in the country. First, he

spent too much money on his favourites, and followed

their advice rather than that of his nobles; and,

secondly, he mixed brass and lead in the silver money
and made it pass as pure silver. It should be said,

however, that the kings of other countries did the

same thing with their money, though it was a very

wrong thing to do, as in the long run it spoilt the

trade of the country.
At last (1482) the nobles got a chance of showing

how angry they were both with the king and with his

favourites. James declared war against England,
and came with his army to the town of Lauder.

Most of the great nobles were present, and they
determined to carry out the plan which had been long

in their minds. So they met in the church of Lauder

to consider what was to be done with the favourites.

Then Lord Gray told them the fable of the mice and

the cat. The mice, Lord Gray told them, thought
that it would be a good thing if a bell were hung on

the cat's neck, as then they would know when he was

near at hand; but the question was, what mouse would

be bold enough to hang the bell on the neck of their
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enemy. So the question for the nobles was, which of

them would dare to face the king, and tell him what

they wanted. Up rose Archibald, Earl of Angus, and

said that he would "
bell the cat,"

and ever afterwards he was called

Archibald, Bell-the-Cat.

Just at this moment a loud knock

was heard at the church door. The
door was opened, and Cochrane, the

king's chief favourite, entered, gaily

dressed in a riding suit of black

velvet, with a gold chain round his

neck and a bugle-horn ornamented

with gold at his side. Bell-the-Cat

snatched the chain from his neck,

and another baron took away his

bugle.
"
Is this jest or earnest?"

asked Cochrane.
"
It is real earnest,

as you will find," was the answer.

Then a number of the nobles went

to the king's own tent, dragged out

the other favourites, and bore them

and Cochrane to the bridge of the

town. Now the poor wretches saw

what was to be their end. The

ropes of tents and the halters of horses were tied round

their necks (though Cochrane asked that a silken

cord might be tied round his, as he was an earl), and

all of them were hanged over the bridge.

The king was now a prisoner, and the nobles,

nstead of marching against the English, led him to

dinburgh Castle, where they put him under the

arge of his uncle, the Earl of Athol. As there was

Two-handed Sword of

Archibald, Bell-the-

Cat. (Length, 8 ft.)
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no Scottish army to fight them, the English marched

into Scotland through the town of Berwick, which

ever afterwards belonged to England. Along with

the English came the king's brother, the Duke of

Albany, who had been driven into exile, and who was

anxious to get back his lands. Then a peace was

made between the Scots and the English, and Albany
got back all his lands and honours. For a short time

James and his brother seemed to be great friends,

and they slept in the same bed. But they never

really liked each other, and at last James managed to

get Albany again driven out of the country, to which

he never returned. In the next reign, as we shall

see, Albany's son was to be a great man in Scotland.

After the death of James's favourites at Lauder

Bridge, he and his nobles did not become better

friends. James chose other favourites to whom he

gave lands and honours, which were sometimes taken

from nobles whom he feared or disliked. At last

(1488) a number of the nobles rose against him, and

determined that they would make his son king
instead of him. This son, who was afterwards

James IV., was only fifteen years old and was

guarded in the castle of Stirling, but the rebel

nobles persuaded his guardian to put him in their

hands. So, at the head of their army, and with the

young prince in their ranks, they marched against

their king, who had also collected an army with the

help of the nobles who were still faithful to him.

The two armies met at Sauchieburn, about a mile

from Bannockburn. That it might bring good luck

to him, James had armed himself with Bruce's sword,

and he was mounted on a horse which was said to be
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the swiftest in Scotland. But James was neither a

skilful general nor a valiant knight, and the battle

had hardly begun when he galloped from the field,

perhaps because his fiery horse ran off with him, as

he was not a good rider. He had not ridden far

before he was thrown from the saddle. It is said that

his horse shied at a pitcher which a woman dropped
beside a mill-dam as she ran away in terror. James,
in a fainting-fit from his fall, was carried into the

mill by the people who were about, and, when he

came to his senses, he was asked who he was.
"

I

was your king this morning," he said
;
and the miller's

wife rushed out and called,
" A priest for the king, a

priest for the king !

" "I am a priest," said a man
who was passing, and he went into the mill and bent

over the king.
"
Is your wound mortal?

" he asked.
"
No," answered the king,

" but I wish to confess

my sins and to receive pardon." "This will give

you pardon," said the stranger, and he stabbed the

king to the heart.

Such was the sad end of James III., who, if he had

lived in more peaceful times, might have been a king
both liked and respected by his subjects. But he

was not a ruler fitted to govern such a country as

Scotland then was. How far right was on the side

of James or on that of his rebel nobles, we cannot say.

There is one thing, however, that we should keep in

mind. At that time the kings of other countries

were trying to make themselves absolute rulers;

that is, they wished to make both nobles and people

obey them without question. And kings of Scotland

like James I., James II., and James III., and other

kings after them, tried to make themselves kings like

R
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those of other countries. When the Scottish nobles

sought to prevent this, therefore, they were doing a

good work, though to us who live in peaceful times

their way -of doing it seems rough and cruel.

36. END OF THE LORD OF THE ISLES A
ROYAL MARRIAGE

JAMES IV. (1488-1513)

At the time when James IV. became king, a great

change was taking place in the countries of Europe.
What are called the Middle Ages were coming to

an end, and Modern Times were beginning.
First of all, there was a great change in the ways

of fighting. In the Middle Ages a knight, clad in

armour and mounted on horseback, v/as a match for

many men on foot, who were not so well armed as he

was. But when gunpowder was invented, the knight's

armour did not protect him against cannon balls

and gun shots, and so the soldiers who fought on

foot with guns and cannons were more useful in

battles than mounted knights with their lances.

The result of this was that the Feudal System
came to an end by degrees. Now, when kings went

to war with each other, they preferred to have trained

soldiers from any country where they could get them,

to whom they paid money as long as they needed

them. In Scotland, however, the Feudal System lasted

longer than in most countries, as its kings were

not able to put down the great nobles as other

kings did.
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Another invention made a great change in many
ways : namely, the invention of the art of printing.

Before books were printed, they had all to be written,

and, as the writing had to be very carefully done, it

took a long time to copy out a book. For example,
it took about two years to write out the Bible. The
result was that it was only very rich people who
could afford to buy books. When books began to

be printed, however, they became cheaper and

cheaper, and many people were able to buy and

read them who had not done so before. In this way,
men were taught to think for themselves about many
things, such as religion, for instance, and they were

no longer content to go on just as their fathers had

done, but wished to improve themselves and their

ways of living. Printing was brought into England
in the year 1477, but it was not till thirty years after-

wards (in 1507) that the first book was printed in

Scotland.

There was another thing that helped to put new

thoughts into men's minds. It was found that the

world was a much bigger place than had been

supposed. In the year 1492, Columbus sailed

across the Atlantic Ocean and discovered the West
Indies

;
in 1497, Vasco da Gama, a Portuguese,

sailed round the Cape of Good Hope, and found out

a new way to India
;
and in 1499, Sebastian Cabot,

a Venetian merchant, sailed from Bristol and dis-

covered North America. When it was known that

there was another continent beyond the ocean, kings
and their subjects began to desire to have a share in

its riches, and there was rivalry between them as to

who should get most. It was not till long after the
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reign of James IV., however, that Scotland possessed
land in America, the reason being that she was not

rich enough to build so many ships as countries like

England and Spain.

James IV. was the right kind of king to rule at a

time when such changes were taking place. He was

in every way a different man from his father. He
was about the medium size, and very strong in body,
and everybody knew him by his long beard, for men
did not usually wear beards in those days. He was

very fond of all manly sports. He liked nothing
better than hunting and hawking ;

and it is told of

him that he would go into a blacksmith's workshop
and practise striking the anvil with the forehammer.

He must have been very clever, as he learned to

speak Latin, French, German, Flemish, Italian, and

Spanish. He also spoke Gaelic, and, as far as we

know, he was the last king of Scots who did so.

This was the right kind of king to manage the

unruly nobles, and he did manage them in a way
that almost no other king did.

James was not fond only of sports and amuse-

ments : he wished to know about everything that

came in his way, and to understand how things were

done. For instance, he put a baby with a dumb
woman on the Bass Rock, to find what language
it would speak when left to itself. He also kept
an alchemist, who tried to discover for him how
the baser metals could be changed into gold and

silver. But, as we shall see, he was interested in

more important things than these, and did a great

deal to improve the country and the people.

There was one thing that James blamed himself
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for all his life, and that was the death of his father,

He was usually in high spirits, but every now and then

when the memory of his father came back to him, he

would become melancholy and ride off almost alone

to the shrine of some saint in some distant part

of the country. All his life, too, he wore an iron

belt under his clothes, to remind him of his unduti-

fulness to his father. James had, however, one great

fault he was so rash and self-willed that he would

not listen to good advice, and this was in the end to

bring a great misfortune on his people.

In the second year of his reign, 1489, an event

happened of which James and all Scotsmen must

have been proud. This was a great sea-fight

between English and Scots, in which the Scots

gained the victory. There was peace at this time

between England and Scotland, but often in those

days when nations were at peace on land they were

at war on the sea. In the year 1489, five English

ships came to the Firth of Forth and began to

plunder all the vessels they could find. Now, at

this time there was a great sea-captain in Scotland,

called Sir Andrew Wood of Largo, who was a very skil-

ful sailor and had fought many battles at sea. James,

therefore, sent Sir Andrew against the English, and

though he had only two ships against their five, he

defeated them, and brought all their ships captive
into the harbour of Leith.

When this was told to Henry VII., who was then

king of England, he determined to have his revenge,
and he sent a captain, called Stephen Bull, to the

Firth of Forth with three large ships to fight Sir

Andrew and bring him to England either alive or
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dead. Sir Andrew was then in Flanders, so that

the English had to wait for his coming home. At

length, a little after daybreak one morning, Sir

Andrew was seen approaching with his two ships,

The Yellow Carvel and The Floiver. When the

two enemies saw each other, they at once pre-

pared for battle. They fought all through the

summer's day from sunrise till sunset, and it was

only the darkness that prevented them from fight-

ing on.

When the sun rose next morning, both sides blew

their trumpets, and the battle began again the people
on the shore looking on all the while. At length, near

the Bell Rock, off the coast of Forfarshire, whither

all the ships had drifted, the Scots "doubled their

strokes
"
upon the Englishmen, and compelled them

to surrender. Then Sir Andrew bore the English

ships into the port of Dundee, and took their captain
to the king. But James, who admired the brave

way in which the English had fought, sent the ships

back to England, and gave handsome presents to the

captain and his men.

An important thing that was done during James's

reign was the ending of the Lordship of the Isles and

the making of peace in the Western Islands and

the Western Highlands. We saw that in the reign

of James III., John, Lord of the Isles, had tried, with

the help of Edward IV., to make himself king of all

the country to the north of the river Forth. He had

not succeeded in this, and had been compelled to

submit to the King of Scots. John was now a very
old man, but in the year 1493 he began again to

make plots with the English. This was found out,
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however, and his title of " Lord of the Isles
" was

taken from him, and that was the end of the Lordship
of the Isles. For many years James had a great

deal of trouble both with the Western Highlands and

the Western Islands, but at last he was able to

subdue them and compel the chiefs to obey the laws.

And what is more, he made the chiefs like him
; and,

when he fought the English in his last battle, there

were no braver soldiers in his army than the chiefs

and their men.

We have now to tell of a foolish action which

James did, against the wishes both of his councillors

and of his people. This was to help Perkin Warbeck
in his attempt to become king of England. This

Warbeck was really a native of Flanders, but he

pretended to be Richard, Duke of York, and the true

heir to the English throne. James believed him to be

the Duke of York, and besides, he was offended with

Henry VII. at this time, and thought that it would

be a good thing for Scotland if Warbeck were king
of England. He therefore invited him to come to

Scotland, and in the year 1495 Warbeck did come.

James treated him just as if he had been a real

prince ;
he gave him a pension of 1200 a year, and

he married him to his own cousin, Lady Catherine

Gordon, daughter of the Earl of Huntly.
But James did still more for Warbeck. He collected

an army to invade England, although he had very great

difficulty in raising it
;
so much so that he had to

make his
"
chains, plate, and cupboard

"
into money to

help to pay the cost of it. Then he and Warbeck at

the head of this army entered England, and took

plunder wherever they went. But the people of
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England did not wish Warbeck for their king, and

no Englishmen came to join him as James had

expected. James and Warbeck now began to blame

each other, and the result was that the army had to

march back to Scotland
;
so that all the money that

had been spent in raising it was thrown away.
After this the two were never good friends, and at

last Perkin left Scotland in an Ayr ship, called the

Cuckoo, which was as handsomely furnished by

James as if it was to carry a king.

We have come now to one of the most important
events in the history of England and Scotland.

We have seen that Henry VII. and James were not

good friends
;
but Henry was a king who never liked

to go to war when he could help it, and so he thought
of a plan which would make both them and their

successors live at peace ever afterwards. This plan
of Henry was that his daughter, Margaret Tudor,
should marry the King of Scotland. And in course

of time the marriage was arranged, and in the year
1 503 Margaret came to Scotland to be wedded and

to become Queen of Scots. It was the grandest

marriage that had ever taken place in Scotland, as

James was anxious to show his bride that she had

not come to a poor country.

Dressed in a jacket of crimson velvet, trimmed

with cloth of gold, James met her at Dalkeith,

attended by many of his nobles and bishops. Then
the procession went to Edinburgh, where great

preparations had been made to receive the royal

pair. The houses were covered with tapestry ;
a

newly painted cross was set up, and near it there was

a fountain that ran wine, which everyone could drink
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lie Marriage Procession of James IV. and Margaret Tudor, Edinburgh.
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who pleased. The next day the marriage took place

in the chapel of Holyrood, the Queen being magnifi-

cently dressed in a gown of white damask, with a

collar of gold and pearls, and her crown, from under

which her hair hung down to her feet.

The reason why this marriage was so important is

that, exactly a hundred years afterwards, the great

grandson of James and Margaret, James VI., became

King of Scotland, England, and Ireland, and that ever

since the three countries have been ruled by a single

sovereign. But one thing did not happen which King

Henry had expected ;
the Scots and the English did

not live at peace for long after the marriage, and we
have now to hear of one of the most terrible battles

that was ever fought between them.

37. THE BATTLE OF FLODDEN (1513)

JAMES IV. (1488-1513)

In the year 1509, Henry VII., King of England, died

and was succeeded by his son, Henry VIII. The
new king was a very different man from his father.

Henry VII. never went to war when he could help

it; Henry VIII., on the other hand, liked war. He
was quick-tempered and quarrelsome, and wished to

be lord and master of everybody. Now, James IV.

had also a fiery temper, and he too was always

ready to fight when he thought it necessary. Two
such kings were very likely to quarrel, and, as it

happened, there were several things about which
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they could not agree, and which at last made them

great enemies.

For the first two years after Henry began to reign,

he and James were quite good friends, but after that

time they began to dispute with each other. Here

are some of the reasons why they quarrelled. When

Margaret Tudor, Henry's sister, married James,

Henry VII. had promised that she should receive

certain jewels as her dowry ;
but her brother refused

to give up the jewels, which made both James and

Margaret very angry. Another complaint which

James had against Henry was this. In the year

1511, when Scotland and England were at peace with

each other, Sir Edmund Howard, Lord High Admiral

of England, attacked two Scottish ships commanded

by Andrew Barton. The Scottish captain was slain,

and his two ships were taken by the English. As

James had been very fond of Barton, he complained
to Henry, and asked that he might be paid back for

the loss of the ships ;
but all the answer he got from

Henry was that it did not become kings to quarrel
about pirates. After this there was constant fighting

at sea between the Scots and English, though they
were not at war on land.

But the chief reason why James and Henry at last

went to war has still to be mentioned. As we know,
France and Scotland had long been friends, and had

often fought together against England, which was
the enemy of them both. Now about this time

Henry VIII. and other rulers in Europe were

preparing to make war on France, and James
thought it right that he should stand by Scotland's

old ally. He therefore told Henry that, if he made
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war on France, he, James, would make war upon him.

Henry paid no attention to James's warning, and at

the end of June, 1513, he crossed to France at the

head of an army. Then James hesitated no longer,

and declared war against England.

James was more willing to fight England because

the Queen of France sent him a ring, and asked

him to advance three feet into England, and

break a lance in her honour against the English.

This was what ladies used to do in the days of

chivalry, but James should have remembered that he

was not a simple knight, but a king who was respon-

sible for the safety and happiness of his subjects.

And a sad day James's knight-errantry, as it was

called, was to bring to Scotland.

James now gave orders that a great army should

meet him on the Borough Muir of Edinburgh, where

Morningside now stands. So, in the third week of

August, 1513, the great host assembled. The men
were of all ages, from lads of sixteen to old men
of sixty, and they came from all parts of the

country, from the Lowlands and Highlands and

Western Islands. To this day the Borestone in

which the royal standard was planted, and which was

in the middle of the army, can be seen fixed in the

wall of one of the streets in Morningside, which was

then all open country.

But, though James had this great army to fight

the English, the people thought that he was making
a mistake in going to war merely because Henry had

invaded France, and they feared that he would

bring a great misfortune upon Scotland by his

rashness.
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Two strange stories are told how James was

warned that something terrible would happen if he

did go to war with England. One evening when

James, with his lords all round him, was worshipping
in the church of Linlithgow, which still exists, a strange

figure appeared in their midst. It was a man clad in

a long blue gown, with his head bare and carrying a

pikestaff in his hand. Coming forward to the king,

he told him that he had been sent by his mother to

warn him not to go against England. Having said

this, he disappeared, so that no one could lay hands

on him. The other story is that in Edinburgh, at the

dead of night, a voice was heard calling aloud from

the Market-cross the names of the earls and lords,

barons and gentlemen who, within forty days, should

be summoned to judgment.
But James was determined to have his own way,

and on the 22nd of August he crossed the river

Tweed with his army. He spent some days in

taking English castles, and dreary days they were, as

it was cold and windy and wet. At last he marched

to Flodden Hill, which is on the banks of the river

Till, and there waited for the English army that was

coming against him. This army was not commanded

by Henry VIII. himself, who was now in France, but

by the Earl of Surrey the English noble who had

brought Margaret Tudor to James as his bride.

Surrey was old and bent with age, so that a Scottish

i writer calls him " an old crooked carle lying in a

(
chariot

"
;
but he was what James was not a cautious

and experienced general. On the 9th of September,
si 5 1 3 one of the saddest days that ever dawned for

Scotland the two armies came face to face.
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About a mile off from Flodden Hill, where the

Scots were encamped, there is another hill on the

same ridge, called Branxton Hill, which James was

afraid that the English would occupy, and thus have

a better fighting-ground than himself. He therefore

Twizell Bridge, crossed by the English before the Battle.

ordered his men to set fire to their tents, and

under cover of the smoke to march to Branxton

Hill. By the time the smoke had cleared away, the

Scots had reached their new position, and there

were the English before them. The two armies were

arranged in the same way. The chief part of each

army was in the centre, and on its sides were two

'
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wings or divisions. James was in the centre of the

Scots and the Earl of Surrey in the centre of the

English ;
but while James fought in the ranks just

like a common soldier, Surrey remained in his

"chariot" and directed the fighting, as James also

should have done.

It was between four and five o'clock in the after-

noon when the battle began, and, as it was the month
of September, the fighting could not last long, as the

darkness must soon put an end to it. The battle

commenced with the firing of cannon on both sides,

but the English cannon were much better than those

of the Scots, who were soon driven from their posts,

the cannoneer who led them being killed. Then the

Scots in all the divisions became very impatient, and

did what they should not have done
; they descended

the hill to fight the English on the level ground,
whereas they should have waited till the English
came up the hill to attack them. As the ground was

wet from the long rains, they took off their shoes to

Drevent themselves from slipping as they descended

the slope.

And now the whole armies of both English and

Scots met hand to hand. On their left wing, the

jcots were victorious, but they followed the beaten

nemy too far instead of coming to the assistance of

>ther parts of the army. On their right, however, the

scots were beaten and thrown into great confusion,

md the English who beat them then turned back

md assisted their countrymen in other parts of the

battle. This gave the English a great advantage,
and before long only the centre of the Scottish army
stood firm. Then the Scots formed a circle in which
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were the king and his chief nobles. With their long

spears couched, just as at the battle of Falkirk, they
held their ground, though they were surrounded on

all sides by the enemy. The English fought with

bills or battle-axes, which inflicted frightful wounds.

At last it became so dark that the combatants could

no longer see to use their weapons, but the circle of

the Scots was still unbroken.

When the morning came, however, Surrey saw

that he had won the victory, as the Scots had left

the battle-field during the night. In no battle had

they suffered such heavy loss. Their brave king had

fallen, slain with many wounds, and among the dead

were thirteen earls, fourteen lords, an archbishop, a

bishop, and two abbots. There was hardly a noble-
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man's or a gentleman's family in all Scotland which

had not some relative among the slain.

It was a great calamity that James by his rashness

had brought upon his country ;
but the Scottish

people did not remember it against him. They had

liked him for his kindly ways as a king, and he had

fallen on the field of battle fighting like the bravest

of his men. For many a day afterwards Scotsmen

had to mourn the fatal fight at Flodden
;
but they

remembered it also with pride, as in no field had

Scottish hearts and Scottish hands been firmer and

truer.

38. SCOTLAND IN THE DAYS OF JAMES IV.

JAMES IV. (1488-1513)

In the reign of James IV. there was a Spaniard
who lived for a time at his court, and who has told us

something of Scotland and its people. His name
was Pedro de Ayala, and he had been sent to

Scotland by Ferdinand and Isabella, who ruled over

part of Spain. James showed great kindness to

Ayala, who therefore wrote as pleasant things as he

could of James's kingdom and subjects. Here are

some of the things which he wrote about the country
and its inhabitants.

The men, he says, were very brave, strong, and

active
;
and were so fond of fighting that, when

they had not an enemy to fight, they fought with

each other. They were very proud, and liked to

appear greater and richer than they really were,
and spent more money than they should have done

S
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in dress and show. They were very hospitable, and,

when a foreigner came among them, every one tried

to be as kind to him as possible. They had one

great fault, however, and that was that they were

not very industrious. As for the women, he says

that they were very polite, and also graceful and

handsome. They dressed much better than English-

women
;
and Ayala especially admired their head-

dress, which, he says, was the most beautiful in the

world. And what was this head-dress like? On
the top of the head there were two horns over which

a veil was hung, and, to keep the head-dress firm,

hemp and flax were mixed with the natural hair.

Another thing that Ayala tells us about the Scottish

women is that they ruled their households and even

their husbands with a rod of iron.

The country, he also says, had greatly improved

during James IV.'s reign ;
so much so, that it was

three times richer than it had ever been before.

The chief reason of this was that foreigners who
had settled in Scotland had taught the people many
new trades and manufactures. Though the poor
had not much money, they had plenty of meat, both

of large and small animals
;
and they had also great

quantities of wool and hides. There were so many
fish taken from the sea, that foreigners called the

country
"
fishy Scotland

"
;
and there were so many

wild fruits, that the inhabitants could not use

them all. There were, also, great flocks of sheep,

especially in the wilder parts of the country. There

was not so much corn grown as there might have

been, but what there was of it was very good. When
harvest-time came, only the heads of the com were
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cut off, and the straw was left standing which was

indeed the custom in some parts of Scotland till not

so long ago. Of the towns and villages, Ayala says

that they were filled with people. The houses were

built of hewn stone, and had good doors and glass

windows, and a great many chimneys.
This is a very different picture of Scotland from

that which was given by ^Eneas Sylvius in the

reign of James I., and perhaps Ayala's picture is

too favourable. Still, there can be no doubt that

Scotland greatly improved under the rule of James
IV. Let us see some of the things which James did

to make his people more happy and prosperous.

The most important thing for any country is that

it should be safe from its enemies. Now, in the

time of James IV. the other kings in Europe were

all trying to have larger navies than their neighbours,

so that it was necessary that Scotland should have a

navy also. James therefore determined to have a

fleet of armed ships built, though this was not very

easily done in Scotland, as there was- so little

timber in the country. However, he got timber

from Denmark and France, and shipwrights also

from the latter country, and at last he succeeded in

getting a fleet of no fewer than sixteen large ships
and ten smaller ones. There was one vessel in the

building of which he took great pride. It was

called the Great St Michael, and was the largest ship
then existing ;

and it is said that all the woods in

Fife had to be cut down to build it. After James's

death, however, this large ship was sold to the king
of France for a great sum of money.
A very necessary thing for the happiness of a
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country is that there should be just laws, and that the

people should be made to obey them. Up to this

time the Courts where persons were tried for breaking
the laws used to meet in different parts of the country,

so that it was often difficult for people to attend them.

But James set up what was called a "
Daily Council,"

which met in Edinburgh, or wherever he happened to

be staying, so that every one might know where to

bring his complaint before the judges. Besides this

Court there were others that met in different parts of

the country, and James himself used often to attend

these Courts. And there was one good reason why
he should attend them : most of the fines that were

imposed on persons who broke the laws went into his

pocket. In this way, therefore, the laws were better

obeyed in James's reign than ever they had been before

At this time, the countries of Europe were all trying
to make themselves richer by trade and commerce,
and James did his best to get Scotland to follow

their example. For instance, he tried to persuade
the people in the seaport towns to pay more atten-

tion to the catching of fish, as the fish in the seas

were the chief riches of Scotland. To get them to

do this, he passed a law which we should think very

strange nowadays. This law commanded that

every seaport should build boats and have them

ready to sail by an appointed day. And how were

the fishermen to be got to sail the boats? Every idle

man in the town was to be compelled to become a

fisherman, otherwise he was not to be allowed to live

in the town.

The foreign country with which Scotland carried

on most trade was Flanders, now part of Belgium
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and France, where there were very rich merchants.

Many people from Flanders (who are called Flemings)
came and settled in Scotland, and they were the

foreigners who taught trades and manufactures to the

Scots. For example, they taught them better ways
of curing and packing fish in barrels, and also better

ways of making different kinds of cloth. And what

things could Scotland send to the rich merchants of

Flanders ? This is a list of the chief things it sent :

wool, hides, skins, salmon, herrings, and other fish,

coarse cloth, and pearls ;
for at that time many pearls,

though not very large ones, were found in the rivers

and seas of Scotland. And what did Flanders send

in return ? The chief things it sent to Scotland were :

silk, velvet, satin, damask, ribbons, gold and silver

thread, rings with jewels, and wine a list which

shows that there must have been rich people in

Scotland who could afford to buy finery.

There was still another thing to which James paid

attention, and which was also very important, and

that was education. A law was passed in his reign
which commanded all the barons and gentry to send

icir sons to school from the age of eight or nine till

icy became good Latin scholars, for in those days

any of the best books and most documents were

ill written in Latin. After they had learned Latin,

ley were to be sent to the universities to finish

leir education
;
and it should be said that in James's

eign, besides the University of St Andrews, there

ere now two other Universities, one at Glasgow and

nother at Aberdeen. It has already been mentioned

that printing was introduced into Scotland during

[James's reign, and this, of course, also helped to make
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the people better educated. The two men who first

printed books in Scotland were 'called Walter Chap-
man and Andrew Myllar, and their names should not

be forgotten, as nothing has done more for the good
of any country than the printing of books.

Printer's device from books printed by Androw Myllar in 1508.

It will now be seen that during James's reign

Scotland made a great step forward, and that it

became a happier, a richer, and a better educated

country. It was in this reign, also, that Edinburgh
became the capital of Scotland. Before James's

days there was no town that could be called the

I
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capital, but from this time onwards Edinburgh wa's

always considered the chief town in the kingdom.
There were several reasons why Edinburgh became
so important a place. In earlier times the Parlia-

ments met in different towns
;
but now they began to

meet nearly always in Edinburgh. Then the chief Law
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Court, as we have seen, henceforth met there. In past

times, also, the kings had lived now in one place and

now in another
;
but from this time they lived chiefly

in Holyrood Palace, which therefore became the

home of the Royal Court. It was for all these

reasons that the people of the country came to con-

sider Edinburgh as the capital of the kingdom.
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39. SCOTLAND AFTER FLODDEN THE
HAMILTONS AND THE DOUGLASES

JAMES V. (1513-1542)

The King of Scots and many of his nobles had fallen

at Flodden, and the men who had accompanied them

to the fatal field were either slain or had returned to

their homes. Should the Earl of Surrey, after his

great victory, invade the country, who was to defend

it? In Edinburgh there was great alarm, as it was

thought that, if Surrey should lead his army into

Scotland, he would be certain to come against

Edinburgh as being the chief town in the kingdom.
The provost of Edinburgh and other magistrates had

been slain at Flodden, but there were brave men in

the town who determined that they would defend it

to the last. They gave orders that a strong wall

should be built round the town, and parts of this wall

are still to be seen. All the men were commanded
to have their weapons in readiness, and the women
to go to the churches and pray for the safety of the

country. Fortunately, Surrey did not come. Though
he had gained the victory, he also had lost many men
in the battle, and he thought it wisest not to try to

conquer Scotland.

The question now was Who was to govern the

country, since the heir to the throne was only a year
and five months old? Before James IV. marched to

Flodden, he had made a will appointing Queen

Margaret Regent of the kingdom. About a fortnight

after the battle, therefore, the young king was crowned

at Stirling, and his mother was made Regent But
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some of the chief men in the country did not wish

her to be Regent, and they determined to have

another in her place. The person they chose was

the Duke of Albany, the son of that Duke of Albany
who had been driven from Scotland by his brother,

James III. Albany was very glad to come, because,

if young James and his only brother should die, he

would be the heir to the throne.

But before Albany came, there was great trouble

in the country, as some of the nobles wished Margaret,

the queen, to remain Regent. Quarrelling and righting

soon began, and the friends of Albany made the

queen prisoner, and got the chief power into their own
hands. There was one person who was very anxious

that Albany should not become Regent, and that

was Henry VIII. The reason of this was that

Albany was the friend of the King of France, so

that, if he became ruler of Scotland, he would be

certain to be the enemy of England. Henry, there-

fore, did all he could to prevent Albany's coming to

Scotland. He wrote both to his sister, the Queen
Regent, and to the King of France, to ask them to

prevent his coming ;
and to frighten the Scots, he sent

an army into Scotland, which burned no fewer than

five towns.

In spite of Henry, however, Albany did at length

arrive in Scotland in the year 1515, more than a

year and a half after Flodden. In many ways
he was not a suitable ruler for Scotland. He was

more of a Frenchman than a Scotsman, and he could

speak neither Scots nor English. Neither "was he

a wise and prudent man. He had a very violent

temper, and when he was angry he used to throw
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his bonnet into the fire, and would not allow any one

to take it out. An Englishman tells us that in

two years Albany burned more than twelve bonnets

in this way. But Albany's chief fault as a ruler was

that he thought more of France than of Scotland, and

wished to go to war with England only to please the

King of France.

Albany found Scotland so difficult to govern, that

after two years he returned to France, and left the

Scots to manage their own affairs. But the country
became no quieter after he had gone, as the two

following stories will show.

When Albany was in Scotland, he put to death

Lord Hume, Warden of the East Marches, and his

brother, William Hume, both of whom had been his

enemies, and afterwards he made a Frenchman, called

La Bastie, Warden. After Albany had returned to

France, the relatives of the two Humes determined

to have their revenge. One day, when some of them

were riding out, they came upon La Bastie, and at

once gave chase to him. The castle of Dunbar was

his nearest place of safety, and thither he rode as

fast as his horse could carry him. As he was not

acquainted with the roads, however, he lost his way,
and ran his horse into a marsh. His pursuers
soon came up with him, slew him, and cut off his

head. So savage were his enemies, that one of

them tied the head to his saddle-bow by the hair,

which was as long as a woman's and tied up with

lace, as was the fashion in France at that time.

The other story is as follows : After Albany had

left Scotland, there were two families which were

constantly at war with one another, as each of them
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wished to have the chief power in the country. The
one family was the Red Douglases, so called to

distinguish them from the Black Douglases, whom

James II. had ruined
;

and the other was the

Hamiltons. The chief man of the Douglases was

the Earl of Angus, son of Archibald Bell-the-Cat,

who had married the Queen Regent ;
and the chief

of the Hamiltons was the Earl of Arran, who was

the grandson of that Lord Hamilton who had married

the Princess Mary, the sister of James III. These

two nobles were the greatest men in Scotland, and

both .of them were connected with the royal family.

The question, then, was which of them was to get the

upper hand of the other.

At last the two nobles and their followers met in

a great fight. In the year 1520, the Parliament

assembled in Edinburgh, and among those who
came to the town were Angus and Arran, with their

men. The Hamiltons were the more numerous, and

the story got abroad that they meant to take the

opportunity of slaying all the Douglases in the

town. To find out if this was true, Gavin Douglas,

Bishop of Dunkeld, who is one of the most famous of

Scottish poets, went to James Beaton, Archbishop of

Glasgow, who was a chief man among the Hamiltons.
"
Upon my conscience," said Beaton,

"
I know nothing

of the matter," and he struck his breast with his

hand, to show that he meant what he said. But, as

he did so, armour was heard to rattle under his

bishop's dress.
"
My Lord," then said Douglas,

"
your

conscience is not good ;
I heard it clatter."

Bishop Douglas at once told the Earl of Angus
that the Hamiltons were preparing for fight, and
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Angus, collecting his men, barricaded all the closes

and lanes or vennels where the Hamiltons were lodged.

Then the righting began. The Hamiltons tried to

break through the barricades, but, as they were

armed only with swords, while the Douglases were

armed with spears, they found this very difficult, and

those of them who did break through were soon

slain. Not long after the fight began, 800 horsemen,
the friends of the Douglases, rode into the town,

and then the Hamiltons had little hope of victory.

Soon they were driven out of the town, many being
slain

;
and the Earl of Arran and one of his sons made

their escape, both mounted on one cart-horse. This

fight was called
" Clear the Causeway," as the

Douglases had swept the Hamiltons from the

streets of the town.

When the Duke of Albany had left Scotland, he had

promised to return in six months, but four years and

a half passed before he actually came. On his

former visit he had stayed two years, but this time

he stayed only eleven months, and the reason why
he left so soon was the same as before. He wished

the Scots to invade England, but even the nobles

who were friendly to him refused to do this, as they
lid not wish to run the risk of another Floddeh.

Jut if Scotland was saved from a second Flodden,

[enry VIII. made her pay in another way. He
;nt the Earl of Surrey, son of the Surrey who won

the victory at Flodden, into Scotland with an army
)f 9000 men, which burned both the abbey and the

>wn of Jedburgh.

By this time we might have thought that the

:ots had had enough of Albany, but he came once
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more, for the third time, bringing with him a band of

French soldiers to make war on England. Exactly
the same thing happened as before. He led an

army of Scots and French to the Border, and again
the Scottish nobles refused to invade England.
Then Albany saw that he could not have his own

way, and he left Scotland for the last time, after only
about eight months' stay.

Now that the Scottish nobles were left to them-

selves, they again began to quarrel as to which of

them was to have the chief power. At last the Earl

of Angus again proved the strongest, and got the

young king into his power. Then for a time the

Red Douglases ruled the country. They kept the

king like a prisoner, and treated him so harshly that

he never forgave them, and determined that he would

one day pay them back. At length he succeeded in

escaping from them in a very clever way.

James was staying in Falkland Castle, in Fife, and

it happened that the chiefs of the Douglases were

away on business of their own. Now was the time,

James thought, to try to make his escape. He told

the person who was left in charge of him that he

wished to hunt next morning, and that he would go
to bed early. In the middle of the night, however,
he slipped on his clothes and went to the stables,

where a groom was waiting for him. Three swift

horses were soon saddled, one for James and the

others for two of his servants. As fast as their

horses could carry them they rode through Fife, and

reached Stirling Castle just as the day broke. James
was now out of the Douglases' hands, and he was

soon to make them pay for all their harshness to him.
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40. "THE POOR MAN'S KING"

JAMES V. (1513-1542)

James V. was only seventeen years of age when he

escaped from the Douglases, but, when he began to

rule for himself, he showed that he had all the spirit

of a full-grown man. When he was a child, the

famous poet, Sir David Lyndsay, had charge of his

education, and he could not have had a better teacher
;

but he was so often taken away from him that he

learned very little. At the age of twelve he could

not read a letter written in English, and when he

grew up he could not speak French well, which most

kings then did.

In many ways, however, he was the right kind of

king for Scotland at this time. He was of the middle

height, strong in body, and as brave as his father. It

is told of him that, if he saw a face once, he never

forgot it, which is a great advantage to a king. As
he had red hair, his people called him the Red Tod
or Fox. He was fond of going about the country in

disguise, and strange stories are told of the adven-

tures he passed through. The common people liked

him so much, that they called him " The Poor Man's

King." On the other hand, he did not get on so well

with the nobles as his father had done, and for this

reason, as we shall see, his reign had a most unhappy
end.

The first thought in James's mind when he began
to rule for himself was to have his revenge on the

Douglases.
"

I vow," he said,
" that Scotland will

not hold us both," and he acted on his word. First
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he banished them beyond the river Spey, and forbade

any of them to come within six miles of him, wherever

he happened to be. Then he got the Parliament to

pass a law taking all their estates from them and

James V.

banishing them from Scotland. It was not so eas)

to carry out this law, however, as the Douglases hac

so much power in the country, but at last James
succeeded in having his full revenge. The chiefs of

the Douglases were compelled to flee to England;
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but they were one day to show James that he had

made a mistake in treating them so sternly.

Having conquered the Douglases, James now set

himself to make the laws obeyed throughout the

whole country. There were two parts of the king-
dom where the inhabitants behaved as if there was

no law in the land
; namely, the Borders and the

Highlands and Western Islands. He began with the

Borders first.

The people on the Borders were divided into clans,

just like the Highlanders, and each clan had a chief

of its own. These chiefs were constantly at war,

either with each other or with the English on the

other side of the Border. Unlike the Highlanders,
the Borderers always rode on horseback, and their

way of attacking their enemies was to come upon
them suddenly, oftenest in the darkness, burn every-

thing that would burn, and carry off cattle and sheep
and whatever they thought of any value.

James's first step was to seize a number of their

chiefs and put them in prison ;
but there was one chief

and one clan who had done more mischief than all

the others, and whom he determined to punish more

severely. This chief was John Armstrong, the head

of the clan of the Armstrongs. Within a short time,

the Armstrongs had burned fifty-two churches in

Scotland, and carried off much plunder from England ;

and they boasted that they would do what they liked,

in spite of either the King of Scotland or the King of

England.
An old ballad tells us how James punished

Armstrong and his clan. He rode to the Borders at

the head of a band of armed men, and Armstrong
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came to meet him, grandly dressed, and attended by

four-and-twenty gentlemen as gaily dressed as him-

self.
" What lacks this knave that a king should

have ?
"
exclaimed James, and he ordered Armstrong

and all his followers to be hanged on the spot.

After punishing the wild Border chiefs, James next

set about quieting the Highlands and the Western

Johnnie Armstrong's Tower.

Islands. We saw that his father, James IV., had

made the chiefs in these parts both respect and like

him, and that many of them had followed him to

Flodden at the head of their clans. After that battle,

however, they again began to quarrel with each other,

and made war as if there was no king in the country.

But James V. showed himself as clever as Iris father

at managing the Highlanders. He punished some of

the chiefs and made friends with others, and at last
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he made the Highlands and Islands as quiet as they
had been in the days of his father.

But James had a far more difficult task before

him than the quieting of the Highlands and the

Borders. We have seen that for more than two

hundred years Scotland had been the friend of

France and the enemy of England. But an event

now happened that for a time made Scotland more
than ever the enemy of England and the friend of

France. In the year 1531 Henry VIII. got himself

made head of the English Church, and a short time

afterwards he broke away from the Church of Rome,
and England became a Protestant country. As most

of the other countries of Europe remained Roman

Catholic, Henry was afraid that these countries

would some day all unite against him and conquer

England.

Henry was very anxious, therefore, to have Scot-

land on his side, and he did all he could to get James
to be his friend. He tried to get James to marry his

daughter, the Princess Mary, who was afterwards

Queen Mary of England, but James would not have

her. Then he tried to compel James to be friends

with him, and in ways that only made the English
and Scots dislike each other more than ever. One

thing he did was to get many of James's nobles to

take sides with England against France, which some
of these nobles thought was the right thing to do for

the sake of Scotland itself.

And what were the reasons why James preferred
to be friendly with France rather than with England ?

One reason was that he was afraid that what Henry
really wished was to make himself king of Scotland
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as well as England. And, as we know, he had good
reason to fear this, as almost every king of England
since Edward I. had tried in some way to be the

master of Scotland. Another reason was that

James did not wish to become a Protestant, and at

this time most of his subjects were of the same

opinion as himself and did not wish to give up the

religion of Rome. There were already, however, a

few Protestants in Scotland, and as it was these men
who began the Reformation which was to make such

a great change in the country, something must now
be said of them.

41. THE BEGINNINGS OF THE REFORMA-
TIONTHE ROUT OF SOLWAY MOSS

JAMES V. (1513-1542)

It was in the first years of James's reign that the

Reformation began in Germany under Martin Luther,

and soon Luther's opinions began to spread into other

countries, and into Scotland among them. Books

teaching these opinions were brought in ships to

Scotland, and many people began to read them.

In the year 1525 an Act of Parliament was passed

forbidding the bringing in of these books
;
but the

books still continued to be brought, as many were

eager to know about the new teaching.

One of the first Scotsmen to preach Luther's

doctrines was Patrick Hamilton. But, as we know,
there was a law which ordered that any one who

taught heresy, as it was called, should be put to
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death, and we have seen that it was by this law that

Paul Craw and James Resby had formerly been

burned. Hamilton knew quite well, therefore, that in

preaching the new doctrine he ran the risk oflosing his

life. But he was so anxious to teach his countrymen
what he believed, that he was ready to die rather than

be silent. So he went on preaching, till at last he

was taken and burned at St Andrews as a heretic.

As Hamilton was the first Scotsman who died for

the new doctrines, he is called the
"
Proto-martyr of

the Scottish Reformation." And he was not the only
one who died for his religion in the reign of James V.

After his death, no fewer than nine persons suffered

the same fate, which proves that the clergy of the old

Church were becoming alarmed at the spread of

heresy. But, as James consented to the burning of

heretics, this shows that he was determined that

Scotland should remain in the Church of Rome.
The last years of James's reign became more and

more unhappy. Many of his nobles thought he was

wrong in being friendly with France rather than with

England, and there were constant quarrels between

him and them. Then, as his nobles would not

support him, he had to trust more and more to the

bishops, and this made the nobles angrier than ever.

But James's most dangerous enemy was Henry VIII.,

rfio never gave up trying to get power over Scotland.

James, however, was just as determined to remain

the ally of France, and he let Henry know this by
two steps which he took. In the year 1536 he

/ent to France and married Madeleine, a daughter
)f Francis I. As she was very delicate in health,

lowever, she died a short time after she came to
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Scotland, and it was at her death that for the first

time " doole weeds," as mourning dress was called,

were worn. Of course, this marriage of James en-

raged Henry VIII. very much, but he was still more

enraged, when two years later, in the year 1 538, James
married another Frenchwoman, Mary of Lorraine,

who became the mother of Mary, Queen of Scots.

All this time, in spite of their constant quarrelling,

there was no open war between James and Henry,

though there was often fighting on the Borders. At

last, in the year 1542, the two kings did go to open
war with each other, and it was Henry who began it.

He sent the Earl of Surrey, now the Duke of Norfolk,

into Scotland, with an army which burned Roxburgh
and Kelso and about twenty villages. Then James
assembled an army of 36,000 men and marched to Fala

Moor, about fourteen miles south-east of Edinburgh.
When he wished to follow the Duke of Norfolk into

England, however, his nobles told him, just as they
had told the Regent Albany, that they would not

allow their followers to accompany him. What they

said was that James was fighting for France and not

for Scotland, and that, if the army entered England,
it might be defeated and the king slain or taken

prisoner, and then Scotland would be in the same

state as it was after Flodden. James was, of course,

bitterly disappointed, but there was nothing for it

but to disband the army and let the nobles have

their way.
But James was determined to pay England back

for Norfolk's invasion, and with the help of the rich

clergy he raised another army, though not so large

as the one that had met on Fala Moor. At the head
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of this second army James marched to the west

Border, and reached the town of Lochmaben, in

Dumfriesshire. While James remained in that town,

the Scots crossed the river Esk one morning before

daybreak and began to plunder in the usual way.
But the English commanders had known that the

Scots were coming, and they suddenly descended

upon them when they were on ground where they had

no room to move.

What is very strange is that up till this moment the

Scots had no leader. However, just when the enemy
appeared before them, a great favourite of James,
named Sir Oliver Sinclair, announced that he had

been appointed leader. But the nobles who were

present were indignant that a man of lower birth

than themselves should be put over them, and they
refused to obey him. Then, while the Scots were

quarrelling among themselves, the English came on,

and though they had very few men compared with

the Scots, they gained an easy victory. The Scots

were driven across a ford of the river Esk into the

Solway Moss. Never had Scotsmen been so dis-

gracefully beaten by the English, and all owing to the

quarrelling of the leaders. Only twenty men were

slain, but many were drowned and twelve hundred

were taken prisoners, among whom were two earls,

five barons, and about five hundred gentlemen. This

shameful defeat was called the " Rout of Solway
Moss."

WT

hen James was told of the disgraceful rout of

his army, he lost all heart. Of late years everything
seemed to have gone against him. The conduct of

his nobles had given him much trouble
;
for some
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time he had not been in good health
;
and within

two years his only two lawful children had died. He
thought no more of fighting his enemies, and he

went to his palace at Falkland, where he was so ill

that he had to take to his bed. There news was

brought to him of the birth of the child who was

afterwards Mary, Queen of Scots. He asked whether

Falkland Palace.

[Photo by Valentine.

the child was a boy or a girl, and, when he was told

that the child was a girl, he said :

"
It cam' wi' a lass,

and it will gang wi' a lass" meaning that the

crown had come to the Stewarts by a woman,

Marjory Bruce, the daughter of Robert I., and

that it would be lost to them through the girl that

was now born. About a week afterwards James
died. There had been many sad deaths among his
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ancestors, but James's end was perhaps the saddest

of them all.

The country was not so happy and prosperous in

the reign of James as in that of his father, but this

was not his fault. He was only an infant when he

became king, and we have seen that till he grew up
the great nobles quarrelled so much among them-

selves that there was no peace in the land. And
when James did grow up, he had so many troubles

with the nobles, and especially with Henry VIII.,

that he could not do so much for the good of his

people as he would have wished. In spite of this,

however, the common people all liked him, and,

as has already been said, he was called
" The Poor

Man's King." There was one thing he did which

shows that he really wished the good of his subjects.

In order that everybody might get justice when

they went to law, he set up in Edinburgh the Court

of Session, which to this day is the great Law Court

of Scotland.

42. THE REIGN OF MARY BEGINNING OF
A NEW TIME IN SCOTLAND

Mary, the daughter of James V., was only a week
old when she succeeded to the throne. Again, there-

fore, as had so often happened before, there was to

be a long minority, during which the country would

be without a real head. And of all the minorities

this was to be one of the most unhappy. Just as

in former times, when the sovereign was a child, the

nobles quarrelled among themselves as to who should
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have the chief power in the kingdom. And what

made matters worse was that the King of England
more than once sent armies into Scotland, which

burned many towns and villages, and otherwise did

much harm to the inhabitants, especially to the

poorer ones. As usual, indeed, it was the poor who
suffered most from the misfortunes that came upon
the country. Mary's reign, therefore, had not a happy

beginning, and it was to have as unhappy an end.

While Mary was queen, great changes took place,

which made Scotland in many ways an entirely

different country. Before beginning to tell the

story of her reign, let us see what the chief of these

changes were.

The greatest event of Mary's reign was what is

called the Reformation. Almost from the time when
Scotland became one kingdom, more than four

hundred years before the time of Mary, its people
had belonged to the Church of Rome, of which

the Pope was the head. But in Mary's reign the

Church of Rome came to an end in Scotland, which

then became a Protestant country.

Now, in changing its religion, Scotland had to

make another great change. For more than two

hundred years the Scots had been the enemies of

England and the friends of France. But, when
Scotland became Protestant, it could no longer
be the ally of France, which remained a Roman
Catholic country. On the other hand, England
like Scotland became Protestant

;
and to defend

themselves against the Catholic countries, they
found it necessary to become allies, though they
had so long been enemies.
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In the end, as we know, England and Scotland

Sword of State of Scotland.

(Presented to James V. by Pope Julius II.)

were united under one ruler, James VI. of Scotland,

who was also James I. of England. But, if Scotland
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had been a Catholic country, this union could not

have taken place. We know, too, that about a

hundred years after the Union of the Crowns
of Scotland and England their parliaments were

also united, which could not have happened either

had the two countries been of different religions.

We now see how a new time in the history of

Scotland began during the reign of Queen Mary, and

chiefly owing to the Reformation. Had Scotland not

changed its religion, it would have gone on just as

it had been doing for hundreds of years. It would

have continued to be the ally of France and not of

England. The Crowns of England and Scotland

would not have been united, and neither would

their parliaments ;
and at the present day there

might not have been a United Kingdom, ruled by
one sovereign.

We saw how at the beginning Scotland was made

up of four different kingdoms, and that it was only
after hundreds of years that these four kingdoms
were made into one. Now we are to see how
Scotland became part of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland, and of the British

Empire with its colonies all over the world.

43. A BROKEN TREATY AND ITS RESULTS
1542-1545

MARY (1542-1567)

The great question at the beginning of Mary's

reign was Which of the two parties in the
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country the friends of France or the friends of

England was to get the upper hand? What the

friends of England said was, that, as the Scots

and the English lived in the same island and

spoke the same language, it was foolish of them

to go on continually righting with each other,

Oak Cradle of Mary, Queen of Scots.

and that it would be best for both that they
should be ruled by one king. If Scotland continued

to be the ally of France, she would be constantly

jetting into trouble with England, and there would

other fatal defeats like those at Flodden and at

Jolway Moss. On the other hand, the friends of
rrance thought that if England and Scotland were

mited under one ruler, Scotland would no longer be

in independent kingdom, and would become merely

part of England. Besides, Scotland was still a
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Catholic country, while England was now Protestant,

and the difference of their religions would prevent
them from ever becoming really friendly with each

other.

At first, it seemed as if the friends of England were

to win the day. The regent, or governor, who was

chosen to rule the country was James, the second

Earl of Arran, who was the next heir to the throne, if

the infant queen should die. Arran was friendly to

the Protestants and was almost a Protestant himself,

and so was more inclined to England than to France.

When, therefore, Henry VIII. proposed that his son,

Edward, a boy five years old, should marry the

Queen of Scots, Arran was quite willing that the

marriage should be arranged. But most of the

Scottish people did not wish for the marriage, as they

thought that what Henry really wanted was to make
himself master of Scotland.

Henry, however, was determined that the marriage
should take place by fair means or foul. And we can

easily understand why he was so anxious that the

two countries should be united, for so long as

Scotland was his enemy, there was always a danger
that she and other enemies might combine to

attack England at once. Now, at the battle of

Solway Moss, as we have seen, a number of Scottish

nobles and gentlemen had been taken prisoners, and

what Henry did was to allow most of them to return

to Scotland on the condition that they would help
Arran to bring about the marriage between Edv/ard

and Mary. These persons came to be called the
"
English lords

*'

or the " assured Scots," because they
were known to have made promises to Henry VIII.
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With the help of the "English lords," Arran did

succeed in getting the Scottish Parliament to agree

Mary of Lorraine, Mother of Queen Mary.

to a treaty of marriage, which was finally arranged
at Greenwich on the 1st of July, 1543. By this treaty
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Mary was to marry Edward when she was eleven

years old, and till that time there was to be peace
between the two countries. Henry would have

liked to have two other things put in the treaty

namely, that Mary should be placed in his keeping till

the marriage took place, and that the Scots should

break their alliance with France
;

but the Scots

would not agree to either of these proposals. As the

Parliament that made this treaty also passed a law

which allowed the people to read the Bible in Scots

or English, it seemed as if Scotland were about to

ally itself with England and to become Protestant.

In the end this did take place, but, as we shall see,

many terrible events were to happen before that

time came.

There were two persons in Scotland who were

determined that it should remain Catholic and should

not become the ally of England ;
these were Mary of

Lorraine, the queen's mother, and Cardinal Beaton.

Mary of Lorraine was a Frenchwoman and a Catholic,

so that she was, of course, all for France
; and, as

Cardinal Beaton was the chief man in the Church, he

also disliked England and the Protestants. Beaton

was one of the cleverest men in the country and

had great wealth and power, and most of the nobles

and most of the people were on his side. Soon,

therefore, he proved too strong for the governor

Arran, who was both foolish and weak. He got
the infant queen into his power, compelled Arran to

do penance for having favoured the Protestants, and

then had the queen crowned at Stirling (1543). But

Beaton did more
;
he got the Scottish Parliament to

break the marriage-treaty with England, and to pass
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severe laws against heretics, so that all Arran's work

was undone.

And what did Henry VIII. think of these doings

of Beaton ? He was so furious at seeing his plans

defeated, that he determined to make all Scotland

pay for the breaking of the treaty. One Sunday

morning (May, 1544) the people of Edinburgh and

Holyrood Palace, with Ruins of Chapel.

,eith saw a great fleet of ships in the Firth of Forth,

just off the village of Newhaven.
It was the Earl of Hertford, with an army

aboard the ships, who had been sent by Henry
to take Edinburgh, the capital of the kingdom.
Arran and Beaton collected an army to defend the

Iwn, but after very little fighting, they both fled

Linlithgow. Then, after taking Leith, Hertford

marched against Edinburgh. Its citizens tried to

defend it, but the English were too strong for them

U
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and the town was soon taken, though not the Castle.

As he could not take the Castle, Hertford set fire to the

town and to Holyrood Palace. The burning lasted

three days, and, as the poor women of the town

watched the flames, they cried,
" Wo worth the

Cardinal ! wo worth the Cardinal
"

meaning that it

was Beaton who had brought this calamity on the

town. And not only Edinburgh, but all the surround-

ing country, was laid waste by Hertford's soldiers.

On his march home to England, also, he burnt every

village through which he passed.

Henry was not satisfied even with this terrible

punishment of the Scots. Next year (1545) he sent

another army to invade Scotland, but it was cleverly

defeated by the Scots at Ancrum Moor, above the

village of Ancrum. The very same year, however,

Henry sent still another army against Scotland,

this time again under the Earl of Hertford. The

English earl led his troops through Berwickshire, and,

as it was the time of harvest, he burnt all the crops ;

and before he returned to England, he had destroyed
five towns and two hundred and forty villages, as well

as the abbeys of Kelso, Melrose, Dryburgh, and

Eccles. The Scots themselves said that no English

army had ever done so much mischief before. And

Henry brought all this misery on so many innocent

people simply because the Scots would not have

their queen married to his son, and would not have

him for their ally instead of the king of France.
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44 GEORGE WISHART AND CARDINAL
BEATON. 1545-1547.

MARY (1542-1567)

Though Cardinal Beaton had gained the victory

over Arran, there were many people in Scotland who

Cardinal Beaton.

rere beginning to think that it would be better for

le country if it became Protestant, and joined with
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England rather than with France. Indeed, Cardinal

Beaton was so alarmed at the increasing number of

Protestants that he determined to stamp them out. At

Perth, for example, three men and one woman were

put to death as heretics, and in other ways he tried

to prevent the new religious opinions from spreading
in the country.
At the end of the year 1545, however, there came

one to Scotland who helped greatly to make the

new doctrines known to the people. This was

George Wishart, afterwards known as the martyr.
In the reign of James V. he had been compelled to

leave the country on account of his religion, but he

now thought it his duty to return and preach the truth

to his fellow-countrymen. He was a very eloquent

preacher, and was much liked by his friends, one of

whom says that he was "courteous, lowly, lovely,

glad to teach, and desirous to learn." Wishart knew

quite well that he ran the risk of his life in teaching
doctrines contrary to those of the Church, and when
he preached there was usually with him some friend

armed with a two-handed sword. It was chiefly in

Dundee and in Ayrshire that he preached, as in

these places there were many who wished to hear

his teaching.

One time, however, Wishart came to preach at

Haddington, and among his hearers there was the

man who was to do more than anyone else to bring

about the Reformation in Scotland. This was the

famous John Knox, who was already so keen

a reformer that it was he who carried the two;
handed sword when Wishart preached in Haddington,
Knox's native town. On the third night, after
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Wishart had come to Haddington, he went to the

house of a friend not far off. In the middle of the

night, the house was surrounded by soldiers, and he

George Wishart.

was carried captive to St Andrews. A little more
than a month afterwards, he was burned before the

palace of Cardinal Beaton in that town, the Cardinal

looking on all the while, for it was then considered
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right that the chief men in the Church and State

should be present when heretics were put to death.

Cardinal Beaton had made many enemies in

Scotland. Some hated him for injuries he had done

to themselves
;
some were angry with him for having

caused the death of Wishart; and others thought
that it was he who had brought all the misfortunes

on the country by breaking the marriage-treaty with

England. Just three months after the death of

Wishart, a band of Beaton's enemies broke into the

Castle of St Andrews, which was his Bishop's Palace.

It was early in the morning, and the cardinal was in

bed. When he heard the noise, he tried to barricade

the door
;
but his enemies soon broke it open, and,

though he prayed hard that they would spare his life,

they slew him on the spot. When the citizens of St

Andrews awoke next morning they saw the dead body
of the great cardinal hanging on the walls of the castle.

But, though Cardinal Beaton was slain, the friends

of France had still the chief power in the country, and

the Regent Arran and Mary of Lorraine determined

to punish the murderers, who had shut themselves

up in the Castle of St Andrews as their safest place

of refuge. The castle was very strong, however,

and the men who defended it knew that they were

fighting for their lives. Besides the murderers of the

cardinal, a "number of other persons who were in fear

of their lives also took refuge in the castle, so that

there came to be as many as one hundred and

twenty men to defend it. Among those who entered

it was John Knox, who now for the first time began
to preach the doctrines he had learned from George
Wishart
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Arran at the head of an army laid siege to the

castle. He had two great cannons with him, which

his soldiers called Crook-mouth and Deaf Meg, but

the gunners were not skilful, and they did very little

harm to the strong walls. Month after month

passed away and still the castle was not taken. At

last, a fleet was sent from France with cannons and

skilful gunners aboard. Before a month passed, the

walls of the castle were so damaged by the French

guns that the defenders were compelled to surrender.

The arrangement made was that all their lives were

to be spared, but that they were all to be taken to

France. When they arrived there, those who were

gentlemen were put in prison, and those who were

not gentlemen were made galley-slaves. Among the

last was John Knox, who was only a farmer's son, and

for nineteen months the man who was to be the great

reformer of Scotland was a galley-slave, and had for

his companions the worst of criminals, for, as a rule,

only such persons were condemned to the galleys.

45. A QUARREL BETWEEN OLD FRIENDS.
1547-1558.

MARY (1542-1567)

Henry VIII. died in the year 1547, and he died

without seeing his son Edward married to Mary,
)ueen of Scots, which had been his great wish. As
Edward was only a boy at the time of his father's

leath, the Earl of Hertford, who now became Duke of

somerset, was made Protector of England. It was

jmerset, as we know, who had led the armies that
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had burned Edinburgh and done so much mischief in

other parts of the country, and when he became

Protector, he was as anxious as Henry VIII. to

compel the Scots to break their alliance with France.

In the very year that Henry died, therefore,

Somerset led an army into Scotland to try to force the

Scots to make friends with England and to give up
their alliance with France. But even the Scottish

nobles who were favourable to England did not think

this the right way to make friends, and they came
with their followers to assist the Regent Arran in fight-

ing the invaders. The two armies met at Pinkie, near

Musselburgh, with the river Esk between them. The
Scots had more men than the English, but they had

not a skilful general to lead them. 'Instead of waiting
for the enemy to attack them, as they should have

done, they crossed the river,, and fought on ground
which hardly gave them a chance of gaining the vic-

tory. The result was that their ranks were soon

broken, and they began to flee in all directions.

Fifteen hundred of them were taken prisoners, and

about ten thousand were slain, while the English had

only very few wounded or killed. So melancholy a

day was this for the Scots that they called it
" Black

Saturday," because it was a Saturday on which the

battle was fought.

After the battle of Pinkie, the English remained in

the country, and, as there was no Scottish army to

resist them, they did all the mischief they could by

burning and plundering towns and castles. But all

this made the Scots hate England the more. They
sent to France for help, and a French fleet was sent

with 6000 trained soldiers. Then the Parliament met,
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and it decided that the young queen should be sent

to France, where she would be safe from the English.

When Mary landed in France, Henry II., who was

From Drawing by Clouet.]

Mary, Queen of Scots, as a Girl.

then king, was greatly pleased
" France and Scot-

land," he exclaimed,
" are now one country

" mean-

ing, that ever afterwards Scotland would be only a

part of France. He was soon to learn that he was

mistaken.
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After eighteen months of fighting, the Scots and the

French together drove the English out of the country.

But, though the Scots and the French had fought
side by side, they came more and more to dislike

each other, just as they had always done when they
were brought together. And events began to happen
which were to make them bitter enemies.

In the year 1554, Mary of Lorraine got herself

made regent in place of Arran, who was created

Duke of Chatelherault, in France, to please him for

the loss of his office. The Queen-regent at once began
to govern Scotland just as if it were a part of France.

She put Frenchmen in most of the high offices, which,

of course, made the Scottish nobles very indignant.

Then she wished to have a standing army like the

kings of France, which meant that hired soldiers

would be brought into the country, and that a tax

would have to be raised to pay them. The nobles

would not listen to such a proposal, and declared that

they were able to defend their country with their own

arms, as their ancestors had done in the past. She

also wished to invade England with an army ;
but the

nobles told her what they had told the regent

Albany and James V. that they would not make war

on England for the sake of France, and thus bring evil

on their own country. By governing the country in

this way the queen-regent made herself very un-

popular with most of the nobles, and, as the French

soldiers in the country were constantly quarrelling

with the common people, the French began to be

hated more and more both by high and low. Indeed,,

most Scotsmen were now thinking that France was a

more dangerous enemy than England.
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In the year 1558, however, an event happened
which made it seem as if France and Scotland would

one day be united under one sovereign. Mary,

Queen of Scots, was married to Francis, the Dauphin
of France and the heir to the French throne. At the

time of the marriage two treaties were arranged, one

of which was made known, and the other was kept
secret. By the public treaty it was arranged that

Scotland would remain an independent country.

The secret treaty, however, which Mary signed, was

very different. By this compact the king of France

was to become king of Scotland if Mary should die

without leaving an heir, and in the meantime Henry
II. was to be the master of Scotland till he was paid
for her board and education. If the Scottish people
had known of this secret bargain, it would have

made them dislike the French even more than they

already did. But, as we are now to see, things

turned out very differently from what Henry II.

expected.

Mary of Lorraine had other enemies in Scotland

besides those who hated her French ways of govern-

ing. Since the burning of George Wishart, the new

religious opinions had gone on spreading more and

more. In the year 1550 another heretic, named
Adam Wallace, was burned on the Castle Hill of

Edinburgh ;
but this did more harm than good to the

Church, as people began to hate seeing men put to

death for their religion.

The clergy tried to stop the reading of books

which taught the new doctrines, but they found this

was impossible. Bibles, translated into English,

were now read by persons who had not read them
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before. And besides the Bible there were other

writings which taught people to despise and hate the

old Church. In the plays of Sir David Lyndsay,

James V.'s teacher when he was a boy, the clergy were

mocked at for their idleness and ignorance. But the

book which, after the Bible, did most to spread the new

teaching was one called
" Good and Godly Ballads."

In this book it was taught that the Church of Rome
was not the true Church, and that its clergy were so

idle and vicious that they could not be worse.

In the year 1553 an event happened which greatly

helped to bring on the Reformation in Scotland. In

that year Mary Tudor became queen of England,

and, as she was a Catholic, she drove many of the

Protestants from that country, some of whom came
to Scotland and went about teaching their opinions.

In the year 1555, also, John Knox returned from the

Continent and remained ten months, preaching in

different parts of the kingdom, though at last he had

to flee, as the clergy wished to have him burned like

Wishart and Wallace.

At length, in the year 1557, a step was taken which

brought the Reformation very near. Four nobles,

the earls of Argyle, Glencairn, Morton, and Lord

Lome (son of Argyle), and a gentleman named
Erskine of Dun, drew up a paper in which they stated

what the Protestants wished This paper is called

the "
First Covenant," as there were other covenants

in later times
;
and those who drew it up called them-

selves the " Lords of the Congregation," by the

Congregation being meant all the Protestants in the

country. And what was written in the " Covenant
"

?

That those who wrote it gave up the Church of Rome
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and would do all in their power to make the country
Protestant

We now see in what a difficult position the queen-

regent was. Should the Lords of the Congregation
have their way, Scotland would become a Protestant

country, and the result would be that it could no

longer be the ally of France, which belonged to the

Church of Rome. We cannot wonder, therefore, that

she did all in her power to prevent the country from

changing its religion, being a Catholic and French-

woman as she was. In the year 1558, still another

heretic, a very old, old man, named Walter Mill, was

burned at St Andrews
;
but he was to be the last who

was to suffer for his religion in this way. For it had

at length come to this that either the Protestants or

the queen-regent must rule the country. Only the

sword could settle the dispute, and it was the sword

that did settle it.

46. FALL OF THE OLD CHURCH. 1559-1560

MARY (1542-1567)

Why did John Knox and others like him wish

Scotland to change its religion ? The first and chief

reason was that they believed that the religion of the

Church of Rome was not the religion of the Bible.

Another reason was that they thought the clergy
were doing more harm than good to the people. In

the days of King David I. and of the kings that

immediately followed him, the clergy had done much

good to the country, but for a long time previous to

Mary's reign, they had been more and more neglect-
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ing their duties as the ministers of religion. The best

among them were quite aware of this, and saw that,

if the monks and priests and bishops did not reform

their lives, the people would some day rise against

them.

There were, indeed, many reasons why the people
should be discontented with the Church at the

time of the Reformation. More than a third of all

the wealth in the country was in the hands of the

clergy ;
and the bishops and abbots lived in luxury,

while they did not give nearly so much to the poor
as they ought to have done. The poorest people
were compelled to make gifts to the Church, otherwise

the priest would neither marry them, bury them, nor

baptize their children. Many of the clergy, also,

lived such bad lives and were so ignorant, that

they were quite unfit to be ministers of religion,

and were the laughing-stock of the people. Men
like Knox, therefore, said that a Church which allowed

such a state of things could not be the true Church,
and that it was their duty to try to put an end

to it.

When the Protestants and the queen-regent were

just in the middle of their quarrel, the man arrived in

Scotland whose zeal and eloquence were to do so

much to further the cause of the Reformation. This

was John Knox, who had again returned (1559) to his

native country after his long exile on the Continent.

Knox was the very leader the reformers needed.

Though he was small of stature and not very strong

in body, he had such courage that it was said of him

that "he never feared the face of man." He was

so eloquent, that a French Catholic said that



John Knox and one of his Friends.
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"he managed men's souls as he wished," and an

English Protestant said that in one hour he could

by his voice put more life into his hearers " than five

hundred trumpets blustering
"
in their ears.

In the beginning of May, 1559, Knox preached a

sermon in the parish church of Perth, in which he

said that the worship of the Church of Rome was

idolatry, and that it ought to be put an end to.

Before all the congregation had left the church, a

priest began to say mass, when a boy made some

remark. The priest gave the boy a box on the ear
;

the boy threw a stone at the priest, which missed him

and broke an image ;
and then there was a great

uproar among those who were still in the church.

All the pictures and images were torn down, spoiled,

and broken. Next the mob rushed to the monas-

teries of the Franciscans and Dominicans and to the

Abbey Church, and in two days there was nothing
but the walls of these buildings left standing. Knox
did not approve of these doings, and he called those

engaged in them the " rascal multitude," but it was

impossible to stop them
;
and in other towns, St

Andrews among them, where Knox also preached,
the same things were done.

When the queen-regent heard of what had taken

place at Perth, she at once ordered an army of

Frenchmen and Scots to be collected, and sent it

against that town. But the Protestants also raised

an army, and so at last war had begun. For a whole

year this civil war lasted, though there was not con-

stant fighting all the time. The chief leader of the

Protestants was the Lord James Stewart, a half-brother

of Queen Mary, who after Knox did more than any-
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one else to advance the cause of the Reformation
;
and

by his side were the earls of Argyle and Glencairn, and

other nobles. If the Scots had been left to fight it

out among themselves, the queen-regent would easily

have been beaten, as her enemies were not only the

Protestants, but all those who had come to fear and

hate the French.

But the regent had trained French soldiers on her

side, and more were sent to her assistance from

France, so that she was likely to gain the victory

in the end. Then the Protestant leaders took a step

which shows how great a change had come over

the country. They asked Queen Elizabeth, the

Protestant sovereign of England who had succeeded

the Catholic Mary, to send an army to their help.

The English army came, and English and Scots

together laid siege to the town of Leith, where the

French had fortified themselves. This was surely a

remarkable thing to have happened the Scots

fighting along with the English, who had so long
been their enemies, against the French, who had so

long been their friends.

The French in Leith were at last compelled to

surrender, and on the 6th of July, 1560, a treaty,

called the Treaty of Leith, or of Edinburgh, was

arranged between the three countries France,

England, and Scotland. By this treaty it was

agreed that the French soldiers were to leave

Scotland, and that a Parliament was to meet on

the loth of July four days after the treaty was

ned. As Mary of Lorraine had died during the

siege of Leith, it was also arranged that a council

of twelve persons should govern the country till

X
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Queen Mary returned from France. At the end of

the civil war, therefore, the Protestants had gained
almost everything they had wished.

The next thing to be done was the calling of the

Parliament, which, however, did not meet on the loth of

July, but on the 3rd of August. Of all the Scottish

Parliaments that ever met, this is the one which is best

remembered, and for this reason, that it put an end to

the Church of Rome as the national church of Scot-

land. In one day it passed three Acts, the first ofwhich

cast off the Pope, the second condemned all doctrines

and practices contrary to those of the Protestants,

and the third forbade the saying of mass. If any

person broke these laws once, his property was to

be taken from him
;

if he broke them a second time,

he was to be banished; and if he broke them a third

time, he was to be put to death. These seem very
cruel laws to us, but they were not new in Scotland.

In those days the law was, that if a person committed

the same crime thrice, no matter how small the crime

was, he was to be executed. It should be added, how-

ever, that the law was hardly ever carried out, and

that no one was ever put to death in Scotland for

breaking these laws against the Church of Rome.
The old Church had now been pulled down, but a

new one had still to be set up. The Parliament,

therefore, asked the Protestant ministers to draw up
a " Confession of Faith," that is, a statement of the

doctrines which the members of the new Church were

to believe. This was easily done, and in three days
the Confession was ready.

Next the ministers had to prepare another docu-

ment to show how the Church was to be governed.
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This document is called the "
First Book of Disci-

pline," and, if some things written in it had been

carried out, it would have been a good thing for

Scotland. For example, one thing it laid down was

that there should be a school in every parish, and a

more advanced school in the large towns
;
and that

every clever boy should pass through both of these

schools, and attend the universities. But this pro-

posal was not carried out for want of money. And
one of the reasons why there was not money was

that the nobles seized a great deal of the property
that had belonged to the old Church, and which

should have been used for the good of the country.

Indeed, some of the nobles, though not all of them,

helped to put an end to the old Church simply be-

cause they expected to get a share of its riches.

By Act of Parliament, Protestantism had now
been made the religion of the country, and the

first General Assembly of the new Church of Scot-

land met in 1560. But it must not be forgotten

that there were even now more Catholics than

Protestants in Scotland, and for many years to come
it was not at all unlikely that the religion of Rome

might be restored.

47. QUEEN MARY AND JOHN KNOX QUEEN
MARY AND ELIZABETH. 1561-1565.

In the year 1558, as we have seen, Mary, Queen of

Scots, was married to Francis, the Dauphin of

France. The next year, Henry II., the father of

Francis, died, and Francis succeeded him, so that
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Mary was now queen of France as well as of Scot-

land. After reigning for only about a year and a

half, however, Francis died
;
and then Mary found

Mary, Queen of Scots.

that it was best that she should return to Scotland.

On the morning of the ipth of August, "1561, the

fleet that brought her home appeared in the Roads of

Leith. It was not a very cheerful morning on which
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she arrived, as there was a thick mist on land and

sea. Her subjects, however, tried to show how

happy they were at her return. At night a band

came to Holyrood House, where she had been taken,

and played tunes on three-stringed fiddles, though
her French friends thought the music very bad.

After thirteen years Mary was now in her native

land and among her own subjects, but how could she

look forward with any pleasure to reigning over them ?

She had come from the sunny land of France, where

she had been accustomed to gaieties and grandeur
which she could not find in Scotland. Then she was

a Catholic and she loved France, and how was she to

rule a people that now hated France and had set up
the Protestant religion in place of the religion of

Rome ? It would have required the wisest and most

experienced of rulers instead of a girl of eighteen,

as Mary was, to rule Scotland at this time.

In some ways, however, Mary was likely to be

popular with her subjects. She was one of the most

beautiful women of her time, and had such winning
manners that she could make both men and women
of all ranks admire and love her. She was also very
clever and well educated, and was as brave as the

bravest knight. Her great fault was that, like her

grandfather James IV., she was so passionate and self-

willed that she often did things without considering
what would follow.

Of course, Mary would have liked that Scotland

:should again make friends with France and restore

i the old Church
;
but she knew that for the present

i. this was impossible, and that she must allow things to

f Remain as they were. She chose as her chief advisers
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the Lord James Stewart and William Maitland of

Lethington, who was the cleverest statesman then

living in Scotland. And, as both of these men were

Protestants, this meant that Protestantism was to

continue as the religion of the country.

Very soon, however, it was seen how difficult it

was for a Catholic sovereign to govern a Protestant

kingdom. Mary agreed that the mass should not be

said throughout the country, but she insisted that, as

she was a Catholic, she should have the mass said in

Holyrood Chapel for herself and her Catholic attend-

ants. Lord James Stewart and Maitland thought
that this ought to be allowed, and the mass was said in

Holyrood Chapel as Mary had desired. John Knox,

however, considered this was quite wrong, since, if

the queen had her mass, her Catholic subjects would

wish to have theirs also. Knox even preached
sermons in the Church of St Giles against the saying
of the mass in Holyrood, and Mary was so angry
at this that she summoned Knox to Holyrood Palace.

They had a long argument together, but, of course,

they could not agree ;
and all through her reign

Knox was Mary's chief enemy, as he thought that

she would never give up trying to bring back her

own religion, as was, indeed, the case.

After this quarrel about the mass, Knox and the

other Protestant ministers were never such friends

with the Lord James as they had been before Mary
returned to Scotland. And another dispute arose

between them which made the quarrel more bitter

still. Though the Protestant religion had been set

up, the ministers had received little or no money to

maintain themselves with. They asked, therefore,
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that the property of the old Church should be given

to them for the good of religion and education. But

the Lord James and the other Protestant lords would

not agree to this, and what they did was to take a

third part of the property of the old Church, and give

one half of it to the queen and the other half to the

ministers. As this was not nearly enough to keep

up ministers and churches and schools, Knox and

his brother ministers were very indignant with the

Protestant lords, some of whom had taken care to

set aside a large share of the Church property for

themselves. In these ways the Protestants came to

be divided, and the result was that their cause was

greatly weakened.

In the year 1562, just about twelve months after

her return, Mary set out on a journey to the north of

her kingdom which she had long intended to make.

The journey was meant to be one of pleasure, but it

turned out very differently. When she got to

Inverness-shire, the Earl of Huntly, a Catholic noble,

and one of the greatest men in the country, rose in

rebellion. Mary now showed how brave and high-

spirited she was. An Englishman who was with her

said that he " never saw her merrier," and he heard

her exclaim that she would like to be a man, to be

out all night in the fields and carry a buckler and a

broadsword. But the rebellion was soon over. The
Lord James Stewart (who now became Earl of

Moray) and two other earls collected an army and

met the Earl of Huntly and his followers at Corrichie,

about fifteen miles to the west of Aberdeen.
~

After

a short battle, Huntly was defeated, and, as he

rode from the field to Aberdeen, he fell dead
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from his horse from some illness with which he was

seized.

There was one thing on which Mary had set her

heart, and that was to succeed Elizabeth as queen of

England. Almost all Catholics, indeed, thought that

Mary was the rightful queen of England, and for

two reasons
; because, in the first place, they held

Elizabeth was not the lawful daughter of Henry VIII.

and Ann Boleyn, as Henry had divorced his first wife,

Catharine of Aragon, against the law of the Church

of Rome
; and, in the second place, because she

was a heretic, and, therefore, could not be a lawful

ruler. Mary's two chief advisers, the Earl of Moray
and Maitland of Lethington, were also anxious

that Mary should be Elizabeth's successor. What

they hoped was that, if Mary became queen of

England, she would become a Protestant, as

England was a Protestant country, and then one

Protestant sovereign would be ruler both of England
and Scotland. They, therefore, sent word to per-

suade Elizabeth to name Mary as her successor,

but Elizabeth would not agree to this. She was

afraid, she said, that if her Catholic enemies were

certain that Mary would be queen of England after

her death, they would assassinate her to make way
for Mary.
At last Mary grew tired of waiting till Elizabeth

should name her as her successor, and she took a

step which made Elizabeth very indignant. She

married Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley, eldest son of

Matthew, Earl of Lennox, in 1565. The reason why
Elizabeth was angry at this marriage was that, after

Mary, Darnley was the nearest heir to the English
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throne, as he and Mary were both the grandchildren

of Margaret Tudor. Henry VIII.'s sister Mary's

grandfather being James IV., and Darnley's grand-

Lord Darnley.

father, Archibald, Earl of Angus, who was Margaret
Tudor's second husband. By marrying Darnley,

therefore, Mary made her claim to the English throne-

still stronger, and it was this that frightened Eliza-

beth and made her so angry with Mary.
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And there were others as frightened and angry at

Mary's marriage as Elizabeth
; namely, the Earl of

Moray and the other Protestant lords. What made
these persons dislike the marriage was that Darnley
was a Catholic, and that he and Mary together would

come to have the chief power in the kingdom. But if

this happened, the Protestant lords would lose all

their authority, and in the end the Church of Rome
would be restored. Moray and his friends, therefore,

did all in their power to prevent the marriage, and,

after the marriage did take place, they rose in rebellion.

Mary, however, at the head of a small army chased

them from one part of the country to another, and at

last compelled Moray to flee to England. This was

called the' Chase-about or Round-about Raid.

Thus it seemed at first that Mary's marriage
with Darnley was to give her more power than she

had ever had since she returned to Scotland. But

we shall see that it was to be the chief cause of all

her misfortunes.

48. RICCIO AND DARNLEY. 1565-15G6

MARY (1542-1567)

At first, Mary and Darnley appeared to be very
fond of each other. Darnley was a tall, handsome

youth about twenty years of age, and therefore a few

years younger than Mary. He was skilful in all manly

games, and also in music and dancing, so that we need

not wonder that Mary was at first greatly pleased

with him. But he soon showed himself so weak and

foolish and self-willed that it was impossible for any
one to like or respect him. Before very long he and
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Mary began to quarrel, and the longer Mary knew him

she came to despise and dislike him the more.

Before their marriage Mary had promised that she

David Riccio.

would make Darnley king of Scots, as her consort
;

but, when she saw what kind of man he was, she drew
back from her promise. That was one reason why
they began to quarrel, and there was another reason

which made Darnley still more angry with Mary.
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Some time before the marriage there had come to

Scotland an Italian, named David Riccio, the son of a

musician in his native country. Riccio was himself a

skilful musician, and, as Mary was very fond of music,

this drew her attention to him. Soon Riccio became a

great favourite with her; she gave him handsome

presents, so that he was able to dress as magnificently
as any courtier

;
and he came to have so much power

that, if any one wanted a favour from Mary, he tried

to have Riccio on his side. Darnley, therefore, be-

came so jealous of Riccio that he was ready to do

anything to get rid of him.

Now Riccio had many enemies besides Darnley.
The Protestant lords hated him because they thought

that, being a Catholic, he would help Mary to restore

the old religon ;
and some of them had a still

stronger reason for both hating and fearing him. In

the month of March, 1566, there was to be a meeting
of Parliament, and in that Parliament a law was to

be passed for taking away the lands of the lords who
had rebelled against Mary on account of her marriage
with Darnley. But these lords thought that it was

chiefly owing to Riccio that this law was to be passed,

and that if he were out of the way, their lands would

not be taken from them. So Darnley and the

Protestant lords, among whom were the earls of

Moray, Morton, Argyle, Glencairn, and others, formed

a plot for the death of Riccio the arrangement

being that after the deed had been done, Darnley
was to be made king-consort along with Mary, and

that the lords were not to lose their lands.

The lords wished to try Riccio and then sentence

him to death, but Darnley was too impatient to wait
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for this, and it was decided that he should be slain

without a trial. On a Saturday night, a few days
before the lords were to be deprived of their lands,

Mary was at supper with a number of her friends,

Riccio being among them, in her boudoir in Holyrood
Palace. Suddenly there entered the room a band of

armed men, the Earl of Morton, Lords Lindsay,

Ruthven, and others, with Darnley at their head. In

spite of the tears and prayers of the queen, Riccio

was dragged out of the room and put to death with

no fewer than fifty-six wounds.

What happened after the murder of Riccio shows

how clever Mary was compared with Darnley. By
the bargain he had made with the Protestant lords, he

should have stood by their side after Riccio's death
;

but, only three days later, Mary persuaded him to

ride secretly to Dunbar Castle, where a number of

the nobles, the enemies of the Protestant lords, came

to join her. And the result of Darnley's conduct was

that he did not really make friends with Mary, but

he made bitter enemies of the Protestant lords whom
he had deserted. Before very long he was to learn

how foolishly he had behaved.

Everybody in the country must now have been

wondering what was to happen next. On the one

side were the Protestant lords, the chief of whom was

the Earl of Moray, who, along with the other barons

who had been driven to England, had returned to

Edinburgh the day after Riccio's murder; and on

the other side was the queen, with the nobles who
had gone to her at Dunbar. Was there to be another

civil war between Protestants and Catholics ? What

happened was this. Mary could not be certain that
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she would win the victory if she went to war with the

Protestant lords, and she therefore came to an agree-

ment with them. The arrangement was that those

of the Protestant lords who had taken part in the

slaying of Riccio were to be outlawed, while the Earl

of Moray and the others who had only rebelled against

Hermitage Castle, a Residence of the Earl of Bothwell.

her and had not been present at the murder, were to

remain in the country, and not to be deprived of

their lands.

Not long after this arrangement was made an

event happened (June ipth, 1566) which was to be very

important both for England and for Scotland. Mary
gave birth to a son, afterwards James VI. of Scotland

and James I. of England, who was to be the first sove-
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reign to rule over Great Britain and Ireland. Had
Mary not had a son, England and Scotland might
never have been united, as there would have been no
one to inherit the crowns of both countries. All Scots-

men were overjoyed at the birth of a prince who
would be the rightful heir to the three kingdoms, and

in Edinburgh no fewer than five hundred bonfires

were kindled in honour of the event.

But this happy event did not bring peace to

Scotland. Mary and her husband Darnley came to

dislike each other more and more, and they had no

pleasure in each other's company. Then Mary chose

another favourite, who was to spoil her happiness for

the rest of her life. This new favourite was James,
Earl of Bothwell, who was a very different man from

Darnley. He had lived a very wild life, and was so

bold and reckless that he would let nothing stand in

his way to gain his ends. Everybody saw that

Bothwell had great power over Mary, and wondered

what would be the end of it all.

On the i /th of December, 1566, the infant prince

was baptized as a Catholic in Stirling Castle; but,

though Darnley was in the castle, he was not present

at his own son's baptism, while Bothwell took

charge of the ceremony. A week after the baptism

Mary took a step which could not but frighten

Darnley. She allowed the Earl of Morton and others

who had taken part in the murder of Riccio to return

to Scotland, and, as we have seen, these men hated

Darnley because he had betrayed them. Darnley,

therefore, had good reason to fear that on their return -

they would seek to have their revenge upon him.

A short time after the baptism of the prince,
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Darnley went to Glasgow, where he became very ill.

When Mary heard of his illness she went to Glasgow,
and persuaded him to be brought to Edinburgh,
where he would be better attended to in his sickness.

The house to which he was taken was called the Kirk

of Field, and was situated where the University of

Edinburgh now stands. It was a lonely and ruinous

place, and unhealthy besides, so that it was not suit-

able foi an invalid. It now seemed as if Mary and

her husband had again become friends. She often

came to sit by his bedside, though she always left

him at night and slept at Holyrood.
One Sunday night Mary had spent some time with

him, when she suddenly remembered that she had to

go to Holyrood to be present at a festivity. A few

hours afterwards, about two o'clock the next morning,
a loud explosion was heard through the town. It

was the Kirk of Field that had been blown up with

gunpowder, which had been secretly placed in a room

on the ground-floor of the house. In a garden near

at hand the dead bodies of Darnley and his page
were found under a tree.

49. MARY AND BOTHWELL. 1566-1568

The persons who had hidden the gunpowder in the

Kirk of Field intended that people should think that

the house had been blown up by accident. But

everybody knew that the explosion had not taken

place by accident, and that Bothwell and others had

committed the crime in order to get rid of Darnley.
Bothwell was brought to trial, but he came attended

Y
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by so many followers that his judges were afraid to

condemn him.

People in England and France as well as in

Scotland believed that Mary had known of Both-

well's plot for the murder of her husband
;
and what

she now did made them still more suspicious of her

guilt. Only three months after the death of Darnley

[Photo 'by Valentine.

Ruins of Dunbar Castle.

she married Bothwell, who was known to be her

husband's murderer. Then a number of the nobles

joined together and determined to prevent Bothwell

from reigning as king, which had been his object in

slaying Darnley and marrying Mary. It seemed
as if there was to be another civil war between Mary
and Bothwell on the one side and the Protestant

nobles on the other.

Both sides collected armies, which came face to
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face on the slopes of Carberry Hill, near Mussel-

burgh, but no battle was fought. So many of

Bothwell's men deserted him that he had to flee

from the field, lest he should fall into the hands of

his enemies. He was to trouble Scotland no more,

for soon afterwards he sailed to the Orkney Islands,

of which he was the duke. Ships were sent after

him, but he escaped to Denmark
;
and there he was

put in prison, where, some years afterwards, he died

insane.

The day of Carberry Hill was one of the saddest

in Mary's life. She was led to Edinburgh, her dress

being a short red petticoat, as there had been no suit-

able woman's clothes in Dunbar Castle, from which she

had come to Carberry. When she was led into the

town, the crowds in the street hooted at her and

called her names, so that she was almost distracted

with rage and grief. But the question was, what was

now to be done with her ? Was she to be allowed to

remain queen or not? She was asked to give up
Bothwell, but this she refused to do. This being the

case, the lords thought that it would not be safe to

let her rule, as she would be certain to bring back

Bothwell, and then there would be civil war once

more. What they did, therefore, was to place her in

Lochleven Castle, from which, as it was in the middle

of a loch, she could not easily escape. Then a short

time afterwards she was compelled to sign a paper,

by which she gave the crown to her son. Five

days later the young prince was crowned at Stirling

as James VI. of Scotland John Knox preaching
the coronation sermon.

As James was little more than a year old, some one
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had to be chosen as Regent, and the person elected

was the Earl of Moray. As Moray was a Protestant,

his being Regent brought great joy to Knox and the

other ministers, and Moray gave them good reason

to be pleased with the way he governed. At the

end of the year (1567) in which he became Regent,

Moray held a parliament which, like the one that

had met in 1560, declared that Protestantism should

be the religion of the country. Knox and his friends

thought that all their troubles were now over, as

Moray was still young and might continue to rule

till the king was old enough to govern for himself, and

that day was still far off. They did not dream that

there were as many troubles to come as those they
had already passed through.

Moray had not been Regent for a year when news

came to him that Mary had escaped from her prison
in Loch Leven. She had managed her escape very

cleverly. One night (2nd of May, 1568) when her
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keepers had gone to rest, a page named William

Douglas stole the keys of the castle, and Mary and her

attendants slipped out to the loch, where a boat was

awaiting them. On the shore there was a band of

armed men in readiness to receive them when they
landed. Then, as soon as Mary was safely ashore,

the whole party galloped through the night to Niddry

Castle, in Linlithgowshire, and next day Mary went

on to Hamilton Palace. In a few days she was sur-

rounded by many earls and barons and bishops, who
took an oath that they would give their lives to save

her from her enemies, and to replace her on the throne.

The Regent Moray was in Glasgow when he heard

the news of Mary's escape. He at once collected an

army, not so large as that of Mary, but with better

trained soldiers and more skilful officers. The two

armies met at Langside, now a part of Glasgow, and

Mary looked on at a distance while the battle was

fought which was to decide whether she was to be

queen of Scotland again or not. The battle was

over in three quarters of an hour, and Mary's army
was completely defeated. Then in terror lest she

should fall into the hands of her enemies, she

galloped from the field of battle attended by only
six followers. She rode sixty miles that day, and

the next she arrived at Dundrennan, on the shores

of the Solway Firth. Still afraid that her enemies

might overtake her, she crossed the Solway in a

boat, to put herself under the protection of Queen
Elizabeth.

Mary's reign was at an end, but she was to live

for eighteen years longer, and all that time she was
to be the prisoner of Queen Elizabeth. Why did
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Elizabeth keep her a prisoner, and at last put her to

\death? It was because she knew that, if Mary had

been set free, England would not have been safe.

Had Mary been allowed to return to Scotland, there

would again have been civil war
;
and if she had con-

quered, she would have set up Roman Catholicism,

Loch Leven, from the Castle.

and this would have been a great danger to England.
Had she gone to France, she would have stirred up
enemies against England, and Elizabeth might have

been driven from the throne. It was a cruel fate for

Mary, and even those must pity her who think that

Elizabeth was justified in treating her as she did.
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50. SCOTLAND IN THE TIME OF QUEEN
MARY. 1

All through the reign of Queen Mary there had

been such constant quarrelling and fighting, that we
are apt to think that people must have neglected

their duties and led very unhappy lives. We know,

however, that this was not the case. Of course, the

English invasions did a great deal of harm, especially

in the country near the Borders
; and, when battles

had to be fought, men had to leave their work to fight

whenever they were called. But battles were not

fought every day, and the English were not always

invading the country, so that the farmer and the

merchant and the craftsman could usually go on with

their work in spite of the constant quarrelling of the

great people about the Court.

About the year 1551, not long after the battle of

Pinkie, there came to Scotland a French clergyman
who wrote about what he saw in the country, and

from what he says we may learn that, in spite of the

many wars and English invasions, the people were

not so badly off or so unhappy as we might have

expected. One thing that struck him was that every

day the country was becoming richer and more pros-

perous. The people had not much money, but they
had plenty of provisions, which were as cheap in Scot-

land as in any other part of the world. There was

mch corn and abundance of cattle, so that both

>read and meat were cheap. The chief crops he saw

irere barley, peas, and beans. Another thing he

loticed was the great number of churches and monas-
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teries, and he says that the clergy were richer than

the nobles, which we know to have been the case.

This was what a foreigner thought of Scotland, but

let us see what the country looked like in the times

of Queen Mary.
The surface of the country was very different then

from what it is now. First of all, there was hardly a

tree to be seen anywhere in the Lowlands. Round

gentlemen's houses there were sometimes a few, but

a traveller might walk many miles without even see-

ing a single bush. As there were so few trees, there

could be little wood for building houses and ships,

and so the Parliament passed many laws to encourage

planting, and to prevent mischievous persons from

injuring young trees. If any one did damage to a

young tree, he was to be fined .10 (Scottish money) for

the first offence and 20 for the second
; and, if he

broke the law a third time, he was to be put to death,

though this last punishment was never really carried

out. By another law, every one who had a certain

amount of land was to plant three acres of wood
round his dwelling. But in spite of these laws there

was very little timber grown, and it was not till long
after this period that Scotland became a well-wooded

country.

In another way the surface of the country was

different from what it is now. All over the Low-
lands there were marshes and small lakes which no

longer exist. The reason of this was that people
then did not understand how to drain land as we do

nowadays. If we could look at the country as it was

in the time of Mary, another thing would strike

us. We should not see any fences, whether hedges or
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stone walls, round the fields as there are now. All

the fields lay open, so that it was necessary to have

herds to keep the cattle and sheep from trampling
down the crops. We see, then, that from the want of

trees, from the many marshes and lakes, and from

there being no hedges or walls, the country must have

had a very different appearance from what it has

to-day.

We must not think, however, that Scotland was a

Dundrennan Abbey.

mere wilderness in the time of Mary. In many
places just as rich crops were raised as in any other

country. The most fertile districts were the Lothians,

ife, the Carse of Gowrie, and Morayshire. Then on

le hillsides great numbers of sheep were reared,

nd sheep-rearing was such a profitable business that

ie clergy, the nobles, and even the kings took

n interest in it.
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We know what a good farm was like at this time.

There was the farmer's house, which contained

a hall, a chamber, a pantry, and a kitchen. Near

the farm was the barn for storing the corn, a

byre for the cattle, and a dovecot for the pigeons, of

which there were great numbers in those days.
There was an orchard for the growing of fruits and

vegetables, a rabbit-warren, and a fish-pond, for

supplying the family with part of its food.

There was one great evil in Scotland, however,
which lasted for a long time after the reign of Mary.
The landlords would not let their lands for more

than a few years, and at the end of that time

they often turned the farmers out of their holdings.

The result of this was that the farmers did not manure

the land, or plant hedges, or improve their holdings
in any way, as they would have done had they
been certain that the landlord would not turn them

off at the end of their lease. It sometimes happened,

also, that the farmer who lost his farm slew the one

who took his place. It will be seen, therefore, that

the short leases did much harm in more ways than

one. They prevented the land from being properly

cultivated, and they made the landlords and the

farmers bitter enemies.

51. SCOTLAND IN THE TIME OF QUEEN
MARY. 2

In the time of Queen Mary the towns were much,

the same as they had been long before her reign.
1

1 See p. in.
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They were not surrounded with great walls with

towers, like the towns on the Continent, but most of

them were defended by stone-dykes, which, however,
were usually in a very broken down condition. It was

against the law to climb over these dykes into the

town, but as they were generally full of holes it was

very easy to slip through them, and this the boys
in the town constantly did. If any one wished to

enter the town, he had to pass through one of the

ports or gates ; and, if he had any goods with him, he

had to pay a toll to the gatekeeper.
The interior of the town was also much the same

as it had been in the Middle Ages. The streets

were no cleaner, swine went about just as they had

always done, the town was no better lighted, and it

was not safe to be out of doors after nightfall. In

earlier times the chief public building in every town

had been the parish church, but now in most of the

principal towns there was another public building,

called the Tolbooth, in which the courts ofjustice met

and criminals were imprisoned.
What was an ordinary house like in the time of

Mary, and how was it furnished ? Here is the

description of one in Stirling which belonged to a

bailie in that town. This house had four rooms, the

largest being the hall, which contained a counter, a

form, a stool, and a place for keeping meat. In a

second room, called the mid-chamber, there was a

bed and a press; in the front chamber there

were three beds, a chest, a form, and a little

iron chimney; and in the upper chamber there

were three beds, two of which, however, had no

bottoms. This was all the furniture in a bailie's
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house in those times, and, as for utensils, here is a

list of those that belonged to another bailie in the

same town : three saucers, six dishes, six pewter

plates, two pots, two bowls, a quart measure, and a

chopin measure.

Among other changes which the Reformation

brought about was a change in the amusements of

the people. Before the Reformation the day when
there was the greatest fun was the Feast of Fools,

which took place in the month of December, and

which was one of the strangest amusements that was

ever invented. First, a man was dressed to look like

a donkey, which was meant to represent either

Balaam's ass, or the ass which stood beside Christ's

manger, or the one which carried Christ and his mother

to Egypt. Others were dressed like the Pope, the

bishops, priests, and monks, all the dresses being
turned inside out. Then the donkey braying, and the

others making every kind of strange noise, the whole

procession proceeded to a church, and went through
the service with the books turned upside down.

This amusement, of course, came to an end at

the Reformation. But there were other pastimes
which the Reformers tried to stop, but which the

people were very unwilling to give up. The chief

of these was the frolic of Robin Hood and Little

John, which took place on the first of May. Those

who took part in this sport dressed themselves in

green, like Robin Hood and his men, and the fun

consisted in playing all kinds of jokes upon each

other. By the time the sports ended, however, there

was such riot and drunkenness that it led to disgrace-

ful scenes wherever they were held. But though
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Queen Mary herself wrote a letter to the magistrates
of Edinburgh, commanding them to put an end to it,

it was not till long afterwards that Robin Hood's

Day was given up.

Of course, there were other amusements besides

those that have just been mentioned. The larger

towns had "playing fields," where plays were acted

at different times of the year. Indoors people played

cards, back-gammon, and dice, and out of doors the

favourite games were golf, tennis (called catchpully),

and football, though these games were not played in

the same way as they are at the present time.

Almost all the burghs, also, had a horse-race once a

year, the owner of the winning horse receiving as

a prize a silver ball or cup, which was given by the

magistrates.

The dress of the great people was much the same
as in other countries. Both the lords and the ladies

wore a great ruff which rose above their ears. When
the women of all ranks went out of doors, they put
on a cloak or plaid, which completely covered their

heads so that their faces could not be seen. Both in

the town and in the country, men of the middle and

lower classes wore a plaid and a blue bonnet
; though

if a burgess wore a bonnet and a plaid he was liable

E3

a fine, as this dress was not considered grand

nough for a townsman. In earlier times every
raftsman had to wear a particular dress, so that it

might be known to what craft he belonged. By the

time of Queen Mary, however, this rule was not so

strictly kept. All the town officials had a livery of

their own. In Aberdeen, for instance, the postman
wore a blue livery, and in Edinburgh on state
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occasions the town servants appeared in black hose,

black doublet, and black bonnets.

An Englishman who came to Scotland tells us that

most of the people whom he saw ate salted mutton

and geese, with cabbage, peas, and beans. He also

says that it was only in the towns that wheaten bread

was to be had, and that the poorer people had to be

[Photo by Valentine.

George Heriot's School, Edinburgh.

content with oatcakes. The chief drink of the poor
was ale, but the rich drank wines brought from

France. There used to be great feastings at

marriages and baptisms. Crowds of people came
on these occasions, and those who could afford it had

on their tables all kinds of dainties, which were

brought from foreign countries. Indeed, so much

money was spent at marriages and christenings that

the Parliament passed a law forbidding any but rich
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people to have anything on their tables which was

not made in Scotland.

At the present day, a clever boy, if he is industrious,

can rise from any rank and become rich or famous.

Was this possible in the times of which we are

speaking? In the reign of Mary, two of the most

famous men were John Knox and George Buchanan.

Knox was the son of a small farmer, and we
know how he came to be a great man. He was

educated in Haddington School, and after leaving

school he entered the Church and became a priest.

Then, as we know, he turned a Protestant, and by
his zeal and eloquence came to be one of the chief

men in the country. George Buchanan was also the

son of a small farmer, and, like Knox, he rose to be a

great man though in a different way. After being
educated in Scotland, he went to the university of

Paris, and made himself one of the most learned men
in all Europe.
The lives of Knox and Buchanan show how a poor

lad in the country could rise to be great and famous.

And a boy in the town, if he were clever and attentive

to his trade or business, could become a rich merchant

and an important man. In the year 1563, two years
after Mary's return to Scotland, a boy was born in

Edinburgh who showed how this could be done. To
this day most people in Scotland know his name

George Heriot. He began his life as a goldsmith,
became jeweller to Queen Anne, the wife of James
VI., and afterwards went to London, where he carried

on business as a goldsmith and banker. When he

died, he was so rich that he left money enough to

found the School which bears his name to the
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present day. We see, therefore, that in those times

of which we are speaking, boys could by cleverness

and industry rise from all ranks and become rich and

famous men.

52. THE REGENT MORAY. 1567-1570

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

We have seen that after the battle of Langside

Queen Mary fled from Scotland, in which she was

never again to set her foot. Was there to be no

more righting between Catholics and Protestants now
that she was gone? The Regent Moray was now
the ruler of Scotland, and he was a Protestant, and

also one of the best and strongest rulers the country
ever had. Would he be able to put down all his

enemies, and restore peace and order after the terrible

events that had happened during the last few

years ?

There were two things that had to be done if the

Reformation was to be made safe in Scotland. First,

Mary must be prevented from becoming queen again ;

and, secondly, her son James must be kept on the

throne. Though Moray was a brave and wise ruler,

he was to find it a hard task to accomplish both of

these ends.

Though the Protestants had now the chief power,
there was still a large number of Catholics in the

country who wished Mary to be restored, as she

belonged to their own religion. There were also

many of the nobles who did not wish Moray to be

regent, and were determined to have Mary brought
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back. There was one noble especially who thought
that he and not Moray ought to be the chief person
in the country. This was the Duke of Chatelherault,

James Stewart, Earl of Moray.

once the Earl of Arran, who had been regent in the

beginning of Mary's reign. If Mary and her son

James died, he was the nearest heir to the throne,

and that was the reason why he thought that he

z
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should be regent instead of Moray. He was the head

of the family of the Hamiltons, which was one of the

richest and most powerful in the country, and on his

side, also, he had two great earls, both of whom were

his relatives the Earl of Huntly, who was a Catholic,

and the Earl of Argyle, who was a Protestant. What

gave the duke still more power was that Mary made
him her lieutenant in Scotland, so that all her friends

might gather round him.

The Regent Moray, however, was able to put down
all these enemies without even fighting a battle.

Then one of the Hamiltons, named James Hamilton

of Bothwellhaugh, thought that by slaying Moray his

family would gain the chief power, and the Duke

might be made regent. This Hamilton of Bothwell-

haugh, it should be said, had been taken prisoner at

the battle of Langside, and would have been put to

death if Moray had not ordered that his life should

be spared.

In the beginning of the year 1570, Moray travelled

from Glasgow to Stirling and thence to Linlithgow.
On the way he had been told that Hamilton was

seeking his life, and some of his friends wished to

bring Hamilton into his presence, but he would not

listen to their advice. During the night that Moray
lodged in Linlithgow, Hamilton made all his prepara-
tions for the crime he was about to commit. He
covered the floor of the room in which he took his

stand with a feather mattress, so that the sound
of his boots might not be heard in the room below.

He darkened the room by hanging black curtains

behind where he was to stand, so that he might not

be seen from the street, and he hung sheets round
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the window to hide the smoke from his gun when he

fired. The door of the house that opened on the

street was barred, and at the back door a swift horse

was kept ready for him when the deed was

done.

As Moray's friends knew that his life was in danger,

they persuaded him to ride back the way he had

come the day before, thinking that he would 'thus

avoid his intending assassin. The crowd in the

street, however, was so great that this could not be

done, and Moray rode slowly past the house where

Bothwellhaugh's Gun.

Hamilton was concealed. The shot was fired, and the

bullet passed through Moray's body. He was able

to dismount from his horse, and leaning on a friend

he returned to the house he had left. Before mid-

night he was dead. As for Hamilton, when the shot

was fired, he rushed to the horse which was in

readiness for him, and escaped to his friends at

Hamilton Palace, who were overjoyed to hear the

news he had to tell.

All the Protestants knew that by the death of

Moray they had lost their best and most powerful
friend. John Knox preached his funeral sermon, in

the Church of St Giles in Edinburgh, and we are told
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that " he made three thousand persons shed tears for

the loss of such a good and godly governor." Though

many of the nobles hated Moray because he had

allowed Mary to be deprived of the crown, he was

greatly beloved by the common people, who called

him the " Good Regent." A writer who lived at the

time says that " he was the defender of the widow

and the fatherless," meaning that he would not allow

the rich and the powerful to trample on the poor and

the weak.

53. REGENCY OF LENNOX. 1570-1571

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

Who was to fill Moray's place? This was the

question that the supporters of the king had now to

decide. The man whom they did choose as regent
was a very different person from Moray. He was

the Earl of Lennox, the father of Darnley, and it

was only because he was the grandfather of the king

that he was chosen. As he was both weak in health

and weak of mind, he was quite unfit to rule the

country at such a time.

There were still two parties in the country : the

one that wished James to remain king, and the other

that desired Mary to be restored. Most of the nobles

were on the side of Mary ; but, on the other hand, the

people in the towns, being mostly Protestants, were

supporters of James. At the time of Moray's
death there were two castles in the hands of- the

queen's party, which the king's adherents were
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anxious to recover. The one was Dunbarton Castle,

and the other was the Castle of Edinburgh.

Dunbarton Castle was taken in a way which

reminds us of the days of Wallace and Bruce. One

of the sentinels in the castle told a certain Captain

Thomas Crawford how the walls could be scaled.

So, with the sentinel as their guide, Crawford and a

band of men began the ascent at one o'clock of an

Dunbarton Castle and Rock.
[Photo by Wilson.

April morning (1571). They had not climbed far

before they found their ladders were too short.

Then Crawford and the sentinel had to climb from

the highest step of their ladders to an ash-tree about

twenty feet up the rock. This was safely done
;
the

ladders were pulled up to the tree, and again firmly

planted. Luckily there was a thick mist, so that the

whole band reached the top of the wall without being
seen. Shouting,

" God save the King !

" "A Darnley !
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a Darnley !

"
they fell upon the garrison, who were

only half awake, and in a few minutes the castle was

taken. Among the prisoners was Hamilton, Arch-

bishop of St Andrews, who had been one of the

Regent Moray's greatest enemies. A few days
afterwards he was hanged at Stirling for having been

a party to the murder both of Darnley and of Moray-
The Castle of Edinburgh could not be so easily taken

as that of Dunbarton. It was commanded by the best

soldier in Scotland, William Kirkcaldy of Grange,
who had once been the friend of the Regent Moray,
but was now on the side of Mary. In the castle, also,

was Maitland of Lethington, once like Kirkcaldy
the friend of Moray, but now like him on Mary's
side. Being a skilful soldier, Kirkcaldy knew how to

strengthen all the weak parts of the castle
; and, as he

received both money and ammunition from France,

he was able both to pay his soldiers and to supply
them with suitable arms. The siege began, but the

Regent Lennox had no cannons that could do much

damage to the walls of the castle, and at last he gave up
the attempt to take it. Then Kirkcaldy and Maitland

thought of a plan by which they might bring the war

to an end, and perhaps restore Mary to the throne.

In the month of August, 1571, Lennox and many of

the king's lords were assembled in Stirling, holding a

great meeting. The plan of Kirkcaldy was to fall

upon them by surprise, and, if possible, to take them
all prisoners. So, about six o'clock one evening

(3rd of September), Kirkcaldy rode out of Edinburgh
at the head of a troop of mounted men. To conceal

where they were going, they at first marched south-

wards, but they soon wheeled round in the direction
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of Stirling. Between three and four the next

morning, when it was still dark, they were in the

streets of the town.

The king's lords were all asleep, and in a few

minutes, without a blow being struck, the earls of

Argyle, Glencairn, Sutherland, Cassillis, Eglinton,

and the Regent Lennox himself, were taken one by
one from their beds. The Earl of Morton, however,

was awakened by the noise in the street, and had

time to barricade his door. Morton was a fierce and

bold man, and he and his servants made a desperate

fight; but the house was set on fire, and he was

compelled to surrender. Then Kirkcaldy's band, who
were mostly men from the Borders, began to plunder
the town instead of making off with their prisoners.

By this time the garrison in the Castle of Stirling

had been alarmed by the din in the town. The
commander of the castle was the Earl of Mar, who

kept the king there under his charge. At the head

of his men, Mar fell upon Kirkcaldy's troops, and in

a short time drove them out of the town. All the

earls who had been taken prisoners broke away in

safety from their captors, but the Regent Lennox
was not so fortunate. He had been tied on a horse's

back, but his friends had freed him and were leading
him off. Then a cry arose, "Shoot the regent!"
and a trooper drew his pistol and shot him through
the body. A few hours afterwards he died

;

he had been regent only for fourteen months.

Kirkcaldy, however, had failed in his bold plan.

His men stole three hundred horses and much other

property, but they had made none of the king's lords

prisoners, which had been Kirkcaldy's chief aim.
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54. REGENCY OF MAR. 1571-1572

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

Within less than two years two regents had been

slain
;
who would now be bold enough to accept such

a dangerous office? The new regent chosen was

that Earl of Mar of whom we have just heard, and

whose duty it had been to keep the king safe in

Stirling Castle. Mar was a kindly and peace-loving

man, and was liked and respected both by the King's

and the Queen's parties. But though he was made

regent, it was the Earl of Morton, the fierce and

bold earl who had defended his house so desperately
in Stirling, that had the real power.
The one thing that had to be done, if James VI.

was to be really king, was the taking of Edinburgh
Castle. Mar was made regent on the 5th of Septem-

ber, 1571, and the next month he entered Leith with

an army of 5000 men. Kirkcaldy was master not

only of the Castle of Edinburgh, but of the town

as well. Before Mar could get into the town, there-

fore, he must break down the wall which had been

built after the battle of Flodden, and this he now
tried to do. But Kirkcaldy planted his cannon in

the churchyard of St Giles, and on the high ground
where the university now stands, and thus was able

to fire down on Mar's men while they were digging
trenches before the wall. The cannon-shot was sent

even through Mar's own tent. Mar soon saw that

it was useless to try to batter down the wall, and

within a fortnight he led his men back to Leith.
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Since neither the town nor the castle could be

taken by storm, Mar, or rather Morton (for he was

the real leader), tried another plan. This was to

starve Kirkcaldy and his men, and so compel them

to surrender. It was proclaimed, therefore, that if

any man took provisions or coals into the town or

Edinburgh Castle, from the Grassmarket.

castle, he would be hanged on the spot ; and, if any
woman did so, she would be stripped and scourged.
Then Kirkcaldy did a thing for which the citizens of

Edinburgh never forgave him. As there was no coal

to be had, he took the roofs off some of the houses

and sold the rafters in the market for firewood.

There never was a sadder time in the whole

history of Scotland. There had been civil war in

previous reigns, but never had the contending sides
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been so cruel and merciless. When prisoners were

taken, they were at once put to death. And it was

not only near Edinburgh that fighting went on, but

in other, parts of the country. For instance, the

castle of Towie, in Aberdeenshire, was surrounded

by a band of Gordons who were on the side of

Mary. The castle was defended by the wife of the

owner of the castle, and she refused to surrender.

The Gordons then set fire to the castle, and slew

every person man, woman, and child within its

walls.

A writer, who was a boy in these times, says of

them :

" You should have seen fathers [fighting]

against their sons, sons against their fathers, brother

fighting against brother . . . one professing to be the

king's man, another the queen's. The very young
ones scarce taught to speak had these words in

their mouths, and were sometimes observed to divide

and have their childish conflicts in that quarrel."

Such were the Douglas Wars, as they were called, be-

cause Douglas was the Earl of Morton's family name,
and he was the chief man in the country.
At last, in August, 1572, the two parties agreed to

cease from fighting for a time. The truce lasted

for five months, and during that time several im-

portant events happened. On the 2/th of August the

Massacre of St Bartholomew took place in Paris,

when the Catholics rose one night and slaughtered
all the Protestants they could find in the city. The
result of this massacre was that the Protestants in

every country were so alarmed that they bound
themselves together more closely than ever they had
done before. In Scotland it made them more
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determined than ever that Mary should not be

restored to the throne, and her friends from this time

[Photo 'by Inglis, Edinburgh.

Statue of John Knox.

almost gave up hope of ever seeing her in Scotland

again.

During the time of the truce, also, two of the chief

men in Scotland passed away. The Regent Mar
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died, it is said, of a broken heart, because " he loved

peace and could not have it." Not long after him

died John Knox, and was buried in the churchyard
behind the church of St Giles, which is now the ground
in front of the Parliament House. A great multi-

tude attended his funeral, and, as the Earl of Morton

looked down into the grave, he said :

" Here lies one

who neither flattered nor feared any flesh."

There was another event that happened during the

regency of Mar, which was very important and

which must not be forgotten.

When the Protestant religion was set up in Scot-

land in the year 1560, no bishops or archbishops
were appointed. But the Earl of Morton wished to

have bishops and archbishops in the Church, and he

was a man to have his own way. The bishops of the

old Church were dying out, and who was to get their

wealth? Morton and other nobles were eager to

have a large share of it, but, as they were laymen,
how was this to be done ? Morton's plan was to

appoint bishops, but not to give them nearly such

large incomes as those of the bishops in the old

Church. And where was the rest of the money to

go? Into the pockets of Morton and other nobles,

who should have it in their power to appoint the

bishops. As we know, the Scots were always clever

at giving nicknames, and so they called Morton's

bishops Tulchans a " tulchan
"

being a calf's skin

stuffed with straw to look like a living calf, and then

placed beside a cow to make it give its milk.

The making of these Tulchan bishops was the

beginning of a great quarrel in Scotland which lasted

for more than a hundred years, and which was to
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cause much unhappiness both to the Scottish kings

and to their subjects. James VI. and the kings who
succeeded him all wished to have bishops in the

Church
; but, as many of the Scottish people did not

approve of bishops, there was constant quarrelling

between these kings and their subjects, and more

than once civil war broke out between them.

55. REGENCY OF MORTON. 1572-1578

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

On the day that John Knox died (November

24, 1572), the Earl of Morton was appointed regent.

Would he be able to take the Castle of Edin-

burgh, which the regents Lennox and Mar had

failed to do ?

We have seen that there was a truce of five

months between the King's and Queen's parties,

and during that time there had been no fighting

between them. On the first day of January, 1573,

however, Kirkcaldy fired a shot from the Castle to

let Morton know that the truce was at an end, and

the siege of the Castle again began. One night in

February a band of Kirkcaldy's men made a rush

out of the Castle, and set fire to some houses

covered with thatch. It was a windy night, and the

fire spread rapidly from one house to another. When
the citizens tried to extinguish the flames, Kirkcaldy
fired on them from the Castle. It was a cruel action,

and the citizens remembered it against him.
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From the gate of the Castle there extends a long

straight street, down which Kirkcaldy could send his

shot. To prevent this, therefore, Morton made three

ramparts of earth across the street, so that between

these ramparts people could walk in safety from the

Castle guns. As Morton had no great cannons, how-

ever, he could only try to starve the "
Castilians," as

they were called, till they should be compelled to

surrender. He poisoned St Margaret's Well at the

foot of the Castle, so that they should have no water

to drink, and he took care that no provisions should

reach them.

At last, there happened what Morton had long
been looking for

; Queen Elizabeth sent down a

force of armed men to assist him in taking the Castle.

As they had brought many great cannons with them,

Morton could now set about battering down the Castle

walls. Some of the cannons were placed where

Heriot's Hospital now stands, several on the Calton

Hill, and others on the ridge where George Street

runs. When the batteries began to play, a loud

shriek of despair was heard from the women in the

Castle. First St David's Tower fell, then the Wallace

Tower. Soon Kirkcaldy saw that he must yield, as

his men had begun to mutiny for want of food and

water.

One day, therefore, Kirkcaldy and two of his

friends clambered down the Castle wall by a rope, and

went to the commander of the English, as they thought
that he would receive them more kindly than Morton.

But the English leader would do nothing without

Morton's consent, and the arrangement made was

that everybody in the Castle should be allowed to go
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free except Kirkcaldy, Maitland, and six other

persons. So at last Edinburgh Castle was taken,

and from this time there was no hope that Mary
would ever be restored to the throne. Many wished

that Kirkcaldy's life should be spared, as he had been

much loved for his brave and generous character
;
but

he had caused so much misery during the last years
of his life that Morton and most of the Protestants

were determined that he should be put to death, and

he was publicly executed like a common criminal.

As for Maitland, he died in prison, and so escaped
the fate of his companion.
There was now no Queen's party in the country,

and the civil war was at an end. What Morton had

henceforth to do was to see that the laws were obeyed

throughout the whole land, and this was no easy task.

Morton, however, was exactly the kind of ruler who
was needed at the time. He feared no man, and he

was strict, stern, and even cruel. It was the Border

that was the most unruly part of the country, and

Morton went to the Border at the head of an army
and compelled the chiefs of the clans to promise that

they would live at peace.

Morton's chief fault as a ruler was his greed of

money, and he was not very particular as to how he

got it. Here, for example, was one way in which he

sought to put money into his own coffers. The
Protestant ministers grumbled that their stipends
were not regularly paid, so that many of them could

hardly get food or clothing. Morton told them that he

would collect the stipends, and so make sure that the

ministers would receive them. But what did he do

with the stipends when he had collected them ? He
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said that there were more ministers in the country
than were needed, and he made one minister do the

work of three or four, so that only one stipend was

paid and the others he kept to himself.

During the regency of Morton, in the year 1575,

there took place the last great fight between the

English and Scots on the Borders. It came about

in this way. Once every month the English and

Scottish Wardens used to meet at an appointed

place, to settle any quarrels that had arisen between

the Scots and the English. The English Warden at

this time was Sir John Forster, and the Scottish

Warden Sir Thomas Carmichael. Each at the head

of an armed band, the two wardens met in the

Reidswire, a pass leading through the Cheviot Hills.

For a time everything went on smoothly, till Car-

michael asked Forster to give up an Englishman who
had been robbing in Scotland. Forster refused, and

a quarrel arose between them. Then the English
Borderers shot a flight of arrows among the Scots.

As the English had more men, the Scots had to give

way, but just at this moment a band of men from

Jedburgh came to their assistance. It was the Scots

who were now the stronger, and they soon put the

enemy to flight, taking the English Warden himself

a prisoner. This fight was called the " Raid of Reid-

swire."

Though the Regent Morton kept good order in

the country, he was disliked by all classes. The
common people hated him on account of the taxes

he made them pay, and the ministers were opposed
to him because he had kept their stipends and set

up the Tulchan bishops. Most of the nobles, also,
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both feared and hated him, because he punished
them severely whenever they broke the law. At

last, so many of the nobles combined against him

that he could no longer remain regent, and the end

was that, greatly against his will, he had to give up his

office. But the country was soon to miss his strong
hand that had made both high and low obey the

laws.

56. A FRENCH FAVOURITE THE RUTHVEN
RAID. 1578-1583

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

When the Earl of Morton gave up the regency,

James VI. was only twelve years of age, so that he

was not yet able to rule for himself. The nobles who
had forced Morton to resign, therefore, tried to

divide the government among themselves. Soon,

however, they began to quarrel, and then Morton

thought that this was a chance for him to recover his

power. So he came forth from his
" Lion's Den," as

his castle at Dalkeith was called, got the king into

his hands, and again became the chief man in the

kingdom, though he had not the title of regent.

But the next year (15/9) there came one to Scot-

land who was to be the most dangerous enemy
that Morton ever had. This was Esme Stewart, Lord

of Aubigny, a nephew of James's grandfather, the

Earl of Lennox. Aubigny had lived all his life in

France, so that, though he was a Scotsman by
descent, he was a Frenchman in all his ways. And
what brought Aubigny to Scotland ? He had been

2 A
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sent by the Catholics of France to do all in his power
to have Queen Mary restored to the throne. Now

Aubigny was an exceedingly smooth and clever

courtier, and soon he gained such power over the

boy-king, as to be able to make him do whatever he

pleased. Before very long James made him Earl,

and afterwards Duke of Lennox, and Keeper of

Dunbarton Castle, which, after Edinburgh Castle,

was the most important fortress in all Scotland.

Now, if Lennox was to succeed in bringing back

Mary, there was one man who would have to be put
out of the way, and that was the Earl of Morton. It

was Morton, as we know, who had done more than

any one else to put down the friends of Mary in

Scotland, and, so long as he had the chief power in

the country, she would never be restored. Lennox,

therefore, at once set about trying to ruin Morton,
and he did this very cleverly. He had brought

money with him from France, and he gave this

money in bribes to some of the chief men to assist

him in bringing about the fall of Morton. But the

man from whom he got the greatest help was

Captain James Stewart, a brother-in-law of John
Knox. This man was as fierce and strong as Morton

himself, of whom he was a great enemy.
One day when the king was sitting with his Privy

Council in Holyrood Palace, Captain Stewart suddenly

entered, threw himself on his knees before James,

and, pointing to Morton, accused him of having had

a share in the murder of James's father, Darnley.
Morton smiled, and haughtily said that he was ready
to be tried in any court in the land. That night he

was kept a prisoner in Holyrood ;
then he was
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removed to Edinburgh Castle, and afterwards to the

Castle of Dunbarton, of which his enemy, Lennox
was the Keeper.

Morton, as we know, had very few friends. Most

of the nobles feared and hated him, and even the

Reformed ministers were not his friends, though he

had done more than anyone else to make Protestantism

secure in Scotland. When he was brought to trial,

therefore, it was his enemies who were his judges.

Though he denied that he was guilty of Darnley's

murder, he was condemned to death
;
and the day

after the trial he was executed at the Market Cross of

Edinburgh, and his head was stuck on the highest

point of the Tolbooth. He had been a cruel and

hard man, yet, while he ruled, he had made the laws

obeyed, and but for him the Protestant religion might
not be the religion of Scotland to-day.

Now that Morton was got rid of, Lennox and

Captain Stewart (whom James had made Earl of

Arran) became the first men in the country, and

Lennox went on with his great plot for bringing
back Mary. But soon many enemies began to rise

against him, and among these enemies were the

ministers, who saw quite clearly what he was aiming
at. Great was their fear, therefore, lest he should

succeed in restoring Mary, which would, of course,

have meant the restoring of the Catholic religion.

Then to deceive the ministers, Lennox did a thing
which was almost too clever. Though he was a

Catholic, he publicly declared in the church of St

Giles that he was a Protestant. And he did some-

thing more. He got James to have a Confession of

Faith (called the "
Negative Confession ") drawn up,
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in which the errors of the Catholic Church were

spoken of in very strong language. But the ministers

were not taken in by all this, and they disliked

Lennox more and more.

And not only the ministers, but some of the nobles

were among the enemies of Lennox. There was

one noble especially, the Earl of Gowrie, who had

at first been friendly with him, but whom he had

made his deadly enemy. With a few other nobles,

Gowrie determined to put an end to Lennox's power
in the country, and they did this in the usual way by

getting the king into their hands. This was how

they managed it.

In the month of August, 1 582, James had been hunt-

ing in the district of Athole, in Perthshire, and, when

the hunting was over, he went to the town of Perth.

While he was there, the Earl of Gowrie and several

other nobles came to him, and persuaded or com-

pelled him to go to the castle of Ruthven or

Huntingtower, which belonged to Gowrie and is

about three miles from Perth. The morning after

James arrived at the castle, he was about to step out

of doors, but he was told that this would not be

permitted. James then began to cry, but one of

those present, the Master of Glamis, said :

" Better

bairns greet than bearded men," words which James
never forgot. This seizing of James was called the
" Raid of Ruthven."

As had so often happened before, the nobles who
had the king in their hands were able to rule the

country. Gowrie and his friends made the king
write a letter to Lennox telling him that he- must

immediately leave Scotland. Though Lennox was
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very anxious to remain in order that he might carry
out all his plans, it would have been at the risk of his

life had he done so. He therefore returned to

France, where he died a short time afterwards.

The Ruthven Raiders, as long as they had the

power, did exactly the opposite of what had been

done by Lennox. They made friends with England
instead of with France, and they passed laws against
the Catholics, of whom there was still a large number
in the country. As the Protestant ministers were on

their side, they treated them kindly, and paid them
the stipends which the Regent Morton and others

had refused to give them.

But the Raiders did not enjoy their power long.

James hated them for making him a prisoner, and he

did not approve of the way that they ruled, so he

determined to escape from them, whenever a chance

came. He was now only sixteen years of age, but

he was as clever and cunning as a grown-up man. He
pretended that he was quite pleased with everything
and everybody, and so his keepers began to be more

careless in watching him. One morning, about ten

months after he had been made prisoner, he was

walking in the park of Falkland Palace, where he

was staying. A letter was put into his hands from

his grand-uncle, the Earl of March, telling him that if

he came to St Andrews, he would find friends there

to defend him. At the head of a small band he at

once rode to St Andrews, and that night he was safe

in the town, surrounded by a number of his nobles.

And so, as the Raiders had lost the king, they also

lost their power in the country.
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57. THE BEGINNING OF A GREAT
QUARREL. 1583-1585

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

James, on his escape from the Ruthven Raiders,

was only in his eighteenth year, and, though he was

very clever and very learned for his age, he was not

bold and manly like some of his ancestors. All his

life, also, he was fond of having favourites, who came

to have great power over him. We have seen how
fond he was of the Duke of Lennox, whom he had

been compelled to send away from Scotland. And
now he chose another favourite, who was a very
different man from Lennox. The new favourite was

that Captain Stewart, whom he had made Earl of

Arran, and who had accused Morton of having had a

share in the murder of Darnley. Lennox had been

smooth and pleasant in his ways, but Arran was a

man who frightened people into doing what he

wished. There were few persons who dared to face

him when he was angry.
Arran ruled the country quite differently from

Gowrie and his friends
;
almost everything that they

had done, he tried to undo. It was at this time, in-

deed, that there began in Scotland the great quarrel
which was to last for more than a hundred years, and

which was to end in the House of Stewart being
driven from the throne. Let us see what this quarrel
was about.

Even when James was a boy, he had notions of

his own about what a king was and how he should

rule. As a child, he had the famous scholar, George
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Buchanan, for his teacher. Buchanan had taken care

that his pupil should be very well educated, and, in-

deed, James came to be one of the most learned

George Buchanan.

kings that ever sat upon a throne. Buchanan had

the same opinions about rulers as John Knox and

other Protestants, and he tried to teach these

opinions to James. What Knox and Buchanan
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thought was that the people had at first chosen

kings, and that a good king was one who obeyed the

laws and ruled for the good of his people.

James, however, held the opinion that this was

not the right view of what a king was and should be.

What he believed was that kings were not chosen at

first by the people, but were appointed by God to rule

over them. This being the case, it was for the king
to decide what was good and what was not good for

his subjects, and it was their duty to obey him. It

was for the king, for example, to settle what power
Parliament should have, and of what religion his

subjects should be, and how the Church should be

governed. The king, therefore, should be the Head,
not only of the State, but also of the Church.

During his whole reign James tried to be a king
like this, and there can be no doubt that he did try

to rule for what he thought was the good of his

people. But the difficulty was that many of his

subjects did not take the same view as he did of

what was good for them.

Now, the Protestant ministers taught that it was in

the Bible that men found the true religion, and that

neither popes nor kings had a right to say what that

religion was, but that each man should read the

Bible for himself and find what was the truth.

When, therefore, James said that he was the Head
of the Church, and had the right to decide what the

Church should teach and how it should be governed,

many of his subjects thought that he was quite

wrong, and that it was not their duty to obey him
when he commanded them to do what they thought
was not taught in the Bible. This, then, was the
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great quarrel which arose in Scotland, and the reason

why it lasted so long was that all James's successors

had the same opinions as himself about what was

called the " Divine right of Kings."

We have seen how, during the regency of Mar, the

the Earl of Morton had set up the Tulchan bishops.

Both the Protestant ministers and their congregations

thought that these bishops were merely sham bishops,

and that they ought not to be allowed. Then a

minister stood forth who, after John Knox, is the best

known of all the early Protestant preachers in Scotland.

This was Andrew Melville, who was one of the most

learned men of his time, and as zealous as Knox,

though not so clever in gaining his ends. Now,
Melville disliked not only Tulchan bishops, but all

kinds of bishops, and he did everything in his power
to prevent bishops from being appointed in Scotland.

In the year 1581, the year that the Earl of Morton

was executed, a General Assembly was held at

Dundee, in which Andrew Melville took the chief

part. This assembly is one of the most famous in

the history of the Church of Scotland, because it was

by it that Presbyterianism was set up in the country.

In a Presbyterian Church all the ministers are of the

same rank and order, while in an Episcopalian Church

there are three orders of clergy bishops, priests, and

deacons, and various ranks and titles, such as arch-

bishop, bishop, and dean. Another thing that this

assembly did was to put forth what is called the

Second Book of Discipline, because, as we know, a

Book of Discipline had already been drawn up at the

time when Protestantism was set up in the year 1 560.

There were two things said in this Second Book of
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Discipline which have to be remembered, because it

was about them that all the disputes were to arise.

The one was that bishops should not be allowed in

the Church, and the second was that neither the king

nor the Parliament had the right to say what the

Church should teach nor how it should be ruled. And
now we can go back to Arran, and understand what

he tried to do while he had the chief power in his

hands.

We have just seen that James thought that it was

his right to decide what the Church should teach

and how it should be ruled. We can understand,

therefore, how angry he was when the General

Assembly set up Presbyterianism without his order

or permission. So while Arran had the chief power,
a Parliament was held, by which it was declared

that the king was the Head of the Church, that

there should be bishops, and that the king had the

right to appoint them. It was now Andrew Melville

and the other ministers who were angry, but Arran

was not the man to be afraid of any person's anger.

When one of the ministers said that the "Black Acts,"

as the Presbyterians called them, were unjust, Arran

told him that, though his head were as big as a hay-

stack, he would make it leap from his shoulders.

But Arran's rule did not last long. He had

banished to England the lords who had taken part in

the Ruthven Raid, but Queen Elizabeth, who hated

Arran, determined that they should return to Scotland

and rule the country in place of Arran. And an event

happened which gave her an excuse for demanding
that James should put away his favourite.

As we saw, the English and Scottish Wardens of
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the Borders used to meet on certain days to settle

any quarrels that had arisen. On one of these days,
in the year 1585, a dispute arose just as had

happened at the Reidswire, Fighting began, and in

the battle an English lord was slain. Elizabeth then

accused Arran of having caused the quarrel, and

demanded that James should put him in her hands

as a prisoner. James refused to do this, but, as he

was afraid of offending Elizabeth too much, he shut

up Arran in the Castle of St Andrews. A short

time afterwards the banished lords entered Scotland,

and they and their friends collected an army. Arran,
who had been let out of his prison, tried also to

collect a force, but this he was unable to do, and his

enemies were too strong for him. From this time he

lost his power in the country, though he tried hard

to get it back, and he came to a sad end.

He had made many enemies, and among these

enemies was one named James Douglas of Torthor-

wald, whose uncle he had put to death. Now it

happened that many years after his fall he was

travelling in a lonely part of Lanarkshire. As this

was the part of the country in which his enemy
Douglas lived, his friends warned him of his danger.
But Arran, who never feared an enemy, proudly
answered that he was not afraid of any Douglas in

Scotland, and he went on his way till he came to a

glen in Selkirkshire. As he and his companions
were riding through the glen, he asked what its

name was. They told him that it was called

Catslack.
" Then let us ride more quickly," he said,

"
for it was prophesied that I should die in a place of

that name." But, before they had got out of the
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glen. Douglas and three of his servants were seen

swiftly riding after them. Soon they were overtaken,

and Arran was struck from his horse and slain while

he lay on the ground. So ended the life of one who
had for a time been the real king of Scotland, and

who was one of the worst, but also one of the boldest

and cleverest men of whom we read in all our

history.

58. JAMES VI. AND THE ENGLISH CROWN.
1587-1593

There was one thing on which James had set his

mind, and which he never lost sight of, and that was

to be king of England after the death of Queen
Elizabeth. And in the year 1587 an event happened
which made him more anxious than ever to make
sure that he should be Elizabeth's successor. In that

year his mother Mary was executed in Fotheringay

Castle, in England. She had been more than eigh-

teen years a prisoner in one castle after another, and,

though she had more than once tried to escape, she

had never succeeded. She had also taken part in many
plots against Elizabeth, who would never consent to

let her go free. At last, she was accused of a plot
for the assassination of Elizabeth, and, after a trial in

which she defended herself with wonderful courage
and skill, she was declared guilty by her judges and

condemned to death. And no one ever met death

more bravely than Mary, and her sad end and her

long years as a prisoner make us think even more of

her misfortunes than of her errors.

After his mother's death James was the true heir
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to the English crown, but it was still not at all certain

that he would ever wear it. First of all, Elizabeth

would not name him as her successor, though he did

all he could to persuade her to do so. Then it was

not certain that the English people would have him
as their king. But there was another danger that

threatened to prevent James from ever becoming king
of England. The Pope, and the kings of France and

Spain, who were both Catholics, were all anxious

that England also should be ruled by a Catholic

sovereign ;
and Philip, the Spanish king, had made

up his mind that he would try to conquer England
and bring it back to the Church of Rome.

But, if Philip did conquer England, would he give

the Crown to James, who was a Protestant? This

was a puzzle for James, but, as we know, he was

exceedingly clever, and he tried to find a way out of

it. He pretended to the Pope and the kings of

France and Spain that he was really a Catholic at

heart, and that he remained a Protestant only
because he could not help himself, as most of his

subjects were Protestants.

Now, the Protestant ministers suspected that James
was quite ready to change his religion, if he could

only make sure that he would one day be king of

England. Of course, the ministers were greatly

alarmed lest Catholicism should be brought back, and

what made them more alarmed was that nearly a

third of the Scottish nobles were Catholics, as were

also many of the people in different parts of the

country. It will be seen, therefore, that there were

two reasons why the ministers were displeased with

James ; first, because he wished to set up bishops in
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the Church, and secondly, because they suspected that

he was ready to change his religion if it served his

purpose.
As we know, Philip, king of Spain, did try to

conquer England. In the year 1588, the year after

Mary's death, he sent his great fleet, called the

Armada, and we know what happened to it. Eliza-

beth's fleet met it in the English Channel, and a

fight took place, in which the Spaniards had much the

worst of it. Then terrible storms arose, which com-

pelled the great Armada to sail round the coasts of

Scotland. Several of the vessels were wrecked and

cast ashore, one of them at Tobermory, in the island

of Mull. The last wreck is supposed to contain a

great deal of treasure, which men are now trying

to fish up from the bottom of the sea.

King Philip had failed to conquer England, and

the great danger had passed by. But James and the

ministers did not become better friends. As was just

said, there were many Scottish nobles who were

still Catholics, the chief being the Earl of Huntly
and the Earl of Errol. Both of these earls tried

to persuade Philip to send Spanish soldiers to Scot-

land to assist the Scottish Catholics -in putting down

Protestantism, and, though the Spanish soldiers were

not sent, the earls gathered an army of their own and

rose in rebellion. Then the ministers demanded
that James should punish these earls in such a way that

they should not again be able to trouble the country.

But James refused to do this, as he wished to keep
on friendly terms with the Catholics not only in

Scotland but in other countries.

But this constant quarrelling between James and
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the ministers was not for the good of the country.

What the one wished, the others opposed ;
and the

result was that James was not able to keep order in

the land, and many of his subjects came to break the

the laws, as if, says an old writer,
"
there had been no

king in Israel." Here are two stories which show

how little men thought of breaking the law.

The Earl of Huntly, of whom we have just heard,

had long been the enemy of the Earl of Moray, who
was a relative of the Regent Moray. In the month of

February, 1592, Moray was staying with a few of his

servants in his House of Donnibristle, near Aberdour,
on the coast of Fifeshire. One night, Huntly and a

band of his followers came to the house and sum-

moned Moray to surrender. On Moray's refusing,

Huntly set fire to the house, and soon it was in

flames. Then Moray rushed out sword in hand,
cut his way through his enemies, and ran towards

the sea-shore. But his enemies knew him from the

burning tassels on his helmet, and overtook him and

slew him in the water. Moray was such a handsome

man that he was known as the " Bonnie Earl o'

Moray," and it is said that, as Huntly gashed him in

the face with his sword, Moray exclaimed,
" You have

spoilt a better face than your own." A beautiful

ballad was written about the death of Moray, of

which this is the first verse :

"Ye Highlands and ye Lowlands,
Oh ! where have you been ?

They hae slain the earl o' Murray,
And laid him on the green."

The other story is as follows. Two Border clans,

the Johnstones and the Maxwells, had long been at

2 B
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feud with each other, and in the year 1 593 they met

at Dryfe Sands, near the town of Lockerbie, in

Dumfriesshire. Before the battle began, the chief-

tain on either side offered a reward to any one who
would bring the head or the hand of his enemy.

Though the Johnstones had not nearly so many men
as the Maxwells, they gained a complete victory.

Medal of Mary, Queen of Scots.

When the chief of the Maxwells saw that the battle

had gone against him, he held out his hand and

asked for quarter. Instead of sparing him, Johnstone
cut off the outstretched hand, and, not satisfied with

this, also cut off his enemy's head, which he hung at

his saddle-bow. So many wounds in the face were

given in this fight that such wounds came to be called
" Lockerbie licks." This was the last great clan battle

that was ever fought on the Borders.
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59. PRESBYTERIANISM ABOLISHED THE
GOWRIE CONSPIRACY. 1592-1603

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

All this time the dispute between James and the

Presbyterians had never ceased. The last we heard

of the dispute was the passing of the " Black Acts,"

which declared that the king was the Head of the

Church, and that bishops should be appointed.

Bishops, however, were not appointed ;
and in the

year 1587 another Act was passed by the Parliament,

which seemed to make it impossible that there should

ever be bishops in Scotland again. By this last Act

all the property which had belonged to the Catholic

Church was given to the king ;
and where was then the

money to come from which would support the bishops,

who, of course, would require to have much larger

incomes than the ordinary ministers ?

Then, in 1592, still another Act was passed, which

at last seemed to settle the long dispute. This Act

declared that the Church should be Presbyterian and

not Episcopalian, and James himself agreed to it.

For ever afterwards the Presbyterians considered

it was the most important Act that had ever

been passed in their favour, and they called it

the Magna Charta of their Church, because it did

for the Church what the Great Charter did for the

liberties of the people of England.

But, though James agreed to this last Act, it was

only because the Presbyterians happened at the time

to have great power in the country. It was one of
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James's qualities, however, that, if he set his mind on

anything, he would not rest till he had gained his

point, and at last he did succeed in triumphing over

his opponents ;
and this was how he managed to

win the victory.

The ministers were not all so much opposed to

bishops as was Andrew Melville, and in the northern

parts of the country especially there were many
of them who were quite willing to do James's

bidding. What James did, therefore, was to

summon meetings of the General Assembly, though
the keen Presbyterians said that he had no right

to do so, as that right belonged to the Church

alone. Now, in these General Assemblies the

ministers came to be so much divided in their

opinions, that James was able gradually to have his

way, and in the year 1600 three bishops were

appointed. This was the real beginning of Epis-

copacy in Scotland, and we shall see that in course

of time there came to be as many bishops in the

Protestant Church as there had been in the Church

before the Reformation.

There was another reason why James was able to

put down Presbyterianism, and it is very important.

We know that it was with the help of some of the

nobles that the Reformation had been brought about.

If nobles like the Regent Moray, the Earl of Argyle,
and the Regent Morton had not been on the side of

Knox and the other Reformers, it is very doubtful if

the Reformation would ever have taken place. But

what happened now was that all the great nobles

took the side of James against the Presbyterians.

And why was this ? It was, in the first place, because
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many of the nobles preferred Episcopalianism to

Presbyterianism. And there was another reason

still. We have seen that by an Act of Parliament

the property of the old Catholic Church was given
to the king. What James, therefore, did was to give a

great deal of that property to many of the nobles, and

in this way to get them to take his part against the

Presbyterians. We shall see that, at a later time, in

the reign of James's son, the nobles went over to the

other side, and the result was that Episcopacy was

put down and Presbyterianism set up for a number
of years.

While this long dispute was going on between

James and the Presbyterians, a number of events

happened which must now be told, as some of them
are both strange and interesting.

One of these events was that the Catholic Earls

of Huntly and Errol were at last completely con-

quered. In the year 1594, those earls and others

raised an army to compel James to favour their

religion, and they defeated a royal army at Glenlivat,

in Banffshire. But James himself went against them
with another army, and they were not able to stand

against him. The end was that both Huntly and
Errol had to surrender, and were compelled to

profess themselves Protestants, though, of course,

they did not at heart change their religion.

In the year 1596, all Scotland rang with a bold

deed that was done on the Borders. On one of

those days of truce, of which we have already heard,
the English and the Scottish Wardens with their

followers met by the Keirhope Water, which is just

on the line between the two kingdoms. The Scottish
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Warden was Sir Walter Scott of Buccleuch, and the

English Warden was Lord Scrope. Among the

Scots who were present at the meeting was a daring
Border robber, called William Armstrong of Kinmont,
but better known as " Kinmont Willie," as he is

named in the ballad that tells the story. Now, it was

a Border law that no one who was present on the

days of truce should be harmed in any way till after

the sun rose the following morning. But, as Kinmont
Willie was riding home after the meeting, Lord

Scrope's men made him prisoner and took him to

the Castle of Carlisle, where they put him in irons.

The Scottish Warden, Buccleuch, was indignant at

this breaking of the Border law, and he demanded of

Lord Scrope that his prisoner should be given up.

No attention was paid to Buccleuch's demand, and he

determined that he would rescue Willie from his

prison. So one dark night, when it was pouring
torrents of rain, Buccleuch at the head of a band of

horsemen rode to Carlisle. To break into the castle

they carried with them ladders, crowbars, hammers,
and axes. When they reached the castle walls, they
found that the ladders were too short to scale them.

With the help of their tools, however, they broke

through a postern or back door. Kinmont Willie's

cell was soon found, the door was forced, and he

was borne off, all in irons as he was. So swiftly and

cleverly had the deed been done, that not a single

Scot or Englishman was slain.

We have now to tell of a strange adventure which

befell King James himself, and which is one of the

most mysterious events in all our history. It was

James himself who told the story, and this is how
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he told it. One morning, between six and seven

o'clock, in the year 1600, James was in the park of

Falkland Palace, and about to mount his horse for a

day's hunting, of which he was always very fond,

when a man came up to him. It was the Master of

Ruthven, the brother of the Earl of Cowrie, son of

that earl who had planned the Ruthven Raid.

Ruthven told him that the night before he had

found in Perth a suspicious
-
looking man with

a pot of gold, and that he had imprisoned the man,
without telling his brother, the earl. What Ruthven

had come to James for, was to ask him to ride to

Perth, and try to find out who the mysterious person
was.

James went off on his hunting, but after it was

over he rode to Perth with a few of his attendants.

When James arrived at Gowrie House, and after he

had a very poor dinner, Ruthven led him up a stair

and through several rooms, locking the doors of each

behind him. At last they came to a room, in which

there was a man with a dagger in his girdle.

Ruthven seized the man's dagger and held it to the

king's breast, and threatened that, if he uttered a cry
or opened the window, he would stab him to the

heart. Then Ruthven said that he would go and call

his brother, the earl
;
but a short time afterwards he

returned alone in a very excited state. There was

no help for it, he said, and James must die. He now
tried to bind James's hands, but the king dragged him

to the window, which had been opened while Ruthven

was out of the room, and shouted for help. Just at

this moment James's attendants were leaving the

house, as they had been told that their master had
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already gone. When they heard the king's cries, how-

ever, they rushed back to the house, made their way
to the room where he was, and slew the Master of

Ruthven. Then the Earl of Gowrie appeared at the

head of a few followers, and in the fight that followed

the earl was also slain.

Such was the adventure of James, which is

Gowrie House.

known as the Gowrie Conspiracy. Very few

believed the story at the time, and to this day
we do not know how much of it is true. How-

ever, the whole Gowrie family were very severely

punished, as their lands were taken from them, and

no one was allowed to bear their name. Also, if

any one was known to throw doubts on the story,
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he was brought to trial and made to suffer for

it
;
and during James's reign and the reigns of his

successors, the people were commanded to keep a

day of thanksgiving for the deliverance of James
from his enemies.

60. THE UNION OF THE CROWNS OF
ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND. 1603-1606

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

James at last received the prize for which he had

so eagerly wished. One Saturday night (March 24,

1603), a horseman rode up to Holyrood Palace, where

James was then staying. It was an Englishman,
Sir Robert Carey, who had ridden from London in

less than three days to tell James that Queen Elizabeth

was dead. Two days later there came a message
from the Privy Council of England to say that James
had been chosen as her successor. So the King of

Scots was now King of England and Ireland as

well.

James was at this time nearly thirty-eight years
of age, and was certainly one of the queerest looking

kings that ever sat upon a throne. He was of the

middle height, and his legs were so weak that he

could not stand long without leaning on some one's

shoulders. He had what are called goggle eyes, which

rolled about in such a way as to make it unpleasant
to look at him. His tongue was too large for his mouth,
so that he could not speak distinctly, and, when he

drank out of a cup, what he was drinking ran down
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the sides of his mouth. As he was always afraid of

being stabbed by some one, his clothes were stuffed

to protect him, so that he looked much fatter than he

James I. of England and VI. of Scotland.

really was. He was very uncleanly in his habits,

and only wet the tips of his fingers when he washed
his hands. Unlike most of his ancestors, he was'not
bold and manly, and he could not bear to see a sword
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drawn in his presence. He was also very odd in all

his ways, so that, though everybody saw that he was

very clever, they could hardly help laughing at him.

This was the king who came to have more power
over Scotland than the bravest of his ancestors. We
have seen that, even before he became king of Eng-
land, he had beaten his opponents, the Presbyterians ;

but after he was king of England he, of course, had

more influence than ever. Indeed, he became what

no king of Scots had ever been, an almost absolute

ruler
;
that is, he was able to rule Scotland almost as

he pleased. How did he manage to do this ?

The way he did was to govern the country through
his Secret or Privy Council. Under former kings the

arrangement had been that the kings and the Parlia-

ments together should choose the members of this

Council, but James got the power of choosing all the

members himself. Of course, he chose only such

persons as he thought would do what he told them.

When James wanted anything done, therefore, he had

only to write to the Council, and he had no further

trouble. Here is what he himself once said to the

English Parliament :

" Here [in London] I sit and

govern Scotland with my pen : I write, and it is

done
;
and by a clerk of the Council I govern Scot-

land now, which others could not do by the sword."

But had the Scottish Parliaments no power such

as they had under previous kings ? They had very
little power indeed, for James held very few Parlia-

ments
; and, when he did hold them, he took care

that the chief persons in them should be ready to do

his bidding. In the earlier part of his reign the General

Assemblies had tried to prevent him from setting up
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Episcopacy ;
but we have seen how he had gained the

power of summoning these assemblies, although the

Presbyterians maintained that it was only the Church

that had the right of summoning them. We can now

understand how James was able to carry out all the

changes in Scotland of which we are about to hear.

61. ESTABLISHMENT OF EPISCOPACY THE
FIVE ARTICLES OF PERTH. 1606-1625

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

When James became king of England, he was

more anxious than ever to set up bishops in Scotland,

so that there might be the same kind of Church in

both countries
;

for in England the Church was

Episcopalian. Now, we have seen that most of the

Scottish nobles, and even some of the ministers, were

in favour of Episcopacy. Most of the ministers, how-

ever, were in favour of Presbyterianism, and before

James could have his way, these ministers had to be

overcome.

James, therefore, forbade them to hold General

Assemblies, because he thought that, as Head of the

Church, he alone had the right to summon them.

Some of these ministers, however, did hold an assembly
at Aberdeen

;
and the end was that they were brought

to trial, and six of them were banished from Scotland

in the year 1606. James's greatest opponent was still

the famous Andrew Melville, but James soon got him
out ofthe way also. He summoned Melville and seven

others of the chief ministers to London, and kept them
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there for about eight months. Six of them were then

allowed to return to Scotland, but James Melville,

Andrew's nephew, who was one of the eight, was

permitted to reside only in the north of England, and

Andrew himselfwas banished to the Continent, where

he had to remain for the rest of his life.

James had now got rid of his chief opponents, and

so was able to carry out his plans. In the year 1606

a Parliament met at Perth, and passed an Act which

set up Episcopacy and put an end to Presbyterianism.
So now, just as in the Catholic Church before the

Reformation, there were archbishops and bishops in

Scotland, who had a right to sit in Parliament as the

Catholic bishops and abbots had done. These

bishops were not Tulchan bishops, like those whom
the Regent Morton and other nobles had appointed,
but were real bishops, with power over their dioceses

to see that the people obeyed the laws of the Church.

The chief objection to these bishops was that, as

they were appointed by the king, they had to do

exactly as ne bade them.

James, however, was not satisfied with having set up

bishops : he wished the forms of worship to be the

same in the Scottish Church as in the Church of

England. But, though he had so much power over

his Scottish subjects, he found it very difficult to make
them accept these new changes. Yet, in the end, he

got his way in these also.

When James went to England, he promised that

he would often come north to Scotland. He came

only once, however, and stayed only for about three

months (1617). Most of the time was spent in

hunting and feasting, and he visited most of the chief
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towns, where the people showed how pleased they

were to see their king once more among them. But

the chief reason why he had come was to get the

changes in public worship introduced into the Scottish

churches. He brought with him a number of English

Church clergymen, and had religious services in

Holyrood Chapel such as he wished to see in all the

churches in the kingdom. Then he tried to get the

Parliament and a meeting of clergy to agree to have

the English service, but they would not give their

consent, and James had to return to England without

gaining his point.

But James, as we know, was not easily beaten.

The year (1618) after his visit he ordered a General

Assembly to meet at Perth. Before it met, he gave
bribes to some of its members and frightened others,

so that it was prepared to carry out his orders. So

this Assembly approved what are called the " Five

Articles of Perth," which made the Church of Scot-

land almost exactly like the Church of England.
The people did not like any of these Five Articles,

but the one which they disliked most was that which

ordered that worshippers should kneel when they
received the bread and wine at the Communion.

The reason why they objected to kneel was this. In

the Roman Catholic Church it is taught that the

bread and wine are changed into the real body and

blood of Christ, and, when a Catholic receives the

consecrated bread, he receives it on his knees.

What the Protestants thought, therefore, was that,

if they took the Communion kneeling, it would be

worshipping the bread and wine, which they_ con-

sidered to be idolatry.
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Even the Scottish bishops warned James that he

was making a mistake in forcing these changes on

the people, and it was soon proved that they were

right. All over the country, people refused to attend

the churches where the new forms of worship were

introduced, and flocked to hear the ministers who

kept to the old ways. But James would not yield

to please his subjects, as he really believed that he

had the right to order how his subjects should

worship, and that it was best to have the same kind

of church in both of his kingdoms. The " Five

Articles of Perth," however, were to cause great
trouble in the land, and we shall see that in the

reign of his son they were one of the chief causes of

a great rebellion.

The chief work of James in Scotland was his

setting up Episcopacy instead of Presbyterianism ;

but he tried to do another thing which shows how
clever and far-sighted he was. He wished to unite

Scotland and England, so that they should have only
one Parliament and be one country as they are now.

However, neither the Scots nor the English would

agree to this, and it was not till a hundred years
afterwards that the Parliaments were united. Yet

some good came of James's attempt to unite them. In

earlier times the Scots and the English had often

passed laws against each other. For instance, the

Scottish Parliament had forbidden any Scotsman to

buy goods from an Englishman. These laws were now
done away with, and the two countries traded quite

freely with each other. From this time, also, every
Scotsman and Englishman, born after the Union of

the Crowns, became a citizen of both countries.
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James died in 1625, after having reigned -over

Scotland for fifty-eight years. He had many faults

as a king, but at least he never neglected his duties

as some kings have done. His reign is one of the

most important in all our history, not only because

he was the first sovereign to rule over the United

Kingdom, but also for the great changes he made in the

Effigy of Mary, Queen of Scots, over her Tomb, Westminster Abbey.

(Mary's remains were brought from Peterborough Cathedral to Westminster

by her son, James VI.)

religion of Scotland and in the way of governing the

country. But in the end it was these changes that

were the cause of the House of Stewart being driven

from the throne.

62. SCOTLAND IN THE REIGN OF JAMES VI.

We have seen that James VI. had more power
over his subjects than any previous king of Scotland.

He had shown this in putting down Presbyterianism,
but he also showed it in other ways. In his reign
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the laws were better obeyed than ever they had been

before. Let us see how he brought this about.

As we know, the wildest parts of the kingdom had

always been the Highlands, the Western Islands, and

the Borders. Kings like James IV. and James V.

had done a great deal to make the people in these

parts live in peace, but from the death of James V.

till the Union of the Crowns they had become more

and more unruly.

For example, here is one terrible affair that took

place just the year before James went to England.
The clan of the Macgregors, who lived in the south

of Perthshire, had a quarrel with the clan of the

Colquhouns in Dunbartonshire. One day a band of

the Macgregors surrounded a band of the Colquhouns
in a place called Glenfruin, and a fierce battle followed.

The Macgregors won the victory, and carried off six

hundred cattle, eight hundred sheep, two hundred

horses, and other booty besides. When James heard

of the "
Slaughter in the Lennox," as the fight was

called, he was in a furious rage, and he got an Act of

Parliament passed, which took from the Macgregors
all their land, and forbade any one ever afterwards

to be called by their name.

But the Western Islands gave even more trouble

than the Highlands, and James set himself to bring
them under the law. And this was done by a very
clever trick. The chiefs of the Islands were invited

to come aboard a ship off the island of Mull. They
came, not suspecting anything ;

the ship sailed offwith

them, and they were all put in prison. Then next

year they were compelled to sign a paper, binding
themselves to obey everything that was contained in it.

2 C
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This paper is called the " Band of Icolmkill," Icolm-

kill being another name for lona, and it contained nine

statutes for the better government of the Western

Islands. By one of the statutes every gentleman in

the islands was compelled to send his eldest son to

school in the Lowlands, and by another every islander

was forbidden to carry firearms, which was, indeed, a

law in the Lowlands also. The following year (1610)

another arrangement was made, which did more than

anything else to maintain peace and order in the

Islands. All the great chiefs were compelled to

appear before the Privy Council at certain times of

the year, to make sure that none of their clansmen

had broken the law. By all these arrangements,

then, the Western Islands were made more peaceable
and orderly than they had ever been before.

In the same way law-breakers were checked on the

Borders, which had been quite as disorderly as the

Highlands or Islands. The very week that James
travelled to London, the clan of the Armstrongs had

made a raid into Cumberland, and carried off what-

ever booty they could lay their hands upon. But

they were never to do such a deed again, as James
sent against them an armed force, which slew so

many of the Armstrongs that very few of them were

left

One reason why it was so difficult to punish the

Borderers was this : when any of them committed a

crime, they fled to England, where they were beyond
the reach of the law. But James fell upon a plan
which prevented this from happening. He appointed
a commission, consisting of five Englishmen and five

Scotsmen, to try all the criminals on the Borders. If
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a Scotsman fled to England, the English commis-

sioners sent him back to Scotland to be tried
;
and if

an Englishman fled to Scotland, he was sent back to

his own country, where he was brought before the

English judges.

To make sure that no criminal would escape, a

troop of twenty-five mounted police was stationed on

the Borders, and were commanded to slay any one

who resisted being taken. It was also ordered that

no Borderer, except he were a nobleman or a gentle-

man, should carry any weapon, and that all persons
who had iron gates to their houses should remove

them and make them into ploughs or other imple-
ments. Lastly, many of the " broken men," as those

who defied the law were called, were sent abroad to

serve as soldiers in the German wars.

In James's reign it was made easier for the people
to have justice done when they received any injury.

In every county a Court was set up, which met twice

a year, and to which every one could go who had

suffered any injustice. It was in James's reign, also,

that Justices of the Peace were introduced into Scot-

land. When James went to England, he saw what

good these Justices did in that country, and he

thought that Scotland would be the better for having

Justices also. It was ordered, therefore, that in every

county there should be Justices of the Peace, who
should try all crimes that did not deserve death.

As we know, there are still Justices of the Peace in

Scotland, and this was the beginning of them.

Trade and manufactures made more progress in

James's reign than they had ever done before. Glass

and soap and leather, for example, were now for the
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first time made in Scotland. In those days there was

a curious way of encouraging manufacturers and

merchants. They paid a sum of money to the king,

and in return they alone were allowed to make or sell

certain goods, so that they could set any price upon
them they pleased. This was called having a
"
monopoly." To this day there are "

goldsmiths to

the king," and "
tailors to the king," which does not

mean much now, but, in the times of which we are

speaking, it meant a great deal, as a tradesman to

the king was the only one who had the right to sell a

certain kind of goods.

In James's reign Edinburgh was a more important

place than it had ever been before. It was there that

the Court usually stayed ;
and there, also, that the

Privy Council and the High Courts of Justice sat. In

the year 1582 the College, or, as it is now called, the

University of Edinburgh, had its beginning ;
so that

Scotland had four universities, the other three being
those of St Andrews, Glasgow, and Aberdeen. The
town that came next to Edinburgh in riches was

Dundee, and after Dundee came Aberdeen, Perth,

and St Andrews. Glasgow was as yet only a village,

and was considered the prettiest place in all Scotland.

There is one question we cannot help asking, and

that is Did the Union of the Crowns do good or

harm to Scotland? Most Scotsmen then living

would have said that it did much more harm than

good. First it took the Court away from Edinburgh,
so that the tradespeople in the city lost a great deal

of their business. Then from all parts of the country
the nobles and gentry went to London, and spent
their money there instead of at home. Before the
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Union, when Scottish merchants sent their goods to

France, they had to pay only small duties to the

French government, but after the Union they had to

pay almost as high duties as the merchants of other

countries. For this reason the trade of Scotland with

France became much less than it had formerly been.

But perhaps the most unpopular result of all was,

that by the Union Scotland ceased to be an indepen-
dent kingdom. James VI. and the kings who came
after him very seldom visited their " ancient kingdom,"
as they called it, and Scotland became only a part of

England. When England went to war, the Scots were

not asked whether they approved of the war or not
;

yet they had to pay money and send soldiers to carry
it on. All through the seventeenth century, till the

Parliaments of the two countries were united, Scot-

land was governed from London by kings who knew

very little of the country. We cannot wonder, there-

fore, that the Scots did not like England any better

after the Union than they had done before it, and

that they looked back with regret to the time when

they had a king of their own and Scotland was an

independent country.

63. CHARLES'S FIRST VISIT TO SCOTLAND.
1633

CHARLES I. (1625-1649)

The king who succeeded James was his second son,

Charles
;
the eldest son, Prince Henry, having died

while he was a young man. No son could be more

unlike his father than Charles was unlike James.
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James was talkative and familiar with everybody, high

and low, while Charles was grave and dignified and

After Vandyck. ]

Charles I.

reserved. James was odd-looking in his appearance,
whereas Charles was handsome and bore himself more
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like a king. James, however, was a cleverer man than

his son, and what is more, he understood the character

of his Scottish subjects much better. It was, indeed,

chiefly because Charles did not understand the

Scottish people that his reign was so unfortunate.

Charles had exactly the same notions as his father

had about kings and their subjects. He believed that

a king was appointed by God, and that it was the duty
of his people to obey him in everything. The king,

he thought, was Head not only of the State but also of

the Church, and it was for him to say how his people
should worship and what they should believe. It was

because Charles tried to carry out these notions that

his subjects both in England and Scotland at last

rebelled against him.

It was not till eight years after Charles succeeded to

the throne that he came to Scotland to be crowned

king of Scots. Just like his father James, therefore, he

governed the country through the Privy Council, to

which he sent down orders as to what he wished done.

And during these eight years a step was taken which

was to be one of the chief causes of all Charles's

troubles. We have seen that a great many of the

lands that had belonged to the old Catholic Church

had passed into the hands of the nobles. Now, what

Charles did was to take these lands from the nobles,

and to pay their owners what he thought the lands

were worth. But the nobles were very unwilling to

give up their lands, and so they became very discon-

tented with the king and his way of governing the

country. And we shall see that a time came when
most of them rose against him.

At last in the year 1633, Charles did come to
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Scotland to receive his crown, and great preparations

were made to show how happy his subjects were to

have their king among them. In every parish through

which he and his attendants were to pass the roads

were all repaired, and horses and carts were ready

to convey their luggage. Holyrood Palace, where

he was to stay, was fitted up to receive him, and new

tapestry was hung up on the walls, because the old had

been eaten away by rats. The streets of Edinburgh,
which were usually in a very dirty condition, were

cleaned and strewn with sand. Arches made of

flowers and branches of trees spanned the streets
;

the houses were hung with tapestry ;
and at the

market cross a fountain ran wine, which every one

who pleased might drink. All the beggars were

driven out of the town, and the heads of executed

criminals, which in those days were stuck in prominent

places, were ordered to be removed.

The people of Edinburgh, therefore, did all they
could to show how glad they were to see their king
in his northern capital. But they could not discover

from Charles's looks whether he was pleased or not.

When his father James appeared in public, he used to

laugh and jest with those around him
;
but Charles

looked cold and stately, so that the people said he

,was not so pleasant as his father.

There were some things done during his visit,

also, which made him still more unpopular. When
he was crowned in Holyrood Chapel, he was anointed

with oil
;
which the Presbyterians did not like, as it

was the custom in the Roman Catholic Church.

Then, on the Sunday following the coronation, there

was a religious service in St Giles Church, where
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two English Church clergymen went through the

English service, and were dressed in white gowns ;

which the Presbyterians, whose ministers wore

black gowns, thought was also Roman Catholic.

But the question about which the people were most

excited was What would the Parliament do when
it met ? Would it approve of all the changes that

James VI. had made in the Church, or not? There

was one thing certain, and that was that the Parlia-

ment would do what Charles wished, as, like his

father, he had taken care that those who were on

his side should have the chief power. What the

Parliament did, therefore, was to approve of all

the laws that James's Parliaments had passed
about religion. There was to be an English service

in all the churches
;

the bishops were to wear

white gowns when they officiated
;

and the lower

clergy were to wear surplices. So, under Charles

as under James, the Church of Scotland was to be

made almost exactly like the Church of England.
After staying little more than a month in Scotland,

Charles returned to England. His visit had been a

great disappointment to the Presbyterians, as it had

shown that he was even more Episcopalian than

his father. He left the country, indeed, in a

very unsettled state. Most of the common people
disliked the English service, and, as we have seen,

the nobles were displeased with Charles for taking
the church lands from them

; and, besides, they did

not like his giving so much power to the bishops.

Everybody felt that things could not go on as they
were going, and wondered what would be the end

of it all.
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64 THE NEW SERVICE BOOK (1637) THE
NATIONAL COVENANT (1638)

CHARLES I. (1625-1649)

Charles had let it be known that before very long
he would send a Service Book to Scotland, which

was to be used in all the churches, and which would

show how religious worship was to be conducted.

Everybody wondered what the book would be like,

and eagerly expected its coming. At length, in the

month of May, 1637, the Service Book or Liturgy
did come, and with it there came the king's order

that every minister should have two copies of it in

his parish, as otherwise he would be banished from

the kingdom. Then there was such excitement in

the country as never had been seen in Scotland

before.

People of all ranks were angry at the book for two

reasons. The first reason was this. When James
VI. made any changes in religion, he got the Parlia-

ment and the General Assembly to consent to them.

But Charles, when he commanded the Service Book
to be used by all his subjects, did not ask the consent

of either the Parliament or the Assembly, and simply
ordered that the book must be used because he

wished it. The other reason was that people
believed that what the book contained was far more

Catholic than Protestant. And what made them still

more indignant was that they also believed that- the

book had been composed by an Englishman, Arch-
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bishop Laud, a great friend of Charles : and so they
called the book Laud's Liturgy.

All over the country there was great indignation

at the Liturgy and at the way in which the king had

acted, and nowhere was there greater anger than in

Edinburgh, as was soon to appear. It was ordered

St Giles Church, Edinburgh.

that the book should be read in the church of St Giles

in that town, on Sunday, the 23rd of July, about two

months after Charles had sent it

A great crowd of people came to the church to see

what would happen. The archbishops of Glasgow
and St Andrews were present, as well as the Lords of

the Privy Council and of the Court of Session. No
sooner had the Dean, who conducted the service,
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begun to read from the Liturgy than a great hubbub

arose in the congregation. Then an old woman, who

goes by the name of Jenny Geddes, started up, and

calling out,
" Dost thou say mass at my lug ?

"
flung

the stool on which she had been sitting at the

Dean's head. When the Bishop of Edinburgh
mounted the pulpit, all kinds of missiles were thrown

at htm, and when he and the other clergy left the

church they were pelted by the mob, though none of

them were seriously injured. After this no clergyman
was bold enough to read the Liturgy in an Edinburgh
church.

The question now was Who would have to give

way, the king or the people? From all parts of

the country from nobles, gentlemen, ministers, and

townsmen petitions were sent to the Privy Council

praying that the Liturgy might be withdrawn. Great

crowds of people, also, began to flock to Edinburgh,
where the Privy Council held its meetings. But these

crowds caused great confusion in the town, and at the

request of the Council, the nobles, the gentlemen,
the ministers, and the burghers each chose certain of

their own number to explain to the Council what

they wished. The persons thus chosen were called

the "
Tables," which were the same as what we now

call committees. Besides these four Tables, there

was one principal Table chosen from the chief men
in the other four. So by means of these Tables all

classes in the country the nobles, the gentlemen,
the ministers, and the townsmen could let Charles

and the Privy Council know what they wanted.

Then another step was taken which was to be the

beginning of a rebellion against Charles. We saw that
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The Signing of the Covenant in Greyfriars Churchyard.
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in the time of Mary of Lorraine, when the Reforma-

tion was beginning, the Protestant lords bound them-

selves by a covenant or agreement that they would

not rest till religion was reformed. This is called the
" First Covenant." We saw, also, that in the year

1581 a Confession of Faith, called the "Negative

Confession," was drawn up and signed by King
James and many of the courtiers and ministers.

This came to be known as the " Second Covenant,"
and during the reign of James it was signed several

times.

What was now done, then, was to renew this

Covenant, and what did this mean ? It meant that all

those who signed it bound themselves to do every-

thing in their power to prevent Roman Catholicism

from being brought back to the country, and to have

nothing but what they thought was the pure religion

taught in the Bible. This " National Covenant," as

it is called, was made up of three parts the Negative

Confession, which denounced all the errors of the

Church of Rome, and of two other portions which

were thought necessary at the time.

The next step was to have the National Covenant

signed by as many persons as possible, so that the

king might know how much his subjects disliked the

Liturgy, which he was trying to impose upon them.

And there was no difficulty in getting people to sign
it. On the 28th of February, 1638, thousands put their

names to it in Greyfriars Church and Churchyard,

Edinburgh. Copies of it were sent to all parts of the

country, and the people flocked to sign it. Almost

all the nobles and almost all the towns did the same,
so that Charles could not help seeing that he had
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the greater part of his subjects against him. What
was to happen next? Would Charles be forced

to yield, or would he be able to compel Scotland to

receive his Liturgy ?

65. THE "BISHOPS1 WARS." 1639-1641

CHAELES I. (1625-1649)

Now that the Covenanters, as those who signed the

Covenant were called, saw that they had so many of

the people on their side, they, of course, became

bolder against the king. They demanded that a

free Parliament and a free General Assembly should

be held, which should settle what the religion of the

country was to be, how the Church was to be

governed, and what forms of worship were to be

followed. And what did the Covenanters mean by a

free Parliament and a free Assembly ? They meant
a Parliament and an Assembly in which the king
should not have all his own way, but in which the

wishes of his subjects should also be taken into

account.

At last Charles saw that there was no help for it

but to consent that a free Parliament and a free

General Assembly should meet. Before they met,

however, he tried a plan by which he thought he

might gain some of the Covenanters to his side. He

got another covenant prepared which came to be

called the "
King's Covenant," while the National

Covenant was called the " Noblemen's Covenant."

The Negative Confession was also part of the King's
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Covenant, but along with it there was another part

which went right against the National Covenant.

Charles's plan, however, did not succeed, as very few

people were willing to sign his Covenant.

The General Assembly did at length meet in

Glasgow in the month of November, 1638, and it is

one of the most famous Assemblies that was ever held.

As the leaders of the Covenanters took care, just as

James and Charles had done, that as many of their

friends as possible should be members of the

Assembly, there was little fear that it would not do

exactly as they wished. Its Moderator was the Rev.

Alexander Henderson, whose name is remembered

along with those of John Knox and Andrew Melville,

and its Clerk was a great lawyer named Johnston of

Warristoun, who was afterwards put to death in the

reign of Charles II. for what he had done as a

Covenanter. The Assembly sat for a month, and it

did everything that the leaders of the Covenanters

desired. It put an end to bishops, to the Five

Articles of Perth, to the new Liturgy, and, in short,

set up Presbyterianism in place of Episcopacy.
And what did Charles think of the doings of

the Glasgow Assembly? He said that it was

not a lawful Assembly because the Covenanters

would not allow any of the bishops to be members
of it, and Charles maintained that an Assembly
without the bishops was not a real Assembly.
The result was that the quarrel between the king
and the Covenanters grew more and more bitter,

and both sides began to see that only war could

settle it.

In the beginning of the year after the Glasgow
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Assembly, therefore, both Charles and the Cove-

nanters began to prepare for war. But it was not

very easy for Charles to raise an army. In England
as well as in Scotland, he had been quarrelling with

his subjects, many of whom were more inclined to

take the side of the Covenanters than the side of the

king. However, he did at length succeed in raising

an army, and at the end of the month of May, 1639,

he led it to Berwick-on-Tweed.

By that time the Covenanters had also collected an

army, and one much more ready to fight than that of

Charles. The men who joined it were mostly young

ploughmen from the western counties, as it was in

these counties that the people were the keenest

Covenanters. It happened, also, that many Scottish

officers who had served in the German wars came
home and joined the Covenanters' army, and they
were ordered to drill the soldiers and train them how
to behave in battle. The general who was chosen was

Alexander Leslie, an
"
old, little, crooked soldier," who

had been through many wars in other countries.

On the 5th of June the Covenanting army
encamped on Dunse Law, about twelve miles from

the Border. Tents ofcanvas were raised for the officers,

and wooden huts, covered with turf, for the men. At
the tent doors of the chief officers hung blue banners,

with the words, "FOR CHRIST'S CROWN AND COVE-

NANT," in gold letters, inscribed on them. By
this time, also, Charles had marched his army to a

place called the Birks, about three miles from

Berwick, and on the south bank of the river

Tweed.

The two armies were thus face to face. Would

2 D
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there now be a great battle, to decide whether the

king or the Covenanters were to have their way?
Both sides were unwilling to begin the fight, as they

Alexander Henderson.

knew what terrible misfortunes civil war would bring

upon the country. To try to settle their quarrel

without fighting, therefore, the king and the leaders

of the Covenanters began to treat with each other,
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and the end was that an arrangement was made
between them. By this arrangement Charles agreed
that a free General Assembly and a free Parliament

should meet, but he would not admit that the

Assembly which had met at Glasgow was a lawful

Assembly. This treaty was called the "
Pacification

of Berwick," and the war was called the
"
First

Bishops' War." Both the king and the Covenanters,

however, quite understood that their quarrel was not

ended, and that sooner or later the sword would have

to be drawn again.

It was not long, indeed, before the sword was again
drawn. In the month of August that followed the

treaty made at Berwick, the General Assembly and

the Parliament met in Edinburgh. As the Cove-

nanters were most numerous in both the Assembly
and the Parliament, they had no difficulty in having
their wishes carried out. Just as in the Glasgow

Assembly, Episcopacy was put down and Presby-
terianism was set up. But the question was Would
Charles agree to do now what he had refused to do

before? Charles did again refuse, and then both

sides saw that there must be another war to settle

the quarrel.

This time, however, the Covenanters determined

that they would invade England and prevent Charles

from entering Scotland. So in the month of August,

1640, their army, commanded by Alexander Leslie,

crossed the river Tweed into England. A force was

sent by Charles to prevent the Scots from crossing

the Tyne, but it was easily defeated, and then the

Scots marched into Newcastle, where they took up
their quarters.
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And what was Charles doing all this time? He
had found it even more difficult than before to raise

an army. He had quarrelled with his English Parlia-

ment, which refused to give him money to pay for

maintaining soldiers. He did succeed, however, in

collecting an army ;
but it was an army that was

unwilling to fight in his cause, and the common
soldiers even mutinied against their officers. With
such a force Charles could not dare to fight the

Scots, and, just as in the case of the first Bishops'

War, the leaders of the Covenanters told Charles that

they would become his loyal subjects if he would

agree to approve of the National Covenant and to

put down Episcopacy.
But by this time Charles's English Parliament had

become so rebellious that he had very little power in

the country. In the end, therefore, it was with the

English Parliament and not with the king that the

Covenanters had to make a treaty. It was a long
time before the arrangement was made, and the

Scottish army remained a whole year in Newcastle.

At last a treaty was made at Westminster (August,

1641), and by this treaty all the demands of the

Covenanters were granted, and what is more, they
were to receive a large sum of money to pay the

expenses of supporting their army in England. And
so ended what is called the " Second Bishops' War."

The Covenanters had for the time gained their end
;

but they knew that, if Charles should ever recover

his power, he would never allow Presbyterianism to

be the religion of Scotland.
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66. THE SOLEMN LEAGUE AND COVENANT.
1643

CHARLES I. (1625-1649)

Charles was now in a most unhappy position. His

English Parliament had rebelled against him, and his

Scottish subjects had also risen against him. Where
was he to look for friends and supporters ? He seems

to have thought that he would find them in Scotland

rather than in England, for only a week after the

Westminster Treaty he came to Edinburgh. But

how different was this visit from his first one in

1633 ! Then he had come as the lord and master of

his subjects, who must submit to whatever he com-

manded. Now, as he himself said, he had come to
"
give content and satisfaction

"
to all his people.

When Charles arrived in Edinburgh, the Parlia-

ment was sitting there, and, if he was to gain friends,

he would have to agree to the Acts which it passed.

And, indeed, he had to consent to many things which

must have been against both his will and his con-

science. He had to approve of the Westminster

Treaty, which settled that Presbyterianism and not

Episcopacy was to be the religion of Scotland. He
had also to give up much of the power which he and

his father James had claimed to be their right. For

example, both he and his father had appointed the

members of the Privy Council and other high officials

without asking the consent of the Parliament, but

Charles now agreed that in future neither he nor

his successors would appoint them without the
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Parliament's approval. Of course, the reason why
Charles assented to all these things was that he wished

to have the Scots on his side if his English Parliament

should go to war with him.

And now that the Covenanters had got all they

wished, were they satisfied and happy ? They were

not, and for two reasons. The first reason was that

they knew that Charles had yielded only because he

could not help himself, and that, if ever he got back

his power, he would be sure to restore Episcopacy.

The second reason was that they had begun to be

divided among themselves. There were two nobles

who had taken an important part in supporting the

National Covenant the Earl of Montrose and the

Earl of Argyle, both of whom were made marquises

by Charles. At first, Montrose had been one of the

keenest of all the Covenanters, but he had now gone
over to the side of the king. He was a bold and

dashing man, and greater in war than in peace. Argyle
was also a keen Covenanter, and remained one all his

life. He was the most powerful noble in all Scotland,

and, as he was a wise and prudent counsellor, he came

to be the chief of the Covenanting leaders.

Montrose being now on the king's side, he, of course,

tried to gain friends for him
; and he did succeed in

gaining a few whom the Covenanters called the

"Plotters." Just before Charles had come to Edin-

burgh, however, Montrose and others of the Plotters

had been imprisoned in the Castle to prevent them
from going on with their plots. While Charles was

in Edinburgh, also, a mysterious thing happened
which we cannot explain, and which went by the

name of "The Incident." The story is that there
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was a plot to slay Argyle and another noble, the

Marquis of Hamilton, and, when they were put out of

the way, to have Charles restored to power. How
much is true in this story we cannot tell, but we see,

at least, that the Covenanters were not now such a

united body as they had been at first. And, indeed,

from this time onwards more and more of the nobles

who had once been Covenanters went over to the

side of the king.

Charles left Edinburgh in the month of November

(1641), to return to London
;
and there great troubles

awaited him. He and his English Parliament went

on quarrelling more bitterly than ever, and, at last,

just as had been the case in Scotland, both sides

found that only the sword could settle their dispute.

So, in the year 1642, civil war broke out between the

supporters of the king and the supporters of the

Parliament. In the first battles that were fought
Charles was victorious, and it seemed as if in the

end the Parliament would be defeated.

Now, both Charles and the English Parliament

were very anxious to have the Scots on their side,

as a Scottish army would be of great assistance to

them. Both, therefore, did all they could to persuade
the Scots to join them. But the Scots were divided

among themselves as to whether they should assist

the king or the Parliament. By far the greater

number, however, thought that they should support
the Parliament and not the king, and for this reason :

if Charles should be victorious, he would be sure to

lead an army into Scotland and restore Episcopacy,
which he believed to be the best form of Church

government both for king and for people.
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In the end, therefore, the Covenanters agreed to

assist the English Parliament against the king, and

a treaty was made between them. This treaty is

called the " Solemn League and Covenant," by
which both parties agreed that they would try

to set up Presbyterianism in England as well as in

Scotland. The Covenanters really meant that this

should be tried
;
but the English Parliament agreed

to the arrangement only because it was so anxious

to have the Scots on its side against the king. In

Scotland the Covenanters did all they could to

make every person in the country accept the Solemn

League and Covenant, and they even passed a law

compelling both ministers and their congregations
to agree to it, which was exactly what James VI.

and Charles had done in favour of Episcopacy.

Having made this treaty with the English Parlia-

ment, the Scots had now to raise an army to assist

it in its war against the king. An army was soon

raised, and under the command of David Leslie,

the nephew of Alexander Leslie, it marched into

England, where it remained for three years. It

helped to win the battle of Marston Moor, in which

Charles was defeated, and in other ways it assisted

the Parliament to conquer him completely in the

end. But we shall see that the Scots afterwards

found that they had made a great mistake in ever

sending an army into England.
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67. THE DEEDS OF MONTROSE. 1644-1645

CHAELES I. (1625-1649)

While the army of the Covenanters was in England,
a great danger arose in Scotland. We have seen how
the Marquis of Montrose, who was at first a Cove-

nanter, had gone over to the side of the king. Now
that the army of the Covenanters was in England,

therefore, he determined to try to conquer Scotland

for Charles
; and, if any one was likely to succeed in

doing this, he was the man, as he was now to

show.

In the year 1644, the year after the Scottish army
went across the Border, Montrose came from England

disguised as a groom and with only two companions.
If he had been caught, he would have been imprisoned,
as he was known to be plotting for Charles. How-

ever, he travelled safely through the Lowlands, and

reached the house of a friend near Perth. It had

been arranged beforehand that a band of soldiers

was to come from Ireland, and that Montrose was to

be their leader. The Irish soldiers came, and a wild

and savage set of men they were. But Montrose

expected that many of the Highlanders would also

join him, and he had the king's order to summon
them to fight in his cause.

Now, the way in which an army was raised in the

Highlands was this. A cross was made of two

sticks, and the ends of it were burned in the fire

and then dipped in goat's blood. Then this Fiery

Cross, as it was called, was given to a clansman,
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who ran at full speed through glen and over

mountain, holding the cross aloft so that it might
be seen by every one. When he had run a certain

Marquis of Montrose.

distance, he handed it on to another clansman,
and so it was passed from hand to hand till the

whole country knew that the chiefs were about- to

go to war. If any Highlander did not obey the
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summons, he was no longer one of his clan, and this

was the greatest punishment that could happen to

him. So the Fiery Cross was sent round to summon
the clansmen to join the standard of Montrose, and

many did obey the summons, not so much, however,
because they cared for King Charles, as because

they hated the Marquis of Argyle, the chief of the

Covenanters, who had offended most of the High-
landers in that part of the country where Montrose

now was.

Now that Montrose had an army around him, he

was not the man to lose time before he led it to

battle. The Covenanters were, of course, greatly

alarmed when they heard that so bold a leader as

Montrose was at the head of this wild army of Irish

and Highlanders, and they at once sent a force

against him. The two armies met at Tippermuir,
near the town of Perth. The Covenanters had far

more men than Montrose, but most of them had

never seen a battle in their lives, and did not know how
to use their weapons. The Highlanders, on the

other hand, by their ways of living were used to

fighting, and they were trained in handling their

swords and dirks. When the battle began, they, as

they always did, made a furious rush on the enemy.

Only well-trained soldiers could have stood against
such an onset

; but, as we have seen, the men in the

Covenanting army were not trained soldiers, and

their ranks were broken at once, and they fled in all

directions. The battle was over in less than ten

minutes, and, while very few of Montrose's men fell,

the greater number of the enemy were either slain or

made prisoners.
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Having gained this easy victory, Montrose now

marched into the town of Perth; but he could not

remain long there, as the Marquis of Argyle was

approaching with an army much larger than his own.

Then he marched to Aberdeen, and now it was seen

of what kind of men his army was composed. The

town was taken and plundered, and his Irish soldiers,

whom he could not control, robbed and slew every

one who came in their way. Before they killed their

victims, they made them take off their clothes, so that

these should not be soiled with blood.

It was in the month of September, 1644, that Mon-

trose had taken Aberdeen, and during the rest of the

winter and on into the next summer he kept march-

ing from one part of the country to another. He

fought no fewer than four battles, and in every one

of these he was victorious. He plundered the lands

of his great enemy, Argyle, and afterwards com-

pletely defeated him at Inverlochy, near Fort William,
in Inverness-shire.

But Montrose's greatest victory was the last one

which he was to gain. This battle was fought at

Kilsyth, in Stirlingshire, on the I5th of August, 1645,

just a year from the time when he had raised his

standard. As usual, the Covenanters had most men
;

and on this occasion they were led by an experienced

general, named Baillie. Very foolishly, however, the

chiefs of the Covenanters would not allow him to act as

he thought best. Before the battle began, Montrose

ordered his men to strip to their shirts, as the

weather was. very hot. Then, as in his previous

battles, his whole army threw themselves on -the

enemy. Baillie fought like a brave soldier and
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general, and Montrose did not gain so easy a victory
as he had done at Tippermuir, but in the end the

Covenanters were completely defeated. Almost all

Archibald, First Marquis of Argyle.

their foot-soldiers were slain or taken prisoners, and

so savage were Montrose's followers in the pursuit,

that they killed many of the unarmed inhabitants of

the surrounding country.
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After Montrose's victory at Kilsyth there was not

another army in Scotland to meet him in the field.

So he now marched to Glasgow, which surrendered

to him without his requiring to strike a blow.

Indeed, he now thought himself so much master of

the whole country that, in the name of the king, he

summoned a Parliament to meet in Glasgow on the

2Oth of October. But before that day came he was

to be in a very different position. From this time

onwards, indeed, everything went against him, and

he was now near the end of all his triumphs.

Up till now the Highlanders had followed him, not

so much because they loved King Charles, as

because they got plenty of plunder. But Mon-
trose would not permit them to plunder in Glasgow,
and the result was that they were so angry that most

of them deserted him and returned to their homes

among the mountains. Then Montrose led his men

through the Lowlands as far as the Borders, hoping
that the friends of the king would flock to his

standard. Very few did join him, however, as most

of the people of the Lowlands were on the side of the

Covenanters.

In the meantime the Covenanters had got another

army to meet their victorious enemy. David Leslie,

their best general, came from England at the head of

a body of trained soldiers, who would be more difficult

to defeat than the untrained troops whom Montrose

had hitherto had to face. The two armies met at

Philiphaugh, on the banks of the Ettrick, near the

town of Selkirk. As we have seen, most of the

Highlanders, Montrose's best fighting men, had

deserted him and returned to their homes. On this
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occasion, also, he had opposed to him a skilful general,
and troops that had been accustomed to fighting.

The result was that he was completely defeated, and

with a few friends he fled from the field of battle to

the Highlands, as he would certainly have been put
to death if he had been captured.

After the battle the victors took a terrible revenge
for all that had happened during the past year. They
slew not only the men who were taken prisoners, but

even their wives. Most of those who were put to

death were Irish and not Scots
;
and at this time, both

in England and Scotland, the Irish were looked upon
rather as beasts than as human beings. Only a few

years before, the Irish had massacred great numbers

of Scots and English men, women, and children in

Ireland. In the battles of Montrose, also, it had been

his Irish soldiers who had behaved with the greatest

cruelty. The victors at Philiphaugh, therefore, had

good reasons for fearing and hating the Irish, though
this does not excuse their putting captive women to

death. It should not be forgotten, however, that in

the wars carried on in other countries at that time far

more cruel deeds were done than any that happened
in Scotland.

68. THE SCOTS AND OLIVER CROMWELL,
1645-1647

CHAELES I. (1625-1649)

Montrose had hoped that, after conquering Scotland

for Charles, he would be able to assist him in conquer-

ing his enemies in England. But this was not to
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happen. Montrose had been completely defeated at

Philiphaugh, and was not able to raise another army
sufficiently strong to fight General Leslie. A few

months before the battle of Philiphaugh, also, the

army of the English Parliament had gained a great

victory over Charles at Naseby, and after that defeat

there was very little hope that he would ever be an

independent king again.

And now that the English Parliament had con-

quered the king, would it keep the treaty it had made
with the Scots in the Solemn League and Covenant ?

The Covenanters had hoped that, should the Parlia-

ment be victorious, it would set up Presbyterianism
in all the three kingdoms. They were now to find

that they had been greatly mistaken.

In the English Parliament the party that came to

have the greatest power was the party called the

Independents. The chief leader of this body was the

famous Oliver Cromwell, who by his skill as a general

had done more than any one else to win the victory

over the Royalists, as Charles's supporters were

called. Now, the Independents had notions of their

own as to how the Church should be governed, and

these notions were entirely different from those of

the Presbyterians. The Independents, therefore,

could never agree that Presbyterianism should be

set up in England. The result was that a bitter

quarrel broke out between them and the Scots.

When the Scots consented to send an army into

England, the agreement made was that the English
Parliament should pay all its expenses. But after the

king was defeated at Naseby, the Parliament thought

that it had no longer any need of the Scottish army,
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and it refused to pay any more money for its support.
The English Parliament, however, was very much
afraid of one thing, and that was lest Charles should

Oliver Cromwell.

make friends with the Scots
; for, if this were to

happen, it would have to fight both the Covenanters

and the Royalists. Great, therefore, was the fear

and indignation of the Parliamentarians when they
2 E
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were told that Charles had gone to the Scottish army,
which was then encamped near Newark, in Notting-
hamshire. Still greater was their alarm when they
learned that, as soon as the king was in the hands of

the Scots, they had marched to Newcastle, where

they could keep him in greater safety.

The Scots were greatly puzzled when Charles

appeared in their camp. They would have been

quite willing to have him as their king, if he would

only agree to accept the two Covenants and to

maintain Presbyterianism in Scotland. When they
asked Charles to consent to this, however, he would

not give his word. Then the English. Parliament

sent a stern message to the Scots to say that, if they
did not give up the king, there must be war between

them. What were the Scots to do? They could

not fight for a king who would not rule them as they
wished. They consented, therefore, to give up the

king, but on the condition that no harm should be

done to him. It was now no longer necessary that

the Scots should remain in England, so after they
had received a sum of money (though not nearly so

much as they demanded) in payment of all their

expenses, they returned to Scotland, greatly to the

relief of the English Parliamentary party.

What had the Covenanters gained by making the

Solemn League and Covenant with the Parliament

of England ? The chief thing they had hoped for

was that, if the Parliament were victorious over the

king, Presbyterianism would be established in all the

three countries. As we have seen, however, that did

not happen, and in this the Covenanters were greatly

disappointed. But there was one thing that did take
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place, which was the result of the Solemn League
and Covenant. In the year 1643 there met at West-

minster an assembly of divines and laymen, a few

being Scotsmen, who tried to settle all their difficulties

about religion. They continued to meet for six years,

but on many points they could not agree. It was,

however, from this Westminster Assembly, as it is

called, that Scotland got the Confession of Faith,

the Version of the Psalms still sung in our churches,

and the Longer and Shorter Catechisms, which have

all remained in use down to the present day.

69. THE "ENGAGEMENT" (1647) EXECUTION
OF CHARLES (1649)

By this time a great change had taken place in

Scotland. When the rebellion against Charles first

began, most of the nobles and most of the common

people were united against him. Now, however,

many of the nobles as well as many of the

people were anxious to have their king restored,

more especially as he was a prisoner in the hands

of the Independents, whom all Scotsmen disliked

for their religious opinions. So, near the end of

the year 1647, three Scottish nobles the Earls of

Loudoun, Lanark, and Lauderdale went to Charles,

who was then a prisoner in Carisbrooke Castle, in the

Isle of Wight, and made a secret treaty with him.

By this treaty Charles agreed that he would consent

to the Solemn League and Covenant if people were

not compelled to sign it against their will, and the
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three nobles promised that, if it should be necessary,

the Scots would assist Charles with an army against

the English Parliament. This treaty was called the
"
Engagement

"
;
and so afraid were Charles and the

Scottish lords that it should become known to Crom-

well and the other Independents, that they put it in

a leaden box and buried it in the garden of the

Castle.

When the Engagement became known in Scotland

there arose a great quarrel, which was to bring many
misfortunes on the country. All the keen Cove-

nanters thought that the Engagement should never

have been made, as they believed that every one

should be compelled to sign the Solemn League and

Covenant. So there came to be two parties bitterly

opposed to each other those in favour of the Engage-
ment, who were called

"
Engagers," and those against

it, who were called
"
Anti-Engagers." And now the

Engagers, whose chief leader was the Marquis of

Hamilton, determined to invade England with a

Scottish army to free Charles from the Independents,
and to restore him to the throne. Hamilton had

great difficulty in raising an army, but he did succeed

in raising one, though it was quite unfit to stand

against the English soldiers who had been trained by
Cromwell. However, Hamilton did invade England ;

but when he was marching through Lancashire he

was met by the troops of Cromwell, and after three

days' fighting his army was almost completely

destroyed, he himself being taken prisoner a few

days later.

This great defeat of the Engagers now gave the

chief power in Scotland to the Anti-Engagers.
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About 6000 men from Ayrshire, Lanarkshire, and

Renfrewshire, where the Covenanters were strongest,

marched all the way to Edinburgh, where they were

joyfully received by the citizens. This march of the

western Covenanters was called the "
Whiggamores'

Raid," from the word "
whiggam," which was used in

the west country to make horses quicken their pace.

The Anti-Engagers being now at the head of

affairs, the Marquis of Argyle, who had always been

opposed to the Engagement, and Johnston of Warris-

toun, the great lawyer, became the most influential men
in the country. They had a very difficult task

before them, as they were soon to see. Cromwell and

the Independents had been greatly enraged when
the Scottish army under Hamilton had invaded

England, and they determined that this should not

happen again. So Cromwell at the head of an

army came to Edinburgh and compelled Argyle and

Warristoun to make a treaty, by which it was agreed
that the Anti-Engagers and the Independents would

never make peace with the "
Malignants," as they

called the Royalists or supporters of the king.

The Scottish Presbyterians and the Independents
had such different opinions about both the Church

and the State that they could never have agreed ;
but

an event now happened which was to make them

deadly enemies, and was to cause great bloodshed

and misery to Scotland. On the 3Oth of January,

1649, King Charles was executed by the order of the

Independents.
When the news was brought to Scotland, almost

every Scotsman, whatever were his opinions, was

indignant at the deed. Many of them had thought
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that Charles had not ruled wisely and they had

rebelled against him, but still, he and his ancestors

had been their kings for centuries past, and they
were indignant that he had been put to death by
the Independents whom all Scotsmen hated and

feared. And the next step taken by Argyle and his

supporters was to show that they had always regarded
Charles as their lawful king, and to show, also, that

they were prepared to do battle with the Independ-
ents as enemies to religion and the State.

70. CHARLES II. PROCLAIMED KING (1649)
-DUNBAR DROVE (1650)

Both Scotland and England were now without a

king, but there was this difference between the two

countries : the party that had the chief power in Eng-
land did not wish to have a king, whereas most people
in Scotland did desire to have one. The only king
whom the Scots could choose was, of course, Charles,

the eldest son of Charles I., now eighteen years of age.

Only six days after the execution of Charles I., there-

fore, young Charles was proclaimed at the market-

cross of Edinburgh as King of Great Britain and Ire-

land (5th of February, 1649).

But the question was Would young Charles be

the kind of king whom the Covenanters desired?

We have seen that Charles I. lost the crown of Scot-

land because he would not accept the National

Covenant and the Solemn League and Covenant,

Would his son be willing to accept them ? This was
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what had now to be found out before the crown

could be set on his head.

At this time Charles was living at The Hague, in

Holland, as, of course, his life would not have been

safe in England. So Commissioners were sent to him

there with this message that if he would agree to the

Covenants, he would be made King of Scotland ;
but

that if he would not agree to them, he could not be

king. Now Charles hated the Covenants quite as

much as his father had done. But Charles I. was a

religious man, and would not accept the Covenants

even to regain his crown. His son, on the other

hand, cared nothing for religion, and was quite

willing to agree to anything if he could gain his end.

However, he would have much preferred to be King
of Scots without taking the Covenants, and this he

determined to try before giving his answer to the

Commissioners.

What Charles did was to send the Marquis of

Montrose to Scotland to attempt to conquer the

country, and so win the crown for him. A braver

and truer man than Charles would have gone with

Montrose and shared all dangers with him. Montrose

soon found how difficult and dangerous his enterprise

was. He landed in the Orkney Islands, then passed
over to Caithness, and marched with his little army
into Sutherland. But he was not to gain such victories

as those he had won for Charles I. In Carbisdale,

on the south side of the Kyle of Sutherland, he was

defeated in his first battle.

To escape from his enemies he disguised himself

as a countryman, but he was discovered and made

prisoner and sent to Edinburgh. He knew what his
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end must be, as the Covenanters had already con-

demned him to death on account of his rebelling

against them in the reign of Charles I. So he was

executed as a traitor to the Covenant, just as some

years later his rival, the Marquis of Argyle, was to

be executed as a traitor to the king.

After Montrose's death, Charles had no choice but

to accept the Covenants if he was to be king of

Scotland. So he did take an oath that he would

agree to the Covenants
;
and then he came to Scot-

land, where the people received him with great joy
as their lawful king. But what did Cromwell and

the Independents think of the Scots setting up
Charles as their ruler? They were both indignant
and afraid. They were indignant because the Cove-

nanters had broken their treaty with them, and they
were afraid lest a Scottish army should invade

England to make Charles king of that country also.

Only a month after Charles had landed in Scotland,

therefore, Cromwell came north with an army to

compel the Scots to give up Charles. The Scots

knew quite well when they made Charles king that

they would have to fight Cromwell, and they had

made preparations to receive him. Just as in former

days when the English invaded Scotland, they laid

waste all the country north of the river Tweed.

When Cromwell crossed that river, therefore, he found

nothing that either his men or his horses could eat,

and not a soul was to be seen except a few old

women. On he marched, however, till he came to

Edinburgh, where at last he found a Scottish army
to face him. The Scots were lucky in having a very
skilful general to lead them David Leslie, who had
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defeated Montrose at Philiphaugh. As Leslie was

anxious that Cromwell should get neither into Edin-

burgh nor into Leith, he stationed his army between

these towns, and in such a way that it would have

been very dangerous for Cromwell to attack him.

Now, there were two things which Cromwell wished

to bring about. The one was to get his army into

Leith, as then his ships with provisions aboard

could anchor safely in the harbour. But, as we have

seen, Leslie had taken care that he should not succeed

in getting to Leith. The other thing that Cromwell

desired very much was to have a pitched battle with

the Scots, as he was quite confident that his trained

soldiers would gain the victory. But Leslie knew
that his men were not trained to war like those of

Cromwell, and he determined not to fight if he could

help it. Leslie's plan, indeed, was to starve the

English, and compel them to retreat to their own

country.

Cromwell soon began to find himself in a very
uncomfortable position. Though it was the month
of August, it was very windy and wet. It was so

windy, indeed, that his ships in the Firth of Forth

could not land provisions for his army. From
cold and wet and want of food, sickness broke out

among his men, and many of them died. Still

he tried to get Leslie to fight He led his army
to the Braid Hills, and he tried to reach Queensferry,
but Leslie marched some of his men to Corstorphine
Hill and stopped him.

At last, Cromwell saw that there was no help for it

but to retreat, and he marched back to Dunbar.

Then Leslie broke up his camp, and led his army
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along the high ground overlooking the Firth of

Forth
;
and on the very day that Cromwell entered

Dunbar, Leslie encamped on Doon Hill, which lies

above that town. Cromwell was fairly caught in a

trap. There were only two things he could do if

Leslie would not fight. He could embark his men
aboard his ships ;

but this would have been very

dangerous, because the ships could not take in the

whole army, and those left behind would be at the

mercy of the Scots. The other thing he might have

done was to continue his march to England. But in

this march he would have had to go through a narrow

pass at a place called the Pease Bridge, and Leslie

had stationed a force there to prevent him. Crom-
well had never been in such a difficult position before,

and it seemed as if he would soon have to surrender

to the Scots.

But now the Scots did the same foolish thing
which they had often done before in their battles with

the English. They left their safe ground on the

Doon Hill, and took up their position in a place

where Cromwell could attack them. When Cromwell

saw them descend from the hill, he could hardly con-

tain himself for joy, as he knew that his army was

far more than a match for that of the Scots. When
the sun rose next morning (3rd of September, 1650),

the English began the attack, and soon it was seen

what poor soldiers most of the Scots were. Only two

regiments "fought it out manfully," and "were all

killed as they stood." As for the rest of the army,

many of the men surrendered without striking a

blow, and others flung away their weapons and tried

to escape. Between three and four thousand were
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slain while fleeing from the field, and nearly ten

thousand were taken prisoners. The Scots them-

selves called the battle
" Dunbar Drove," as they had

been driven from the field like a drove of cattle.

71. CORONATION OF CHARLES II. (1650)
BATTLE OF WORCESTER (1651)

The army of the Covenanters was almost com-

pletely destroyed at Dunbar. Would they give in

and agree to send Charles out of the country, or hand

him over to Cromwell ? Cromwell hoped that this

was what would happen, but he was greatly mistaken.

As we know, all the Covenanters hated Cromwell and

the Independents, and most of them wished to have

Charles as king, if he would only agree that the

Church should remain Presbyterian as they had

made it The leaders of the Covenanters, therefore,

determined that they would go on fighting rather

than give up Charles, as Cromwell demanded.

But never was Scotland more unfit than now to

defend itself against a foreign enemy. We have seen

that there was already a great division among the

Covenanters. There were the Engagers and the

Anti-Engagers, but now another division took

place among them. Some of them would not have

Charles to rule over them, as they believed that in

his heart he mocked at the Covenants, and that, if

he were made king, he would do all he could to put
an end to them. These Covenanters came to be

known as the
"
Protesters

"
or

" Remonstrants."
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Most of the Covenanters, however, thought that

the wisest thing to do was to accept Charles as their

king, believing that in his own interest he would not

try to restore Episcopacy, and so run the risk of the

same fate as his father. These last Covenanters were

called "
Resolutioners." But besides the Protesters

and the Resolutioners, there was still another party
in the country who were equally hated by both of

them. These were the Royalists, or, as the Cove-

nanters called them, the Malignants, who jeered at

the Covenanters and all their ways. How could the

country, divided in this manner, hope to overcome

such a terrible enemy as Cromwell ?

Of the three parties, the Resolutioners were the

most numerous, and it was they who had the chief

power in the country. If Charles was to be king,

therefore, it was with them that he would have to

make friends. But before the Resolutioners would

agree to crown him king, Charles had to make a hard

bargain. No Malignant, that is, none whom he

really liked, was allowed to hold any public office, or

even to serve in his household. He had to give up

pleasures which the Covenanters thought sinful, and

to listen to sermons of which he made a joke when

alone with his friends,

Once, when he was in Perth, he suddenly rode off,

meaning to join some friends who had promised to

raise an army for him. After a ride of forty-two

miles he found no army, but only a few Highlanders.

When the leaders of the Covenanters at Perth found

that Charles had taken flight, they sent a party to

search for him. And where was he found ?
" In a

nasty room, on an old bolster above a mat of sedges
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and rushes, overwearied and very fearful." As this

was not a very comfortable condition for a king to be

in, Charles agreed to ride back to Perth, though he

knew he would not be much happier there. This

adventure of Charles was called the "
Start."

Though, as we saw, Charles had been proclaimed

king, he had not yet been crowned. At last, the

Resolutioners, in spite of the Protesters, determined

that he should receive the crown, and on the 1st of

January, 165 1, at Scone, the Marquis of Argyle placed

it upon his head. In many ways it was the most

unhappy coronation that had ever taken place in

Scotland
;
and for this reason, that neither the king

nor those who crowned him had any confidence in

each other. Charles hated and despised the very

things that the Covenanters loved and honoured most.

Then Charles liked a merry life, so that he came to

be called the " Merrie Monarch," and took pleasure
in doing things which were not a good example to

his subjects. On the other hand, the Covenanters

were severe and stern in their lives, and could not

understand how any one who had a soul to save

could live as Charles did. How could a king and

subjects, who were so different, hope to live happily
with each other ?

And what was Cromwell doing all this time ? He
had not been idle. Since the battle of Dunbar he

had conquered almost the whole of Scotland to the

south of the river Forth, so that Charles was king

only of the country to the north of that river. It had

now to be settled, therefore, whether Charles or

Cromwell was to be master of Scotland. So a new

army was raised for Charles, and was placed under the
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command of David Leslie, the skilful general who
had given Cromwell so much trouble.

Now, what Leslie had to do was to prevent
Cromwell from getting across the Forth and subduing
the north country. So he stationed the chief part of

his army at the Tor Wood, near Falkirk, where he

was so surrounded by bogs and waters that Cromwell

did not dare to attack him. Then he placed another

part of his army at Inverkeithing, on the north side

of the Forth, where the English might attempt to

cross the river from Queensferry.
As Cromwell could not get Leslie out of the Tor

Wood, he determined to try if the Forth could not be

crossed at Queensferry. He therefore ordered one

of his best generals, named Lambert, to ferry his men

across, and attack the Scots, who were encamped at

Inverkeithing. There were both Highlanders and

Lowlanders in the Scottish army. The Scots fought
much more bravely than they did at Dunbar, but

were at last beaten with the loss of most of their men,
who were either slain or taken prisoners. The Scots

who fought most gallantly were the men of the clan

Maclean, who were led by their chief, Sir Hector

Maclean. As Sir Hector slew one Englishman after

another, he shouted " Another for Hector
"

;
but at

length he was cut down, and almost all his clansmen

perished by his side on the field.

It was now easy for Cromwell to cross the Forth,

and he lost no time in marching to Perth. What
were Charles and Leslie now to do ? Cromwell was

master of the country both to the north and to the

south of the Forth, and they dared not meet him in

open battle as they would certainly have been defeated.
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They determined to do a desperate thing. They led

the Scottish army into England, in the hope that

many Englishmen, who hated the Independents,
would join the king's standard.

As soon as Cromwell heard that the Scots had

marched into England, he at once pursued them with

the greater part of his army, and overtook them

at the town of Worcester. On the 3rd of September,

1651, exactly a year since Cromwell's victory at

Dunbar, another great battle was fought between

the Scots and English. The battle began outside

the town, but the Scots were driven within the walls,

and their cannon were taken. Then a frightful

slaughter took place, and General Leslie was made

prisoner. Cromwell called this victory his " crown-

ing Mercy," as there was no longer any army
left to fight for Charles. As for Charles himself, he

succeeded in escaping ; and, after many adventures in

which his life was often in danger, he sailed to the

Continent, where for nine years he was to be an exiled

king.

72. SCOTLAND UNDER CROMWELL. 1651-1660

Scotland was now still more helpless than she had

been after the battle of Dunbar. Her last army had

been destroyed at Worcester
;
her best general had

been taken prisoner ;
and the king was gone. What

made things still worse was, that the three parties in

the country the Royalists, the Resolutioners, and

the Protesters could never agree to combine for the

defence of their country. There never was a time,
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therefore, when Scotland could be more easily con-

quered than now.

And Cromwell was determined to subdue Scot-

land and make it part of England, as so many English

kings had tried to do and failed. When he marched

after Charles to Worcester, he left behind him a part

of his army under the command of one of his best

generals, General Monk. Monk at once set about

subduing the country, Highlands and Lowlands. As
there was no Scottish army to prevent him, he had

very little difficulty in taking town after town, and

placing English garrisons in them. The only town

that offered him any resistance was Dundee
;
but

there was such a massacre of the inhabitants after it

was taken that no other town dared to oppose him.

It was in August of the year 1651 that Cromwell had

marched after Charles, and by the end of that year
Monk had subdued the whole country from the

Tweed to the Pentland Firth. So the English under

Cromwell had done what no king of England had

succeeded in doing. Edward I., indeed, had con-

quered Scotland
;
but he held it only for a short time,

whereas the English under Cromwell held it for nine

years.

To show that Scotland was no longer an inde-

pendent kingdom, Monk did exactly what Edward I.

had done. Edward had carried off the Stone of

Destiny on which the kings of Scots had been

crowned, as well as the Holy Cross of St Margaret
and all the public records. So Monk sent off to

England the Chair of State in which the Scottish

kings had sat, the robes they had worn, and all the

documents which showed that Scotland had been a

2 F



Hiding the Honours of Scotland.

(At the Restoration the Honours were conveyed to the Crown Room of Edin-

burgh Castle, where they were on view till the Union, 1707. Prom this date they
remained locked away in a strong chest in the Crown Room till 1818, when Sir Walter ,

Scott was instrumental in bringing them once more to light.)
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free kingdom. Monk was also very anxious to get

hold of the " Honours of Scotland," that is, the crown,

sceptre, and sword of state
; but, owing to the boldness

and cleverness of a woman, he was disappointed.

After the battle of Dunbar the Honours had been

placed for safety in the Castle of Dunnottar, a very

strong castle on the coast of Kincardineshire. The

English knew that they were there, and laid siege to

the castle. Fearing that the stronghold would be

taken, Mr Granger, a minister in the neighbour-

hood, devised a plan for getting them out safely.

First he spread a report that they had been taken

abroad. Then he got his wife to ask leave of the

English general to enter the castle to bring out some

bundles of lint. The general granted permission,

and Mrs Granger brought out the Honours covered up
with the lint. At night they were safely buried under

the pulpit of her husband's church. At this day the

Honours, which Mrs Granger so cleverly rescued,

may be seen in the Castle of Edinburgh.
Scotland having now been conquered, it had next

to be made part of England, for this was the plan of

Cromwell and the Independents. How was that to

be done? As we know, there was no king in

England. After the death of Charles I. in 1649,

what was called the Commonwealth was set up ;
and

this government lasted till the year 1653, when
Cromwell was made the chief person in the country,

with the title not of King but of Protector. So it

was first under the Commonwealth and afterwards

under the Protectorate that Scotland was ruled by
the English for nine years.

The first thing done by the Commonwealth was to
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send down Commissioners to Scotland, who were to

see that the laws were obeyed throughout the whole

country. And the Scottish people, though they
hated the English, admitted that the laws were never

better obeyed than under these Commissioners.

Everyone got justice, and the country was so com-

pletely freed from robbers that it was said that a

man with a hundred pounds in his pocket might ride

through all Scotland with only a switch in his hand,

and no one would dare to touch him. This had never

been the case before in Scotland, and other new

things besides were now seen. For example, every
one was allowed to worship as he pleased, which had

not been the case either under the Covenanters or

under the kings. General Assemblies, however, were

not permitted to meet, because the Protesters and

the Resolutioners quarrelled so much that they dis-

turbed the peace of the country.

Another thing done both by the Commonwealth
and the Protectorate was to make one Parliament

for Scotland, England, and Ireland, just as there is

now. Scotland was to send thirty members to this

United Parliament, and she did send twenty-one
members. But the United Parliament pleased neither

the Scots nor the English, because the time had not

yet come when the two peoples were prepared to

unite their Parliaments as they afterwards did.

How was it that the Scottish people did not rise

against their English conquerors as they had done in

the days of Wallace and Bruce ? One reason, of

course, was that they were so divided among them-

selves that they could not unite against their common

enemy. Another reason was that there were English
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soldiers in all the chief towns, and that strong forts

had been built at Leith, Perth, Inverness, Inverlochy,
and Ayr. If any body of Scots had attempted to

rise in rebellion, therefore, English soldiers from the

towns and forts would have fallen upon them at

once.

There was, indeed, one attempt made to drive out

the English. In the Highlands, the Earl of Glen-

cairn and others raised a number of the clansmen to

fight for Charles, but the leaders quarrelled so much

among themselves that they were not able to do

great things. Charles, however, sent General Middle-

ton, of whom we shall hear again, to command the

Royalist forces. But Middleton had not been long
in the country before one of Monk's officers com-

pletely defeated him at Dalnaspidal, at the head of

Loch Garry, and after that defeat there was peace
all the time the English remained in Scotland

At last the time came when the Scots got rid of

the English, though not by conquering them. Oliver

Cromwell died in the year 1658, and his son Richard

was made Protector in his place. But Richard was

not a great man, and could not rule the country
as his father had done. The people of England
also began to be discontented with the way they
were being governed, and to long for their lawful

king. When General Monk saw this, he marched

from Scotland to London at the head of his army,
and then declared that the time had come for

Charles II. to be restored to his throne. Soon the

25th of May, 1660, Charles landed at Dover, and be-

came really king of Great Britain and Ireland, as his

father and grandfather had been before him.
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In this way, therefore, Scotland was freed from

the English usurpers, as they were called, and almost

every Scotsman was glad to see the last of them.

They had, indeed, ruled more justly than any of the

Scottish kings, and in many ways the country was

more prosperous under them than it had ever been.

But still they were invaders and had no right to

govern Scotland. The Covenanters disliked them
because they were Independents and not Presby-

terians, and the Royalists disliked them quite as much
because they kept the lawful king from his throne.

Yet a time was coming when many people in Scot-

land were to look back with regret to the days of

Oliver Cromwell.

73. EPISCOPACY RE-ESTABLISHED. 1660-1662

CHAELES II. (1660-1685)

There was great rejoicing both in England and in

Scotland at the restoration of Charles to the throne

of his fathers. In Edinburgh there was such feasting

and revelry as had never been seen before. Bells

were rung, trumpets sounded, cannons fired, and at

night bonfires blazed everywhere. At the market-

cross there was again a fountain of wine, from which

every one could drink who pleased. In the High
Street there was a long table laden with sweetmeats

and wine. The healths of the king and his brother,

the Duke of York, were drunk
;
and it is said that

three hundred glasses, out of which the wine had been

quaffed, were broken, that they might never be used
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again on ordinary occasions. Yet, though Charles's

reign began with such rejoicings, it was to be the

saddest in the whole history of Scotland.

Charles II.

It would have required the wisest of kings to have

ruled Scotland at that time, and Charles, though he

was very clever, was more taken up with his own

pleasures than with the good of his subjects. Though
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he reigned for fifteen years, he never once came to

visit Scotland. How, then, was the country governed ?

Exactly in the same way as under James VI. and

Charles I. Soon after Charles was restored he

appointed a Privy Council, and it was by this Privy
Council that Scotland was governed. We saw that

in the year 1641, Charles I. had agreed that ever

afterwards he and his successors should not appoint
the Privy Council without consulting the Parliament

;

but Charles II. chose his own Privy Councillors, and,

of course, he chose only such persons as would do his

bidding.

And how did Charles let the Council know what

he wished ? It was in this way. The Secretary of

the Council always stayed in London, and all that

Charles had to do was to command the Secretary
to write to the Council and say what he wanted

to be done. Now the Secretary whom Charles

appointed is one of the best known men in Scottish

history. We have already heard of him as one of the

nobles who made the Engagement. He was the Earl

of Lauderdale, a descendant of Maitland ofLethington,
who had been the Secretary of Queen Mary.

Lauderdale had begun by being a keen Covenanter,

but he had gone over to the side of the king, and
he was now to be the chief enemy of those who had

once been his friends. He was a huge, fat man, with

a swollen face and red hair, and with a tongue too big
for his mouth. He was also very debauched in his

way of living, though he used to read the Bible in

Hebrew. Though he had so many faults, he was
the cleverest Scottish statesman then living, and he

came to have so much influence over Charles that
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he was called the "King of Scotland." In all that

has to be told of Charles's reign, therefore, we have

always to think of Lauderdale behind it.

When Charles's reign began, the great question to

be settled was whether Presbyterianism or Episco-

pacy was to be established in the country ;
and it was

not long before it was settled. On the 1st of January,
1 66 1, less than a year after Charles had been

restored, a Parliament met in Edinburgh. Just
as James VI. and Charles I. had done, Charles II.

took care that most of its members should be his

friends and supporters. As Charles did not come

himself, he appointed a royal Commissioner to

represent him, and this Commissioner was a man of

whom we have heard before General Middleton,
now Earl of Middleton. Like Lauderdale, Middleton

had once been a Covenanter, but had become a keen

Royalist. He was quite an unfit person to hold such

a great office, as he was only a rough soldier, and

besides was very dissolute in his habits.

The Parliament did everything that Charles and

Lauderdale wished. It passed what was called the
"
Rescissory Act," which declared that all the Acts

passed by the Parliaments of the Covenanters were

no longer the law. It also declared that the king
was Head of the Church as well as of the State. So
at one stroke all that the Covenanters had fought for

was put an end to.

The Parliament had done its work, and now the

Privy Council put the finishing touches to it. As the

king had been declared to be the Head of the Church,
it was of course in his power to say whether Presby-
terianism or Episcopacy should be established. The
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Privy Council, therefore, issued a proclamation to

say that it was the king's will that Episcopacy should

be the form of Church government in Scotland.

But there were then no bishops in Scotland, and

how were they to be got ? Four men were sent up
to England to be consecrated to the office of bishop,

so that they might consecrate others to the office in

Scotland. Now among the four persons who were

sent to England, there were two whose names ought
to be remembered. The one was Robert Leighton,
a pious and peace-loving man, who had once been a

Covenanter, but who afterwards became Archbishop
of Glasgow. The other person was James Sharp, who
had also been a Covenanting minister. Of all the

bishops, it was Sharp whom the Presbyterians came
to hate most. About the time that Charles was

restored he had been sent to London to do what

he could in favour of the Presbyterians, but instead of

doing so he had become an Episcopalian. He was

made Archbishop of St Andrews, and therefore the

chief person in the Church
;
and he did all in his

power to put down Presbyterianism. As we shall

see, he was to come to a terrible end.

There was still another thing done while Middleton

was Commissioner, which was the beginning of the

sad times that were to follow. In the reigns of

James VI. and Charles I. ministers were given to

the congregations by the owners of the Church lands,

who were called the "
patrons

"
of the churches. The

Covenanters thought that this was wrong, and they

got an Act passed by Parliament which declared

that congregations should choose their own ministers.

That Act, however, was now declared to be unlawful,
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and from this time ministers had to be appointed

by the patrons and not by the congregations.
But what was to be done with those ministers who

had not been appointed by patrons ? It was ordered

that by a certain date every minister should go to

the patron and ask his consent to be the minister of

his particular congregation. It was expected, of

course, that all the ministers would do this rather

than lose their daily bread. But this was not the

case, as many ministers chose rather to lose their

livelihood than go against their consciences. As we
shall see, these new laws were the cause of all the
"
troubles," as they were called, that were to follow

both during Charles's reign and the reign of his

successor.

There is one person whose name has not been

mentioned, of whom we should certainly have

expected to hear namely, the Marquis of Argyle.

As we know, he had been the chief leader of the

Covenanters, but had lost his power while Cromwell

ruled Scotland. Argyle, as we know, had done his

utmost to have Charles II. made king, and it was he

who had placed the crown on Charles's head at

Scone. Thinking, therefore, that Charles would

receive him with favour, he went to London to pay
his homage to him. Charles, however, received him

coldly, and sent him down to Edinburgh to be tried

for his past conduct. The charge brought against

him was that he had recognised the government of

Cromwell as a lawful government. This charge
could not be proved against him, but almost all

his judges were his enemies, and they were especially

angry with him for having allowed the execution
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of Montrose. So he was found guilty, and sentenced

to death. And thus the two great rivals and enemies

had come to the same end : Montrose suffered as a

traitor to the Covenants, and Argyle as a traitor to

the king.

74 THE PENTLAND RISING, 1663-1667

CHAHLES II. (1660-1685)

The Earl of Middleton had been Commissioner

only for about two years, when he quarrelled with

Lauderdale and was deprived of his office. The Earl

of Rothes, a friend of Lauderdale, was put in his

place (1663), but he did not act any more wisely than

Middleton had done. He was, indeed, quite an unsuit-

able person to be the chief official in any country, as

he was not educated and was frequently intoxicated.

Two changes had to be brought about before Epis-

copacy was established all over the country. All the

ministers must be Episcopalians, and the people
must be compelled to attend the parish churches.

But in many parts of the country, especially in Ayr-

shire, Wigtownshire, and Kirkcudbrightshire, most of

the people were Covenanters and hated Episcopalian-
ism. What was done with these people who would

not attend the parish churches ? An Act of Parlia-

ment was passed which imposed heavy fines on all

who did not attend church as they were commanded.
This Act of course got a nickname ;

it was called

the "
Bishops' Drag-net," because it dragged the

people to church as a drag-net drags fishes out of

the sea.
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We have seen that many of the ministers left their

churches rather than hold their charges from a

patron, as the law now commanded. How were

their places filled ? It was, of course, very difficult

to fill them, as ministers cannot be trained in a day.

What was done, therefore, was to take any one that

offered himself, no matter how ignorant he was, and

place him over a congregation whose minister had

been deposed. These strange ministers were nick-

named the "King's Curates," and were the laughing-
stock of everybody. Often foolish tricks were played

upon them by the people : the tongue of the church

bell would be carried off, the church door barricaded,

or even the curate stoned.

But what gave the Government most trouble was

that the congregations would insist on going to hear

the " outed ministers," as they were called, wherever

they chose to preach. To put a stop to this a law

was passed which forbade these ministers to go within

twenty miles of their former parishes, so that their

congregations could not have the opportunity of

hearing them.

Now it was easy to pass all these laws
;
but it was

not so easy to carry them out, for, as has just been

said, most of the people in many parts of the country

thought it wrong to do anything that was against the

Covenants. So the Government was compelled to do

what was usually done in Scotland in those times.

When any one would not pay his debts, soldiers

were sent to live in his house till all the debt

was paid, or till he was "eaten up." And this was

what was done now. Soldiers were sent to the

places where the people would not attend the parish
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churches, and were quartered on every one who
would not obey the law. As these soldiers were the

roughest of men, they behaved in the most insolent

way, and made themselves greatly hated by those

among whom they lived.

At last, an event happened which had long been

expected. One of the commanders of the soldiers

was Sir James Turner, who had been thrice sent out

to the south-western counties to enforce the law.

In November, 1666, Turner was in Dumfries, when

suddenly a band of men entered the town and made
him a prisoner. Then they marched into Ayr-

shire, where many others joined them. Next they
went to Lanark, and thence they determined to go
on to Edinburgh, where they hoped the people
would take their side and help them to put down

Episcopacy.
About three thousand of them started on their

long journey to Edinburgh, and a dreary journey
it was. It rained torrents all the way, and the roads

were so bad that at every step they sank deep in the

mud. But what was still more discouraging was

that, as they came near Edinburgh, they found the

people were enemies instead of friends. They got
the length of Colinton, three miles west of Edin-

burgh, and then they saw it was useless to go any
further. How to get home was now their care.

They set off across the Pentland Hills, but when

they came to a place called Rullion Green, the

king's troops, commanded by Sir Thomas Dalziel, fell

upon them. They made a brave fight under their

leader, Colonel Wallace
;
but they were completely

beaten, and about fifty of them were slain and fifty
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taken prisoners. This was the end of what was

called the Pentland Rising.

It was not quite the end, however, for the prisoners

had to be punished as rebels against the king. And
cruel the punishment was. Fifteen were hanged in

Edinburgh, and at Glasgow and Ayr others suffered

the same fate. Before being executed, also, some
were cruelly tortured to make them acknowledge
the king as the Head of the Church. The instru-

ment by which they were tortured was called the

Boot, which was a wooden frame made to fit over the

leg. Wedges were then driven in between the leg
and the "

boot," so as to crush the limb and cause great

agony. Among those who were tortured and executed

was a youth named Hugh M'Kail, who was greatly
esteemed for his zeal and learning ;

and it is said

that, when he stood on the scaffold, there was not one

in the crowd of onlookers who was not in tears.

75. BATTLES OF DRUMCLOG AND BOTH-
WELL BRIDGE. 1679

CHARLES II. (1660-1685)

The Earl of Rothes quarrelled with Lauderdale just

as Middleton had done, and at the end of four years
the commissionership was taken from him (1668).

Lauderdale had thought that neither Middleton nor

Rothes had ruled wisely, so he determined to try

if he himself could not put an end to all the troubles

in the country. Accordingly he got himself made

Commissioner, and for the next eleven years (1668-

1679) it was he who governed Scotland.
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At first he began by ruling more gently than

Rothes and Middleton. He put out what was called

a Letter of Indulgence, allowing the " outed ministers
"

who had lived peaceably to be restored to their

churches. About forty ministers accepted the

Indulgence, but the others remained as stubborn

as ever. What was to be done with those ministers

and their congregations who refused to become Epis-

copalians, and who would not acknowledge Charles as

their king because he had not signed the Covenants ?

What Lauderdale was afraid of was that there

might be a rebellion against Charles II., just as there

had been against Charles I. Soon, therefore, he

began to pass even stricter laws against the Cove-

nanters than either Middleton or Rothes had done.

Before passing these laws, however, he put out

another Letter of Indulgence ;
but though a few more

ministers returned to their churches, the greater

number still remained unyielding.

Here are the laws that were passed to compel the

Covenanters to submit to what the Goverment

commanded. Every master was to be fined if those

he employed did not attend the parish church, and

he had to sign a bond that every person living on

his lands should live peacefully and obey the law.

Another strange Act was this. There were over a

hundred persons in the country who had made them-

selves very conspicuous by disobeying the law, and

against these persons were issued what were called

Letters of Intercommuning. What these letters meant

was that nobody was to be allowed to speak to these

persons or to give them food or lodging.

It was, of course, very difficult to carry out these
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laws
;
but Lauderdale thought of a plan which would

make them obeyed. It was in Ayrshire that the

Covenanters were most numerous, and where they
offered most resistance to the law. What Lauder-

dale did, therefore, was to order 6000 armed High-
landers and 3000 armed Lowlanders to march to

Ayrshire and remain there for a month.

Lauderdale hoped that the people would rise

against this army, and that he would then have an

excuse for treating them as rebels. But the people
did not rise, and no fighting took place. The army,

however, did a great deal of mischief through the

whole of the countryside. They prevented the in-

habitants from going about their daily work
;
and

they took food and lodging wherever they pleased,

so that many persons were reduced to poverty and

misery. At the end of the month, also, the High-
landers made off with everything that was not too

heavy to carry plate, wool, linen, clothes, and

furniture, together with many horses to convey the

plunder. But we shall see that this visit of the
"
Highland Host," as it was called, only made the

Covenanters of the West more bitter than ever

against the Government
The year (1679) after the visit of the Highland

Host was the most unhappy year in Scotland during
the whole reign of Charles II. We already know
that the man whom the Covenanters hated most

bitterly was Archbishop Sharp. Since the beginning
of Charles's reign, Sharp, though he had once been a

Presbyterian, had done all he could to compel the

Covenanters to submit to the laws. Now, in Fife

where he lived, there were many Covenanters, and a

2 G
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servant of his named Carmichael had treated them

very harshly. At last twelve men, the chief of whom
were David Hackston of Rathillet and John Balfour

of Kinloch, bound themselves together to slay

Carmichael.

On the 3rd of May, 1679, the twelve set out to

seek for Carmichael, to carry out their purpose.

Carmichael, however, had heard of their intention, and

kept himself concealed. But just as Hackston and

his companions were beginning to weary of waiting
for him, they were told that Sharp himself was

approaching in his carriage. They at once said to

each other that God had put their chief enemy into

their hands. The carriage drew near, and in it were

Sharp and his daughter. The murderers fired

several shots into the carriage, but in their excitement

they missed their aim. Sharp and his daughter

prayed hard that his life might be spared, but the

murderers dragged him forth and slew him on the

spot with their swords. This bloody deed took place

at Magus Muir, about two miles from St Andrews.

Other terrible events were to happen during the

same year (1679). The Government, as we have seen,

had done its utmost to prevent the people from

attending the preaching of the outed ministers.

Though it was at the risk of being fined and im-

prisoned, however, the most zealous of the Cove-

nanters insisted on hearing these preachers. At
first they met in barns and other buildings, carrying

only their Bibles with them. But, as they were

watched by the king's soldiers, they had to give

up meeting in such places. Now, therefore, they
were compelled to hold their meetings in out-of-
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the-way spots among the hills and moors in the

neighbouring country. Now, also, they carried

guns and swords and other weapons with them to

resist the kind's troops if they should come upon
them. To make sure that they would not be sur-

prised, watchers were placed round about to give a

signal if the enemy was at hand. Many battles took

place between these congregations and the dragoons,
and in the wild districts of the south and west of

Scotland we often come upon stones which mark the

spot where some noted Covenanter was slain.

Now the Government was very much afraid of

these conventicles, as they were called, because they

might lead to a general rebellion such as had

happened in the reign of Charles I. In the parts of

the country, therefore, where conventicles were held,

soldiers were stationed to break them up, and to

take as many prisoners as possible. On a Sabbath

morning in May, one of these conventicles was held

on Loudoun Hill, near the borders of Ayrshire and

Lanarkshire. When the religious service was going

on, the watchers announced that the king's troops
were approaching. The Covenanters had about

forty horsemen and two hundred footmen, so they
determined to fight. About two miles off there is

a boggy moor, called Drumclog, where they could

fight at greater advantage, and thither they marched.

The king's troops came on, led by John Graham of

Claverhouse, who was a great hunter of the Cove-

nanters, and was much feared and hated by them.

There was a short and sharp battle, and Claverhouse

and his men were completely routed.

The Covenanters were now rebels, and they knew
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that they would be punished as such. They deter-

mined, therefore, to try if they could not get others

to join them and make open war on the Government.

The day after their victory they marched to Glasgow,
where they had many friends

;
but there was a

strong garrison in the town and they could not gain
entrance. Then they marched back to Hamilton,
and by this time so many had joined them that

they had a large army.
The Government was greatly alarmed, for it seemed

that the rebellion that had long been dreaded had at

last broken out. A large army was at once collected,

and the Duke of Monmouth, a son of the king, was

brought down from England to command it. The
two armies met at Bothwell Bridge, on the river

Clyde, the river being between them. Before the

battle began the Covenanters told Monmouth, just

as their fathers had told Charles I., that they would lay

down their arms if the king would grant a free

Parliament and a free General Assembly.
As Monmouth would not agree to this, the Cove-

nanters determined to fight for their cause. But

though they had a large army, they were not in a con-

dition to give battle. Their leaders had such different

opinions about religion that they could not agree,

and we are told that even when the battle was about

to begin they "preached and prayed against each

other." How could an army make a brave fight

when its leaders were all quarrelling with one another ?

Though some of the Covenanters fought like brave

men, therefore, the whole army was soon in disorder

and fleeing in all directions. Monmouth, who was a

humane man, had given orders that the fugitives
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should be spared ;
but the order was not obeyed, and

about 400 were slain and 1 200 taken prisoners.

After the battle, the prisoners were tied two and

two together and led to Edinburgh. But the

question was where were they to be put, as there

was no prison in the town large enough to hold

them ? They were placed in Greyfriars Churchyard,
and there for nearly five months, half-clad, ill-fed,

and exposed to the weather, most of them were kept.

Four hundred of them took an oath to submit to the

Government, and were allowed to go home. Two
hundred and fifty of them, however, would not yield,

and they were shipped off to Barbados, in the West

Indies, to work as slaves. But the ship did not reach

its destination
;

it was wrecked off the Orkney
Islands, and almost all of them perished.

After the battle of Bothwell Bridge, Lauderdale

had to give up the commissionership. He had

failed to make the country quiet, just as Middleton

and Rothes had failed before him.

76. THE CAMERONIANS. 1679-1685

CHARLES II. (1660-1685)

Most of the ministers who had been driven from

their churches at the beginning of Charles's reign
were now either banished or had agreed to accept

Episcopacy. Even in the West, also, most of the

people had been compelled to attend the parish

churches, though it was so much against their_wi)l.

But there were still many persons in different parts
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of the country who would not yield, because

to do so would have been against their consciences.

Neither fines, nor imprisonment, nor the fear of

death prevented these persons from attending
conventicles and listening to the ministers who
were courageous enough to preach to them.

There were two ministers who still went about the

country and preached wherever they could find a

congregation. The one was Donald Cargill and the

other was Richard Cameron (from whom some of the

Covenanters got the name of " Cameronians "). It was,
of course, at the risk of their lives that Cargill and

Cameron went on preaching, and they had to hide

in the mountains and the moors to escape the soldiers

who were in search of them.

In the year 1680 some of the Covenanters took a

step which showed that they were determined never

to yield. About twenty of them entered the town of

Sanquhar, in Dumfriesshire, and affixed a paper to

the town-cross. This paper was called the "
Sanquhar

Declaration." It declared that those who had put it

there disowned Charles as their king because he had

broken the Covenant, to which he had sworn when
the crown was offered to him. This was an act of

rebellion, and death was its punishment. The Govern-

ment was therefore more anxious than ever to get

hold of Cameron and Cargill, and the soldiers were

everywhere in search of them.

About a month after the Sanquhar Declaration,

a band of Covenanters had met near Auchinleck,

in Ayrshire. Their leaders were Cameron and

Hackston of Rathillet (who had taken part in the

murder of Archbishop Sharp). They had been all
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night on the moorside, when about ten o'clock in

the morning a party of dragoons came in sight. The
"
Wanderers," as the Covenanters were called, deter-

mined to do battle. Behind them was a bog called

Airds Moss, but there were passages through it by
which they might escape if they were beaten. Before

the battle began Cameron exclaimed three times :

" Lord spare the green and take the ripe." Though
the Wanderers fought like desperate men, they
were soon overcome by the greater numbers of the

enemy. Cameron was slain, and his head and hands

were cut off and carried to Edinburgh, where they
were stuck up in conspicuous places. Hackston rode

off from the field of battle, but his horse sank in the

bog, and he was made prisoner. Led to Edinburgh,
he was there put to death with dreadful tortures,

which he bore without flinching.

The year (1681) after Cameron was slain, Cargill

also met his fate. One evening he had preached at

Dunsyre, in Lanarkshire, and after the sermon he hid

in a mill not far off. There was a prize of more than

300 offered to any one who either slew him or took

him prisoner. Before the morning he was taken,

and along with four of his followers he was executed

in Edinburgh. Just before his death he wrote :

" This

is the most joyful day ever I saw in my pilgrimage
on earth."

About the same time as Cargill was executed, the

new royal Commissioner came to Scotland. He was

James, Duke of York, the brother of King Charles,

and afterwards James VII. Neither Episcopalians
nor Presbyterians could be pleased at his being
made Commissioner, as he was a Roman Catholic,
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and might try to set up his own religion in Scotland.

And that was exactly what he did try to do, as was

soon to be seen.

No Parliament had met in Scotland for nine years ;

but James now assembled one, and got it to pass two

Acts which frightened everybody, Episcopalians as

well as Presbyterians. One of these Acts declared

that the lawful heir, whatever his religion might be,

should succeed to the throne, which, of course, meant

that, though James was a Catholic, he should succeed

his brother Charles. The other Act was called the

Test Act, which everyone who held any office in the

Church or the State was to sign. Nobody could

understand the meaning of this Act, and it became a

general laughing-stock. The boys of Heriot's

Hospital got a copy of the Act, smeared it with

butter, and put it in their watch-dog's mouth. The

dog would not swallow it, and was hanged.
But the Test Act was no laughing matter, as one

person was to find. The Earl of Argyle, son of the

Marquis of Argyle who was executed in the begin-

ning of Charles's reign, said he was willing to sign

the Act, though he did not understand it. This did

not satisfy James, however, and Argyle was im-

prisoned in Edinburgh Castle, and tried for high
treason. What would have been the end of the

trial we cannot say, but Argyle cleverly made his

escape from his prison. Disguised as a page, and

holding up the train of his daughter, he passed his

guards, made his way out of the Castle, and got safely

to Holland. At a later time, as we shall see, he came
to an unhappy end.

To the very close of Charles's reign the struggle
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went on between the Government and the Cove-

nanters who still held out. A new preacher arose

who was as bold and zealous as Cameron and Cargill,

and kept up the courage of his followers. This was

James Remyjck, who was only a little over twenty

years of age. Renwick wrote a document called the
"
Apologetical Declaration," in which it was said that

the Covenanters would not spare the lives of those

who sought theirs. After this Declaration the

Covenanters were hunted down by the soldiers more
than ever.

There were two officers of the king's troops who
were especially hated and feared. One of them has

already been mentioned
; namely, John Graham of

Claverhouse. Claverhouse had no mercy for those

who would not submit to the law of the land, and he

came to be known as "
bluidy Clavers." The other

commander was Sir Thomas Dalziel, usually called

Tom Dalziel. He was so keen a Royalist that

after Charles I.'s death he never cut his beard, which

reached down to his waist
;
and as he never wore

boots and dressed very oddly, he drew people's

attention wherever he went. He had been a soldier

in Russia, which was then a barbarous country, and

he had learned rough and cruel ways of treating his

enemies.

When Claverhouse and Dalziel caught any Cove-

nanter, this was what they now did. They asked him

if he approved of the Apologetical Declaration which

Renwick had drawn up. If he said "yes," they
ordered him to be shot on the spot. If he said "

no,"

he was taken to Edinburgh and tried before a judge.

And at this time there was a judge who was as
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much feared as either Claverhouse or Dalziel
; namely,

Sir George Mackenzie, who sentenced so many
Covenanters to death that he was called the "

bluidy
Mackenzie."

This was the state of the country when, on the 2nd

of February, 1685, Charles II. died, after an actual

reign of twenty-five years. It had been the most

unhappy reign in the whole history of Scotland.

And what had been the cause of all the unhappiness ?

It was because neither the Covenanters nor the

Royalists thought, as we now do, that men should be

allowed to be of what religion they please. When
the Covenanters were in power, they would not allow

any minister who did not sign the Covenant to remain

in his church
;
and after the Restoration the Royalists

drove out every minister who would not admit that

the king was the Head of the Church as well as of

the State. What made matters worse was that the

men who carried out the laws, both the soldiers and

the judges, were so thoughtless and cruel, and, be-

sides, were often men of such dissolute lives and

bad character.

77. THE "KILLING TIME." 1685-1687

JAMES VII. (1685-1688)

We have seen that when James, Duke of York,
was Commissioner, he got a law passed declaring

that the lawful heir should become king of Scotland,

even though he was of a different religion from his

subjects. Although James was a Catholic, therefore,
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he succeeded his brother Charles as king of Scotland

as well as of England and Ireland. Presbyterians
and Episcopalians were equally alarmed when

James VII.

they saw a Catholic king ascend the throne, as they
knew that James would do his utmost to make
Scotland a Catholic country. And it was, indeed, in

trying to make England and Scotland alike Catholic
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that in the end he was driven from the thrones of

both countries.

The Covenanters had never been more severely

treated than when James was Commissioner, and

now, when he had become king, they were hunted

down as they had never been before. The first year
of his reign (1685-6), indeed, was called the "black

year," the "
killing time." There were two classes

of persons among the Covenanters who received

different punishments according to the crimes

charged against them. The one class consisted

of those who showed in some way that they were

not loyal subjects, and their punishment was to

have one ear cut off and then to be sent to

America to work as slaves. Hundreds of Cove-

nanters were punished in this way. The other class

were those who approved of the Apologetical Declara-

tion of which we have heard. Whenever any one

of this class was caught by the king's troops, he was

shot on the spot.

In a letter which Claverhouse himself wrote, he

tells us how he acted when a Covenanter fell into

his hands. He was very anxious to catch a certain

Covenanter, named John Brown of Priesthill, and his

nephew. After a long march through the moors and

mosses of Lanarkshire and Ayrshire, he did succeed

in taking them both. They were at once asked if

they approved of-the Apologetical Declaration. The

nephew said that he did not, and his life was spared.

Brown's answer was that "he knew no king."
"
Whereupon," says Claverhouse,

"
I caused shoot

him dead, which he suffered very unconcernedly."

But the cruellest thing done in the "black year"
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was the drowning at Wigtown of two women
the one called Margaret Lauchleson, over sixty

years of age, and the other Margaret Wilson, who
was under twenty. They both refused to give up
the Covenant, and their punishment was, to be tied

to stakes till the sea came in and drowned them.

These women are known as the "
Wigtownshire

Martyrs."
Both in England and Scotland there were many

persons who thought that a Catholic should not be

king, and in the very first year of James's reign

attempts were made in both countries to drive him
from the throne. These attempts were made by two

leaders, one an Englishman, the Duke of Monmouth,
who had gained the victory at Bothwell Bridge, and

the other a Scotsman, the Earl of Argyle, who, as we

saw, had to flee from Scotland when James was

Commissioner. As for the Duke of Monmouth, he

landed in England with an army, but was defeated

and taken prisoner, and afterwards executed by

James's order.

Argyle was equally unfortunate. He sailed from

Holland with a few companions and landed on the

west coast of Scotland. He hoped that his clansmen

in Argyleshire would rise and join him, but the

Government took care to prevent this. He also

hoped that the Covenanters of the West would

be eager to assist him, but in this also he was

disappointed. Then Argyle and the other leaders

quarrelled, so that they separated and had to think

only of saving their lives. But Argyle was not to

escape. He was caught at Inchinnan, near the town

of Renfrew, and was taken to Edinburgh. As he
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had been condemned as a traitor in the previous

reign, it was not thought necessary to try him

again, and he was executed like his father, the

Marquis of Argyle, before him.

At the time of Argyle's invasion a horrible thing
was done, for which the Government was greatly

to blame. When the news of Argyle's coming was

known, all the Covenanters who were in prison were

taken to Dunnottar Castle, where, as we have seen, the

Honours of Scotland were placed for safety in the

time of Cromwell. There were about two hundred of

them, both men and women, and of these a hundred

were shut up in a vault of the castle, still called the
"
Whigs' Vault." The floor was ankle-deep with

mud, and there was only one window to let in the air.

For two months the prisoners were kept in the castle.

Many died and many became ill for want of food and

air. At last, the survivors were brought to Leith,

and got the choice of acknowledging James as their

king, or of being sent as slaves to America. Rather

than acknowledge a king who had not accepted the

Covenants, most of them preferred to be slaves in a

distant land for the rest of their lives.

78. THE REVOLUTION. 1688-1689

JAMES VII. (1685-1688)

We have now to see how James tried to make
Scotland a Roman Catholic country, and what was

|:he
end of his attempt. His first step was this.

~here were cruel laws in Scotland against Roman
2 H
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Catholics as well as against Covenanters. James,

therefore, asked the Scottish Parliament to abolish

these laws, but, to his great indignation, the Parlia-

ment refused to do so. Then he determined to have

nothing more to do with Parliaments. But it was

what he did next that was to be the cause of his ruin,

both in Scotland and in England. He wrote to the

Privy Council to say that as king he had power to do

away with any laws whenever he pleased. This was

what was called the Dispensing Power, and in Eng-
land he had got the judges to declare that the king

possessed such a power. But James's subjects both in

England and Scotland thought that a ruler who
could do as he pleased was not a king, but a tyrant.

Other things that happened showed what James
was aiming at. The highest offices in the kingdom
were given to Catholics. The Lord Chancellor, the

Earl of Perth, became a Catholic, and so did his

brother Viscount Melfort, and the Earl of Moray,
who were the two Secretaries of State. In Holyrood

Chapel the Catholics conducted their religious services,

and Catholic books began to be printed in Edinburgh,
a thing that had hitherto been forbidden by the law.

So indignant were the people of Edinburgh, that one

Sunday a mob attacked the Catholic priests and

insulted the Lord Chancellor Perth.

James now thought of a plan by which he hoped
in the end to make Scotland a Catholic country.

He issued a Letter of Indulgence, which allowed both

Catholics and Presbyterians to conduct their worship
in their own way. What James hoped was that, when
the Catholics became strong enough, he would then

be able to put down both Presbyterians and Episco-
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palians. This, however, was not to happen, though

many Presbyterian ministers who were exiles in

Holland were now permitted to return to their native

country. The Covenanters who followed Renwick,

however, could not accept the Indulgence, because

they would not acknowledge James as their lawful

king.

Though it was at the risk of his life, Renwick still

continued to preach in different parts of the country ;

but at last he was taken. In the month of January,

1688, he came secretly to Edinburgh, where he

stayed in a friend's house. The morning after he

arrived, some officials entered the house. Renwick

knew who they were, and presented his pistol at

them, but missed his shot. He made his way out

of the house, however, and rushed down the street
;

but he was known to be a fugitive by his bare head,

and was immediately surrounded and seized. Some
members of the Privy Council would have liked to

spare his life, as they were weary of so much blood-

shed, and Renwick was so young, being only in his

twenty-sixth year. But he would not consent to

acknowledge James as his lawful king, and by the

law he must suffer death. On the scaffold he sang
the iO3rd Psalm, and read a chapter from the Book

of Revelations; and among his last words he said,

"Lord, I die in the faith that Thou wilt not leave

Scotland."

Renwick was the last Covenanter to be put to

death for his religion, for the year (1688) in which

he was executed was the last that James was to be

allowed to reign. In England, just as in Scotland,

James had tried to set up Roman Catholicism, and
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the English hated that religion as much as did the

Scots. At length seven of the chief men in England
sent a message to William of Orange, who had

married James's daughter, Mary, inviting him to

come and rule over them as a Protestant king.

William accepted the invitation, and in November,

1688, he sailed from Holland with a fleet and army,
and landed in England. James led an army against

William, but his officers deserted him, and he was

compelled to flee to France lest he should fall into

the hands of his enemies.

Of course, William was anxious to become king
of Scotland as well as of England, and he sent an

address to the Scottish people, in which he promised
to rule them justly if they would receive him as their

king. All the Presbyterians, though not the Episco-

palians, were overjoyed at the thought of being ruled

by a Protestant, and many of the nobles were also in

favour of William. It was soon to be seen that the

supporters of William were the stronger party in

the country. When James had heard of William's

coming, he had ordered the greater part of the army
in Scotland to march to his assistance in England.

But, when these troops were gone, all the enemies of

James in Scotland were free to do what they pleased,

and for a time there was great disorder in the

country.

Great crowds of those who wished William to be

king flocked to Edinburgh to be ready to fight for

him if it should be necessary. A mob rose in the

town and attacked Holyrood Chapel, where the

Roman Catholic service had been conducted. Holy-
rood was guarded by a few soldiers, but they were
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put to rout by the mob, who rushed into the chapel
and destroyed everything Catholic which they found

in it. James's Lord Chancellor, the Catholic Earl of

Perth, was so terrified that he fled from the town,
and only the Castle was held by the friends of James.

In the west country, also, where the Covenanters

had suffered so much, the people took the law into

their own hands. On Christmas Day, 1688, they

began to drive the "
King's Curates

"
from their

churches and manses without any warning, and

often with great roughness and violence. More
than two hundred curates were turned out of their

homes and left without a livelihood, and, as it was

the dead of winter, many of them suffered great

hardships. This was called the "
rabbling

"
of the

curates.

In January, 1689, the English Parliament had

offered the crown of England to William and

Mary, and he had now to be offered the crown of

Scotland. But before this could be done, a Parlia-

ment had to meet, and William was asked to summon
one. The Parliament did meet, though it was not

called a Parliament but a Convention, because

William was not yet a lawful king. The Convention,
when it met, declared that it had the right to dethrone

a king who had broken the laws as James had done.

This was called the " Claim of Right." It also

declared that there was now no king, and appointed
certain persons to go to London and offer the crown

to William and Mary. So on the nth of May the

Scottish crown was offered to them, and both took

the coronation oath that they would govern Scotland

according to the laws of the kingdom.
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This dethroning of James and setting up of

William and Mary is called the "
Revolution," and

it is one of the most important events in the history

either of England or of Scotland. It put an end to the

House of Stewart, which had ruled over Scotland for

more than three hundred years, and over England,

Scotland, and Ireland for eighty-six years. The
Revolution also made other great changes in all

the three countries. Since the time of James VI. the

kings of the House of Stewart had maintained that

they had been appointed kings by God and not by the

people; but in dethroning James VII. the people had

claimed the right of appointing their own kings.

From this time onwards, therefore, it came to be

understood that kings would be allowed to remain

on the throne only if they governed according to

the laws of the land. In Scotland the Stewart

kings had tried to make themselves masters both of

the Church and of the State, but after the Revolution

the kings could make no changes in the laws without

the consent of their Parliaments. It will be seen,

therefore, that after James was dethroned a new
time began both in England and Scotland.

79. SCOTLAND IN THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY

Owing to the long quarrels between the Scottish

kings and their subjects, the country could not make
so much progress as it otherwise might have done.

At the time of the Revolution the country districts

looked very much the same as in the time of Queen
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Mary, more than a hundred years before. There

were still hardly any fences, whether dykes or hedges,
round the fields. Great parts of the country where

there are now fertile fields were covered with lochs

and marshes, and very few trees were to be seen

anywhere, except round gentlemen's country-seats.
When foreigners came to the country they were

Part of Old Edinburgh showing Seventeenth-Century Houses.

(Looking north towards St Giles.)

greatly surprised to see the sides of the hills, up to

their very summits, covered with crops of barley and

other grain. The reason of this was that the flat

ground was not drained, and crops had to be grown
on the dry slopes of the hills.

In the beginning of the reign of Charles II., a

famous Englishman made a journey into Scotland,

and afterwards wrote a book about his travels in
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the country. His name was John Ray, and he was
the son of a blacksmith, but he had been sent to the

University of Cambridge, and afterwards became a

great naturalist. He entered Scotland from Berwick-

on-Tweed, and rode from that town to Edinburgh, so

that he passed through the most

fertile parts of the country. Here

are some of the things which he

says about the people and their

way of living.

The poorer men in the country

districts, he says, mostly wore blue

bonnets, while the women wore

white linen on their heads, which

hung down their backs "as if a

napkin had been pinned on them."

When the women went out of

doors, they wore coloured plaids,

which covered both their heads

and their shoulders. The houses

in which the country people lived

were built of stone, with roofs of

turf, and had only one room.

They had no chimneys, and for

The" Tiding Pin," the w indows they had only holes in
old style of door- J

knocker in Scotland, the wall, which in stormy weather

were stopped up with cloths. The
chief food of the people was broth made with

vegetables and barley, and oatmeal cakes and butter.

In the fields there were good crops of barley and oats,

but very little wheat or grass was grown anywhere.
Another Englishman who visited Scotland tells us

what Edinburgh was like in those days. Though it
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was the capital of the country, it had only one street,

called the High Street, which stretched from the

Castle to Holyrood Palace. This street, he says, was

better paved than any other street he had ever seen.

It was raised in the middle, so that in wet weather

the water ran down the slopes. In those days, there-

fore, the people walked, not on side paths as they do

now, but in the centre of the street. The houses

were six and seven storeys high, and were all faced

with wood. Very few of them had glass in their

windows, which opened and shut like doors. Just
as in the country,

the women, when

they went out of

doors, wore plaids

over their heads and

shoulders, though
the unmarried ones

, * i j j Old Street Lamps formerly used in
went bareheaded.

Stirling.

The great fault our

Englishman had to find against the town was its

dirtiness, both in the streets and in the houses.

Another nuisance was, that there were so many
beggars that no one could walk in the streets without

being annoyed by them.

In other ways the country was not much changed
from what it had been in the days of Queen Mary.
For instance, no one could be a blacksmith, or a

mason, or any kind of artisan, unless he belonged to

the craft. If any one who did not belong to a

craft ventured to practise it, he was brought before

the magistrate and fined. And no artisan dared to

sell his goods anywhere except in the town where he
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lived. Once some glovemakers came from Perth to

Edinburgh to sell their gloves, but they were ordered

home and their gloves were taken from them.

It was the same with tradespeople as with the

craftsmen. In the year 1682, near the end of Charles

II.'s reign, the Merchants' Company of Edinburgh
was founded. Before the Company could be started

it had, of course, to get what was called a patent

from the king. Now this patent

seems a very curious thing to us

at the present day. For what

did the patent declare? It for-

bade any one to sell or make
cloth unless he belonged to the

new Merchants' Company. Of

course, it was very difficult to pre-

vent other people from making
and selling cloth, and the Com-

pany had a great deal of trouble

in finding the offenders out and

having them punished. But
Church Sand-glass used to there was one class of persons
measure length ot ber- x

mon. (Height of glass, against whom the Company
from 7 to 9 inches.) were especially indignant.

Numbers of women set up shops in the town and

sold cloth. The Company did all they could to stop

them, but they never quite succeeded.

These strange laws about trade and manufactures

show how different the country was then from what it

is now
;
but a stranger thing still has to be mentioned,

and that is the belief in what was called Witchcraft.

It was believed that certain persons, chiefly- old

and ugly women, had sold themselves to Satan, who
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gave them power to do all kinds of mischief to their

fellow-creatures. There was hardly a town or village

in Scotland in which there were not one or more of

these so-called witches. It was believed that on

certain nights of the year they used to meet Satan

in out-of-the-way places, and behave like demons and

not like human beings. If any mischief happened,
it was supposed that a witch had caused it. If

there was a bad harvest, if there was a plague among
the cattle or sheep, if any one was taken ill with

Quaich that belonged to James VI. Wooden Quaich.

Old Scottish Drinking-vessels.

an unusual disease, a witch was sure to be blamed.

We can easily understand how witches were hated

and feared by everybody, high and low. Now in the

Bible there is a verse which says,
" Thou shalt not

suffer a witch to live." All Christians, therefore, both

Protestants and Catholics, thought it right that persons

proved guilty of witchcraft should be put to death.

In the reign of Mary, a law was passed which

condemned to death all who were proved to be

witches, and the law was so strictly carried out that

thousands of persons were executed on this charge.

What was done was this. If any person was
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suspected, he or she was reported to the minister

and the Kirk Session. If they appeared to be guilty,

the minister and Session asked the Privy Council to

appoint certain persons to try them. Then the trial

took place, and things were done during the trial

which it is difficult to believe. To make the accused

confess their guilt, they were put to terrible tortures.

Holyrood Gate and Wing of Palace containing Queen Mary's
Apartments. (The Gate is not now in existence.)

Sometimes they were prevented from sleeping for

several days, until they were distracted and were

willing to confess anything. There were also persons

called
"
witchfinders," who used to prick the poor

wretches with pins till they found what was called the

"devil's mark." What is strange, however, is that

many of those accused quite freely confessed that

they had sold themselves to Satan.
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It was not only ignorant people who believed in

witchcraft. Ministers, judges, and the most learned

men believed in it, and thought that it was right that

witches should suffer death. Both Presbyterians and

Episcopalians did all they could to stamp them out

of the country, but quite in vain
;
and it was only by

slow degrees that the belief in witchcraft died out

It was in the year 1727 that the last witch was

executed in Scotland.

It will be seen that many things remained in Scot-

land just as they had been during the Middle Ages.
There was one change that took place, however,

which shows that the country was becoming more

civilised. In the Middle Ages every man carried

weapons to defend himself if he were attacked, but in

the seventeenth century, ofwhich we have been speak-

ing, this was no longer allowed. It was now against

the law for any one to carry weapons, unless he had

received a licence from the Government This was a

great change for the good of the country. When
men did not carry weapons they were less likely to

quarrel, and they began to prefer peace to war.

More and more, therefore, the people of Scotland, like

those of other countries, sought to improve their

modes of living in the peaceful ways of trade and

commerce.
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80. WILLIAM AND MARY

BATTLE or KILLIECRANKIE (1689) PRESSYTERIANISM

KESTORED (1690)

William, Prince of Orange, was now king of Scot-

land, but would he be able to remain its king ?

There were many persons in the country who were his

enemies, and they were ready to do all they could to

drive him from the throne. Only a few of the nobles

were friendly to him, and even on some of these he

could not depend. Almost all the Episcopalians dis-

liked him, because they held that he was not the

lawful king, and because they feared that he would

not support their Church.

And there was another enemy against whom
William would have to be on his guard. When

James, the exiled king, fled from England, he had

gone to France, where Louis XIV. was then reigning.

What if Louis should give James an army to assist

him in regaining his crown ? Indeed, before William

received the Scottish Crown, James had landed in

Ireland with some French officers to try to conquer
that country. We see, therefore, that William was

surrounded by enemies on all sides, so that it was

very doubtful if he would be able to remain king
either of Scotland or of England. All through his

reign, and, indeed, for a long time afterwards, there

was always a fear lest the Stewarts should recover

the kingdoms they had lost.

It was not long before an attempt was made to

bring James back to Scotland. Only a month after

William had been crowned king of Scotland, a
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rebellion broke out against him in the Highlands.
The leader of the rebellion was one of whom we have

already heard the great enemy of the Covenanters,

" Bonnie Dundee.

John Graham of Claverhouse, whom James had made

Viscount Dundee. As Dundee had been one of

James's chiefmen in Scotland, he could not, of course,

be a supporter of William, and now he determined
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to try if he could not do for James what his relative

Montrose had done for Charles I. Like Montrose,

therefore, he went to the Highlands and raised an

army of the clansmen, who were always ready for

fighting when they found a leader.

As soon as it was known that the Highlanders had

risen, an army was sent against them under General

Mackay, who had seen a great deal of war in foreign

countries. Most of the soldiers under him, however,

were quite untrained, and had never been in a battle

in their lives. The two armies met at the Pass of

Killiecrankie, not far from Pitlochry, in Perthshire

(July 27, 1689). Mackay's men were on the flat

ground at the head of the Pass, and those of Dundee
on the hills rising above it.

As usual, the Highlanders came on with a furious

rush. Mackay's troops had been armed with bayonets,
which were then a new invention

;
but the bayonet

was not fixed on the muzzle of the gun as it is now,
and it had to be screwed on after the shot was

fired. While Mackay's soldiers were fumbling with

their bayonets, therefore, the Highlanders had a

great advantage, and they broke through the enemy's
ranks at the first onset. Soon the king's troops were

in complete rout, and Mackay was able to save only
a small part of his army. Dundee had won a

splendid victory, but he did not live to see it, as he

was shot at the very beginning of the battle. As for

the victorious clansmen, they at once set about

plundering the deserted camp of Mackay, and then

made off to their homes laden with booty.

About three weeks after the battle of Killiecrankie,

the Highlanders met an enemy whom they found
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more than their match. After the death of Dundee,
an army of 5000 Highlanders was brought together
under another commander, named Colonel Cannon.

This army laid siege to the town of Dunkeld, where

[Photo ly Valentine.

Pass of Killiecrankie.

there was a force of 1 200 Cameronians, commanded

by a young officer, Lieutenant Cleland. As the

town had no walls round it, the Highlanders made

their way into the streets, and the Cameronians

had to take refuge in the Cathedral and mansion-

2 I
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house near at hand. The Highlanders then concealed

themselves in the houses of the town, and kept up a

constant fire on the enemy.
But the Cameronians had no thought of giving in.

When their musket-balls were exhausted, they tore the

lead from the roof of the cathedral. At last, with burn-

ing faggots at the ends of their pikes, they rushed out

on the houses where the Highlanders were concealed,

set fire to them, and locked the doors. Many High-
landers perished ;

in one house as many as sixteen
;
and

in the end, after a fight that had lasted four hours,

the survivors made off across the neighbouring hills,

the Cameronians singing a psalm of triumph as they
saw them retreat. This was a fiercer battle on both

sides than that of Killiecrankie, as it lasted much

longer and the combatants were more equally matched

in courage. Like Dundee, however, Cleland did not

live to see his victory, as he was killed by two gun-
shots while giving orders to his men. After this

defeat of the Highlanders at Dunkeld, they did not

rise again during the remainder of William's reign.

William's most dangerous enemies had now been

conquered, but the country was still in a very excited

state. The chief cause of the excitement was the

question, what Church would be set up in Scotland ?

Would it be Episcopacy or Presbyterianism ? For

a time William was in doubt as to which of the two

it would be wiser to prefer. There was a Scotsman,
however, to whose opinion William gave great weight
This was William Carstares, a Presbyterian minister,

who had been banished during the reign of Charles

II., and had become a friend of William in Holland.

Carstares persuaded William that he could not depend
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on the Episcopalians, as they were almost all the

friends of James, and that the Presbyterians were

his only true supporters in Scotland. Carstares'

advice was that it would be William's wisest step to

establish Presbyterianism, and William determined

to follow it.

In the year 1690, therefore, the Parliament met,

and passed an Act which established Presbyterianism
in Scotland, and to this day the Church of Scotland

is a Presbyterian Church. The same Parliament

passed another very important Act in connection

with the Church. It will be remembered that, when
the Covenanters were in power, they had made it

the law that congregations should choose their own
ministers. When Charles II. came to the throne,

however, this law was set aside, and it was enacted

that the patrons should present ministers to their

congregations. As we saw, it was this Act of

Charles which had caused so many ministers to leave

their churches, and which had given rise to all the

troubles during the reigns of Charles and James.
What William's Parliament now did, therefore, was

to put an end to patronage, and to make it the law

that ministers should not be appointed without the

approval of the congregations. In the next reign, we
shall see that patronage was once more restored, and
that it was the cause of a great deal of trouble in the

country.
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81. MASSACRE OF GLENCOE (1692) THE
DARIEN EXPEDITION (1698)

Though the Highlanders had been defeated at

Dunkeld by the Cameronians, they were still in a

very restless state, and it was feared that another

rebellion might break out. It was in the West

Highlands, and especially in Argyleshire, where it

seemed most likely that the rebellion would take place.

The reason of this was that almost all the clans in that

part of the country hated the Earl of Argyle, and, as

he was a supporter of William, this made the chiefs,

who were his enemies, take the side of James.
What the Government feared was that a French

force would land in the Highlands, and then many of

the clans would be certain to join it, and there would

be another civil war. General Mackay, therefore,

was sent to the West Highlands with a body of

soldiers, and, to overawe the chiefs, he built a fort at

Inverlochy, which he called Fort William, after the

name of the king.

But the Government was anxious to make sure

that the chiefs would not again rise as they had done

under Dundee. The first plan that was tried was

one which had often been tried before. A sum of

money, amounting to 12,000, was distributed among
the chiefs, to bribe them to be loyal to William.

This did. very little good, however. Some of the

chiefs refused to take the bribe, and others accepted

it, but became no more loyal than before.

Then, in the year 1691, the Government took a

step which was to lead to a frightful crime. It
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proclaimed that, if the chiefs did not take the oath of

allegiance to William by the 1st of January, 1692,

they would be treated as outlaws, and their lands would

become the property of the king. By the appointed

day all the chiefs had taken the oath except
one Alexander Macdonald, chief of the clan of

Macdonald, that inhabited the valley of Glencoe,

in the north of Argyleshire. He meant to take the

Glencoe.
[Photo "by Valentine.

oath, but he foolishly put off till it was too late. On
the appointed day he went to Fort William, but the

officer there told him that he could not receive his

oath, and that the nearest place where it could be

taken was Inveraray. Inveraray was at ^the other

end of Argyleshire ;
the roads were deep in snow

;

and Macdonald was an old man and unable to travel

swiftly. When he arrived at Inveraray, it was five

days after the appointed time. However, he did
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take the oath, and that should have saved him and

his clan.

Now, the person who had most power in Scotland

at this time was Sir John Dalrymple, the Secretary
of State, and he was determined to teach the High-
land chiefs such a lesson as would keep them quiet

ever afterwards. He got William, therefore, to sign

what were called
" Letters of Fire and Sword "

against the clan Macdonald, without telling him that

the chief had taken the oath. These "letters of fire

and sword" had been quite common in Scotland, and

what they meant was that the persons against whom

they were directed should be treated as rebels, and

hunted down till they were either slain or taken

prisoners.

One day, not a month after Macdonald had taken

the oath, a troop of 120 soldiers appeared in the

valley, of Glencoe. Most of them were Highlanders,
and they were commanded by two men, Major
Duncanson and Captain Glenlyon, both of whom

belonged to the clan of the Campbells, who were the

deadly enemies of the Macdonalds. The soldiers

were hospitably received by the Macdonalds, and for

about a fortnight the strangers and their hosts lived

in the friendliest way together. At last, when their

plans were ready, the officers gave the orders which

they had received from Dalrymple. One morning
about five o'clock, the old chief was shot as he was

getting out of bed, and his wife immediately met the

same fate. The plan had been that every Macdonald

should be massacred, but, as it was a dark winter

morning, many escaped among the neighbouring
hills. Thirty-eight, however, were slain, and among
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them were two children, two women, and an old man
of eighty. This was the " Massacre of Glencoe," one

of the most frightful crimes in the history of

Scotland. Instead of helping William, as Dalrymple
had intended, it made his enemies still more bitter

against him, though, of course, William had never

thought that the letters of fire and sword would be

carried out in such a cruel and treacherous way.
Another event that happened a few years later

made William very unpopular in the Lowlands as

well as in the West Highlands. At this time all the

nations of Europe were trying to enrich themselves by

trading in foreign countries, and a Scotsman, named
William Paterson, came forward with a plan to make
Scotland as rich as her neighbours. This Paterson

was one of the cleverest Scotsmen then living. He
was born in Dumfriesshire, but left his native

country, and travelled in all parts of the world. He
made a fortune in the West Indies, and it was he

who started the Bank of England.
Paterson's plan was to found a colony on the

Isthmus of Darien or Panama, which is the narrow

neck of land between North and South America, and

across which a canal is now being constructed. This

place, Paterson thought, was the best in the whole

world for carrying on trade in. The Pacific Ocean was

on its west side, and the Atlantic Ocean on the east,

so that ships could sail from it both to Europe and

Asia. The plan was so much thought of that the

Scottish Parliament passed an Act to set up a

company, called " The Company of Scotland trading

to Africa and the Indies." Of course, before the

company could be started, the king had to give his
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consent to it, and William did give his consent by

granting a charter that was asked.

The next step was to get money to start the

company. Paterson asked not only the Scots but also

the English and the Dutch to take shares, and at

first the English were so eager that in a short time

they promised to pay in the sum of ,300,000. Soon,

however, the English merchants became alarmed

lest the new company should spoil their own trade,

and they got the English Parliament to do all in its

power to suppress it. In the end, therefore, it

was only the Scots who paid money into the

company. So certain, indeed, were the Scots that

Paterson's plan would be successful, that almost

everyone who had money to spare took shares in the

company some even paying in their last penny.
At length, on the 26th of July, 1698, three ships

sailed from Leith, carrying the colonists who were to

settle in the Isthmus. They sailed in the high hope
that before many years had passed they would all

return rich men to their native country. They were

to be wofully disappointed. Before they had been

long in the Isthmus, one misfortune after another

befell them. Disease broke out among them, as

many as twelve dying in a single day. They ran

short of provisions, and they began to quarrel among
themselves. They were attacked by the Spaniards,
who said that the Isthmus belonged to them

;
and the

English in the West Indies and North America

refused to give them any assistance. At the end of

a year only a few of the colonists survived, and they
sailed away from the unhappy place. Twice after-

wards ships were sent from Scotland to the Isthmus,
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but only to find it deserted. Such was the melan-

choly end of the Darien scheme. Of about four

thousand men who had gone out to the colony, only
some thirty ever returned to their native country,
and thousands of people in Scotland were reduced to

poverty for the rest of their lives.

The Scots believed that it was chiefly owing to

William and the English merchants that the Darien

scheme had failed, and so indignant were they that

during the last years of William's reign it sometimes

seemed as if there would be a rebellion against him.

One night a mob arose in Edinburgh, broke all the

windows of those who were friendly to the Govern-

ment, and rang the city bells to the tune of " Wilful

Willie, wilt thou be wilful still ?
" But there was one

thought in the people's minds that prevented them
from rebelling against William. They knew that,

bad as William's rule might be, it was not so bad as

that of the king who had been dethroned. When
William died in 1702, therefore, he was still ruler of

the United Kingdom, and the friends of the exiled

James had no hope that he would be William's

successor.

82. THE ACT OF SECURITY. 1704

QUEEN ANNE (1702-1714)

William was succeeded by Queen Anne, the

daughter of the exiled king, James VII. of Scotland

and II. of England. Queen Anne's reign is one
of the most famous in the history of England, as

it was a time when many great writers lived, and
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when English soldiers gained the most brilliant

victories that England ever won. In the case of

Scotland, however, the one great event for which

Anne's reign is chiefly remembered is the union

of the Parliaments of England and Scotland.

When Anne became queen in 1702, almost exactly
a hundred years had passed since the crowns of

England and Scotland had been united. During
that time the Scots and the English had not grown
more friendly to each other than they had been

before the union took place. There were two chief

reasons why the Scots were discontented with

England. The first reason was, that all the kings
after James VI. lived in London, and governed
Scotland as if they were only kings of England and

not bf Scotland also. The second reason was, that

the English would not allow the Scots to trade with

their colonies in America
;
and we have just seen

how the English merchants did all they could to

prevent the Scots from founding a trading colony on

the Isthmus of Darien.

Now, as the English disliked the Scots as much as

the Scots disliked them, it seemed very unlikely that

they would agree to unite their Parliaments, and so

become one people. Both in England and in

Scotland, however, some of the wisest statesmen

thought that it would be best for both countries

if the union could be brought about In the first

place, it would put an end to their constant quarrel-

ling ;
and in the second place, it would make them

better able to hold their own against all foreign

countries.

it is somewhat strange that it was a great quarrel
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between the Scottish and the English Parliaments

that led to their being made one. In the year 1701,

the year before Anne came to the throne, the

English Parliament had passed an Act called the Act
of Settlement By this Act it was declared that on

Anne's death the crown should go to Sophia, Elec-

tress of Hanover, the granddaughter of James VI.

This meant, of course, that Sophia would be queen
of Scotland as well as of England, and yet the Scots

were not asked if they would agree to the Act.

Great was the indignation in Scotland at what

was considered an insult to the whole Scottish nation,

and the Scottish Parliament determined to let

England know that Scotland was an independent

kingdom. As an answer to the English Parliament,

therefore, it passed (1704) an Act called the Act of

Security. By this Act, a successor to Anne was to

be chosen twenty days after she died, if she left no
heirs. This successor must be a Protestant, and also

a descendant of the House of Stewart
;
but he or she

was not to be the person chosen by the English
unless they would agree that Scotland should have

free religion, free government, and free trade.

The English Parliament was greatly alarmed at

the Act of Security, for what it meant was that after

Anne's death Scotland might choose a different

sovereign from England, and become a separate

kingdom. For a time it seemed as if there might
be war between the two countries, and, indeed, both

began to prepare for it. Then the English Parlia-

ment, as an answer to the Scots, passed another Act

which made the two peoples still more bitter against

one another. It was called the Alien Act, and it
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declared that, if by Christmas Day of 1705 the

Scots would not agree to have the same sovereign
as England after Anne's death, no Scottish mer-

chandise would be admitted into England.

Just at this time, when the two nations seemed on

the point of going to war, an event happened which

made them greater enemies than ever. In the year

1705 a Scottish ship was seized in the river Thames,
because an English Company declared that the

captain had interfered with its privileges. The
Scots demanded that the ship should be given up,

but no attention was paid to them. While the

quarrel was going on, an English ship, called the

Worcester, and commanded by a certain Captain

Green, came into the Firth of Forth, and it was im-

mediately seized. The captain and the crew were

accused of being pirates, and of having taken a

Scottish ship that was missing. This was known

afterwards not to be true, and there was no real

proof that Green and his men were guilty. But so

furious were the Scots against England that they

were ready to believe anything against any English-

man, and Captain Green and two of his officers

were hanged, though quite innocent of the crime

with which they were charged.
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8.5 UNION OF THE PARLIAMENTS OF
SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND. 1707

QUEEN ANNE (1702-1714)

The English and Scots had hardly ever been such

bitter enemies as they were now, but this was the

very reason why certain statesmen in each

country thought that the only way to make them
live at peace was to have one Parliament to look

after the interests of both. First the English

Parliament, therefore, and then the Scottish

Parliament, asked the queen to appoint com-

missioners from the two countries to draw up a

Treaty of Union. So, in the year 1706, thirty-two

commissioners from Scotland and thirty-two from

England were appointed, and they met in a room
called the Cockpit, in the Palace of Whitehall, London.

After meeting for nine weeks, they agreed upon a

treaty, and the next step was to get the Parliaments

of the two countries to pass it into law.

It was arranged that the Treaty should be first

brought before the Scottish Parliament, because in

Scotland there was far greater opposition to the

Union than in England. Before the Parliament met

there was the greatest excitement all over Scotland.

Would the Treaty be passed or not ? This was the

question which everybody was asking, and which

nobody could answer.

The Parliament met on the 3rd of October, 1706,

and it was the last Scottish Parliament that was to

meet. When the Scottish Parliaments assembled,

there used to be a magnificent procession, which was
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called the "
Riding of the Parliament

"
; and, as the

spectacle was to be seen no more, let us look at the

procession as it made its way from Holyrood Palace,

where the Royal Commissioner stayed, to the

Parliament House, where the Court of Session now
sits.

To prevent any crowding, the streets were railed

on both sides, and inside the railings were stationed

[Photo by Wilson.

Palace of Whitehall, in front of which Charles I. was executed.

soldiers on foot and on horseback, to keep the passage

clear. At the head of the procession came the

heralds, in the strange dress which they still wear

when the Lord High Commissioner comes to open
the General Assembly. Next came the members of

Parliament, riding two and two, in the order of their

rank, and all attended by lackeys. These were

followed by the Lyon King-of-Arms, in his wonderful
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costume, with heralds and trumpeters preceding him.

Immediately before the Commissioner himself, the

crown, the sceptre, the purse, and the Royal Com-
mission were carried by four earls. The coach of the

Commissioner was drawn by six white horses, and

was attended by his pages and footmen. Behind

him came the dukes and marquises, and the officers

of state, with their lackeys ;
and a troop of Horse

Guards, mounted on horses of all colours, closed the

long procession.

The Parliament sat for more than three months

before it could be decided whether the Treaty of

Union was to pass or not, and never was Scotland in a

greater state of excitement than during that time.

Some of the members of Parliament were in favour

of the Treaty and others were against it, and so

angrily did they debate that at times it seemed as

if swords would be drawn. Outside the Parliament,

also, the people were divided as to whether the

Union would be for the good of the country or not.

By far the greater number, however, were against it,

because they thought it would put an end to

Scotland as an independent kingdom. The mob
in Edinburgh was furious against the Union.

They stoned the Duke of Queensberry, the Lord

High Commissioner, as he drove to the Parliament

House, which they tried to break into, but failed.

In other parts of the country people were equally

excited. At Dumfries the Treaty was burned, and

in Glasgow there was a rebellion which had to be

put down by the royal troops.

At last the Treaty was passed by the Parlia-

ment, and on January 16, 1707, the Commissioner

2 K
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touched it with the royal sceptre, which was the

sign that the Treaty became law. At the same
time he touched an Act which should not be forgotten,

and which was part of the Treaty of Union. This

Act is also called the Act of Security, and it declared

that the Church of Scotland was to remain a Presby-
terian Church for ever afterwards.

As the English Parliament also agreed to the

Parliament House, Edinburgh.

Treaty of Union, it was now the law in both

kingdoms. What did the Treaty contain ? First, it

declared that England and Scotland were henceforth

to be one kingdom, which was to be called Great

Britain. They were to have one flag, on which the

Cross of St Andrew, the patron saint of Scotland, and

the Cross of St George, the patron saint of England,

were to be placed. The two countries were to be taxed
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in the same way, and they were to have equal

rights in trade the same coins, weights, and measures

to be used in both England and Scotland. The
laws and Law Courts were to remain just as they
had been in both kingdoms before the Union. Lastly,
there was to be one Parliament the arrangement

being that Scotland was to send sixteen peers to the

House of Lords and forty-five members to the House
of Commons.

'

84. DISCONTENT WITH THE UNION.
1707-1714

QUEEN ANNE (1702-1714)

When the Treaty of Union was passed, the

arrangement was that it should come into force on

the 1st of May, 1707. From that day, therefore,

there began a new time both for England and Scot-

land. They now made one kingdom, named Great

Britain. One Parliament made laws for both, and,

when war was declared against a foreign country, both

had to assist in raising and maintaining soldiers to

carry it on. If colonies were founded in any part of

the world, they belonged equally to Scotsmen and

Englishmen. All this means that Scotland and

England had now the same political history. But

besides the political history of a country, there are

many other things which have to be told about it.

We like to know what great events happened in it
;

who were its chief men, and what they did
;
how it

became richer and more civilised. There is therefore
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much to tell about Scotland after it became a part of

Great Britain.

We have seen that most people in Scotland did not

wish the Union to take place, as they thought they
would lose more than they would gain by it. And for

a long time after it did take place, many Scotsmen

continued to think that it had been a mistake. Indeed,

the Treaty had no sooner become law than the Scots

began to grumble at the way in which they were

treated by England.

Here, for example, were some of the things of

which they complained. By the Treaty a new way of

raising the taxes was introduced into Scotland, and,

as Scotsmen did not understand how it was done,

Englishmen were sent down to act as tax-collectors.

Now, as these collectors were very strict in insisting

that the taxes should be paid, they came to be hated

all over the country, and thus helped to make the

Union more and more disliked.

Another thing that made the Scots very indignant
was this. It was part of the Treaty that about

^400,000 should be paid to them by the English to

encourage their trade, and to make up for the losses

connected with the Darien Expedition. This sum of

money was called the Equivalent, but the Scots who
were opposed to the Union called it a bribe. Now, the

money was to have been given immediately after the

Union was completed, but week after week passed,

and still it did not come. People then began to jest

about it and to say that it had been sent to Spain, or

that the bridge at Berwick had broken down under

its weight At length it did arrive, in twelve waggons,

guarded by 120 dragoons. But so angry were
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the Edinburgh mob at the delay, and also because

they thought it was an English bribe, that they
stoned the soldiers as they rode through the town.

There was one class of persons in Scotland who
were delighted to see the people so discontented with

the Union. These were the friends of the exiled

King James, who were known as the Jacobites so

called from Jacobus, the Latin name for fames. The

Jacobites had done all in their power to prevent the

Union, because it cut off James and his heirs from

ever regaining the throne. It was with great rejoic-

ing, therefore, that they saw it to be so unpopular,
as they hoped that most Scotsmen would come to

wish for the restoration of James.
As we have seen, the great hope of the Jacobites

was that Louis XIV., the King of France, would send

an army to Scotland to restore James to the throne
;

and in the year 1708 this did actually happen. For

some time before the Union Louis had been at war

with England, and he thought that it would be a great
blow to that country if Scotland could be conquered.
In the month of March, therefore, he sent to Scotland

a fleet consisting of five great ships and twenty-one

frigates, with 4000 men aboard. It was commanded

by the best admiral in France, and with him sailed

James's eldest son, whom his enemies called the

Pretender, and his friends the Chevalier de St

George.
The plan was that by a certain day the fleet should

reach Leith, and lay siege to Edinburgh. In the dark-

ness of the night, however, the French sailed past

the Firth of Forth, and not long after they entered

it, the British fleet under Admiral Byng appeared
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in sight. It was now impossible for the invaders

to land, as the British admiral would have seized

their ships. As they were not a match for the

British fleet, they steered past it and made the best

of their way home to France. They encountered

such stormy weather, however, that many of their

vessels were wrecked, and most of their men were

lost. This was a great disappointment to the

Jacobites, as they had been confident that, if the

French had landed, they would have conquered the

country. And this was not at all unlikely, as there

were many Jacobites both in the Highlands and Low-

lands, and there was only a small army of royal troops
to fight Jacobites and French combined.

Queen Anne reigned for six years after this

attempted invasion, and each succeeding year of her

reign the Scots became more and more dissatisfied

with the Union. All classes of the people had some

complaint to make against it The Scottish nobles

were enraged, because they thought that the English

peers in the House of Lords treated them unjustly,

and that the nobility of Scotland had not the same

privileges as the nobility of England.
In the year 1712, also, the ministers of the Church

of Scotland were made both afraid and angry by
an Act which was passed by the united Parliament.

We have seen how, immediately after the Revolution,

patronage was abolished by the Scottish Parliament.

The new Act, however, restored patronage ;
that is,

it took away from the congregations the right of

choosing their ministers. Now the ministers said

that this Act was contrary to the Act of Security,

which declared that the Church of Scotland should
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not be changed in any way after the Union. It was
that Act which had made the ministers indignant ;

and what frightened them was that, if this change
were made, other still greater changes might follow.

We shall see that the restoration of patronage was

afterwards to be the cause of a great deal of trouble

to the Church of Scotland.

But it was another Act (1713) that raised the

greatest indignation in Scotland against the Union.

This Act imposed a tax on malt, which was to be the

same in England, Scotland, and Ireland. The Scots,

however, protested that this tax was against the

Treaty of Union, and that it was unjust that Scotland,

where not nearly so much barley was grown, should

pay the same duty as England. What made the

Scots so angry at this tax was that ale, which is

made from malted barley, was the drink of the common

people, who would thus have to pay a higher price

for it. The Scottish members of Parliament, how-

ever, managed so cleverly that, though the Act was

passed, it did not become law in Scotland. Queen
Anne died in the year after the passing of the Malt

Tax, but a short time before her death the Union

was very nearly brought to an end. It is curious that

even some of the statesmen who had carried it

through had come to be opposed to it, because, they

said, it had done more harm than good, and the two

nations had become more unfriendly to each other

than ever. So in the House of Lords it was pro-

posed that each country should again have its own

Parliament
;
and it was only by four votes that the pro-

posal was not carried. And that it was not, was very

fortunate for both countries, as almost certainly there
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would have been civil war in Scotland if it had been

agreed to dissolve the Union. For, however much the

Scots might grumble against the Union, the majority
of them knew that it had made the Protestant religion

secure, and that, if it were abolished, the House
of Stewart might be restored and Roman Catholicism

along with it.

85. THE 'FIFTEEN

GEORGE I. (1714-1727)

The Treaty of Union had declared that on Queen
Anne's death, Sophia, Electress of Hanover, the

granddaughter of James VI., should succeed her on

the throne. As Sophia, however, died a short time

before Anne, her son George became king under the

title of George I. Neither the Scots nor the English
knew much of their new sovereign, and it was not

in his favour that he could not speak English and

never learned to do so. However, he was a Pro-

testant, and was descended from the House of Stewart,
and this was enough to make him welcome to most

of the people of Scotland. When, on August 5,

1714, he was proclaimed king in Edinburgh, there

was great rejoicing in the town, and the following

night the Duchess of Argyle gave a grand ball at

Holyrood to celebrate the occasion.

Great was the disappointment of the Jacobites,

however, when George succeeded to the crown, as

they had hoped that on Anne's death the House of

Stewart would be restored. In many parts of _the

country, therefore, both in the Highlands and in the
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Lowlands, they began to arm themselves and to plot
in secret for the restoration of James or his heir, the

Pretender. George had only been a year on the

throne when the Jacobites found a leader. This was

John, Earl of Mar, who had been one of the chief

men in carrying through the Union, but who had

afterwards changed his mind and had voted against

it. Indeed, Mar had changed his mind so often that

he went by the name of "
Bobbing John." He had

at first tried to gain the favour of George, but, as

the king treated him coldly, he determined to raise

a rebellion against him in Scotland in the hope of

bringing back the Stewarts.

In the beginning of August, 1715, Mar, disguised

as a workman, went aboard a coal-sloop in the

Thames, and sailed to Fife, where he endeavoured to

rouse the Jacobites to rebel. Then he went on to

Aberdeenshire, where his own lands lay, and arranged
a great hunting of the deer, to which he invited- the

Highland chiefs who were friendly to the Stewarts.

The hunting (which the Highlanders called a Tinchet)

was only a pretext for bringing the chiefs together,

and, when the day came, it was arranged that on

the 7th of September the standard should be raised

for King James VIII.

On the appointed day, Mar, with about sixty men
around him, raised the standard at Castleton, in

Braemar. The rebellion had begun, but the High-
landers considered it a bad omen that the gilt ball

on the top of the standard pole fell to the ground.

Mar then marched southwards, and was soon joined

by many nobles and chiefs with their followers. He

gave orders that the town of Perth should be seized,
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and when this had been done, he proceeded there with

his army, whose numbers soon amounted to 9000 men.

Perth was a very important place to have taken,

and the Jacobites nearly took a still more important
one. Some of them in Edinburgh laid a plan for

capturing the Castle, the arrangement being that they
were to climb the rock on a dark night. At the

appointed hour a few of them met at the spot where

they were to begin their climb, but the rest were

drinking at a tavern, and came late. When the

laggards appeared, it was found that the rope-ladder
was too short, and they were discovered by a sentinel

in the Castle. The watch at once came upon them,
and in the fight that took place four Jacobites were

wounded and made prisoners. It was very fortunate

for the Government that the Castle was not captured,

as the Equivalent, which, as we know, amounted to

nearly ^"400,000, was stored there, and would have

fallen into the hands of the rebels.

What was the Government doing in the midst of

this danger ? In all Scotland there were only about

3000 royal troops, and these were scattered up and

down the country. However, the Government was

wise in the choice of the general who was appointed
to command them. This was the Duke of Argyle,
who had learned the art of war under the famous

Duke of Marlborough, and who was considered the

third best British general then living. As soon as

Argyle came to Scotland, he did a very prudent thing.

He stationed his army at Stirling, to prevent Mar from

leading his troops across the river Forth.

Now, the Earl of Mar, if he had been a commander
like Montrose or Viscount Dundee, would at once
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have led his army into the Lowlands. Instead of

doing this, however, he let week after week pass,

and did nothing. At last, however, he put part of

his army under the command of one of his best

officers, named Mackintosh of Borlum, and ordered

him to try to transport it across the Firth of Forth.

Mackintosh managed this very cleverly. He seized

all the boats on the north side of the Forth, and one

dark night conveyed half of his men across to the

coast of Haddingtonshire. Then he marched on

Edinburgh, expecting that the Jacobites in the town

would help him to take it. But Argyle, who had

been told of his coming, was too quick for him.

Mounting two men on each horse, he marched

rapidly from Stirling to Edinburgh, which he reached

before the enemy.
As Mackintosh was thus prevented from entering

Edinburgh, he led his men to the Fort of Leith,

which had been built in the time of Cromwell. But

it was not safe for him to remain there, and he was

compelled to march south, as he was not strong

enough to fight Argyle. Where was he to lead his

men next? That was now the question. Just about

the same time as Mar had raised his standard, a

rebellion had broken out in Dumfriesshire and in

Northumberland, and so it was arranged that

Mackintosh should join those rebels. The junction

took place, and the combined forces marched into

England through Cumberland, Westmorland, and

Lancashire till they reached the town of Preston.

They got no further, however, as in that town they

were surrounded by the royal troops, and were

compelled to surrender.
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On the very day (November 13) that the rebels

surrendered at Preston, a battle was fought between

Chevalier de St George.

("The Old Pretender.")

Mar and Argyle. Mar had at last led his army
from Perth, and marched to Sheriffmuir near the

town of Dunblane, and there Argyle met Jiim.

Mar had much the larger army, but he was not a
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leader like Montrose or Dundee, and could not put

spirit into his men. The battle that took place was

one of the strangest ever fought. When night
fell and the fight was over, neither side knew which

had won. Next morning, however, Mar's army was

not to be seen, so that Argyle was master of the

field.

The battle of Sheriffmuir put an end to the

rebellion. Mar marched back to Perth, but his men

began to desert him, and he had not the spirit for

another battle. From the beginning of the rebellion

Mar had expected that Prince James, the Pretender,

would come over from France and put himself at

the head of the Jacobite army. At length, in January,

1716, he did come, but it was too late for him to

be of any use. Great numbers of the soldiers had

deserted and returned to their homes, and those

that remained were cast down and dispirited. And

James himself was not the man to lead troops to

victory. Indeed, he went about among the men
with such a stony look, that they wondered if he

was able to speak.

The question for the rebels now was should they
remain in Perth till Argyle, who had now a much

larger army than he had had at Sheriffmuir, should

come to attack them? It was decided not to wait

for Argyle, and on the 3Oth of January the army left

Perth. Before it left the town, however, the cruellest

thing in the whole civil war was done. Five villages

in the neighbourhood were burnt to the ground to

prevent Argyle's army from finding provisions on

its march from Stirling to Perth. The prince and

his army then marched to Dundee, and thence to
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Montrose. At Montrose, the friends of the prince

persuaded him that it was no longer safe for him to

remain in Scotland, and so, without the army know-

ing of it, he and Mar and some others slipped at

night into a vessel in the harbour and sailed for

France. And this was the end of the 'Fifteen, for

the army, being thus deserted by its leaders, soon

broke up, each man "
taking the road that pleased

him best."

86. THE HIGHLANDS THE MALT TAX
THE "DYKE-BREAKERS 11

GEORGE I. (1714-1727)

The rebellion of 1715 had caused much bloodshed

and misery, both in England and in Scotland. The
Government had therefore to try to prevent such

a rebellion from happening again. First, it had to

punish the leaders who had taken part in the Rising,

as the Jacobites called the rebellion. In London, an

English nobleman, the Earl of Derwentwater,.and a

Scottish nobleman, Lord Kenmure, were executed.

In Scotland several hundred prisoners were taken,

but there was so much sympathy with them that

they had to be conveyed to Carlisle to be tried by an

English jury. This, of course, greatly enraged the

Scots, as they thought it was shameful that Scotsmen

should be tried by Englishmen. However, in the end

even the Jacobites admitted that the prisoners had a

fair trial, for not one of them was put to death.

More had to be done, however, if another rising
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was to be prevented. In 1725, therefore, an Act
was passed which commanded that all their arms
should be taken from the Highland clans who were
known to be the friends of the Stewarts. To carry
out this law an English general, named General

Wade, was sent to the Highlands with a body of

troops. But the Highlanders were too clever for

him. They gave up arms, indeed, but only old and
useless ones, and they kept those that were really
useful hidden away, to be in readiness if they were
ever needed.

General Wade, however, did one thing which will

make his name always remembered in the Highlands.
In past times the great difficulty in punishing the

Highlanders when they broke the laws was that

there were no roads by which troops could march

quickly from one place to another. General Wade,
therefore, was ordered to construct great roads, cross-

ing the Highlands and connecting the garrisons at

Fort George, Fort Augustus, and Fort William, and

also Crieff with Inverness. The work was begun in

1726, and went on every summer for eleven years.

The total length of the roads is 250 miles, their

average breadth 16 feet; and no fewer than forty

bridges had to be made at different places. Two

rhyming lines, which were stuck up near Fort

William, are well known

" Had you seen these roads before they were made,
You would hold up your hands and bless General Wade."

Were the Scots better pleased with the Union

under George I. than they had been under Queen
Anne? It cannot be said that they were. They
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still complained that the United Parliament was not

fair to Scotland, and that it always thought of

England first. During the reign of George there was

one great disturbance, which showed how difficult it

was for a single Parliament to make laws for the two

countries.

We saw how, in the reign of Anne, Scotland had

escaped paying the Malt Tax. In the year 1725,

however, a famous English statesman, Sir Robert

Walpole, proposed that, instead of a tax on malt, the

Scots should pay on every barrel of beer sixpence
more of duty than they had hitherto paid. Such an

outcry arose in Scotland, however, that he was com-

pelled to give up this plan and to adopt another. The
new arrangement was that threepence of duty should

be paid on every bushel of malt. The Scots liked

this arrangement no better than the other. The

people of Edinburgh and Glasgow, where most malt

was made, were furious against the new tax. The

Edinburgh brewers refused to brew any ale, which

was the chief drink of the inhabitants of the town
;

but the Court of Session threatened to imprison

them, and they were compelled to give in. In

Glasgow things went much further. There was a

great riot in the town, and soldiers had to be sent to

put down the rioters.

There was another occasion when soldiers

had to be sent to enforce the law in a different

part of the country. On this occasion, however, the

disturbance was not caused by laws passed by the

Government. In the year 1723 the landlords in

Wigtownshire, Kirkcudbrightshire, and Dumfries-

shire began suddenly to drive their tenants out of
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their farms, and to turn most of their lands into

pasture. The reasons they gave for doing this were
that the tenants did not pay their rents, and that

they were lazy, and did not farm their fields properly.
The landlords also did what we know was a new

thing in Scotland
; they began to enclose the fields

with stone walls.

Now, these proceedings of the landlords were Very
hard on the tenants who were turned out of their

farms, and had no other means of supporting
themselves and their families. The result was that

as many as five hundred farmers and others bound
themselves to have their revenge on the landlords,

and the revenge they took was this. Whenever a

wall was begun to be built, men, women, and children

went in the dead of night, armed with crowbars and

other implements, and destroyed all the parts of the

wall that had been finished during the day. This went

on for more than a year, and the landlords were

unable to stop the "
Dyke-breakers

"
or "

Levellers,"

as they were called. At last they applied to the

Government to send a regiment of soldiers to put an

end to the dyke-breaking. The regiment of the

Scots Fusiliers was sent, and a fight took place, in

which the Levellers were beaten and sixteen of them

taken prisoners. Some of them were fined, and

others were banished, and the end was that the dyke-

breaking was stopped. It should be added that some

of the landlords were really sorry for the evicted

families, and tried to have woollen manufactures set

up in the towns to supply them with employment.

2 L
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87. THE PORTEOUS MOB. 1736

GEORGE II. (1727-1760)

George I. died in 1727, and was succeeded by his

son, George II. Prince James, the Pretender, hoped
that at the death of George I. there might be a

chance of another rising in his favour like the 'Fifteen.

But neither the Jacobites in Scotland nor those in

England were willing to risk their lives at this time,

and so the new king succeeded peacefully to the

throne. There was, indeed, to be a Jacobite rebellion

in George II.'s reign, and a much more formidable

one than the 'Fifteen, but it did not take place till

he had been many years on the throne.

We have seen how, during the reigns of Anne and

George I., the people of Scotland had often been

discontented with the laws passed by the United

Parliament. Now, there was one law against which

most of the people of Scotland of all ranks had been

very indignant since the day the Union had taken

place. This was the law against smuggling, which

forbade tea or brandy or wine to be brought into

the country without the payment of a duty to the

Government.

It was not only the poor people who thought this

aa unjust law
;
the farmers, the country gentle-

men, and even some of the ministers were of the

same opinion. The result was that smuggling
went on in all parts of the country. In dark

nights and out-of-the-way places, ships would appear
off the coast, and boats would be sent ashore laden

with tea or brandy or wine, which would be
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bought by the people of the neighbourhood without

having to pay the duty. Often desperate fights

took place between the smugglers and the custom-

house officers, but the smuggling still went on, as

there were always people ready to buy the smuggled

goods, and the smugglers themselves grew rich by
their trade. One of the most famous stories in the

history of Scotland, the story of the Porteous Mob,
shows us how ready the people were to take the

side of the smugglers in their breaking the law.

There were two smugglers, called Robertson

and Wilson, from whom the custom-house officers

had more than once taken their smuggled goods.
These two determined to pay themselves back, and

they broke into the custom-house of Pittenweem, in

Fife, and stole about 200. Soon afterwards they
were caught, imprisoned in the Tolbooth of Edin-

burgh, and condemned to death. Before the day of

execution came, however, they made an attempt to

escape. They removed the grating of their prison

window, but Wilson, who was a man of large size,

stuck in attempting to get through the opening, and

the gaoler came in and caught him in this position.

Wilson, it is said, was very angry with himself for

having prevented Robertson from escaping, as the

latter, being a smaller man, could easily have got

through the opening if he had gone first

In those times it was the custom to have con-

demned criminals led to church on the Sunday
before their execution. Our two smugglers, there-

fore, were taken to church according to the usual

custom
; but, while the bell was ringing and the

congregation were still entering, they suddenly fell
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upon the men who were guarding them. Robertson

succeeded in getting free, and, as none of the con-

gregation tried to stop him, he made his way into

the street and escaped. Wilson, however, was not

so fortunate, as his guards held him firmly. Then,

seeing he could not escape himself, he determined

to prevent the guards from following his comrade.

The Old Tolbooth, which formerly stood near St Giles.

He seized one with each hand, and a third with his

teeth, and, as he was a man of great strength, he

pinned them fast till Robertson had time to escape.

Wilson was led back to his prison, and the day
came for his execution. In the Grassmarket, where

the execution was to take place, a great crowd

assembled, as was usual on such occasions. The

City Guard, commanded by Captain Porteous, was
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there, as was also usual at public executions. Till

the hangman had done his work, the crowd had

remained perfectly quiet ;
but no sooner had Wilson's

body been taken down from the gallows, than they

began to pelt the guards with stones. Then Porteous

lost his temper, and ordered his men to fire. They
fired over the heads of the crowd, but unfortunately
shot several persons who were looking on from the

neighbouring windows.

Almost all the people of Edinburgh had sym-

pathised with Wilson, and they were now beside

themselves with rage at Porteous. They demanded
that he should be brought to trial, and he was

actually tried and condemned to death. There were,

however, some persons who thought that Porteous

had only done his duty when he ordered his men to

fire on the riotous mob, and at their request Queen
Caroline, the wife of George II., granted a respite of

six weeks to the condemned man.

The night before the day which had been fixed

for his execution, Porteous was making merry with

some of his friends whom he had invited to his

prison in the Tolbooth. He had heard of the respite,

and knew that he was safe for the morrow. Suddenly
a loud noise was heard in the street

;
it was an

immense crowd that had assembled before the door

of the Tolbooth. Tar-barrels were set ablaze and

applied to the door
;
an opening was soon made, and

the leaders of the crowd rushed into Porteous's cell.

At first, Porteous was not to be seen. When he

heard the noise of the mob, he had tried to escape

by the chimney, but an iron grating stopped his way.
He was soon discovered, and sternly told that he must
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prepare for death. He refused to walk, and so he had

to be carried to the place of execution in the Grass-

market. As there were no gallows on the spot, one

of the rioters bought a rope on the way, and a dyer's

pole served for the beam.

As the person who acted as hangman was unskil-

ful at his work, it was pitiful to see the last struggles

of the unhappy victim. When the execution was

over, the crowd dispersed and did no more mischief.

What, indeed, was remarkable about the whole affair

was the orderliness with which the mob carried

through the work of the night ;
and it was believed

that certain persons of rank, who were never dis-

covered, had carefully arranged all that had taken

place, and had acted as the leaders of the crowd.

88. THE TORTY-FIVE. 1

GEORGE II. (1727-1760)

The Jacobites had never lost hope that the House

of Stewart would one day be restored to the throne.

If Britain should go to war with a foreign country
and most of her soldiers be abroad, there might
then be the chance of a more successful rising than

the 'Fifteen. As we have seen, the great hope of

the Jacobites was that Britain would go to war with

France, as then the French king might send an army
to some part of the British Isles. At last, in the

year 1743, a war did break out between Britain and

France, and in the following year a French fleet was

despatched to invade the south of England. Before
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the French could land, however, the British fleet

appeared, and the French admiral was afraid to

risk a battle. Then, as the French fleet sailed back

Prince Charles Edward.

to France, a great storm overtook it and did great

damage to many of the ships.

This was a grievous disappointment to the

Jacobites, as it was not likely that the French king
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would spend money in fitting out another fleet to

invade Britain. Two years had not passed, however,

before it seemed for a while as if their hopes were at

length to be fulfilled.

Prince James, the son of James VII., was now too

old to think of himself fighting for the throne of

Great Britain, but he had a son who the Jacobites

thought would prove a greater hero than his father.

This was Prince Charles Edward, who was now about

twenty-five years of age. He was an entirely

different man from his father James; he was bold,

stirring, and adventurous, and he determined to make
an attempt to recover the throne of his ancestors.

At first he tried to persuade the French king to

give him troops to invade Britain, but when he found

this was useless, he resolved to go alone.
"

I will

go," he said,
"
if I have only a single footman," and

he wrote to his father that he was determined "to

conquer or die." As it was in the Highlands of

Scotland he had his most eager supporters, it was in

the Highlands he decided to raise his standard. So in

the month of July, he sailed from France with only
two ships, and having seven companions on board, who
came to be known -as the " Seven Men of Moidart."

The beginning of his expedition, however, was

unlucky, as one of his ships was attacked by a

British man-of-war, and was so damaged that it had

to sail back to France.

With his one vessel he sailed to the little island of

Eriskay,in the Outer Hebrides, and two days afterwards
he landed at Arisaig, in the south of Inverness-shire.

Would the Highland chieftains flock to his standard,
as he had expected ? At first it seemed as if they
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were unwilling to obey his summons. They knew

what a risk they ran by taking part in the rebellion

in which Charles wished them to join. If they were

defeated, the end would be the loss of their lands

and even of their lives. But Charles showed that he

had a wonderful power in winning men to his cause,

and at this time he looked like a young hero who
could lead to victory. He was tall and strong and

active, and no Highland chief could endure more

fatigue than he. With his fair hair and dark eyes
he was also handsome, to look upon, and his admirers

called him " Bonnie Prince Charlie."

It was not long before he persuaded one chief

after another to join him. Among them were

two whom he was specially glad to have on his

side young Lochiel, son of the chief of the

Camerons, and young Macdonald, son of the chief

of Clanranald. Soon Charles had so many followers

around him, that he determined to raise his standard

and begin his attempt to win the crown of Great

Britain for his father. On the iQth of August, less

than a month after the Prince had landed in Scotland,

the standard was raised in Glenfinnan amid the

cheering of his followers, who tossed their bonnets

in the air to show their delight. The standard was a

beautiful banner of red silk with white in the middle.

By this time the Government knew that Charles

was in Scotland, and that the rebellion had begun.

To put it down as swiftly as possible, therefore, a

small army was sent into the Highlands, under the

command of Sir John Cope. As Cope marched

through Perthshire, however, he found that the

inhabitants were more friendly to Charles than to
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himself. They stole his baggage-horses, and mis-

directed him when he inquired regarding the road

which he wished to follow to Fort Augustus. At

length he reached a place called Dalnacardoch, in the

Forest of Atholl, and there he was told that Charles,

at the head of 3000 men, was approaching. Cope
was not a great general, and for a time he was in

doubt whether he should risk a battle or not. At

last, he decided that it would be safer not to fight

the enemy, and he marched to Inverness instead of

to Fort Augustus, as he had intended.

There was now no army to prevent Charles from

leading his men into the Lowlands, and this he

resolved to do. First he marched to Perth, then

crossed the Forth near Stirling, and he was at

Corstorphine, three miles to the west of Edinburgh,
in less than a month after the standard had been

raised at Glenfinnan.

Great was the alarm of the people of Edinburgh.
At first, they thought of defending the town against

the enemy, and they tried to raise men for this

purpose ;
but they soon found it was of no use, and

they sent a deputation to Charles. Charles's answer

was that, if the town were not immediately sur-

rendered, he would at once attack it. But there was

no need of an attack, as Lochiel and two other

officers cleverly contrived to get 900 Highlanders
into the city by the Netherbow. A few hours

afterwards Charles rode through the King's Park to

Holyrood Palace
;
at noon his father was proclaimed

king, under the title of James VIII., and at night

there was a grand ball at Holyrood in honour of

the occasion.
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And where was Sir John Cope all this time?

He had left Inverness and marched to Aberdeen,
where he embarked his troops, reaching Dunbar on

the very day that Charles entered Edinburgh.

Cope's next movement was to march towards Edin-

burgh, but Charles went to meet him
;
and the two

armies came face to face near Prestonpans, nine

miles to the east of Edinburgh. On the night of

the 2Oth of September both armies lay down on the

field, expecting battle on the morrow. Before day-

light, however, a native of the district undertook to

guide Charles's army by a narrow path through a

bog, so that it might come suddenly on the army of

Cope, which would be taken completely by surprise.

This was exactly what happened.

Just as the sun rose, the Highlanders fell upon

Cope's men, who had little time to prepare to meet

their enemy. The battle was over in less than ten

minutes
; Cope's foot-soldiers were almost all either

captured, wounded, or slain
;

and the horsemen

escaped only by riding as fast as they could from

the field. Among those who fell was the brave

Colonel Gardiner, whose monument may be seen on

the field of battle.

89. THE TORTY-FIVE. 2

After his victory at Prestonpans, Charles with his

army returned to Edinburgh, where he remained

for over a month, living like a king. It was a

great disappointment to him, however, that so few

men from the Lowlands came to join him. The
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truth was that the people of the Lowlands did not

wish the Stewarts to be restored, as they knew that

that would mean the bringing back of Roman
Catholicism. As for Charles's Highlanders, the

Lowlanders regarded most of them as mere savages,

whom it was a disgrace to Charles to have brought

among civilised people.

Would the people of England be more willing to

Doune Castle, with Prince Charles Edward and Prisoners.

join him than the Scots of the Lowlands ? This was
what Charles now resolved to try to discover, and he

marched to Carlisle, where, on the pth of November,
he found himself at the head of his army. Carlisle

was soon taken, and the army continued its march

through Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lanca-

shire. But every day it became clearer that the

inhabitants were not favourable to his cause. Very
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few joined him, and his officers, who had expected
that great numbers of Englishmen would flock to his

standard, began to lose heart, and to wish they were

at home among their native mountains.

When the army reached Derby, Charles's officers

told him that they would go no farther. The royal

troops were gathering round them, and it was plain

that the people of England were not willing to rise

against George II. Yet, as the Prince's army marched

farther and farther south, the people of London were

greatly alarmed, and many persons thought that, if

it had reached the city, it would at once have

surrendered, and George II. might have been driven

from the throne.

The retreat from Derby was a terrible disappoint-

ment to Charles, and he was never the same man
afterwards. During the march southwards he had

been in the highest spirits, and, clad in his Highland

dress, he had usually walked at the head of the

army. In the retreat to Scotland, he was gloomy
and fretful, and was generally the last to begin each

day's march. His Highland followers, also, behaved

very differently during the retreat from the way in

which they had behaved on the march southwards.

Then they had been as orderly as regular soldiers, but,

on the march homewards, they were like a band of

robbers, and stole everything which they thought
was worth carrying off.

As the royal troops were in pursuit of them, the

rebels had to make all haste to reach Scotland. When
they at length crossed the river Esk, which divides

the two countries, they were so overjoyed that they
struck up the bagpipes and danced to the music.



Map showing route taken by Prince Charles Edward in his advance
into England and retreat to Culloden.
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Now safe in Scotland, where were they to march

next? They could not return to Edinburgh, as it

was now occupied by the royal troops. They chose,

therefore, to march to Glasgow, which they reached

in the last week of December. But, as the High-
landers drew near their native mountains, they began
to desert in great numbers. The people of Glasgow
also showed that they had no liking for Charles, and

he had to compel them to supply his men with shirts,

coats, bonnets, and shoes, of which they were sadly in

need after their long march to England.
After remaining about a week in Glasgow, the

rebels proceeded to Stirling, which they soon took,

though the commander of the Castle refused to

surrender. Then the news came that a royal army
was approaching. It Was commanded by General

John Hawley, who was hated by his men for the cruel

way in which he treated them, and who boasted that

he would drive the Highlanders before him. He was

to find that he was greatly mistaken. The two

armies met at Falkirk, and Hawley was as com-

pletely beaten as Cope had been at Prestonpans.
But Charles's victory did not do much good to his

cause. Shortly after the battle, his chief officers told

him that it was unsafe for his army to remain in the

Lowlands, and that they must at once march into the

Highlands. When Charles heard this proposal, he felt

that it was the deathblow to all his hopes.
" Have I

lived to see this?" he exclaimed, and in his rage and

disappointment he dashed his hand against the wall.

Greatly against his will, therefore, his army left

Stirling, crossed the river Forth, and marched to

Inverness, which he easily took.
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It was in February, 1746, that Charles reached

Inverness, and there he remained for nearly two

months. His men were not idle during that time,

and they gained several victories in different parts of

the Highlands. But Charles had now to face the

strongest army that had yet been sent against him.

The Duke of Cumberland, the brother of George II.,

at the head of the royal troops, had crossed the Forth,

with the intention of giving battle to Charles. After

spending some time in Aberdeen, he marched west-

wards towards Inverness, near which the Highlanders

Pistol of Prince Charles Edward.

lay. Charles had now to decide whether he would

fight Cumberland or not. His army was not in a

very fit state for battle, as for some time there had
been a great lack of provisions for the men. Many
of the Highlanders also were in other parts of the

country, and could not return in time for the fight.
What made things still worse for Charles was that he
was not on friendly terms with several of his officers,

who had also quarrelled among themselves.

However, it was decided to fight Cumberland,
and Charles assembled his men on Culloden Muir,
about five miles from Inverness. In the course of

the day a bold plan was formed. When night came

2 M
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on, the whole army marched from the Muir with the

intention of surprising Cumberland,who was encamped
at Nairn, about twelve miles distant. But when the

foremost men were within three miles of the enemy's

camp, the day broke, and
;
as Cumberland could not

now be taken by surprise, Charles's army had to

march wearily back to Culloden Muir.

The men had hardly lain down to rest when they
were roused by the news that Cumberland was close

at hand. Never was an army less fit for battle than

that which Charles had now to lead. His men were

famished for want of food
; they were weary with

their long march
;
and they had lost their night's

sleep. Charles had only about 5000 men, while

Cumberland had 9000, most of whom were trained

soldiers, and Cumberland had also taken care to

prepare his men for the Highland way of fighting.

Both armies now made ready for battle (April

1 6). Cumberland drew up his men in two lines,

with a considerable space between them. The
battle began with the firing of cannon from both

sides, but Cumberland's fire was far more deadly, as

he had both more and better guns than Charles.

For about an hour the clansmen stood the deadly

fire, but at last they could endure it no longer, and

they made a furious rush on Cumberland's front

rank. So terrible was their onset that they broke

through the first line. But Cumberland had

been prepared for this. In his second line, the

men were arranged three deep the first rank

kneeling, the second stooping, and the third standing

upright, all with their guns ready pointed. When
the Highlanders broke through the first line, therefore,
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they were received by the fire of these three ranks,

and almost every man of them was shot dead, so that

they lay in great heaps on the field. This decided

the battle, and soon the remnant of Charles's army
was in flight

Cumberland's victory at Culloden put an end to

the rebellion. Charles fled from the field of battle,

The Cairn, Culloden Moor.

and for nearly five months he had to hide in the

Highlands and Western Islands, till he escaped in a

ship to France. The story of his adventures, of the

faithfulness of the Highlanders, who had his life in

their hands, of the devotion of Flora Macdonald, who
saved him in the time of his greatest danger, would

fill a book by itself, but the story cannot be told

here
;
nor can we tell the pitiful tale of his life as
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an exile in France and Italy, and of its miserable

end.

After his victory at Culloden, Cumberland had to

teach the Highland chiefs and their clansmen such a

lesson as would prevent them from rising again in

rebellion. So cruelly did he do his work that in Scot-

land he was called the " Butcher Cumberland," and

his only excuse is that the rebellions of the '15 and

the '45 had made Englishmen think that the High-
landers were a kind of savages who could not be

treated like a civilised people. Only six of the

leaders of the rebellion were taken prisoners, and five

of these were executed
;
but nearly eighty others

suffered death, all of them bravely maintaining to

the end that they died in a just cause.

90. PROGRESS OF SCOTLAND AFTER THE
UNION THE "FIRST SECESSION" (1740)

We have seen how the people of Scotland con-

tinued to complain against the Union long after it

had taken place. For a time, indeed, it really did

seem as if it had done more harm than good to the

country. When the Treaty of Union was arranged,

England was at war with France, and the war went

on for some years longer. But, as Scotland was now

part of the United Kingdom, she as well as England
became the enemy of France, and so her trade with

that country was stopped for a time, which was a

great loss to Scottish merchants. That was one

unfortunate result of the Union. After the Union,
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also, the Scots had to pay heavier taxes, and higher
duties on goods imported from foreign countries

;
and

this, of course, kept back trade instead of improving
it.

It was not, indeed, till about the middle of the

eighteenth century that Scotsmen began to see that

the Union was likely to prove a good thing in the

end. Let us look at some of the things which

showed that the country was then growing more

prosperous.
First of all, new manufactures were introduced into

Scotland, and old ones began to be improved. The

industry that did most good was the manufacture

of linen. Linen had been made for a long time past,

but only in small quantities and of a very coarse

kind. Now, however, more of it began to be made
and of much finer quality. Hitherto it had been

made only by the spinning-wheel, but about the time

of which we are speaking what is called the " rock

and reel" was introduced, so that the cloth was

manufactured much more quickly and was of a much
finer sort. Linen, indeed, became so plentiful in

Scotland that an English traveller tells us that " he

found good linen everywhere, especially in the Low-
lands." And we are also told that between the years

1728 and 1738 the quantity of linen exported from

Scotland to foreign countries was more than doubled.

Now, this increase in the manufacture of linen did

good in two ways : it gave employment to more

people, and it brought more money into the country.
Another sign that the country was becoming more

prosperous was that trade began to increase year

by year. After the Union the trade with England
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became much greater than it had ever been. What
the English chiefly bought from the Scots was

Highland cattle. Every year hundreds of English-
men came to Crieff Fair to buy these cattle, which

were driven to England by Highland drovers, who
were paid at the rate of a shilling a day. At the

Fair of Crieff, in the year 1723, the Highlanders sold

30,000 cattle, for which they received 30,000 guineas.

But it was the trade with the North American

colonies that brought most riches to Scotland.

Before the Union, as we know, England did not

allow the Scots to do business with those colonies
;
but

now the towns in the west of Scotland, such as Paisley,

Greenock, and Glasgow, began to carry on a great

trade with America. The merchants of these towns

exported linen to the colonists, and their ships brought
home cargoes of tobacco in return. It was Glasgow

especially that carried on this trade, and the " tobacco

merchants "
of that town became the richest men in

the country.

Of course, as trade and manufactures increased,

the towns also grew in size and wealth. It was

the towns in the West especially that grew most

quickly, because it was they that carried on the

trade with the colonies. Greenock, for example,

began to be a very busy place. Till some time after

the Union, it had only a pier, where ships could land

their cargoes, but it now built a large harbour where

many vessels could anchor. Paisley was another

town that became very prosperous, chiefly owing
to the manufacture of linen yarn, which was intro-

duced from Holland. But Glasgow was the place
which grew most rapidly. At the time of the
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Union Glasgow had no trading-vessels of its own,
and had to hire them from English seaports ;

but

by the year 1740 it possessed sixty-seven vessels,

and by 1792 it had seven hundred and eighteen.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century it had

only about 12,000 inhabitants, but, by the end of it,

it had more than 40,000.

Not only did trade and manufactures increase, but

agriculture also began to be greatly improved. As
we know, there had been very little timber in Scot-

land, and very few fences of any kind round the

fields. Now, however, forests were planted in

different parts of the country, and fences of stone

or hedges began to be made by the landlords.

Things were grown in the country which had not

been seen before. For the first time cabbages and

turnips, which had been grown only in gardens,
were planted in open fields. English travellers in

Scotland had always complained that they could

get no hay to feed their horses, but hay also now

began to be made. It was at this time, too, that

potatoes began to be grown in fields, and to be used

as food by the Scottish people ; though at first, like

the people in England and France, they thought
that potatoes were only fit to be eaten by cattle.

We now see that Scotland had begun to make such

progress as she had never made in previous times,

and no doubt this was largely owing to the Union
;

and we shall see, also, that she went on prospering
more and more, and that, in proportion to her size

and the number of her inhabitants she became as

rich as other countries.

Before this chapter is finished, there is another
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subject that must be mentioned. Since the Revolu-

tion in 1689, when James VII. was driven from the

throne, we have heard very little of the Church and of

religion, whereas in the time before the Revolution

we heard of almost nothing else. From the Reforma-

tion to the Revolution, a period of more than a

hundred years, the history of Scotland is almost

wholly taken up with the quarrels about religion

between the kings and their subjects. After the

Revolution, on the other hand, there were no wars

and battles about religion, as there had been in the

reigns of Charles I., Charles II., and James VII.

But, if there were no religious wars, there were

many disputes and quarrels about religion, even after

the Revolution. As we know, during the reign of

William, Presbyterianism was set up in Scotland

in place of Episcopalianism. There were, however,

many Episcopalians in the country, especially in the

North, and the Presbyterians were indignant that

they would not join what was now the Church of

Scotland, and they tried, often very harshly, to

compel them to do so. And the Episcopalians had

an unhappy time for another reason. They thought
that James VII. and his descendants were the right-

ful kings, and during the rebellion of 1715 they did

all in their power to assist the rebels. The result

was that the Government passed very severe laws

against them, which made it almost impossible for

them to have religious services of their own.

But, besides their quarrels with the Episcopalians,
the Presbyterians came to have great disputes among
themselves

;
and the greatest dispute of all was about

patronage, of which we have heard more than once.
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We have seen that during the reign of Queen Anne,
an Act was passed which directed that congregations
should no longer choose their own ministers, but that

the patrons should appoint them. Now, most of the

ministers and most of the congregations did not

approve of this Act, and for a long time it was not

obeyed.
At last, however, about the year 1730, a number of

ministers were forced upon congregations against

their will, and then a great quarrel arose in the

Church. One minister, the Rev. Ebenezer Erskine

of Stirling, stood forth and declared that a Church

could not be the true Church which permitted
ministers to be forced on unwilling congregations.

For a number of years the dispute went on in the

General Assemblies, and at last, in the year 1740,

Erskine and seven other ministers were put out of

the Church. This is called the first
" Secession

" from

the Established Church of Scotland, and there were

to be several others, of which the last and most

important was the Disruption in the year 1843, when
the Free Church of Scotland began.

91. PROGRESS IN THE HIGHLANDS

Before the rebellion of 1745 there had been few,

if any, reigns in which battles had not been fought
in some part of Scotland, but since the '45, war has

been unknown within her borders. Of course,

Scottish soldiers have fought in many countries in

defence of the British Empire. On the Continent of

Europe, in America, in India, and Africa, they have
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fought side by side with English and Irish soldiers

against the enemies of Great Britain, but in Scotland

herself the sword has never been drawn by Scot

against Scot since Charles Edward was overthrown

at Culloden. From the year 1745 onwards, therefore,

the history of Scotland in itself is a history of peaceful

progress in trade and commerce and manufactures,

View of Caledonian Canal.
[Photo by Valentin*

and in everything that makes a people happier and

more civilised. It is of this progress that we have to

hear in the concluding chapters of our history.

As we know, the most backward part of Scotland

had always been the Highlands, and we have only to

look at a map to understand the reason of this.

Had the country of the Highlanders been a flat plain,

it would have been easy for the kings of Scotland

to compel its inhabitants to obey the law like their
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other subjects, and the result would have been

that they would have come to live the same

kind of life as other Scotsmen, and to make as

much progress as the Lowlanders. But we have seen

how, owing to the wild country of the Highlands,
the kings of Scots had always found it difficult to

make its inhabitants obey the laws.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century the

Highlanders remained in much the same condition as

they had been in for hundreds of years before. They
were still divided into clans with chiefs over them,
whose orders they were compelled to obey. If the

chief went to war, every clansman had to follow him,
as otherwise he would have been cast out of the

clan. Most of the Highlanders, when they were not

at war, tried to make a living by their own industry ;

but, owing to the nature of their country, this was

not very easy. There was not much ground on

which they could grow crops, and the soil was

usually so stony that it had to be dug up with a

spade, as ploughs would have been of no use.

But, as we have seen, it was chiefly by the rearing
of cattle that the Highlanders sought to earn their

livelihood, and even this industry was carried on

under great difficulties. The best soil was taken up
with crops, and the cattle had to graze on the mosses

and mountains, where the pasture was often very

poor. In winter, when the hills were covered with

snow, the beasts were kept under the same roof as

the families of their owners, and were fed with what-

ever could be spared from the food of the household.

In bad seasons the poorest Highlanders used a

strange diet. The cattle were bled, and the
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blood was mixed with milk and oatmeal to make
cakes.

We can hardly wonder, therefore, that the wilder

Highlanders tried to earn their livelihood in other

ways. And one of these ways was to plunder the

Lowlanders who lived in the country near the High-
lands. They robbed their corn in time of harvest,

Shield of Rob Roy, a noted Highland Freebooter
of the early Eighteenth Century.

and they robbed their cattle whenever they had the

opportunity. Another means by which the wilder

Highlanders enriched themselves was this. They
would promise not to steal the property of any Low-
lander who would pay them a certain sum of money,
which went by the name of blackmail. Both black-

mailing and cattle-lifting went on till as late as the year

1745, and it is said that in that year the Lowlanders

who lived near the Highlands lost as much as ,37,000,
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owing to the plundering habits of their neighbours

among the hills.

After the rebellion of 1745, however, great changes
took place in the Highlands, whose inhabitants began

gradually to adopt the Lowland ways of living. A
law was passed which forbade them to carry arms

under a heavy fine. To their great indignation,

From Photo by Valentine,

General Wade's Bridge across the Tay at Aberfeldy.

also, they were prohibited from wearing the tartan,

plaid, and kilt, which was their national dress, though,
in the year 1782, this law was set aside. By another

law the power of raising their clans for war was

taken from the chiefs, and after this the Highlanders
were tried in the same Courts of Justice as the other

subjects of the king.

These laws, of course, made great changes both in

the Highland country and in its inhabitants. There
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was no more cattle-lifting, and there were no more

clan fights. As the Highlanders had shown them-

selves such brave soldiers, however, a great statesman,

the Earl of Chatham, thought that some of them might
be used in fighting the battles of Britain against its

enemies in different parts of the world. And we know
that there have been no braver soldiers in the British

army than those of the Highland regiments.

As the Highland chiefs had no longer any power
over their clansmen, they also began to change their

ways of living. They became landlords instead of

chiefs. In order to make money, they took to rearing
herds of cattle, which they could sell in the Lowland

towns. At a later time they also began to turn their

lands into sheep-farms, which were rented by sheep-
farmers from the Lowlands. The result of this was

that thousands of Highlanders were driven from

their homes, and had to emigrate to Canada and

other parts of the British Empire.
As we know, the great difficulty in civilising the

Highlands had always been the want of roads. We
have seen how General Wade had constructed his

great military roads, but these were not sufficient to

open up all the Highland country. In the beginning
of the nineteenth century, therefore, the Government

commissioned a famous engineer, Thomas Telford,

to superintend the making of roads all through the

Highlands. The work went on for about twenty

years, and in that time 920 miles of good roads were

made, and 1200 bridges were built of stone or iron.

In the year 1803, also, was begun the Caledonian

Canal, which extends from the Moray Firth to the

head of Loch Linnhe.

2 N
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The making of these works did great good to the

Highlands in many ways. It gave employment to

hundreds of Highlanders, who were thus trained to

labour with their hands as they had never been

before. Then, as new roads were made every year,

it became easier to go from one part of the country
to another, and to carry on trade with the Lowland

towns.

From this time onwards, indeed, the Highlanders

began to live more and more like their old enemies,

the Lowlanders. Ploughs and other implements
were now seen in the Highlands as well as in the

Lowlands. Mud cabins were changed into stone

cottages, and cattle and pigs no longer lived under

the same roofs as their owners. In remote parts of

the country and in the Western and the Orkney
Islands there is still great room for improvement

among the people, both in their abodes and in their

manner of living, but it is to be hoped that they also

before long will share in the prosperity and in the

comforts of their fellow-countrymen.

92. PROGRESS IN THE LOWLANDS

We have seen that a great improvement took

place in the Highlands after the year 1745, but the

advancement in the Lowlands was still more marked.

There now began, indeed, a new Age in all civilised

countries the Age of Machinery. So many new

tools, implements, and machines came to be in-

vented that the old ways of living were completely

changed, and more progress was made in fifty years
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than had formerly been made in many centuries.

Let us see some of the changes that took place in

the time of which we are speaking.

Vast improvements were made in agriculture.

In former days farmers had to make their own

implements, which were very unsuitable for their

purpose. For example, ploughs were huge, clumsy

implements, constructed chiefly of wood, and requir-

ing as many as ten or twelve oxen to draw them.

Now, however, they began to be made of iron by

Old Style of Plough.

trained workmen, who went on improving them

till they became what they are at the present day.

Hitherto, flails, of which we read in the Bible, had

been used for separating the corn from the chaff;

but in the year 1787, a Scotsman, named Andrew

Meikle, invented the threshing-machine, which did

the work far more thoroughly and in a much shorter

time. In the beginning of the eighteenth century

Scotland was far behind England in agriculture, but

by the end of it Englishmen came to Scotland to

learn the best methods of farming.
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Great advance was also made in all kinds of

manufactures. Till the beginning of the Age of

Machinery people had used homespun cloth, made
with the hand-loom

;
but machines were now invented

for the manufacture of different kinds of cloth. In

the year 1767 the spinning-jenny was invented by
a Lancashire weaver, named Hargreaves, and shortly

afterwards the power-loom, invented by Cartwright,

Sedan Chair.

(Style of conveyance common in the eighteenth century.)

also came into use. As all the new inventions were

quickly introduced into Scotland, manufactories were

set up in different parts of the country. In Hawick

and other towns on the Borders, woollen cloth began
to be made

; carpets were woven at Kilmarnock, and

cotton cloth in Rothesay. In these manufactories,

of course, many persons got employment who had

hitherto found it difficult to earn a livelihood.
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Nothing, however, did more to enrich Scotland

than the discovery how to turn to account the iron,

of which there is such abundance in the country.

In past times articles made of iron, even such things

as horse-bits, had to be imported from Flanders
;
but

in the year 1760, ironworks were set up on the banks

of the river Carron, near Falkirk, and these still

exist at the present day. The manufacture of iron

" Coach and Pair
"

of the Eighteenth Century.

led to many improvements. It was found that coal

was the best fuel for smelting the iron, and coal-mines,

therefore, began to be worked in different parts of the

country. Owing to one invention after another, it

was also found that iron could be put to many uses

which had not been dreamt of at first. Steam-engines
of iron came to be made through James Watt's

discovery of the power of steam, and in course of

time bridges and even ships were constructed of it.
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It was fortunate for Scotland, therefore, that she

possessed so many rich mines of iron and coal, as

the iron manufacture became one of the most

important of all her industries.

When manufactures of all kinds grew so rapidly, it

became more and more necessary that it should be

made easy to convey goods from one part of the

country to another, and this, also, was gradually

accomplished. In the year 1768 the Forth and

Clyde Canal, between Edinburgh and Glasgow, was

begun, and it was opened for traffic in 1790. In past
times the roads in every country had been so bad

that it was almost impossible to convey goods for

any considerable distance. About the year 1815,

however, a Scotsman, named Macadam, devised the

way of making roads which is still in use, and which

we call by his name to-day. Another great difficulty

in the way of transporting goods was the want of safe

bridges where they were needed. Now, as we know,

bridges are to be found everywhere in Scotland the

two most wonderful being those over the firths of

Tay and Forth. We have, indeed, only to remember

the great steamers that cross the Atlantic and

Pacific oceans, the electric telegraph and the

telephone, to realise how, not merely the different

parts of one country, but all countries in the world,

have been brought together in a way that could not

have been dreamt of in past times.

These various improvements made great and radical

changes in the ways of living among all classes of the

people. Both rich and poor came to wear better

clothes, to live in better houses, and to have better food.

Perhaps the greatest change of all was that the people
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from the country began to flock into the towns, where

they could find employment in the manufactories and

other works which had been set agoing. The result

of this was that many of the towns grew rapidly in

size and in the number of their inhabitants. At the

beginning of the eighteenth century, as we have seen,

Glasgow was little more than a village, but it is now
the largest city in Scotland and the second in Great

Britain. And other towns, also, such as Edinburgh,

Dundee, Aberdeen, Paisley, and Greenock, greatly
increased in population, though none of them grew so

much as Glasgow.

93. THE REFORM BILL (1832) THE DISRUP-
TION (1843) THE EDUCATION BILL (1872)

The most important thing in the history of Scot-

land after the '45 is the great advance the country
made in agriculture and manufactures, and in all other

industries. There were, however, two events which

caused great excitement at the time they happened,
and of which every Scotsman has heard. The one

event was the introduction of the Reform Bill, which

was passed in 1832 ;
and the other was the Disrup-

tion, which took place in 1843.

The Reform Bill was passed because the people
of England and Scotland were determined to have

more to do with the government of the country. As
we saw, when the Parliaments of Scotland and England
were united in 1707, it was arranged that Scotland

should send forty-five members to the House of

Commons. Of these forty-five the counties sent up
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thirty, and the towns fifteen Edinburgh being the

only town that had a member to itself. Now, as the

population of Scotland had greatly increased since

the Union, forty-five members were not nearly

sufficient to represent its people in Parliament.

What made matters worse, however, was that only
about 2000 persons in all Scotland had the right to

vote for a member of Parliament. What the Reform

Bill did, then, was to increase the number both

of Scottish and English members, and to give the

franchise, or right of voting, to a much larger body
of persons.

To understand how the Disruption was brought

about, we have to go as far back as the reign of

Queen Anne. In her reign, as we saw, the right of

choosing ministers was taken from the congregations
and given to the patrons. We have heard, also, how
in the year 1740, eight ministers left the Established

Church because they thought that patronage was

wrong. After this First Secession, as it is called,

there were several others, but the greatest secession

of all was that which took place at the Disruption, and

this was due to exactly the same cause. At Auchter-

arder and a few other places, ministers were placed over

congregations against the will of the people, and the

end was that nearly four hundred and fifty ministers,

headed by the great Dr Chalmers, left their churches

and manses rather than accept patronage. This was

the beginning of the Free Church of Scotland, most

of whose members in the year 1900 joined with

the United Presbyterians to form the United Free

Church.

Since the Disruption there has been one other
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event in which the whole Scottish nation is greatly

interested namely, the passing of the Education

Act of 1872. We saw how, at the time of the

Reformation, John Knox and his fellow-reformers

tried to have a school set up in every parish. In

this, however, they did not succeed, and it was not

till nearly the end of the eighteenth century that their

wish was completely carried out. When the Disrup-
tion took place, both the Established Church and

the Free Church came to have schools in the same

parish, which were kept up partly by the congrega-
tions and partly by money given by the Government.

By the Education Act, however, the schools were

given up by the churches and became public schools,

supported by taxes paid by the people, and managed
by school boards, chosen by those who pay rates.

The same Act compelled parents to send their children

to school when they reach a certain age, and to keep
them there for a certain time. In the year 1889

education was made free.

94. SCOTLAND AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE

By the union of the English and Scottish Parlia-

ments in 1707, Scotland was made part of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and it thus

became her duty to do all in her power to make that

Kingdom great and prosperous. Has she contributed

as much to its greatness and prosperity as could be

expected of her ?

For long after the Union, as we have seen, the

English and Scots did not work well together. Most
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people in Scotland believed that the Union had
been a mistake, and that the country would have

been more prosperous had it never taken place. In

the second half of the eighteenth century, however,
Scotland began to make such progress that all but a

few persons became convinced that the Union had

been a good thing after all. They began to see that

England and Scotland were really one country, and

that the more prosperous the one grew the better

it was for the other, and from this time onwards both

Scotsmen and Englishmen realised that they were

like partners in the same business and had both the

same interests.

In the last chapter it has been told how, after 1745,

Scotland went forward in her trade and manufactures

and in her industries. This was well for herself, but

it was also well for the United Kingdom, as it helped
Great Britain to hold its own with other great

countries, which were also striving to be rich and

powerful. By her industry and enterprise, therefore,

Scotland did her part in making the United Kingdom
what it now is.

In many other ways, too, Scotsmen have done

much to add to the greatness and prosperity of the

British Empire. Some of the most useful inventions

have been the work of Scotsmen. To mention only
a few, it was a Scotsman, James Watt, who first

showed how the steam-engine could be worked
;
a

Scotsman, James Nasmyth, invented the steam-

hammer
;
two Scotsmen, John Rennie and Thomas

Telford, were the great bridge-builders of their time
;

and a Scotsman, Henry Bell, was the first to introduce

steam-boats into navigation. In modern times it has
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been the discoveries of science that have done most

to advance civilisation, and not a few of these dis-

Robert Burns in his Cottage.

coveries have been made by Scotsmen, but their

names are too numerous to be mentioned here.
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Every nation is proud of its great writers, because

they do good, and give pleasure not only to the people

who produced them, "out to all mankind. A nation

that has not produced great writers, indeed, can

hardly itself be called great. In Scotland since the

Union there have been many writers whose works are

read all over the world. One of the most famous and

most useful books that ever was written is The

Wealth of Nations, by the Scotsman, Adam Smith,

who lived in the eighteenth century. Every educated

man in the most remote countries has heard of the

poems of Robert Burns, the national poet of Scotland.

Of the writings of Sir Walter Scott, it has been said

that they have given pleasure to a greater number of

people in all lands than the writings of any other

author. And nearer our own time, the works of

Thomas Carlyle have been read by thousands of

persons in all countries, who have been influenced by
them to the end of their lives.

There is still another way in which Scotland has

helped to make the United Kingdom great and

powerful as it is at the present time. By its colonies

in all parts of the world, Great Britain has become a

mighty empire, the like of which has never been

seen before. Now, Scotland has done even more than

might have been expected of her in helping to build up
this great Empire. In proportion to her population,

she has sent out more of her people to the colonies

than England has done, and more great men to govern
them. It will be seen, therefore, that since the union

of her Parliament with that of England, Scotland has

not only grown rich and prosperous for her own good,

but also for the good of the whole British Empire.
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We began this history by asking the question how
there came to be a country called Scotland, and a

Sir Walter Scott in his Study.

people called the Scottish people. And that is the

question this book has tried to answer. It commenced



with the cave-dwellers in the Bay of Oban, and it

ends with the Scotland we see at the present day.

What would the Oban cave-dweller think, could he

look out on the Bay and see the steamers bringing
hundreds of travellers from all parts of the world to

admire the beautiful scenery of the country, where,

with his few tools and weapons, he with difficulty

gained a livelihood for himselfand those who belonged
to him ? It has taken thousands of years to bring
about the wonderful change, and we may be sure that

as wonderful changes must happen in the days to

come. At some future time the Scotland of to-day
will no doubt appear as strange to the men then living

as the Scotland of the cave-dwellers appears to us.

2 o



'T^HE following illustrations have been reproduced

from photographs of the Frieze in the Ambula-

tory of the Scottish National Portrait Gallery.

The Frieze, like the larger mural decorations which

appear, in the preceding pages, has been painted

by William Hole, R.S.A., and illustrates by an

interesting series of figures the History of Scotland

from the earliest days to the present time. Types
of the Stone and Bronze Ages, Roman Generals,

Pictish and Scottish Chiefs, Kings and Princes,

Nobles and Knights, Poets and Men of Science,

eminent men of all ranks, who have borne their parts

in shaping and developing the Scottish nation these

form an historical array quite unique of its kind.

The fact that all the personages of later times have

been painted from authentic portraits, gives an

additional value to the series.

In order to note the chronological sequence, it is

necessary to read from right to left of each picture.
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CHIEF EVENTS 593

CHIEF EVENTS

PERIOD OF THE ROMAN INVASION
A.D.

Agricola invades North Britain.... 80

Battle of Mons Graupius.

Invasion of Severus ..... 208

Departure of the Romans from Britain . . . 412

PERIOD DURING WHICH THE FOUR KINGDOMS BECAME

UNITED

St Columba lands in lona .... 563

Irish Christianity established in Pictland . . 565

Roman Christianity established in Northumbria . 664

Battle of Nectan's Mere (Dunnichen) . . . 685

Roman Christianity established in Pictland ..'.' . 710

Northmen plunder lona..... 802

Kenneth MacAlpin becomes king of Picts and Scots . 844

Battle of Carham '. . . . . 1018

Strathclyde annexed by the King of Scots . . 1018

Duncan I. defeated and slain by Macbeth . 1040

PERIOD OF THE ANGLO-CELTIC KINGS

Marriage of Malcolm Canmore and Margaret . . 1069

Magnus Barefoot acquires the Western Islands . J 102

Battle of the Standard . . . . .1138
The Treaty of Falaise, by which William the Lion sur-

renders the Independence of Scotland to Henry II. 1 174

Richard I. acknowledges the Independence of Scot-

land ..... -. . : 1189

Alexander II. conquers Argyle .... 1222

Battle of Largs ...... 1263

Western Islands acquired by Scotland . . . 1266

Accidental death of Alexander III. at Kinghorn . 1286

Death of the Maid of Norway .... 1290
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PERIOD OF THE WAR OF INDEPENDENCE
A D.

Edward I. awards the Scottish Crown to John Balliol . 1292

John Balliol dethroned by Edward I. . . . 1296

Revolt of William Wallace .... 1296

Battle of Stirling Bridge . . . 1297

Battle of Falkirk . . . . . .1298
Execution of Wallace ..... 1305

Coronation of Robert Bruce 1 306

Battle of Bannockburn . . . . . 1314

Meeting of the First Scottish Parliament . . 1326

Treaty of Northampton . . . . . 1328

Death of Robert Bruce . 1329

Accession of David II. ..... 1329

Edward Balliol invades Scotland . . . 1332

Battle of Halidon Hill . . . . .1333
Battle of Neville's Cross .... 1346

PERIOD OF THE STEWART KINGS

Accession of Robert II., the first of the Stewart Kings 1371

Battle of Otterburn (Chevy Chase) . . .1388
The Clan Fight at Perth . . .1396
Death of the Duke of Rothesay.... 1402

Burning of the Lollard, James Resby . . . 1407

Battle of Harlaw . ..... 1411

Foundation of the University of St Andrews . . 1412

Burning of Paul Craw ..... 1433

Assassination of James I. at Perth . . . 1437

Fall of the Black Douglases . . . .1455
Foundation of the University of Glasgow . . 1451

Accidental death of James II. at Kelso . . . 1460

Orkney and Shetland Islands acquired by Scotland . 1468

St Andrews made an Archbishopric . . . 1472

Execution of James III.'s Favourites at Lauder Bridge 1482

Battle of Sauchieburn and Assassination of James III. 1488

End of the Lordship of the Isles . . . 1493
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A.D.

Foundation of the University of Aberdeen . . 1495
~

Marriage of James IV. and Margaret Tudor . . 1503

Battle of Flodden and Death of James IV. . . 1513
- Burning of Patrick Hamilton .... 1528

Foundation of the Court of Session . . . 1532

^ The Rout of Solway Moss and Death of James V. . 1542

MARY (1542-1567)

Burning of George Wishart ..
Murder of Cardinal Beaton ..
Battle of Pinkie ....
The First Covenant ...
Return of John Knox from the Continent

Establishment of Protestantism..
Return of Mary from France ..

"Marriage of Mary and Darnley .

Murder of Riccio .

Murder of Darnley .

Marriage of Mary and Bothwell

^Battle of Langside

( Mary's flight to England

JAMES VI. (1567-1625)

Murder of the Regent Moray . 1570

Regent Lennox slain . . . . 1571

Death of John Knox ..... 1572

Death of the Regent Mar . . ,1572
Raid of Ruthven . . . . . 1581

Execution of Mary .... 1587

Cowrie Conspiracy .... 1600

Union of the Crowns of England and Scotland . 1603

Episcopacy established .... 1606

The Five Articles of Perth . . . . 1618

Death of James VI. ..... 1625

2 P



596 CHIEF EVENTS

CHARLES I. (1625-1649)
A.D.

Charles's visit to Scotland . . . 1633

Laud's Liturgy ...... 1637

Riot in the Church of St Giles . . . 1637

The National Covenant..... 1638

Episcopacy abolished by the General Assembly at

Glasgow ...... 1638

First Bishops' War ..... 1639

Second Bishops' War ..... 1640

Solemn League and Covenant .... 1643

Battle of Philiphaugh . . . . .1645
The Engagement ..... 1647

Execution of Charles I. . . . . . 1649

CHARLES II. (1649-1651)

Charles II. proclaimed King .... 1649

Execution of Montrose ..... 1650

Battle of Dunbar . ..... 1650

Battle of Worcester . . . .1651

INTERREGNUM (1651-1660)

Scotland under the Commonwealth . . . 1651

Scotland under the Protectorate. . . . I &53
Restoration of Charles II. .... 1660

CHARLES II. (1660-1685)

Restoration of Episcopacy .... 1661

The Pentland Rising ..... 1666

First Letter of Indulgence .... 1669
Murder of Archbishop Sharp .... 1679

Battle of Drumclog ..... 1679
Battle of Bothwell Bridge .... 1679

Sanquhar Declaration ..... 1680

Test Act....... 1681

Death of Charles II. ..... 1685
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JAMES VII. (1685-1689)
A.D.

Earl of Argyle's Invasion . . , . 1685

Whigs shut up in Dunnottar Castle . , . 1685

Three Letters of Indulgence .... 1687

Execution of James Renwick . ... . 1688

James VII. deposed ..... 1689

WILLIAM II. AND MARY II. (1689-1694)

WILLIAM II. (ALONE) (1694-1702)

Battle of Killiecrankie . . . . . 1689

Highlanders defeated at Dunkeld . . . 1689

Presbyterianism establishe .... 1690

Massacre of Glencoe . . . . .1691
Education Act passed ..... 1696

Darien Expedition ..... 1698

Death of William II. .... 1702

ANNE (1702-1714)

Act of Security ...... 1704

Union of the Parliaments of England and Scotland . 1707

Attempted French Invasion of Scotland . . 1708

Patronage restored . . . . .1712
Death of Anne ...... 1714

GEORGE I. (1714-1727)

Jacobite Rebellion ..... 1715

Battle of Sheriffmuir ..... 1715

Malt-Tax Riots ...... 1724

Death of George I. 1727

GEORGE II. (1727-1760)

Porteous Mob ...... 1736

Jacobite Rebellion ..... 1745

Battle of Culloden ..... 1746

Abolition of Feudal Jurisdictions . . . 1746

Death of George II. ..... 1760



598 CHIEF EVENTS

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
A.D.

First Steamboat . . . . . . 1788

Colliers and Salters freed .... 1799

Reform Bill passed ..... 1832

The Disruption ...... 1843

Education Act passed ..... 1872

Patronage abolished ..... 1874

Elementary Education made free . . . 1889

Union of the Free and the United Presbyterian

Churches ...... 1900
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LIST OF SOVEREIGNS
A.D.

Malcolm II. . . . . 1005-1034

Duncan I., grandson .... 1034-1040

Macbeth...... 1040-1057

Malcolm III. (Canmore), son of Duncan I. . 1057-1093

Donald Bane, brother .... 1093-1094

Duncan II., son of Canmore . . . 1094-1094

Donald Bane (Second Reign), brother . . 1094-1097

Edgar, son of Canmore . . . . 1097-1107

Alexander I., brother . . . 1107-1124

David I., brother
-

. . . 1124-1153

Malcolm IV., grandson.... 1153-1165

William the Lion, brother . . . 1165-1214

Alexander II., son .... 1214-1249

Alexander III., son .... 1249-1286

Margaret (The Maid of Norway), grand-daughter 1286-1290

First Interregnum .... 1290-1292

John Balliol, descendant of David I. . . 1292-1296

Second Interregnum .... 1296-1306

Robert I., descendant of David I. . . 1306-1329

David II., son ..... 1329-1371

Robert II., nephew .... 1371-1390

Robert III., son ..... 1390-1406

James I., son ..... 1406-1437

James II., son ..... 1437-1460

James III., son ..... 1460-1488

James IV., son ..... 1488-1513

James V., son ..... 1513-1542

Mary, daughter ..... 1542-1567

James VI., son ..... 1567-1625

Charles I., son ..... 1625-1649

Charles II., son . . . . 1649-1651

Commonwealth and Protectorate . . 1651-1660



600 LIST OF SOVEREIGNS

A.D.

Charles II. . . . . . 1660-1685

James VII., brother . . . . 1685-1689
William II. and Mary II., nephew and daughter 1689-1694

William II. (alone) .... 1694-1702

Anne, daughter of James VII. . . . 1702-1714

George I., great-grandson of James VI. . 1714-1727

George II., son ..... 1727-1760

George III., grandson .... 1760-1820

George IV., son..... 1820-1830

William III., brother , i . 1830-1837

Victoria, niece ..... 1837-1901

Edward I., son ..... 1901
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GENEALOGY OP THE FAMILY OP DUNCAN I.

DUNCAN I.

MALCOLM CANMORE. Donald Bane.
I

Edgar. ALEXANDER I. DAVID I. DUNCAN II.

GENEALOGY OP ROBERT BRUCE AND JOHN
BALLIOL

DAVID I.

Prince Henry.

1, Earl of :David, Earl of Huntingdon.

Margaret. Isabel.

Devorguilla. Robert Bruce, Lord of Annandale.

(Rival of John Balliol.)
JOHN BALLIOL (King). |

Robert Bruce, Earl of Carrick,

ROBERT BRUCE (King).

ROBERT I. (The Bruce).

Marjory, married to Walter the High Steward.

ROBERT II.

I

Robert, Duke
of Albany.
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INDEX
ABBEY, Cambuskennelh (First Par-

liament), 223

Abbey, Dunfermline, 61, 87

Abbeys built by David I., 85

Abbeys of Melrose and Dryburgh,

194

Abbeys of Kelso, Melrose, Dry-

burgh, and Eccles destroyed by
the English, 308

Aberdeen University, 279
Act of Settlement, 511

Security, 511
./Eneas Sylvius, his description of

Scotland, 226

Age, Stone, 5, 8

Bronze, 6, 7, 8, 9

Iron, 7, 8

Historic, 9

Agricola, Julius, 10

forts, 13, 1 6

Aidan and the Angles, 33

Aird's Moss, battle of, 474

Albany, Duke of, brother of James

IN., 255,258

(son of above) made Regent, 284
retires to France, 288

Alcluyd (Dunbarton), 28

Alexander III. conquers the

Hebrides, 102, 109
beats Hakon at Largs, 105
death of, 1 1 1

Alexander, Lord of the Isles, 214,215

Alnwick, defeat and death of

Malcolm Canmore at, 6 1

Amusements in feudal times, 79
in time of Mary, Queen of Scots,

35

Angles, 28
604

Angles, defeat of, at Carham, 38

Angus, Earl of (son of Archibald,

Bell the Cat), marries widow

of James IV., 286

sweeps the rival family of the

Hamiltons from Edinburgh,

287

gets the young King, James V.,

into his power, 288

power of the Douglases broken, 290
Anne crowned, 509

death of, 521

Antoninus, Emperor, 16

wall of, 17, 21
"
Apologetical Declaration," 477

Archers, English, at Falkirk, 145

at Bannockburn, 1 66

at Neville's Cross, 185

Archery in Scotland, laws regarding,

230

Archibald, Bell the Cat, 257

Argyle conquered by Alexander II.,

99

Argyle's rebellion, 481

Armada, the Spanish, 386

Armstrong, John, hanged by James

V., 292

Armstrong, William, captured by
the English and rescued by

Buccleuch, 392

Army : how raised in feudal times, 74

Ayala's, Pedro de, description of

Scots and Scotland in James
IV.'s time, 275

BADENOCH, Wolf of, 199

Balliol, Edward, invades Scotland,

182
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Balliol, John, appointed king by
Edward I., 127

makes treaty with France against

England, 129
invades England, 129

gives up his kingdom to Edward
I. at Stracathro, 131

" Band of Icolmkill," 404
Bannock burn, battle of, 161

Bar Hill Fort, 21

Barbour, the poet, 1 54
"Barns of Ayr," 138
Barons in feudal times, 78

their castles, 78

occupations and amusements of,

79-82

Barony, burghs of, 113

Bastie, La, 285
Battle of

Aird's Moss, 474

Alnwick, 61

Bannockburn, 161

Bothwell Bridge, 471

Carham, 38

Culloden, 548

Dalnaspidal, 455

Drumclog, 470

Dunbar, 130

Dunbar, 445

Dupplin Moor, 182

Falkirk, 144

Flodden, 271

Halidon Hill, 183

Harlaw, 209

Inverlochy, 430

Kilsyth, 430

Langside, 343

Largs, 108

Lochaber, 215
Loudon Hill, 157

Lumphanan, 54

Marston Moor, 426

Methven, 150

Mondynes, 63

Battle of

Mons Graupius, 15

Naseby, 434
Nectan's Mere (Dunnichcn), 36

Neville's Cross, 185

Otterburn, 196, 197
Pass of Killiecrankie, 498

Philiphaugh, 432

Pinkie, 314

Prestonpans, 542

Sheriffmuir, 527

Solway Moss, 297

Stirling Bridge, 140
the Standard, 70

Tippermuir, 429

Worcester, 450

Beaton, Cardinal, 306

gets infant Queen Mary into his

possession, 306
breaks marriage treaty with Eng-

land, 306

passes severe laws against heretics,

307

murdered in his castle of St

Andrews, 312

Beggars, 122

laws against, 231

Bell the Cat, Archibald, 257

Bernicia, 28

Berwick-on-Tweed taken by Edward

I., 129
taken by Bruce, 170

"Bishops' Drag-net," 462

Bishops, Tulchan, 366, 379
"
Bishops' War, First," 419

Second, 421
" Black Acts," 380
"Black Death," 187

"Black Dinner," 237
"Black Douglas," 154, 175
Black Douglases, end of, 245
"Black Saturday," 314
"
Blearie, King," 191

Blind Harry, 135
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Bohun (De), death of, 163
" Bonnie Prince Charlie," 539. See

Charles Edward
Book of Deer, 47
"
Boot, The," 465

Borders, The, 192

reduced to order by James V., 291

last great fight between English
and Scots, 370

last clan battle on, 388

restored to order by James VI., 404
Bothwell Bridge, battle of, 471

Bothwell, Earl of, favourite of Mary,

Queen of Scots, 338

tried for murder of Darnley, 339
married to Mary, 340
flees from Carberry Hill, 341
dies in Danish prison, 341

Boyd, Thomas, made Earl of Arran,

252
marries Princess Mary, James

lll.'s sister, 252

goes to Denmark to propose mar-

riage between King Chris-

tian's daughter Margaret and

James III., 253

returns to Denmark to bring back

the bride, 253
forced to flee from Scotland on

his return, 253

Boyds, rise of the, 251
their downfall, 254

Branxton Hill, 272

Britons of Strathclyde, 28

Britons, homes of the North, 40

Brochs, 42, 43
Bronze Age, 6, 7, 8, 9

Bruce, Edward, made King of

Ireland, 170

Bruce, Robert, 133, 147
stabs Comyn, 149

crowned, 150
defeated at Methven, 150
retires to Rathlin, 151

Bruce lands at Turnberry, 152

defeats English at Loudon Hill,

157

utterly routs Edward II. at

Bannockburn, 161

visits Ireland, 169
sends various Scottish armies to

ravage England, 170

forces the English to acknow-

ledge independence of Scot-

land, 173

dies at Cardross, and is buried

in Dunfermline, 174
his efforts to make Scotland strong

at sea and on land, 177, 1.79

Bruce's Testament, 189

Brude, King, and St Columba, 31

and Ecgfrith, 36

Brus, The, 154

Buchanan, George, 353, 376

Burgesses : their requirements,

privileges, and duties, 118

in Parliament, 223

Burghs, Royal, 76, 113
of Regality, 113

of Barony, 113
"Burnt Candlemas, The," 188

Buying and selling, laws regarding,
228

CABOT, Sebastian, 261

Caesar, Julius, IO

Caledonian Canal, 563

Caledonians, 13

Caledonians' method of fighting,

12, 15

Calgacus, 14

Cameronians, 473, 499
Candida Catsa, 24

Canmore, Malcolm, defeats Macbeth

at Lumphanan, 53

invades England, 55

agrees to be William the Con-

queror's "man," 56
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Canmore, Malcolm, marries Princess

Margaret of England, 56

defeated and slain by the English
at Alnwick, 6 1

Carham, battle of, 38

Charles Edward, Prince, lands in

Scotland, 538
raises standard at Glenfinnan, 539

marches to Edinburgh, 540
defeats Cope at Prestonpans, 542

reaches Derby, 544
beats Hawley at Falkirk, 546
defeated at Culloden, 548

escapes to France, 549
Charles I. succeeds James VI., 407
crowned in Scotland, 409
confirms Episcopacy in Scotland,

411
sends Service-book to Scotland,

412

quarrels with the Covenanters, 418
"
Pacification of Berwick," 421

Second Bishops' War, 421
visits Edinburgh, 423
"
Civil War," 425

defeated at Naseby, 434

puts himself in the hands of the

Scots, 436
is handed over to the English

Parliamentary party, 436

imprisoned in Carisbrooke Castle,

437

signs the "
Engagement," 438

executed, 439
Charles II. proclaimed king, 441

accepts the Covenants, 443

crowned, 448
defeated at Worcester, 450
the restoration, 455
rules Scotland by Privy Council,

458
re-establishes Episcopacy, 460

dies, 478
" Chase-about Raid," 333

Chevy Chase, 197

Chivalry, days of, 82

Christianity, effect of, in consolidat-

ing Scotland, 30

Church, changes made by Princess

Margaret in, 59

what David I. did for the, 85

Church, Irish, 35

Church of Rome, 35

corrupt state, 320

put an end to in Scotland by Act

of Parliament, 324

Churches and clergy, how kept up, 92
"
Civil War, Great," 425

" Claim of Right," 487

Claverhouse, John Graham of, 470,

477, 480, 497
Clear the Causeway, 287

Clergy, Roman (regular and secu-

lar), 87
life of regular clergy, 89, 90
secular clergy, 9092
how maintained, 92

corrupt state, 320
Cochrane and other favourites of

James III. hanged on Lauder

Bridge, 257

Cceur-de-Lion, Richard, 98

Columba, St, 30, 47
and lona, 31

Columbus, 261

Combat, trial by, 84

Compurgation, trial by, 84

Comyn, John, stabbed by Bruce, 149
" Confession of Faith," 324
"
Confession, Negative," 373

Congregation, Lords of the, 318

Conventicles, 470
Coronation chair, 103

Council, king's Privy or Secret, 222

National, 222

Daily, set up by James IV., 278

Council, town, 120

duties of councillors, 121
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Court of Session set up by James V.

in Edinburgh, 299
" Court of the Dusty-feet," 122

"Court of the Piepoudres," 122

Covenant, first, 318

"Covenant, King's," 417

Covenant, National, 416
"
Covenant, Solemn League and,"

426

Craftsmen, 119

Crannogs, 40-42

Craw, Paul, burned as a heretic, 218

Crichton, Sir William, governor of

Edinburgh Castle, retains pos-
session of James II. so as to

have chief power, 234

regains possession of James, who
had escaped, 236

the " Black Dinner," 237

Cromwell, Oliver, 434, 438, 439,

443, 449, 450. 453, 455
Crows in Scotland, 228

Culloden, battle of, 548

Cuthbert, St, 34, 63

DALNASPIDAL, battle of, 455

Dalriada, 27
Darien scheme, 507
sum paid to make up for Scottish

losses, 518

Darnley, Henry Stewart, Lord,
married to Mary, Queen of

Scots, 331

assists at the murder of Riccio,

335-36

helps Mary to escape to Dunbar,

336
falls ill in Glasgow, 339

murdered, 339
David I., 66

gives lands to Normans, 68

invades England, 69
the "

Battle of the Standard," 70

treaty with Stephen of England, 71

David I., his death, 71

his gifts to the Church, 85

monasteries built by, 85

David II. defeated and captured at

Neville's Cross, 185

Death, Black, 187

Deer, Book of, 47

Derwentwater, Earl of, executed, 528

Destiny, Stone of, 102, 133, 150

Discipline, First Book of, 325

Second Book of, 379

Disruption, the, 557, 573
"Divine Right of Kings," 378-79
Donald Bane, 6 1

Douglas, Black

character, 154

"Douglas Larder," 155
at Bannockburn, 163-68

invades England, 171

the " Heart of the Bruce," 175
slain by Saracens, 176

Douglas, William, eighth earl of,

slain by James II. in Stirling

Castle, 242

William, sixth earl of, treacher-

ously seized and beheaded in

Edinburgh Castle, 237

Dress, laws regarding, 229
ladies' dress in James IV.'s time,

276

Drumclog, battle of, 470

Dryburgh and Melrose Abbeys
burned, 194

Dukes, first Scottish, 203
" Dunbar Drove," 445
Dunbarton (Alcluyd), 28

castle taken by Crawford, 359

Dundee, sack of, by Monk, 451

Dundee, Viscount See Claverhouse

Dunfermline Abbey, 61

Dunnottar Castle, Whigs confined

in, 483

Dupplin Moor, battle of, 182

"Dusty-feet, Court of the," 122
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Dwellers in the towns in Alexander

III.'s time, 118

Dwellings, lake, 40

Dykebreakers or levellers, 531

EARLIEST DWELLERS IN SCOT-

LAND, i

Earth houses, 44

Edgar the Atheling, 56

Edgar the Peaceable, 64

Edinburgh Castle taken by Ran-

dolph, 159
the scene of the " Black Dinner,"

237

town described, 192

burnt by English, 194

becomes the capital of Scotland,

280

burned by English army under

Hertford, 308

reaches height of importance, 406

described by English visitor (iyth

century), 490
defended by Kirkcaldy of Grange,

360

Edinburgh University, 406
Education Act, 574

Education, law to improve, 279, 325

Edward I . of England acknowledged

overlord, 127

appoints John Balliol king, 127

death of, 158
"
Engagement, The," 438

England and Scotland, causes of

antagonism, 5 1
) 5 2

Episcopacy, real beginning of, in

Scotland, 390

set up by Act of Parliament, 399

confirmed by Charles I., 411

displaced in favour of Presby-

terianism, 418

re-established by Charles II., 460

finally displaced in favour of

Presbyterianism, 502

FAIR, the yearly, 121

Faith, Confession of, 324

Falaise, Treaty of, 98, 99

Falkirk, battle of, 144
Feast of Fools, 350
Feudal system, 72

decay of, 260

castle, description of a, 78
"
Fiery Cross," 427

" Five Articles of Perth," 400

Fleet, the Scottish, under Alexander

II., 99, 101

under Alexander III., 105
under Bruce, 177

great extension under James IV.,

277

Flemings teach the Scots trades

and manufactures, 279

Flodden, battle of, 271

Flou-er, the, 264

Fort, Bar Hill, 21

Forts, Agricola's, 13

Fotheringay Castle, Mary, Queen
of Scots, executed in, 382

" Foul Raid," 206

Franco-Scottish alliance, 129

Free tenants, 83

French soldiers in Scotland, 192

Froissart, 192, 195

GALLOWS, pit and, 79

Gaul, 10, 20

George I. succeeds Queen Anne,

522

George II. crowned, 532

Gillies' Hill, 167

Glasgow University, 279

Glencoe, massacre of, 505

Glenfinnan, Jacobite standard

raised in, 539
'' Good Regent." See Stewart,

Lord James

Gowrie conspiracy, 392

Graham of Claverhouse defeated at
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Drumclog, 470. See Claver-

house

Graham, Sir Robert, conspires

against and slays James I., 219
tortured to death, 221

Grahame's or Grime's Dyke, 17

Great St Michael, 277

Greyfriars' Churchyard, 416, 472

Guise, Mary of. See Mary of

Lorraine

HADRIAN, Emperor, 16

Hadrian's Wall, 16

Hakon of Norway defeated at

Largs, 108

Hal o' the Wynd, 202

Halidon Hill, battle of, 183

Hamilton, Patrick, preaches doc-

trines of the Reformation, 294

taken and burned as a heretic, 295
" Hammer of the Scots," 158

Harlaw, battle of, 208

Harold the Fair-haired, 51

Hebrides conquered by Alexander

III., 102

Hebrides conquered by Harold of

Norway, 51

Henderson, Alexander, 418

Henry VIII. succeeds his father

Henry VII., 268

character, 268

quarrels with James IV., 269

makes war on France, 270

sends an army into Scotland to

pillage and burn, 284
becomes Head of the English

Church, and breaks away
from the Church of Rome,
293

sends Norfolk with an army into

Scotland, 296

proposes that his son Edward
should marry Mary, Queen
of Scots, 304

Henry VIII. sends Hertford to Scot-

land, who burns Edinburgh,
307, 308

dies, 313

Heretics, laws against, 206

Heriot, George, 353

Hertford, Earl of (Duke of

Somerset), defeats Scots at

Pinkie, 314

Highland clans disarmed, 529
"
Highland Host, The," 467

Highlands and highlanders, 2OO

Highlands, progress in the, 558
Historic Age, 9

Holyrood Chapel, James II. crowned

in, 234

marriage of James IV. in, 268

Holyrood Palace becomes the royal

court, 281

Homes of the North Britons, 40
" Honours of Scotland," 453
House of Stewart, first king of the,

190
"Hundred Years' War," 184

IDA, 28
"
Incident, The," 424

Independence, effects of War of, 179

Independence of Scotland acknow-

ledged by England, 173

Inverlochy, battle of, 430

Tona, 31, 32, 33

Irish Church, 35

Iron Age, 7, 8

Islands, Western, subdued by
Alexander III., 108

Isles, Alexander, Lord of the, 214,

215

Donald, Lord of the, rebels and is

defeated at Red Harlaw, 207-

209

John, Lord of the, 249-50

rebels against James IV., and

loses lordship of the Isles, 264
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JACOBITES, 519
rebellion under Mar and the Old

Pretender (the '15), 523
under Prince Charles Edward, 538

James, Duke of York (afterwards

James VII.), made royal com-

missioner, 474
crowned king, 480
abolishes laws against Catholics,

484
sends out Letterof Indulgence, 484

dethroned, 487

James, Prince, captured by the

English, 204
returns from England, 210

I., King, enforces the laws, 21$, 2 1 6

reforms the Church, 216

murdered at Perth, 220

James II. crowned, 234
a prisoner in Crichton and Living-

stone's hands, 234
marries Mary of Gueldres, 239

imprisons Livingstone, 240
stabs Douglas in Stirling Castle,242

killed by bursting of a cannon at

siege of Roxburgh, 245

James III. in the hands of the

Boyds, 251

marries Princess Margaret,

daughter of King of Norway,

253
takes up the reins of government,

but gives himself up to

favourites, 254

quarrels with noble?, and im-

prisons Albany and Mar, his

two brothers, 255

his nobles hang Cochrane and

other favourites over Lauder

Bridge, 257

the nobles rebel against James, 258

murdered in a mill after being

defeated by the rebels at

Sauchieburn, 259

James IV.

description of, 262

subdues Western Islands and

Highlands, 265

supports Perkin Warbeck in his

attempt to win the crown of

England, 265
marries Margaret Tudor, 266

quarrels with Henry VIII., 269
invades England, 271

James V. defeated and slain at

Flodden, 274
crowned at Stirling, 282

in the hands of the Douglases, 288

escapes from Falkland Castle, 288

description of, 289

conquers the Douglases, 291

restores order on the Borders and

in the Highlands, 291, 292

unfriendly with Henry VIII., 293

marries Madeleine, daughter of

Francis I., 295

on her death, marries Mary of

Lorraine, 296

prepares to invade England,
but nobles refuse to cross

Border, 296
" Rout of Solway Moss," 297

his death, 299

James VI.

birth of, 337

crowned at Stirling, 341

prevailed on by Duke of Lennox

(Esme Stewart) to have

the "
Negative Confession

"

drawn up, 373

seized by the Earl of Cowrie,

374

escapes to St Andrews, 375

his belief in the Divine Right of

Kings, 378

declared by Parliament to be

Head of the Church, 380

the Cowrie Conspiracy, 392
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James VI.
t

succeeds to the throne of England,

395

description of James, 395
rules Scotland by his Privy

Council, 397
visits Scotland, 399
death of, 402

Julius Agricola, 10

Caesar, 10

Justices of the Peace introduced

into Scotland, 405

KENMURE, Lord, executed, 528

Kennedy, James, Bishop of St

Andrews, 238

wields chief power, 248
saves Scotland from Douglas and

John, Lord of the Isles, 248
builds College of St Salvator,

University of St Andrews, 251
death of, 250

Kenneth MacAlpin made king of

Picts and Scots, 37

Kentigern, or St Mungo, 33

Killiecrankie Pass, battle of, 498

Kilsyth, battle of, 430

King and Parliament, their re-

spective powers, 225
"
King's Curates," 463, 487

King's expenses, how paid, 76

"King's Cjuair," 211
" Kinmont Willie," 392

Kirkcaldy of Grange defends Edin-

burgh Castle', 360
makes raid on Stirling, during

which Lennox the regent is

shot, 361

surrenders to the English leader

who was assisting at siege,

368

executed, 369

Knighthood, 82

its significance, 83

Knox, John, the friend of Wishart,

310

present in castle of St Andrews,

312

sent to France as a galley slave,

313

returns to Scotland for ten months,

3i8

comes back once more to Scot-

land, 320
his eloquence, 320, 322

his interview with Mary, Queen
of Scots, 329

preaches funeral sermon of the

"Good Regent," 357

death of, 366

LA BASTIE, 285

Lake dwellings, 40-42
"
Lamp of the Lothians," 189

Langside, battle of, 343

Larder, Douglas, 155

Largs, battle of, ic8

L-iws, method of making known, 225

regarding wolves, 227

crows, 228

buying and selling, 228

style of dress, 229

archery, 230

heretics, 206

beggars, 231

tilling of the soil, 231

improvement of fishing industry,

278

education, 279

encouragement of tree planting,

346

to encourage trade and manu-

factures, 406
to regulate trade in I7th century,

492

against witchcraft, 492

regarding weapons, 495
Lia Fail, 102
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Leith, Treaty of, 323

Lennox, Earl of (Darnley's father),

made regent, 358

shot by Kirkcaldy's men in

Stirling, 361

Lepers, 122

Lepertown (Liberton), 122

Leslie, Alexander, 419, 421

David, 426, 432, 443, 449, 450
Letters of Indulgence sent out by

Lauderdale, 466

by James VII., 484

intercommuning, 466
Life in Scotland, contrasted with

life in France, 246
in James I.'s time, 226

in James IV.'s time, 275-81
in time of Mary, Queen of Scots,

345
in the I7th century, 488

Life, town, during Alexander III.'s

time, in, 118

during the time of Mary, Queen
of Scots, 348

Life under the feudal system, 77

Lion, William the, 96
invades England, 97

captured near Alnwick, 98
forced to acknowledge Henry II.

of England overlord of Scot-

land, 98
death of, 99

Liturgy, or Service-book, 412

Livingstone, Sir A lexander, governor
of Stirling Castle, secures

possession of James II., 235
The " Black Dinner," 237

imprisoned by James II., 240

Lochaber, battle of, 215

Loch-an-eilan Castle, 199

Lollards, 206

Lollius Urbicus, 17

Lord of the Isles, Alexander, taken

prisoner by James I., 214

Lord of the Isles rebels, -but submits

to James, 215

Donald, rebels and is defeated at

Harlaw, 207-9

John, his plot with Douglas and

Edward IV., 249
rebels against James IV., and

loses his lordship of the Isles,

264
Lords of the Congregation, 318

Lothian, 33

added to Scotland, 39

Lothian, apostle of (St Cuthbert), 34

Loudon Hill, battle of, 157

Lowlands, progress in the, 565

Lumphanan, battle of, 54

Luther's, Martin, opinions begin to

spread, 294

Lyndsay, Sir David, tutor to James

V., 289
his plays, 318

MACBETH, 52-54
"
Mackenzie, Bluidy," 478

Maeatae, 18

Magistrates' duties, 122

Magnus Barefoot, 64

Magus Moor, 468
Maid of Norway, 123, 126

Maiden, Malcolm the, 94

gives back northern counties of

England to Henry II., 95

Maitland, William, of Lethington,

chosen one of her advisers by

Queen Mary, 329
with Kirkcaldy of Grange in

Edinburgh Castle, 360

surrenders, and dies in prison, 369

Malcolm Canmore, 53

Malcolm the Maiden, 94

"Malignants," 439
Malt tax, 521

Mar, Earl of, made regent for James

VI., 362
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Mar, Earl of,lays siege to Edinburgh

Castle, 362

dies of broken heart, 365

Mar, rebellion under, 523

Margaret, Princess, and Malcolm

Canmore, 56
deaths of, 61

Margaret Tudor, daughter of Henry
VII., married to James IV., 268

appointed regent, 282

Market day, 1 2 1

Marston Moor, battle of, 426

Martyr, first Protestant, 207

Martyrdom of Resby, 207

Craw or Crawar, 218

Mary, Queen of Scots

born, 298

sent to France for safety, 315

marries Francis the Dauphin, 317

becomes Queen of France, 326

loses her husband and returns to

Scotland, 326

Mary and John Knox, 329

sets out for the north and quells

rebellion of Earl of Huntly,

33

her hopes regarding English

crown, 331

marries Henry Stewart, Lord

Darnley, 331

escapes to Dunbar after the

murder of Riccio, 336

James VI. born, 337
nurses Darnley in Kirk o' Field,

339
marries Bothwell, 340

Carberry Hill, 341
confined in Lochleven Castle, and

forced to abdicate, 341

escapes, defeated at Langside,
and flees to England, 342-43

executed at Fotheringay, 382

Mary of Lorraine married to James

V., 296

Mary of Lorraine made regent, 316

places Frenchmen in high offices,

316
tries to stem the tide of the

Reformation, 317-19
raises army to quell Reformers, 322

dies, 323

Massacre of Glencoe, 505
Massacre of St Bartholomew, 364
Melrose and Dryburgh abbeys

burned, 194

Melville, Andrew, 379

Methven, battle of, 150

Mill, Walter, burned as a heretic, 319

Monasteries, early art in, 45

Monastery, description of a, 87

Monastery of Perth built by James

I., 218

Mondynes, battle of, 63

Monk, General, 451, 455
Monks their daily duties, 89

their skill in various occupations
and atts, 90

their hospitality to beggars and

the poor, 90

Monmouth's, Duke of, rebellion, 481

Mons Graupius, battle of, 15

Montrose, James, Marquis of, comes

to Scotland, 427
raises an army in support of

Charles I., 429
defeats the Covenanters at Tipper-

muir, 429
takes and plunders Aberdeen, 430
defeats Argyle at Inverlochy, 430
wins a great victory at Kilsyth,

430
defeated by David Leslie at

Philiphaugh, 432

captured, and executed, 443

Moray, Earl of. See Stewart, Lord

James

Moray, mormaers or earls of, their

rebellions, 48, 53, 67, 68, 94
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Morton, James, Earl of, made regent
for James VI., 367

carries on the siege of Edin-

burgh Castle, 368
executes Kirkcaldy of Grange, 369
his unpopularity and downfall,

370-71

regains chief power, 371
accused of having a share in the

murder of Darnley, 372
executed at Market Cross, Edin-

burgh, 373

Mousa, Broch of, 43

Mungo, St., 33

NASEBY, battle of, 434
National Council, 222

National Covenant, 416
Nectan's Mere, battle of, 36

"Negative Confession," 373
Neville's Cross, battle of, 185

Ninian, St, 24
church of, Candida Casa, 24

Normans receive lands from David I.,

68, 75

North Britain one kingdom, 39
North Britons, homes of, 40
Northern counties of England lost

to Scotland, 95

Northmen, 49

OLIVER CROMWELL, 434, 438, 439,

443, 449, 45, 455

Orange, William of, invited to be-

come king, 486
lands in England, 486
Scottish crown offered to, 487
establishes Presbyterianism in

Scotland, 502
issues

" Letters of Fire and

Sword" against Macdonalds

of Glencoe, 505
death of, 509

Ordeal, trial by, 84

Orkney and Shetland Islands con-

quered by Norway, 51

added to the kingdom of Scotland,

253

Otterburn, battle of, 197

" PACIFICATION OF BERWICK," 421

Parliament, first real, 223
and king, their respective powers,

225

"Parliament, Riding of the," 514

Parliaments, union of the, 515

Patronage Act, 520
Pentland rising, 464

People's mode of life in James I.'s

time, 226

in James IV.'s time, 275-81
in time of Queen Mary, 345
in the I7th century,

"
Perth, Five Articles of," 400

Philiphaugh, battle of, 432
Pictish towers, 42

Picts, 20, 25

conversion to Christianity, 32

houses, 44
Picts and Scots united under Ken-

neth MacAlpin, 37
"
Piepoudres, Court of the," 122

Pinkie, battle of, 314
" Pit and Gallows," 79
"
Plotters, The," 424

Poet king's reign, end of, 219, 220

Porteous Mob, 533
Prehistoric Times, 7i 9

Presbyterianism set up, 379

suppressed by James VI., 399
once more established by General

Assembly, 418

approved of by Charles I., 423

finally established by William II.,

502

Preston, surrenderof Jacobites at, 527

Prestonpans, battle of, 542

Pretender, The, Prince James, 527
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Printing, art of, its effects on

religion, 261

Privy Council, 222

Protestant martyr, first, James

Resby, 207
Protestantism established by Act of

Parliament, 324-25

"RAGMAN'S ROLL," 133

Raid, Foul, 206

of Reidswire, 370
Raid into England under Douglas

and Randolph, 171

Chase-about, 333
" Raid of Ruthven," 374
"
Raid, Whiggamores',

1 '

439
Ransom of David II., 186

of James I., 210

Rathlin, Bruce in, 151

Rebellions, Jacobite, 525, 538
" Red Comyn," 148
Red Ilarlaw, 209
" Red Tod "

(James V.), 289
Reform Bill, 572

Reformation, early signs of, 206, 218

doctrines of, preached by Hamil-

ton, 294

proto-martyr of, 295

changes on account of, 300

Regality, burghs of, 113

Renwick, James, 477, 485

Resby, James, the first person to be

put to death for his religion, 207
"
Revolution, The," 488

Riccio, David, the favourite of Mary,

Queen of Scots, 335

his murder, 336
Richard Coeur-de-Lion, 98
"
Riding of the Parliament," 514

Robert Bruce. See Bruce, Robert

Roman occupation, effects of, 20

Roman roads, 21

Romans, coming of the, 10

departure of, 20

Rome, 10

Rome, Church of, 35

Rothesay, death of Duke of, 203
Rout of Solway Moss. 297

Roxburgh Castle besieged by James

II., 245

Royal burgh, 76, 113
"
Ruthven, Raid of," 374

SAINTS' DAYS, 123

"Sanquhar Declaration," 473
Saxons from Germany, 20

Scotland and England, causes of

antagonism between, 51, 52

Scotland, earliest dwellers in, I

beginnings of, 25
a united kingdom, 36, 40
enemies of the kings of, 47
subdued by Edward I., 133, 134

independence of, secured, 173
how governed in James I.'s time,

221
described by yneas Sylvius,

226

wolves in, 227

crows in, 228

described by Pedro Ayala in

James IV.'s time, 275
trade in James IV.'s time, 279
conditions in times of Mary, Queen

of Scots, 345

during James VI. 's time, 402
in the I7th century, 488

Scots and Picts united under Ken-
neth MacAlpin, 37

Scots from Ireland, 20, 27
"
Scots, Hammer of the," 158

Scotsmen, great, 575

Scotsmen, their name and language,

29

Security, Act of, 511

Serfs, 74, 83

Service-book, or Liturgy, 412

Settlement, Act of, 511
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Severus,. Emperor, 18

death of, 19

Wall of, 19

Sharp, Archbishop, murdered, 468

Sheriffmuir, battle of, 527
Shetland and Orkney Islands con-

quered by Norway, 51

added to the kingdom of Scotland,

253
"
Slaughter in the Lennox," 403

Smuggling in Scotland, 532
" Solemn League and Covenant,"

426

Solway Moss, rout of, 297

Somerset, Duke of, defeats Scots at

Pinkie, 314
" Sore Saint

"
(David I.), 87

St Andrews University, 209
St Bartholomew, massacre of, 364
St Columba, 30, 47
and King Brude, 31

St Cuthbert, 34, 63

St Giles, riot in, on account of

Liturgy, 413
St Margaret, landing of, 57

holy cross of, 133
St Mungo, or Kentigern, 33

St Ninian, 24

Standard, battle of the, 70

Stephen, Earl of Blois, 69

Stewart, first king of the house of, 190

Stewart, Lord James (half-brother

of Mary, Queen of Scots), chief

leader of the Protestants, 322

chosen as one of her advisers by

Mary, Queen of Scots, 327

becomes Earl of Moray, 330

opposes Mary's marriage with

Darnley, and rebels, 333

compelled to flee to England, 333

made regent, 342

shot by Hamilton of Bothwell-

haugh, 357

Stirling Bridge, battle of, 140

Stirling Castle besieged by Edward

Bruce, 160

the scene of the Douglas murder,

242
Stone Age, 5, 8

Stone of Destiny, 102, 133, 150

Strathclyde, 28

Strathclyde added to Scotland or

Scotia, 39

TENANTS, free, 83

Test Act, 476

"Testament, Good King Robert's,"

189

Tilling of the soil, laws regarding,

231

TineheI, 523

Tippermuir, battle of, 429
Tombs in Stone, Bronze, and Iron

Ages, 8, 9
"Toom Tabard," 128

Town Council, 120

duties of councillors, 121

Town cross, its original intention,

and later uses, 116

Town life in Alexander III.'s time,

in, 118

in time of Mary, Queen of Scots,

348

Towns, increase in size and number

of, 552

Towns, their origin and object, 112

Tournament, or tourney, 80

Trade in Scotland in James IV.'s

time, 279
in James VI. 's time, 40$
in 1 7th century, 492
in 1 8th century, 551

Treaty of Westminster, 422
of Falaise, 98, 99
with France, John Balliol's, 129

of Northampton, 173
of Leith, 323

of Union, 513, 515, 516
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Trial by compurgation, 84

ordeal, 84

combat, 84

Tudor, Margaret, daughter of

Henry VII., married to James

IV., 268

appointed regent, 282

Tulchan bishops, 366, 379

Turnberry Castle, 124, 152

UNION OF PICTS AND SCOTS, 37

Union of the Crowns, its immediate

effects, 406

Union, Treaty ot, 513, 515

ultimate good effects of, 550, 575

University of St Andrews, 209

Glasgow and Aberdeen, 279

Edinburgh, 406

Urbicus, Lollius, 17

VASCO DA GAMA, 261

Vassal of England, John Balliol, 127

Vassals, 74

Vikings, 49, 50, 51

WADE, General, 529

Wall, Hadrian's, 16

of Antoninus, 17, 21

of Severus, 19

Wallace, Adam, burned as a heretic,

317

Wallace, William, 134

fights with English, 137
" Barns of Ayr," 138

victory at Stirling, 140

invades England, 143
defeated at Falkirk, 145, 146

death of, 146
"
Wanderers, The," 474

Wapinshaw, 179

Warbeck, Perkin, in Scotland, 265

War, First Bishops', 419

Second, 421

"War, Great Civil," 425
"
War, Hundred Years'," 184

War of Independence, effects of, 179
Wars on the Borders, 192

Wells, St Ninian's, 24
Westminster Assembly, 437
Westminster Treaty, 422
Western Islands subdued by Harold

of Norway, 51

by Magnus Barefoot, 64

by Alexander III., 108

restored to order by James VI.,

403

"Whigs' Vault," 483
"
Whiggamores' Raid," 439

"Wigtownshire Martyrs," 481
William of Orange. See Orange,

William

William the Conqueror invades Scot-

land, 55

William the Lion, 96. See Lion,
William the

Wishart, George, preaches doctrines

of the Reformation, 310

captured, and burnt as a heretic,

3ii

Witchcraft, 492
"Wolf of Badenoch,"i99
Wolves in Scotland, 227

Wood, Sir Andrew, of Largo, defeats

and captures five English ships,

263

captures Stephen Bull and three

English ships, 265

Worcester, battle of, 450

Wycliffe begins to teach doctrines of

the Reformation, 206

Yellow Carrel, 264
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